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PREFACE

Gerardus van der Leeuw was a versatile genius and a prolific writer. It

is even probable that this versatility prevented him from becoming a

world-renowned figure, like Karl Barth, Rudolf Bultmann, or Nikolai

Berdyaev. Of course he was, and still is, extremely popular in his native

Holland, and he is well knotvn outside his country as the author of the

only existing large and complete treatise on the phenomenology of

religion. He was acknowledged as one of the outstanding historians of

religion in the world. He organized and presided over the first Inters

national Congress for History of Religions, held after the war, in

Amsterdam (1950). Nevertheless, his worlcs do not enjoy the popular-

ity which they deserve.

One of the reasons is doubtless his many-sided actirides and the

appalling diversity of his production. Gerardus van der Leeuw was a

theologian and a philosopher, and he taught History of Religions at the

University of Groningen, Though as a young man he studied Oriental

languages and obtained his doctorate with a thesis on Egyptian religion,

he later published two excellent books on primitive religion and in-

numerable articles on various other religions, the problem of Uwiono
theisnms and the psychology of religion. In addition, he is the author of

Phanomenologie der Religion (1935), preceded by Emjiihmng in die

Phanoinenologie der Reli^on (1925). And besides all this, he was a

poet, a musician, a man of the Qiurch, and after the liberation of Hol-

bnd, for some time served his country as Minister of Education.

I do not know to what extent van der Leeuw realized that his

multilateral creativity exemplified an enduring European cultural

model: the “Encyclopedic” or “Universal” man, personified by such
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VI PREFACE

figures as Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Leibnitz, and Goethe. All

cultures have their saints, their poets, and their sages; but a Leonardo
da Vinci could appear only in Europe. At a certain moment during
the nineteenth century, however, owing to the rapidly increasing frag-

mentation and specialization of knowledge, the Renaissance tradition

seemed definitely concluded. The isolation of the different branches of
knowledge became almost absolute. The immense domain of the arts
was ignored or neglected by scieniistTand philosophers, as well as by
lustorians. It is difficult to imagine a philosopher or a professor of
philosophy at the end of the nineteenth cenmi^ seriously discussing j
poet, a painter, or a musician, ^

^

Things have changed in the last thirty to forty years, and van der
Leeuw is one of the authors who best exemplifies this change. The
jremendousp_ccess of Nietzsche and the discovery of Kier1,-efTaard
tn^of depth psychology und^xigai^phil^TT^^^^i;^^^

.̂
al dis^to^Today, Heidegger comments laboriously on Hiild-

T
Sorbonne and the College de France—such as

m 7 "“'''’5. Phys. literary criti-c«m and IS passionately involved in the political life of kis couTtr^

-5it
work. There are still a ereat nnmh r !

Leeuw’s

the old French proverb-^mii troe m,)
” granted

der Leeuw was'^iuextr;;^^^^
aKvavs witVi

i

.

nter.jje wrote beautifully and^vays with crystalline
wnter. Hew^beautifully and

™t need

'iS!g™tie writing has hrm.^.
fj"?.

"ity, difficult,

k^ie^and artistic ev,.!u.„^r
—fehion in philosophical

superficiality, dilettanriskv^^ofrfr^^ with

beofa are without structure or are"Ot have the didactic heaviness which 1
,^ ™™lated, but they do

tehdarly worhs. He writes vrf*tit “^i™^ of
fomstically. He may even seem sut B “"i “Ptes-
vondcrful sense of humor, and he dtigtedTu

“

I'ghted in quoting Chesterton or
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his four-year-old daughter while discussing primitive beliefs or the

theology of the sacraments. He never took his enormous learning too

seriously, nor his academic or social positions; he did not behave like a

“Herr Professor.” He was at heart an artist and a religious man. He
knew that taking oneself too seriously is the product of a sinful pride,

or, as he put it, “a fatal, morbid pride, wluch tempts man to take him-

self so seriously that he forgets that human life has the nature of a

game. And at the same time he forgets God.” j

For van der Leeuw, human life had the nature of a game, but a

game in which God was somehow involved . He begins the present

work, Voin Heiligen in der Kunsty undoubtedly the masterpiece of his

maturity, with a study of “Beautiful Motion,” a presentation of the

primordial unity of the dance and religion. Van der Leeuw believed

that the dance, is the original art. “All arts are found within it in its

undivided unity. The image, made dynamic through movement and

countermovement, sings and speaks simultaneously, forms a circle and

then a house. From the unity, the arts free themselves by turning to the

image: undanced drama and rhetoric, painting, sculpture, and architec-

ture” (p. 303). This “split” of the original unity of art is followed, in

more recent times, by a separation of each art into sacred and profane

forms. Drama, for instance, grew out of the primitive liturgy and finally

split into spiritual and profane drama. “One might say that the drama

emerged from the church to the church square, from the temple into

the market place. The history of the drama is a history of seculariza-

tion” (p. 80).

Van der Leeuw describes this process of secularization with each of

the arts; dance, drama, music, architecture, sculpture, and painting. He
points out the original sacredness of an art, then the tension and con-

flict between art and religion, and finally their complete separation,

t.e., the secularization of the art and its absolute autonomy. But this

process is not as simple as it seems at first sight. The religious life, even

in a modem society, continues to utilize artistic forms. Art is better

able to convey the holy than the pure idea, for “its point of departure

is the whole man, body and soul, an indivisible unity*. The holy, too, is

concerned with the wltolc man, not an abstract ‘spirit’ which might be

liindcrcd by a material body” (p. 180). Religion needs the arts because

it cannot live without fomis and figures. But the arts must also come
to religion, “as to the broader and deeper stream into which its floods

can pour” (p. 189). Tlic Iioly, 5ays \*an der Leeuw, is not afraid of
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Luty, but of naturalness. The ancient Gteefa did not place PhMaa’

mastTrpieces in their temples, hut rather the somewhat awktvard,

archie statues, or the xoanon.
_ t • nt.

At the end of each chapter, van dcr Leeuw indicates bncHy the

theological significance of the act in question. But the problem of

“theological aesthetics’’ is most amply discussed m the last pan of the

book, where van der Leeuw tries to summarize the results of his pro-

vious analysU.

The dance reflects the movement of God, which also moves us

upon the earth. The drama presupposes the holy play between God

and man. Verbal art is the hymn of praise in which the Eternal and

his worlts are represented. Architecture reveals to us the lines of the

well-built city of God’s creation. Muac is the echo of the eternal

Gloria. In the pictorial arts, we found images. . . . [p. 265]

And yet, he goes on, the questions, How can we maVe art religious?

or, When or how does art become leUgious? are meaningless.

This would be too external, as though holiness and beauty were

two ingredients which can be mixed together according to certain

principles. We ask only: when and how is the unity revealed to us

wWchwas self-evident to primitive roan, but Avhich we can only per-
ceive with effort? In other words, there is no particular art which
can be designated religious. Still less is there a religion which we
could call aesthetic. There is only a single art, and it vs first of all art.

There is only a single religion, and it is always and everywhere re-
ligion [p. 266].

The complete unity of religion and art cannot be conceived, nor
should it be desired, for both need to be absolute.

Religion and art are parallel lines, which intersect only at infinity
and meet inGod. If in spate of this we continue to speak of a renewed
umty, of influences by which hoUness and beauty can meet, of a
point at which religion and art meet in our world, actuaUy we
always mean a direction, a striving, a recognition, which ultimately
must destroy itself Ip. 333 ).

^
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In this learned and highly provocative book, Gerardus van der

Leeuw does not pretend to show where the two paths, those of beauty

and holiness, cross. But he says:

Climb up upon this height and you will see how the paths of

beauty and of holiness approach each other, growing distant, until

finally in the far distance, they can no longer be held apart. Thus we
shall view this study, to use Kierkegaard’s phrase, as “preliminary.”

We erect no ultimate truths, but remain modestly to one side.

We believe we have noticed something there, and so we point it out

[pp. 335, 336].

One might disagree with van der Leeuw’s conclusions or might even

challenge his theological approach; but it is difficult to imagine a better-

equipped author for a phenomenologically and historically grounded

theology of art. By the breadth of its learning, by the audacity of its

purpose, by the gracefulness of its style, his is a unique book.

MIRCEA ELIADE

UNIVEKStTY OF CHICAGO



FOREWORD

Whoever writes about religion and art comes into contact with two

sorts of people; Christians of the most varied stamp, and connoisseurs

of art. Both are rather difficult to get along with.

There are Christians who are delighted to discover that although

a picture by Rembrandt may be very beautiful, it is still just as tran-

sitory as the rest of the world. In their hearts they think that some-

thing might exist which could be assumed to escape this general

impermanence. The thought that this is not true pleases them. Their

fove of art is like resentment, and is brought forth by their ostensible

grief at their own impermanence. Because they see no possibility- of

changing tlus, they make a dogma of it. If 1 must perish, at least I shall

drag everything down with me when I go.

On the other hand, there are connoisseurs who devote themselves

^vith equal pleasure to the blessed self-assurance which the enjoyment

of beauty can furnish; who imagine that they have a monopoly on

art; for whom the practice of art is synonymous with piety and cul-

ture and science and similar worth-while pursuits. These are the literati

and aesthetes, the melomaniacs and company managers of beauty, who
do not want to join the rest of the world in perdition, but want to enter

this world in its glorification through beauty.

Their position, too, is based on resentment.

There arc Christians who value art, or even love it, but who at the

same time want to put it at the service of their “persuasion”; they will

allow art entrance into their lives only when they have consecrated it.

They have become so accustomed to kneeling that they force cver)*-

thing to its knees with them, but they have forgotten how to rise up

xi
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again. And they ate often capable of kneeling only on the backs of

There are connoisseurs who view this “consecration as the worst

idolatry. For them there is nothing higher than beauty; there u nothing,

indeed, other than beauty. It is impossible for them to find the con-

nection bettveen art and life, and certainly not between art and hfc

boundary. They stand, proud and straight, unable to kneel, and have

actually forgotten even how to at down.
_

There are Christians for whom the question of the relationship

between the heaudful and the holy is exhausted by the question of the

moral and pedagogical demands which must be made of a work of art.

For them, a “Christian" book is a book in which there is no swearing,

but preaching-, “Christian” music is composition free from the blemishes

which infect opera and dance; a “Christian" picture is a work of art

in which everyone is decently dressed, preferably representing biblical

figures.

There are, on the other hand, connoisseurs for whom art is ex-

hausted in a purely formal game of colors and sounds, of lines and

forms. When God proclaims his law from Sinai with thunder and

hghtning, they have eyes only for the glow and depth of the landscape.

There are many, many more. To all of them this study will not have

much to say.

But I hope that there are stiU a few Christians and men of art who
think differently. Perhaps there arc a few for whom the problems are

not so hopelessly simple, and who have learned reflection and modesty
from the modern study of art and religion. Perhaps there are a few
generous, humane Christians and a few reflective, reverent servants of

art, Christians who have learned, through the manifestation of their

Lord, to love the whole manifest world. Perhaps there are servants of
beauty who are conscious that their love is directed toward him who
is beauty itself, indeed more than b^uty. Perhaps there are men on
both sides who have not bent their knees before Baal, the Baal of a
self-made Christianity or a self-made art, but who can kneel before
God, always and everywhere.

In Bach’s Mass in B Minor
, the Credo is a glorious piece of music, an

expression oC bMuty and an expression of holness. All the voices speak,
one after another: “Qedo ...” It is as though all the stops of hLan
piety and human sense of beanty were released. We fear a letdown
immediately. Then the sioUns begin, high and radiant, the old intona-
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tion of the liturgy. Now it is as though the mysteiy were revealed;

here God speaks.

Within this study I have tried to find paths and boundaries for any-

one who says he understands something of the way God speaks

through beauty, anyone who thinks that God’s word could never be

without the highest beauty. It is a first and very incomplete attempt.

No one has dared more thanj^firstAtep in this field, in this country or

.elsewhere. But if a few -^11 let themselves„be stimulated to reflection

by this attempt, I shall be satisfied.*
/—— J GERARDUS VAN DER LEEUW
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INTRODUCTION

RIVALRY OR ULTIMATE UNITY? The relationship between

religion on the one hand and art, moral philosophy, and science on the

other, raises great difRculties for human thought and comprehension.

Pious men of strict observance can hardly see in art an obedient maid-

servant Artists of ran pour Part look down on religion with distrust

and often with contempt. Independent moral philosophy demands

freedom from religious restrictions. Imperialistic religion condemns

"works” and glorifies faith. Science and religion have been at war with

each other for centuries. Many believers consider science dangerous^

many scientists see in religion a passing phenomenon, already almost

past.

Thus rivalry reigns: first, in general, rivalry beuveen the religious

spirit and the aesthetically, ethically, or scientifically oriented man;

second, a much sharper and more implacable rivalry between the Chris-

tian religion and these manifestations of the intellectual world.,^Hgion^
is always imperialistic. No matter how vague or general it may be, it

always demands everything for itself. It can tolerate, at most, the

claims made by art, ethics, and science, but it can never recognize their

independent justification.

True as this was, for c.vamplc, of the romantic pantheism of the

young Schleiermachcr, how much more true it is for the specific his-

torical form which religion found in Christianity. Naturally, most of

those who see in Christ the complete and final revelation of God will

not want to deny that God also reveals himself in other ways in the

world: in nature, in art, in histor5% and in science. But this is not true

revelation. Fine names arc invented for it. One speaks of f^atia coin^

vmms and “general revelation”; but no essential connection is seen

3



4 INTUODUCTION
between Gods revelation in Christ and the formless revelations in the
rest of the world. One hesitates to say, with John, that the world is
evil, but a path from the revelation in Christ to art, ethics, and science
IS not known, and, usually, is not sought.

Christ is thought of as the Holy One of God, Beauty, goodness, and

often find"
““Sht in Him; nor docs one

sH^bel'en i” T'”'’ The relation-

Hket mhrilmlToTr^^^ Netherlands)

time of the Renubhr Tfi'
P"""nees to the States-General at the

they have no voice in it. It is not
“ “hey, but

light. In Christ God’s fuUne I, 'k*'
^ situation in a different

more to be aded ‘^ere is reaUy nothing

On the other hand, science art , .

in its own right and also in cn k- •
° imperialistic, each

ell of life. Just as it ^not 0^1,;'“'’"" Tech claims

thus the possibility of servinc an
* Mammon,

art seems to be excluld. No? master
necessary:

S?°''”““'’«^'"aeboth,He also has reh'gion;

'hem both,Let him have religion.

is The

W -hich join

edvantane xh?
'h= holy I 've must first

“sicr ‘''"""""‘•''-'"aiTo.ss



INTRODUCTION
upon US as being of wholly other form, other origin, and other effect

than everything else that is known to us. It is, in the phrase of the

ancient Roman, a nobis sepositum, separated from us and from our

world. We respond to this intrusion with mixed feeling. The awe
which the completely other awakens in us breaks down at once into

feelings of fear, of dread, of reverence, of smallness, indeed of nothing-

ness, and at the same time a feeling of being drawn in, of joyous aston-

ishment, of love. The holy, as Otto has taught us to see, both attracts

and repels. It allows us to become aware of infinite distance and feel a

never-suspected nearness. If we succeed in finding paths from the holy

to the beautiful, then the beautiful will also have to call forth this con-

sciousness within us, and will have to lead us to the wholly other.

All this refers to the content, the substance, of the holy. The studies

by Spranger^ have elucidated its form for us. According to him, the

^peculiarity of the religious activitv of the human spirit is characterized

the fact that the object of consideration is never a specific value or

7a sense limited to a single point of view, but, rather, is final value and

.the ultimate sense. An act can be evaluated from different points "oT

view; ethically, aesthetically, economically, etc. The religious man
evaluates in regard to total value, utlimate meaning. Religion demands

totality, its judgments recognizing no others after or besides them-

selves. The values which ic recognizes are noFcondidoned by a p^c-

ular point of view, but are values before God. Therefore, religion «
not concerned with what is beautiful, true, or useful, but with what is

eternal. Religion gives to culture again and again the command Jesus

gave the rich young man: “Sell all that thou hast.” We shall have to

decide whether aesthetic, scientific, or moral culture can assume that

sort of value and express it, if need be, by denying their otvn essence.

Then we shall discover to what degree their own essence blocks this

process.

MKTH0D01.0GY Wc shall scc how. in the course of history,

patlis have been laid and boundaries drawn. Nevertheless, wc do not

want to engage in historical analj'sis. We shall sec ourselves confronted

ydth the question of the ultimate value of the holy, the beautiful, the

good, and the true, independently and in relation to one another. But

our analysis is not philosophic or dogmatic. It is phenomenological. Tlic

use of the phenomenological method Iras, recently, been widespread. In

this context, of course, wc cannot give a more detailed statement of its

aims.* Let this be indicative: Where liistoty- asks, “How did it liappen?,"
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phenomenology asks, “How do I understand it?’’; where philosophy
examines truth and reality, phenomenology contents itself with the
data without examining them further wnth respect to their content of
truth or reality. We do not intend to pursue causal relationships, but
rather to search for comprehensible associations. Further, we do not
intend to investigate the truth behind the appearance, but we shall try
to understand the phenomena themselves in their simple existence.We are fuliy convinced that this method has its limitations. That

-^>'-han by

proL^Lncerirth" a
that the

beauty confront the^nhe*"
boundanes bettveen holiness and

shall not attempt to I^!^eTTu”
shall we immerse ourselves^n Ae

** beautiful, nor
ful in its otvn .s'ne: o' :he,LTr^ -
beauty into nature. These arc •

carries over its ow
beautiful, that is to say, questiomXTl
beaudful,

" ^ ' belong to the metaphysics of the

bea«fl“rspiLtL^ P“ the

-gSisnaid expression o^.K. The im-

cemed with the praetiee of art con-
rxperienccs the beautiful. Whoever ah”

“ landscape
°f saying that it is beautiful and i^ww”

“

whieh^r the bkutv of ‘""‘P’’’’'®

reauT'tl '"“‘X “ ™ch bTie' '">* “ses he is

a«.orrrt “ 'O say.'to ^ '

can
™>x be

relationship
"• 'tt be a holy act?” The
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reverse question, “Can religion be art or resolve

s Ae
becomes inadmissible on the ground of our defimtion of the holy

“wholly other” and the “absolutely valid.

What, of course, can be asked easily, and must be s^to what

degree the consciousness and the rcahzaaon o t e y

This formulation of the question implies the
^

plicated modern art which
LmrVe shall ^consider the

which we shall examine more closely aten
^

primitive artistic expression that stands
) relidous nature.

of . dlto™ .0,., .O koly“ tS.” .

modern intellectual context, this
relationship to

guises that we shall divide our object according to its relationship

the primitive mentality.

“primitive” a n d “ m o d e r ”
‘nd"°modem/’ I have

propose at length ^ ^ follows, usage will become
done that in another

^ onl should be made in this regard:
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arise with the beginnings of a rapprochement, wc continue by de-
scribing a few impulses which prove to be necessary for the reactivation
of the ori^al unity, that is, for reli^ous art.

Each chapter ends with a theolo^cal aesthetic. In it, the search is

pursued for the connection between what we have found on the one
hand to be the essential core of the art in question, and God’s revela-
non on the other hand.

A seventh chapter is devoted to a general theological aesthetic. This
chapter contons, first, a comprehensive review of the arts in their or-
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PART ONE

Beautiful Motion



1 THE UNITY OF

DANCE AND RELIGION

CIRCLES AND PLANES There was a period-^nd for the so-

called primitive peoples this period still exists-when art and rehg.on

stood so close to each other that they could almost be equated. Song

was prayer; drama was divine performance; dance was
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time, one merging into another. Even if we do not always hold our-

selves to this separation, we have learned at least to avoid setting up
ethical criteria in an economic ntuation. For the primitive mind there

are, of course, various motives and criteria as well; but one docs not
purposely differentiate them. A person performing a religious act can
CO ipso act aesthetically. For example, one who dances acts through
motives and pursues goals which, to our minds, are at once recreational,
economic, aesthetic, and religious. One of these motives or goals can
predominate. Then, to retain our metaphor, one of the concentric
circles is larger than the others. Nevertheless, they all exist at the same
nine and have the same center. This center is the single, unbroken life
inelf. There do not yet exist an “earth" and a "heaven”; there is neither
t e concept religious" nor the doncept “aesthetic.” In other words, the
problem we are considetiog does not yet exist for the primitive mind.
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is marked out by the stamping of feet and the clapping of hands. Verbal

art has just as little need of material or instruments, but it needs thought

which is articulated in an image. The dance is its own articulaUon. In

the greatest simplicity it remains constant, century after century.

In this respect, too, the dance occupies a special place among the

arts>“Since the stone age the dance has assumed neither new forms

nor new content. The history of creative dance is completed in pre-

history,” says the greatest expert on the history of the dance.® Its motifs

have remained the same since antiquity, as the round dance, the spin-

ning dance, the masked dance, the forest ring, etc. All have their

origin in the fertility magic of the most ancient times.

The art of beautiful motion is far and away the oldest. Before man
learned how to use any instruments at all, he moved the most perfect

Instrument of all
,
his body. He did this with such abandon that the

cultural history of prehistoric and ancient man is, for the most part,

nothing but the history of the dance. We must understand this

literally. Not only is prehistory mostly dance history, but dance history

is mostly prehistory. Like a giant monolith, the dance stands in the

midst of the changing forms of human expression. Not only as an art,

but also as a form of life and culture, the dance has been grievously

wounded by the general disappearance of culture. In the European

culture of today the dance plays only a very small and often inferior

role. Only in recent times have changes in its character become no-

ticeable. Since there have existed men who write about it, like myself,

for example, and who, like the “audience” at an afternoon ball, would

rather look on than dance themselves, since the couple dance has

pushed aside all other forms of dance and eroticism has laid claim to the

dance for itself alone, the monolith seems to totter. This tottering is

connected with the general and much more serious tottering of our

culture. The revivification of genuine dance in the folk-dance move-

ment, the pantomime (Ballet Jooss), and the religious dance (The
Maidens of the Grail) justifies the hope that balance will gradually be

restored.

It is already clear from this that the influence of the dance on cul-

ture is exceptionally great. ^^Beschaving** (Dutch; literally something

like “grinding to a finish”) is a beautiful word. “Culture” has become
an ugly word. But I believe that wc can see in them this common
ground. Both mean the domain of what is properly human, of the man
who does not simply accept the world as he finds it, but rather trans-

forms it into his own world. He makes of the steppes a farmland, of
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the forest a clearing in which he erects his house; he rides upon the

waters; he makes of the music of the birds a song» of the movements

of the animals a dance. Culture {beschainng) is tlic movement of man

through nature. In the process, three main possibilities arc realized: man
overcomes the world and masters it, succeeding with the help of his

magic and his science, which are related to each other and coincide to

a degree with each other; or he controls his dependence on the powers

of this world, either by subjecting himself to them or allowing himself

to be ruled, doing this in a state of enthusiasm or ecstasy; or he seeks

for himself a place outside the course of the world, which allows liim

to observe, and this he does in art, in science, and in contemplation.
Let us further complete this picture of the movement of man

through nature. Man tries to stride, heavily and emphatically, to hover,
light and high, or to move along calmly and more or less conscious of
responsibility. Obviously he futhlb all three functions in every hour of
jus life, and none of the three is completely lacking in a single one of
his acuons. ® °

Now what meaning do we attach to the dance within the totality

hrerll™''
™ dance is indeed the movement of man in the

cluv hT*’ being rather the specifi-
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also among cultured peoples, of raising those who are unable to dance

up onto the shoulders of the dancers: children, those who are ex-

hausted, menstruating women, etc.® Thus they are “danced,” and al-

though they do not move, they participate in the rhythm which orders

life. Many rituals in which, for example, a child is carried in procession

about the hearth (like the Amphidromia in Greece and Rome) are

nothing other than such passive dances.

Alongside a river in Australian New Guinea an old man sits and

stares at the water. A tree trunk drifts past: at certain intervals it rises

to the surface and then sinks again, always with the same motion. The
old man reaches for his drum and sofdy takes up the rhythm that he

has discovered. While he beats the drum, the image of a dance takes

form in Ws mind. So the Orokaiva-Papuas express the process among

themselves.® The rhythm must be discovered; then the dance arises,

which imposes it on the environment, thereby drawing the environ-

ment into the movement as well. This is what is meant when the dance

is spoken of as a “motion-magic.” This is not a beautiful word, but it

makes the situation clear, Man perceives the motion of the surrounding

environment, and then, irTHiTturn, forces it upon the. worldjifter his

own fashion. ^—v.

This is very clear in those dances which imitate the motions of

animals. The animals, too, dance. In the zoo we see, for example, how
the cranes dance. The anthropoid apes, with which the psychologist

Wolfgang Kohler experimented in Tenerife, engaged in round dances.

Moor hens dance, and likewise other animals. Sachs has determined

"that the following dance forms arc present in the animal world: the

round dance and ellipse dance about a post, stepping together and apart,

rhjTihmical stamping of feet, and the whirling dance about an axis. Now
here lies a problem. If culture means the manner in which man trans-

forms the world into his human world, then it m ight appear that wc
stand confronted by nvo altcmativcs7 dther the dance is nota part of
culture, or the animals also possess cukurc.'^hc one is as^Tonscnsical

as the other. The dance of the animals is an instinctive, almost automatic,

movement, and is therefore not a dance at all. Ethelrcda Lewis lias re-

corded “Trader” Horn’s description of the movement of elephants

within a stockade:**

Mr. 1 lorn told me once of clcpliants which, after tlicy were c.ip-

tured, walked for two uninterrupted days mcch.inically in a circle

along the stockade, wliich thej’ could luvc trampled dowm with case.
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This is reminiscent of Fabre’s procession of caterpillars, except that

the wild banana accidentally seemed to break the spell.

There is something compulave, something completely certain, about

the dance movement of animals, which impresses man. For this reason

he imitates the motions of animals. Innumerable dances, throughout the

whole world, are imitations of animal dances: the crane and bear dances

in Greece and China;^^ the ram and monkey dances in Greece; the

buffalo dances of the North American Indians;^* the fox dance of the

Basques, and our fox trot; the pavan or peacock dance, and many, many
more. By dancing the movements of the animals, man becomes master

of the ammal rhythm. He subjects to himself the order of the animals,

he adds the power of the animals to his own. He compels them to flee

so that they fall into his trap or come within range of his weapons; he
makes them mate in order to multiply and provide him \vith domestic
animals and food. And with this we come to the actual meaning of the
dance.

PRAYER, WORK, AND DANCE The dancc is neither an "art” in
a present-day, one-sided aesthetic sense, nor an entertainment. It is half
ritual, half work, and both together. Movement is ordered firmly and
ceremonially m a dance, but for a useful purpose. In primitive cultures,
prayer, wor

', and dance—for us strictly separate concepts with fully

,

® expression belong together, indeed so closely that
^ Dance is not only relaxation, sport,

the “ThrougLut
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pray for the success of the work. Among the Kagaba Indians, festival

time is called “time of work,*^ and consists of many days of continuous,

very strenuous dancing, which is prepared in year-long practice.^^

Feasts and dances here are by no means “recreation” or “free time.” In

New Caledonia, a chieftain with leanings toward Christianity decided

to do away with the dances, and so he buried the objects which were

invariably used at the dances, or gave them to the evangelist. When this

was discovered, a great sadness came over the whole people: “Sorrow

overcomes them, they raise their arms and let them drop again. Alas,

the god of dance has been robbed. We cannot dance any more. Our

legs have been broken off.”^®

That the dance has religious meaning does not mean that it can

express only religious feelings. On the contrary, all feelings, from the

most solemn to the most frivolous, find their expression in the dance.

The religious is not a particular sensation alongside other sensations, but

the summation of them all. Thus the dance can also serve a purpose

which we, too, would call religious. An old inhabitant of Halmahera,

who did not want simply to give up the feasts for the dead of his

people, said, in his defense, to the missionary: “My dancing, drinking,

and singing weave me the mat on which my soul will sleep in the world

of the spirits.” But even when the dance stands in the service of what

to our mind is a purely secular matter, it is by its very nature religious,

for through it holy power is freed. The primitive man dances for

everything, from his wife to eternal life, from a hunting trophy to a

profit in trading. The dance not only accompanies all the actions of his

life, but also leads it, supports it, and brings it to a good end. To the

accompamment of a dance, one exhibits his wares in New Caledonia;

looks for lice in North Queensland; divorces his wife among many
Indian tribes, and, in the Cameroons, goes to the gallows.

PANTOMIME The religious character of the dance is showm most

clearly in the dance pantomime. Here the dance approaches the drama.

An action is imitated, and the dancers appear as actors. Through imita-

tion, the power of the original act is transferred to a new act. For tlic

primitive mind, the representation of an action is realistically bound up

with what is represented. The war dance, accordingly, is a kind of war,

and its movement infiucnccs the outcome. Similarly, the hunting dance

is a kind of hunt. Many primitive peoples know how to imitate, with

extreme artistr)', the movements of the kinds of aninwls they arc hunt-
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ing for. To these pantomime dances the love dance belongs also, which

in our eyes, accordingly, quicldy becomes obscene.

But the case is no different with the religious in the narrow sense

than it is with these—again, in our eyes—secular things. There arc

countless ritual dances in which the participants, mostly priests, rep-

resent the holy powers of the spirits or the gods. The Greek writer

Lucian says that the dance represents an important clement in the

religious mysteries of his time. It is important in every primitive and
classic ritual. The great movement of death and life is imitated and
made dependable in the dance.

The pantomime is ancient. It already is present in the cultural fund
of the Stone Age. The rock sketches of the Bushmen of South Africa
picture all kinds of magical dances, including phallic ones. A Bushman
explains the nature of the pantomime very clearly in the following
words; “I believe that someone who has killed an antelope becomes
hke It, together with his companions.”*' The dancers assume the char-
ac er o amma s, spirits, gods, or other beings which in ancient times
possessed power. Through personification, this power is continued
into the present.

^
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of na^mim A ''^0* widespread form
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duction.
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The difference between us lies in the fact that we are serious in the

morning and amuse ourselves in the evening. In the morning we put

on judge’s robes, and in the evening, perhaps, a suit of armor, because

we have been talked into taking part in an “entertainment” at the

wedding of our niece. We dress up wonderfully in the evening for

a masked ball, and the next morning, with bored expressions, put on

our lieutenant’s uniform in order to perform our “service” in it. For

the primitive man, “entertainment” and court session, ball and “service,”

coincide. He amuses himself delightfully and yet sustains a seri-

ous purpose within his play. He dances with weighty serious-

ness, dancing for his gods, indeed, dancing in pantomime the deeds

of his gods. This brings us by a new path to the other, the holy: the

depersonification that lies in the playing of a role, the turning away

from everyday life that is involved in putting on a mask. The mask

unites the dancer wth the being that is represented by him, whether

animal, god, or spirit of the dead.

Thus, the dogs and the dead dance also. The Indian god Krishna

dances for the shepherd girls, and Indra dances to the octosyllabic

meter of the Veddas.^® In the imagination of many peoples, the stars

dance. The dead dance not only the Dance of Death of the Middle

Ages and Holbein; in ancient Egypt {danse imcabre, from Arabian

vtakabr, cemetery-^’) the souls of the dead kings dance, too. Wanting

to personify animals, the dead, or the gods, and to reproduce their

dance, one puts on a mask.

The masked dances are among the most widespread of human
cultural phenomena. They are met with in Africa, America, Australia,

and in the most distant parts of Asia. Many remains can still be found

in Europe.-^ The mask represents the identity of the dancer and what

is danced. It is, indeed, a holy object which is carefully preserved and

even worshiped.-- A sick dancing girl in Siam or Cambodia directs

her prayer to the dance mask.® Through the mask, as long as the dance

lasts, the dancers are animals, spirits, gods.®® What demonic power can

issue from the mask is shown especially in Melanesia, the land of the

dance masks. Sachs has described this superbly:

What a world! Unchained, free of all organic restraints, the

creative fanwsy shapes into new forms what nature has distributed

into strict classes and orders. From the almost human face juts

the mighty beak of the frigate bird; from tlic gaping mouth of the

giant shoots, not a tongue, but an insect more than a yard long;
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in place of a tail rises a greedy goose neck, or grows a cobra

snake. In addition, the individual parts blur into unreality. Goggling

shell eyes bug out; a ncckless head is fastened to the body, or a

headless neck rises up, tips forward, and seems to open its interior

like a mouth; or, where neck and head should rest, a sharp cone
juts into the air. . . . All restraint is gone; the headdresses tower
a hundred feet into the air.

Even in a museum, freed from the dancer and their natural
environment, standing on display behind panes of glass, they pre-
serve a little of their weird, demonic nature. But outside, in their
own world, worn and feared by believers and the hypersensitive,
breaking threateningly out of the forest and jerking closer with
rhythmic, superhuman steps, bows, and totters, accompanied by
mcorporeal, ghostly sounds-what a terrifying drama!'
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first date to marriage, the dance is indispensable. But it does not stop

with the arousing of the senses (the only function, by the way, that the

dance has retained in our impoverished culture). The dance unchains

the natural drives, but it also enchains them. Ultimately, it makes

possible the game of exploding and controlled passion. Our fathers

understood how one danced “the bride to bed.” The Bettlehe is an

old dance known in Germany In ancient times, in Venice, the bride

was introduced to the groom in a dance.®

If we trace cultural history back further, to older and more primi-

tive times, the erotic dances have a character no less erotic, but less

direct. These dances are independent activities which make the game

of love possible, but they are not the game itself. They are more like

rituals. For this reason, the erotic couple-dance is rare among the

primitives; and when it occurs, it is “open,”®' that is, the partners

do not touch. They approach each other with gestures which are very

often clearly erotic. Sometimes two men stand opposite one woman,
or two women opposite one man (remains of this can be found in the

Ukrainian hopak and the ^cossatse)^^ very often a group of men opposite

a group of women. But in the approach the separation is still preserved.

It remains a game. Even in the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth

centuries, the couple-dances, even such a popular one as the lavoka,

were often forbidden,®* The simple erotic dance of the primitive and

classical world, still found among the common people today, is either

a solo-dance, of exhibitionistic nature (like the belly dance), or a

free dance in which either the girl stands still while the man (or men)

dances around her, or the man, standing still, has the women dance

around him. The latter type has as its oldest example the miolithic rock

drawings at Cogulin Lerida in Spain, in which nine women dance

around a naked ithyphallic man. “From this group of nine women
the view ranges through the millennia to the ceremonial ring of the

nine shepherd girls around Krishna and the nine Muses around Apollo.”®

Huizinga is therefore completely correct when he says that the

displacement of group-pattern dances by closed couple-dances indicates

a weakening and an impoverishment.® The nature of the game is lost,

and the dance, the oldest and most universal art, loses its claim to this

designation.

The erode funedon of the dance borders on its more inclusive

funedon as the awakener of fcrrility. Imitadon of the gestures of coims

insures ferdlizadon and birth, not only in the ones concerned, bur in

all of nature. Peasant dances, such as Scbald Bclum drc^v and Kithtce.
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sang of, with their wild leaps, their “hem-grabbing,” and their throwing

of the girls into the air or onto the ground, represent the remains of

this primeval fertility ritual.® The Greek vases, with their satyr and
Sileni dances, bring us even closer. Among completely primitive

peoples, the entire process of coition is realistically represented. The
examples can be referred to in Sachs.®

A large number of dances have as their goal the awakening or main-
tenance of fertility. Thus the round dances {rondes) arose out of the
magic circle wluch the dancers described around a holy object, tree,
post, or well, and, on occasion, around the coveted woman or the
coveted man, or around the field which is to yield the crop. The
county-dance
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Leam to dance the festive measure

Which the Lord

God invented in his leisure;

Imitate with knowing pleasure

Heaven’s chord.

If you’d change to form supernal

Fields of earth,

Follow heaven’s course diurnal:

Stars obey the role eternal

Of their birth.

Some stand fixed; yet always spinning

Seven dance,

Dancers who the prize are winning,

Ringing in since time’s beginning

Sky’s expanse.

Bride, begin! For I am caking

Every day

The journey which the suns are making.

Thou, like moonlight fresh awaking,

Lead the way!

The dance can achieve sail another advantage: new life. An Indian

tribe marches from the interior of Brazil, dancing and fasting, to the

coast. They think they will become so light through their dancing

that they will reach the land across the ocean dry-shod, where every-

thing, fruit and animals, can be had without work, and eternal youth

will be granted them.^^

This land on the other side of the ocean is the land of the dead.

And, as we have seen, the dead also dance. This can be observed in

Euripides:

The music that liech hid in lamentation.

The song that is heard in the deep hearts of the dead,

That the lord of dead men ’mid his dancing singcth,

And never joy-cry, never joy it bringeth.®*

For those who do not view religion as a kind of pious entertain-

ment, but as the daily bread of the believer—as his constant con-

frontation with the powers which rule all life—it is obvious that even

the approach to God or to the gods can, indeed must be a dance.
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The essential role that sacral dances play In the cultures of different

peoples is general knowledge. Among the Greeks, disapproval of the

dance was considered blasphemy. No wonder, since the mystery

cults could not take place without the dance, and the man who dis-

closed the secret rites was said to “dance them oul”-®

ECSTASY Up to now we have been considering the energetic

steps in which the dance wins for itself certain portions of life, and,
like an occupying power, takes possession as it advances.

But it is not only mask and pantomime which bring the other
nearer, but also the movement itself. Among the primitives and in
antiquity, the games and contests were always religious, since they
were held in order to win Ufe. The Greek eontests and the labyrinth
dances of antiquity and the Middle Ages meant a freeing from the
bonds of death. But thete is another kind of freeing, which we can
understand today, that which comes through frenzy or ecstasy. With
hu we have come to the second kind of movement, that of hovering,
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as though unconscious. After a short interval, the game begins

anew.®

Here the dance is a compulsion which assumes control of the man,

a madness s\veeping him along. The dancer does not move actively,

but floats or hovers passively. Even that is strenuous enough. The
California medicine man dances before the fire in the sweathouse every

night for months on end. In the first instance, the tension brought about

by the power of the rhythm—represented by the dance itself—issues

in even, flowing movements; here the same thing happens in jolts and

explosions. The man “is danced.”

There is a certain sense in which all dance is ecstatic. “The adult who
places his arm around his partner in the ballroom and the child who
skips in a ring out in the street both forget themselves; they lose the

heaviness of being bound to earth, the stiffness of everyday life.”® But

in addition, the ecstatic dance is always a kind of taking possession.

B. A. van Groningen has sho^vn how in Greece the fnoJpe originally

formed a unity of poetry, song, and dance. When the dance was

dropped, surrender and ecstasy vanished. When song vanishes, too,

there remains what we call poetry, metrical and melodic words. But

then we have a purely derivative art.®*

The intoxication of the ecstatic dance is vividly brought to life

in the Dionysiac art of the Greeks, in the vase paintings as well as in

the choruses of the tragedies. But even Apollo dances;

To the dance, to the dance!

Now I whirl, now I leap

As once at my father’s

Triumphs I danced.

Ho, holla, ho!

In dance the gods are worshiped best—

Apollo, lead the dance.

Upon these words of Cassandra, Apollo’s wretched prophetess,

the chorus warns:

You must restrain her. Queen, lest madness’ dance

Progress and fall upon the Greeks encamped.**

Intoxication is contagious. It is transmitted from one man to the

next, until finally the entire world is s\t'cpt along.
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The noblest incarnation of this dance is the Hindu god Siva, also

called Nataraja, the king of the dancers. He is the one who always
“dances, full of yearning,” the one who, “like the hidden fire in fire-

wood, pours his power into spirit and material, and sets each in turn to
dancmg.” His dance is tlie ceaseless rhythm of the universe, destruction
and creation together.'^ In Siva, who is pictured as dancing within a
circle of flame, the whole world, completely caught up, dances to the
same compelling rhythm of life and death.

The dance of the dervishes is also a typical form of the ecstatic
nee. The monon of the dervishes, says Sachs, is not active, but
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To understand the psychology of the dance and to see at the

same time its connection with religion, we must look upon its rhythm

as motion and response, the seizing of life and the discarding of life.

The rhythm unfolds in a double manner. By constraining life, seizing

it and limiting it, rhythm gives strength to life. One can rise from

the trivial to the most exalted by saying that rhythm moves the feet,

the spirit, and the gods. It is the pulse of animal life, the heartbeat of

our spiritual life, the movement of the world and the course of the

gods. The cosmic meaning of the dance is not a secondary speculation,

but has existed from the beginning. For this reason, the psychology

of the dance brings us, with no abrupt transition, to its metaphysics.

The cosmic meaning of the dance is beautifully felt and expressed in

a song of the German poet, Paul Fleming, of the seventeenth century:

Lasst um tanzen, lasst ttns springen!

Venn die Stemej gletch den Fretem,

Vrangen in die lichten Schleiem.

Was die lauten Ztrkel kJingen,

Darnach tanzen sie <nn Htnmiel

Mit unsaglichevt Getunmtel.

Lasst uns tanzen., lasst ttns springen!

Venn der Walken schnelter Lauf

Steht viit dunkletn Morgen auf.

Ob sie gleich sind schwarz und triibe,

Dennoch tanzen sie mit Liebe

Nach der lazien Ltifte Singen.

Lasst tins tanzen, lasst uns springen!

Denn der bunten Bltmten Schar,

Wenn auf ihr betautes Haar

Die verliebten Weste drmgen,

Geben einen lieben Schein,

Gleich als solltens Tanze sem,

Lasst uns tanzen, lasst uns springen!

Lasst U7IS latifen ftir und furl

Denn dutch Tanzen lemen v:ir

Eine Kunst von schonen Dingen,

Let us dance, let us spring!

For the stars, lilce heavenly lovers,

Glitter through their filmy covers-
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As the spheres loudly ring,

Through tlie heavens they go spinning

Without end, without beginning.

Let us dance, let us spring!

For the clouds in their course

From the darkness take their source.

Though \rith storm tiicy may be roaring,

They dance loving and adoring
To the song which they sing.

Let us dance, let us spring!

For bright flowers everjrwherc
With the dew upon their hair,

That the soft west winds bring,
Yield a beaut>' to the glance
Which is sweet and like a dance.

Let us dance, let us spring!
Let us run our course forever!
For the dance can teach us clever
Art in every lovely thing.
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Thus the rhythm of the dance reaches out and conquers the world.

But contemporaneously with the outrcaching movement and constantly

alternating with it, there unfolds the contrary movement which dis-

cards life. The dance, by its very nature, is ecstatic. It makes man beside

himself, lifts him above life and the world, and lets his whole earthly

existence perish in the maelstrom.

“N’e7;/o fere saltet sobriusy jiisi forte tnsanhy^^ said Cicero. (No one

dances soberly unless he has lost his senses.) That is a hostile formula-

tion of an indisputable truth. Intoxication and the dance belong to-

gether. When dance is genuine, one can no longer speak of an action

which one performs, but of a dance which sweeps one away. Of course,

the dance, like every other art, demands practice and knowledge. But

the dancer who gives the impression that he is executing a well-thought-

out plan, instead of surrendering to a power which uses his limbs as

willing instruments, is not a true dancer.

THE DANCE AS THE MOVEMENT OF GOD Finally, WC mUSt

consider briefly the third kind of ordered progress, that of wandering,

or pacing. Here the dance has lost its immediate, concrete goal, and

in addition, the exuberance of ecstasy is lacking. The dance becomes

contemplative and reflects the highest form of movement, the move-

ment of God. The most eloquent example of such a dance of mystic

contemplation is the image of the dancing Christ, which was current

in Gnostic circles during the early centuries of our era. The move-

ment of God’s love in Christ is apprehended as a dance which Christ

performs with his twelve disciples.®'^ Here the classic idea is still pre-

eminent, as we found in Lucian: ‘Whoever does not dance does not

know what will happen.”®

Medieval mysticism takes up this theme and describes the whole

life of the Lord in the form of a dance:

Tomorrow shall be my dancing day;

I would my true love did $o chance

To see the legend of my play.

To call my true love to my dance.

Sing, oh! my love, my love, my love.

This have I done for my true love.

Then I was bom of a Virgin pure,

Of her I took fleshy substance;

Then I was knit to man’s nature.

To call my true love to my dance.^®*
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Or in the Shrove Tuesday song of the fifteenth century:

Jesus, he must dance the lead,

And the Virgin Mary;
All must pay his rhythm heed
To reach God’s sanctuary.

Or in Bemardine mysticism:

Jesus the dancers’ master is,

A great skUl at the dance is his,

He turns to right, he turns to left;

All must follow his teaching deft.
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the jmngc of the dancc» according to the exquisite song attributed to

Sister Bertke, the hermitess of Utrecht. It may seem amazing that a

recluse, who cannot move three steps within her cell, finds no other

image for the movement of her soul than the dance. But if physical

dancing is impossible, one takes refuge in the inner dance.

Love wears roses' elegance,

The lilies move themselves to dance,

Their beauty lies within them.

They take their place, and dance with grace,

When love comes in between them.

Who understands the exalted dance,

The bowing, bending, waiting stance,

The spinning round forever?

The mincing pace, the whirling space.

The flight that ceases never?

For love may stop, and love may hop,

And love may sing, and love may spring,

And love may rest in loving.

And love may sleep, and love may leapj

What mind can follow, proving?*®

This is rapturous mysticism, and a dance can be reconstructed from

the directions in the song. But the dance is also a superb mode of

expression for the more self-possessed delights which life with God
brings. Thus Vondel sees how the Church dances with God:

As air through many organ-pipes is guided,

One spirit is to many tongues divided,

In equal time through field of equal sound,

Where Church and God together dance the round.

The angel hosts from heaven's height descending

Dance deeply down, our sacrifice attending,

About Christ's body on His altar-stone. . .
.**

To this category we must finally add the ceremonial dance which,

although by no means contemplative, is still a dance of the third kind,

pacing. Bright, bubbling life is poured out into the calm watercourse,

joining itself, in the old forms and gestures, to the calm progress. The
holy dances, %vith their ancient melodics belonging to the court cere-

monial, worshipped in Djokjakarta and Solo as ptisaka^ relics, do not
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yet fall into this category. There is still too much ritual in them, too

little pure ceremony. The ceremonial dance is secularized, the old

forms receiving a new, this-worldly content, like the ballet which
Leonardo da Vinci composed, in which the whole solar system appears,

dancing.® The great mythological court ballets were similar, in which
Louis XIV himself danced the divine parts and of which Sachs ap-
propriately says: He is not possessed by God, for he does not dance
the god in whom he believes. The dance of the Sun King is the idle
ticking of complete self-possession Here we have come into the
world of the theater and the ballet, of the “grace" and somewhat
empty ceremomal of the eighteenth century, in which fashion reigns
sunremp- ®

The minuet is declining;

We see how the end is approaching
Of the Courante and Sarabande;
Now we have nobler pleasures to move us,
bet us cherish and honor forever
That divine dance, the AUemande."
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art form, as pure entertainment, is a fossil of tlic living dance, which

once had its own, much more inclusive, social function.

“There is little hope of a Europe which . , . will not have a more

exalted form of the dance than it docs at present.” This pronounce-

ment of the Dutch poet and writer J. W. F. Werumeus Buning^®

may sound too Gissandra-likc, but beyond doubt it contains a good

measure of truth. Chesterton said the same thing once many years

ago, in his own unpretentious style: “Tl\c odd thing about the

dance is not that there is an Alhambra Ballet, and that serious people

arc annoyed at it, but that tlicsc serious people do not themselves

participate in the Alhambra Ballet.” The great difficulty, indeed the

tragedy of our modern life, lies in the fact tliat we differentiate be-

tween the things which concern us and things which do not concern

us. We are musical or we are notj we arc religious or we are not; we
are concerned with economic affairs or we arc not. We have our

“job” and our “free time”; we drive off on our vacations and stare

at the natives who work at the resort; and the natives come to us

and cannot imagine what these people arc about in all their buildings.

We are concerned with politics or we despise all politics as a sordid

business. We dance at the ball while wondering at the evolution of

the ballet; or we do not dance at all and are annoyed by the crazy

acrobatics that claim to be art or entertainmenr. Chesterton is right

in that we would not wonder or be annoyed if the dance formed a part

of our education. In a word, we have lost the unity of life. We know
the dance as a form of entertainment, the acrobatic dance which we
can watch on television. We know the artistic dances which ladies and

gentlemen perform before our eyes, with or without tights. We know
spontaneous dance, or at least our children know it. Every single

one of these forms demands different dancers and a different audience.

Likewise, we have a music for students of the art or for the dance

hall, for devotional assemblies or for fanfares, or for the radio, just as

we hold services for the Protestant rural congregation or for the youth

movement, for the young people, or for the liberal businessmen; we
have a music for distant county seats, or for the congregation of fisher-

men, concerned for the strict tradition of their denomination; there

is music for services to have us buried as Catholics, or to overcome

ethical problems, or to show how avant-garde we are. We have built

dance halls and concert halls, churches and all sorts of other halls. But

just as we have no cathedrals, we also have no spaces where everyone

dances, sings, and makes music. And yet we must not complain, for
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through the differentiation of modem culture we have learned, much
better than ever before, to grasp the nature and depth of the various

human activities. But we must be aware of the one fact that under
the weight of our modem culture the unity of human life has been
lost beyond retrieve. Science, art, religion, each has been specialized

by its own circle for its own circle. Again wc are forced to think of
those circles and planes. Among us, it is true, the planes border on
each other; but they have little in common, least of all a mid-point.
We must continually shift from one domain to another, while the
primitive man finds himself in several at once. When dance, we
do not pray; when we pray, we do not dance. And when w'e work,
we can neither dance nor pray. Wc go to church in the morning, to
a concert in the afternoon, and to a dance in the evening. At least this
IS w at man vin as a whole does; for possibly those who go to church

also do not go to the concert, and vice

concert
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effects of the dance. Ours knows only too well the by-no-means purely

aesthetic or gymnastic purposes of the dance hall.

As we have seen, primitive man views the dance as a most serious

affair, with religious significance. It sees into motion powers which
arc holy to man; it touches on all of life and raises it to a higher level.

All other meanings arc included in the religious: the gymnastic, the

aesthetic, the social, the military, the erotic. And so we must not say

that the primitives are more “religious” than we are. What the domain

of religion gains among them in breadth, it loses in depth. But where

we would speak of a religious dance in opposition to an erotic or other

sort of dance, the primitive man, because of this breadth, does not

recognize this opposition. It is therefore just as wrong to speak of a

“religious origin” of the dance (as is occasionally done) as it is to seek

the origin of the dance in eroticism alone. The dance is an independent

quantity, bound up with all domains of life, and since these domains

cannot be separated sharply from one another, the dance, by its very

nature, is religious.

At times the dance, as an independent art form, has been lost. But

only at times, for it cannot die. The more one becomes conscious of

the unity of body and soul, the more the dance will again achieve

its rightful position as a function of life. It will not be the first time

that it has vanished, only to reappear. Even in ancient Egypt, the

consciousness of the unbroken unity of life was so weakened that only

the children danced spontaneously. The Egyptian himself did not

dance, but watched the professional dancers who appeared at all im-

portant events, both happy and sad.^® But the dance is truly alive only

when one not merely stages dance productions, but dances himself;

when the dance is the natural expression of the man who is just as con-

scious of his body as he is of his soul.'*'^ In the dance, the boundaries be-

tween body and soul are effaced. The body moves itself spiritually, the

spirit bodily.

Chesterton says somewhere that since the Middle Ages the dance

has turned into a race, and that the religion of the dance has become

a race-track religion; order has become “progress.”^® The scientific

historian ^viU be inclined to see this transition beginning somewhat

earlier and ending somewhat later. It is even more probable that he

would discard any idea of an ending, not only in the hope of a better

period of genuine culture, but also because history is never finished

wth anything. Before the lavolta is finished, the movement of the

dance reverses.
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Our profane life is also a museum, housing more or less hallowed

relics. I am thinking particularly of the parade. The need to make
life rhythmical has been powerfully felt at all times, especially by the

military. Granted, the need for order is also a powerful factor, and

perhaps also the awareness that life must reach its greatest possible

intensity when it is in danger. But the pleasure of uniforms, military

music, parade marches, and harmonious movement far overwhelms

the needed measure of regularity and order. We have learned this

to our disaster, having lived in the age of German boots. A tribe of

men without roots, who would “live dangerously,” puts on boots and

discovers, since all other purposes in life have vanished, a meaning in

marching per se, “The S.A. will march,” even into hell. It is a long way
from the goose step to our “junior commandos” {Jetigdstorviertjes),

but in both cases there is the assurance that something “matters.”

When something matters in life, one feels festive; the expression of life

becomes stylized into a fixed, rhythmical form. We still cannot tear

ourselves loose from the compulsive fascination of a squad of marching

soldiers, even without music. It awakens in us a vague feeling of the

rhythm of life, the festively moving background of all existence. Every

event needs a rhythm. We do not race at a funeral, but walk with

measured step. The preacher does not run to his pulpit, but goes \vith

a grave pace. In the commencement processions at their universities,

professors try to reflect the rhythm of the cosmos and history. All

this is a kind of petrified dance, in which, unfortunately, the style is

determined more by the funeral parlor than by life itself. As soon

as we are involved in those ceremonious moments in which we ap-

proach the depths of life's background, the undertaker replaces the

thyrsus-bearer. That, too, must be counted among the prices we have

had to pay for our culture.

It is less well kno^vn that Synagogue and Church retain elements

of the dance; the former, for example, in the Kaddish recited twice

daily, on the word “holy ...” *

In the year 1271, the residents of Appcnzcll held dances along the

entire way as they returned from the burial of Abbot Bcrthold of Sc.

Gall. In Switzerland and in Dresden, dances were performed upon the

graves on the day of a burial. Traces can be found of sword dances,

performed naked on the graves. In many places, after the celebration

of lus first Mass, tlic priest danced in the cluirclt, often with hLs

mother.*® In spite of the powerful rcristancc which the Church ofTcred

• Oral report of Dr. J. Prctnsela (cf. •>.
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to the dance, it has continued to exist for a long time within the

Church, or close to it.

Three times a year at the Cathedral in Seville, * a dance called
los seises is performed before the high altar. =<> si intervention
has been unable to banish this honorable relic. The famous procession
at Echternach still continues to progress to the ancient rhythm of five
steps ahead, three steps hack, to the accompaniment of a remarkable,
equa ly ancient melody. But in general our culture no longer knows
the dance as an expression of the holy.

PROFANE DANCE The dance has become profane. But, as we have
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Bisz das sie fielen in ohnmachtf

Viel sind Todt driiber blieben.

About that time a strange disease

Did seize the population.

For many folk of all degrees

Did dance without cessation.

They kept at dancing night and day

And never left their leaping

Until their strength had ebbed away

And death came on them creeping.

The dances of the professional dancers in the Middle Ages, like

many folk dances (the morris dance, etc.), trace their origin to the

classic mime, which, in turn, originates from religious drama, the holy

game.® Thus all forms of the profane dance can be linked back to their

religious origins. The medieval Marian legend (1200) of the Juggler of

Notre Dame, who, unable either to read or to sing, danced before the

image of the Holy Virgin until he collapsed, retraces this art to its

consecrated heart.

PROCESSION A pure and universally preserved relic of the cultic

dance is the procession. In all cultures a parade is a kind of social mobili-

zation in which all the people involved appear in a fixed order, to

show themselves to the spectators. Especially in processions we find a

latent awareness of the rhythmic background of life; when things

arc serious, we do not simply run to and fro in confusion, but

group ourselves according to a definite, conventional order. In the pro-

cession, the movement of the group attains a fixed form. For this reason,

even today, nobody can do without it: not the Church—not even the

Reformed Church, which still has a procession to the pulpit, even if on

occasion the celebrant may precede and the attendants follow; not stu-

dents, who usually grasp every opportunity of documenting the

rhythm of their lives; not politics, which drives the people into the

streets and gives to their undefined desires the festivity of ordered steps

and ordered relationships; not even science, which arranges its servants

in procession, if not according to the rhythm of the intellect, then at

least according to that of their length of scr\’icc. Something of the

compulsive power of rhythm is prcscr\’cd in the indispcnsability which
the procession still retains even for us. In Central Africa, the drummers
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drum “forward” and “baclavard ” and the rhythm controls the movc-

ment.^^

Whenever we feel the need for the consolidation of lifc» we subject

ourselves once again to rhythm. A funeral, a wedding procession, even

modem traffic, demand an ordered movement, which, if not always

necessarily beautiful, is still an attempt at beauty, I have seen a traffic

policeman in Hamburg who was practically dancing. If traffic attracts

our attention more than it does at present, not as a means to an end but
for its own sake, then we may hope for a general rhythmicization of
our movements on the streets. We shall then progress or come to a stop
only in fixed columns and groups, at definite signals defined by a fixed
rhythm.

^

For this it is very important for ever)’one to be in the right place.
We need only think of the quarrel of the queens which brought about
the tragic events of the Nibelmgenlied, or of the difficulties of protocol
tyhich have disturbed history. But besides providing order, the proces-
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Mars, father, I pray and beseech thee, that thou mayest be fa-

vourably inclined and disposed towards our house and towards our

servants; therefore have I ordered that the suovetaurilia be led about

my field, about my meadow, about my land, that thou mayest keep,

drive, and chase away from us all diseases, visible and invisible, in-

fertility, and destruction; that thou mayest cause the fruit, the fields,

the vines, and the garden to grow and to prosper, and give health

and strength to me and to our house and to our servants.

The Church, too, has processions connected with the growth of the

fruits of the field. In many Roman Catholic areas of Germany the

blessing of the weather takes place on Ascension Day, when the Blessed

Sacrament is carried ceremoniously through field and meadow, and at

four places (or at the four corners of the field, so that once more a

magic circle is formed) the Gospel is read. At the feast of Corpus

Christi the holy Body of Christ, visible to the entire assembly, is carried

through the congregation. The power of the concealed Saviour is, so

to speak, brought out. We have here a new element, the carrying about

of the holy object, which has a parallel in many heathen processions in

which sacra (holy objects of various kinds) are carried. The power

which proceeds from the movement of the congregation, the mobilized

society, is here concentrated in a holy object, and is thus spread over

field and meadow.
Of course we must not forget that, even in this case, aesthetic and

recreational elements are involved; when a whole village is set in motion,

life is still lived in unity. Thus the procession also plays the role which

is filled in our modem, diversified culture by open-air plays, mas-

<iucrades, etc. The pageant and the Italian trionfo arc related phenom-

ena. The latter is actually an imitation of the Roman triumph, the

victoty procession of the victorious emperor, in which, arrayed and

worshipped as a god, he made his entrance into the city. But soon the

Italian Renaissance, which loved display, transferred the trionfo from

the entrance of a prince or concjocror to every ceremonial or festive

occasion. The procession, now become completely worldly, assumes

the character of a social mobilizarion, a means of ordering the events

of daily life in a beautiful form.” TJic trionfo becomes so popular tlut

Uurckhardt expresses astonishment that even funeral processions arc

not thus organized.^* In the twenty-ninth and tlunictlt cantos of Pier-

garor/o, Dante uses tlic fonn of the trionfo to represent tlic victoty

procession of tlic Holy Qiurch, once more reuniting the secular and
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ecclesiastical forms. Upon the carro trionfalCy in a cloud of flowers,

Beatrice is enthroned—the beloved of Dante and at the same time the
wisdom of God.

In the processional form we meet three kinds of movement; mobili-
zation, the carrying out and about of a sacred object, and the mimetic
representation of personalities, events, abstract characteristics, or
yirtues.^The word pageant” only gradually reached its present mean-
ing 0 parade
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Salvation Army, from the great kings and emperors to socialism and
National Socialism.*

Of course, the procession is not a dance in the full sense of the word.

We may view it best as a petrified dance, the movement monotonous,

no expression of counterpoint. Butrhythm is present. There is no chance

of its being left out. And yet we must not view the dance as being some-

how the predecessor of the procession; the procession is rather a special

form of the dance. We ourselves recognize procession in a circle as a

dance, the round dance. In ancient Greece, the women danced around

a holy tree identified with Dionysus. The same is still done today with

the tree (Maypole), the symbol of fertility. Humanity is sparing with

its symbols; the revolution can find no better way to honor the power
of freedom than with a dance about the (freedom) tree.

With this thought we return to dance, the great conqueror. “Girls

and guns will last forever.” War and love, related as they have always

been, have best preserved the original significance of the dance. It is true

that war dance has become parade step. Still, in every act of war, ordered

movement is indispensable. That the dance can still awaken love we
know only too well. In recent times we have even taken over the exhibi-

tionistic dances of uncivilized peoples. It is a long way from the belly

dance of the savage to the waltz of Johann Strauss: the road from bar-

barism to culture.

But the essence has not changed much. Through ordered movement
the power of love is released. When life presses heavily upon us or

weighs very lightly, when it seems to falter or drags us along on its mad
journey, we not only feel the need for rhythm, ceremony and protocol;

we also become aware that life does not need to be stylized. It has its own
style, and does not need to be rhythmicized, because rhythm beats

within it. We do not have to give it a beautiful background, because it

has its own deep and mobile background. But the passion of the artist,

the anguish of death, the dangers of war, or the delights of lov'c arc

ncccssarj'- if wc are to be made aware of this background in the “diver-

sity of life.” Wc may watch a dance, perhaps even a religious dance; but

for ourselves, we dance only for pleasure, when the occasion arises

after the routine of our daily life is over,

• In National Socialism, demonstrations and parades consrimted an indispensable
part of the whole regime, which sw a fcind of secularized liturg)', having in the
parailc its culrut, in propaganda irs sermons and on the battlefields and in the con-
centration Camps its hecatombs and autos-da-fc.
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THE DANCE OF DEATH The tradition can be clearly traced in

the history of the dance of death. At one time these dances were actually

danced. The rhythnuc background of life and death was felt strongly^

and so people incorporated their own movement into that of death and
life. In the fourteenth century this was done with a magical purpose, to
ward off the Black Death. The dance of death was performed at court.
But instead of a magical act, it became a representation of a powerful
and terrifying memento vwrL The dead dancer, who takes the living,
^came Death who spares no one, respecting neither age nor station.
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Many ancient and modem games preserve the memory of the original

meaning of dance as the cosmic movement of life and death. At Easter,

in the province of Twente, in Ootmarsum, the children form a long

chain, which proceeds in serpentine motion through the entire village,

from house to house, first in at the front door and out at the back, then

in at the back door and out at the front. Meanwhile they sing a very old

Easter song:

Hallelujah! The happy melody

Is now sung loud and prettily.

Hallelujah! HaUdujah!

and the possibly even older song, once so popular in the Netherlands,

“Christ Is Arisen” {Christus h opgestanden). The snakelike move-

ment of this dance, the vloggelen, is very old. It belongs among the

labyrinth dances which really (and this is still shown by the dances of

Easter, the Feast of the Resurrection) represent the dark and inescapable

path of the underworld and the way of escape from it. Other examples

are the Dutch sluip-door-kniip-doory the German forest dance and

Magdeburger, or golden bridge, the French farandole, and the crennig-

non of Limburg.^®' Ancient England had the morris dance:

The nine men’s morris is fill’d up with mud,

And the quaint mazes in the wanton green

For lack of tread are undisdnguishable. . .

.

This dance reminds us of the mazes of our playgrounds, a form of

amusement of venerable age. Another English dance, the furry or faddy

dance, reminds us even more of Ootmarsum. In Helstonwake, the furry

dancers, clad in oak leaves, dance through the entire town, in one house

and out to the next.

In medieval Germany there were so-called ‘Vender circles.” The
father of German gj^mnastics, Ludwig Jahn, discovered a relic of one,

which he then imitated on the Hasenheide near Berlin. Two people had

to run through different openings, each aiming to be the first to the

middle. At the time of the Renaissance, winding and sinuous patlis were

a form of decoration for royal gardens, like the later parks of Lenotre,

Louise of Savoy writes in her diaiy' for the year 1813: . in my park,

by Daedalus." Already in the Middle Ages tim sort of object was named

after the m^^hical architect of antiquit}*: dormts DjrdjJi.

Tlicy also luve two other names, the one taken from Biblical antiq-
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uity, the other from classical: “Jericho” and “labyrinth.” Jericho rep-

resents the city of death, which was captured by the forces of life. The
labyrinth illustrates even more clearly the convolutions of the realm
of darkness, where the way is known only by one who has overcome
death. Thus Theseus, the mythical hero who slew the monstrous Mino-
taur in the labyrinth on Crete, becomes the prototype of Christ, who
conquers the ancient monster, death. In medieval churches in France,
and in a few even older ones in Italy, labyrintlis are depicted on the
floorsm mosaics. The one at San Michele in Pavia has next to it: ^^Theseus
tntravit mo72stmmque bifome necavif* (Theseus entered and Idlled the
two-natured monster).
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conquering power. When Theseus lands on the island of Delos with the

Attic boys and girls and Ariadne, the Cretan princess who had shown
him the path through the labyrinth with her ball of yam, they perform

a dance which the Greeks called the geranos, crane dance. This dance,

an ancient imitation of the movements of cranes (which we have seen

depicted on the famous Francois vase), was a sort of vloggelen, a snake

dance. Plutarch speaks of imitating the detours and openings of the

labyrinth. Theseus led the dance and led his people, so to speak, out of

the path of death. The geranos itself, which, by another reading, was
actually performed in Crete—in fact at the “Dancing Ground of Daed-
alus”—-was thus a repetition of the procession through, and the escape

from, the labyrinth: the dance existed before the myth, and the myth
is a projection of the ritual.®^ This becomes even plainer when we look

at the figure of Ariadne. We are told in the Iliad that in Knossos, Daed-

alus built a dancing ground for the beautiful Ariadne.®^ There youths

and girls performed a dance which once again consisted of convolutions

and chains. Ariadne and Theseus led this round dance of youth, as it

was danced in Greece. It had religious significance.

Thus the labyrinth is not, as the Greeks thought, of Egyptian origin.

The Egyptian building which the Greeks called a labyrinth has nothing

Cretan about it, as it is known to us through coins. What mattered was

not the building, but a conception, the conccpdon of the snake dance.

This explains the youths in the Theseus myth, the connection with the

children’s game at Pompeii, and also its use as a game and as a holy

symbol in the Aliddle Ages. Even the medieval name Trojan Castle,

although intending beyond doubt the ancient city of Troy (cf. Jericho,

Babylon), has a predecessor in a Roman game described for us in detail

by Vir^l, which was called the Trojan game. This name was given it,

not by Troy, but by an old Italic word trttia. It was a kind of weapon

dance, performed by youths on horseback. Its convolutions and com-
plicated patterns of movement gave the poet material for a magnificent

description.* And so it is not surprising to Icam that the vloggclen of

Ootmarsum even today has a parallel in modem Greece, near Mycenae,

where at Easter the boys and girls perform a dance which mimics the

blind alleys of a labyrinth, just like the dance of Theseus and Ariadne.

Wc arc equally prepared to see chat the transition from de.ith to eternal

life, tl\c goal of tlK most holy of the Greek mysteries of ElciisU, was
reached by a series of labyrinthine parades and processions along dark.

it Wit e\cn the other wav amund. and *'Troj' called T/oj' l»ecat«e

it had many charaacmtict of a mart.’*
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dead-end paths. The labyrinthine path through death to life is the path

through the “bowels of the earth,” whose human form is the womb.®’
Dance is rebirth.

We chose only one form of the dance (the snake dance) as an
ex^ple of the religious significance of the dance in a time no longer
primitive. In the labyrinth dance the relation to the overpowering
trap of life is very clear. To disentangle the convolutions means to
progress out of the kingdom of death. But other dances, too, no matter
wint their rhythm and movement, often preserve the memory of their

tmiversal religion. Lucian even says of the mysteries
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a hlesshi'
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among us, direct expressions of desire. The couple-dance is a modem
invention which puts love-making in the place of ritual. With this de-

velopment, dance becomes completely profane, no matter how many
relics it has preserved in its structure and connected phenomena, such

as exposure, approach, and separation.
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234-237) as a warning of the dangers which await the souls of those who
devote themselves to the pleasure of the dance or organize dance festivals.

The devil seizes the body of a woman who was accidentally killed during

the dancing. Robbyn the troubadour, “who often used to play the flute

at the dances,” falls sick and is represented at the dance by the devil him-

self; and whoever allows dancing in his house is treated, like the trouba-

dour, by the devil as a slave of hell.®®

Yet, as we have seen, the Roman Catholic Church has preserved the

dance as an official holy act in a few rare instances. In Italy and Greece,

the religious dance also occurs outside of the cultus proper. In the region

of Salerno, the feast of the forty martyrs in August used to be the annual

occasion for a wild dance at which the Bacchic drums were played. The
streaming hair and heaving chest in the burning sunlight indicated that

the concern was truly the development of “power.” In Calabria, dance

and procession are united to the extent that the standard-bearer of the

parade performs dance steps; dancing with the heavy standard demands

great skill and much practice. But, since even in non-Protestant churches,

these and similar customs are merely relics, it is only natural that they

have completely disappeared in other religious groups. Protestant

churches in general are not favorably inclined toward the dance, and

the idea of a religious dance is inconceivable to them.

As members of the Gerefromeerde Kerken, we know this attitude

even better than other branches of the Christian Church. Our style of

life is generally somewhat milder than that of the part of the Christian

community which bears the stamp of Calvin. That is surely not mere

Genevan rigorism or Dordrechtian narrowness. The church of Luther

experienced and preached the ideal of renunciation of the world more

strongly than the Reformed Church, which desires to proclaim the glory

of God in all areas of life. For this reason, the Lutheran Church, when
the challenge is made, must judge very harshly (in opposition to Luther

and Mclanchthon) both the dance and all other arts and worldly pleas-

ures. It can do this and remain liberal in other areas of life. TTic Re-

formed Churches do not view this world as a vale of tears, but as the

vineyard of the Lord, which is to be cultivated. They do not shun the

world, but meet it, accepting the danger of becoming secularized in

order to magnify God’s name within it and by its means. Thus in the last

analysis they subject nothing to a judgment of absolute condemnation.

Evcrj'thing must and can serve to the glorification of God, even art. Wc
may recall the thought of the Nco-CaJt'inist Abraliam Kuyper. Basically,

the art of the dance sliould also be capable of being incorporated into the
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service of God. And there are tendencies in this direction; Calvin de-
fended David’s dance before the ark of the covenant; Alami.\ van St.

Aldegonde wrote an “Apologia of the Dance,” which is an especially
significant work coining from such a deeply convinced Calvinist."

But in this case the practice of life demands a fixed, easily recogniz-
able mie. An asceticism within this world is the norm, but its ap-
pheanon is difficult. The flesh is weak, and most men’s powers of
discrimination are small. Therefore, many areas of life are declared

crnrch7’l^ '“Sic which the other
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™
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the death of a saint, John, which it were better had it happened

to Herod’s daughter; whether these t%vo proofs are sufficient, you

may judge yourself.

Here, clarity replaces what rationality leaves to be desired. The op-

position to the dance is still by no means exclusively Puritanical or Cal-

vinistic. Dr. Josephus Pollmann has recently shown m several arncks

that the dance was by no means always looked down upon in Calvin-

istic circles.*

DANCE AND THEATER There are two reasons, as far as I can see,

for the antipathy of the Church toward the dance. The fifit ^ the con-

nection between the dance and the theater. The Church in

became acquainted with the heathen theater, and this beyond doubt

was more like vaudeviUe than like classic comedy or tragedy. Th^^^

dance, and salable love were inextricably bound up together. The

theater and the bordeUo were related concepts. The dance was con-

sidered one of the main constituents of the theater, ^be connecno

between the ttvo still exists today, not only in the unity which the Ref-

ormation found so sinister of dance, theater, and game, but also in the

need for ballet in the theater. The more the unity of life tends to vai^lh

the greater, remarkably, becomes the

dance. Already the “ballet,” as such, is a form of dance wffich has freed

itself from its roots; a game, “no longer in the service of God and of

nature, but of princes,””’ ” a play without religious foundation I have

already mentioned the court ballets of the sun king and te otvn dancing.

If we compare this dance with that which the Egypnan kings performe

as an important part of their accessions to the throne, '^ “
enormous gulf. If the ballet of the eighteenth and the first half of

nineteenth century sdll belonged essentially to the theater, so modem

drama and modem opera have turned their backs on the dance and thus

denied its origin. It is hard to imagine a play by Ibsen or Ger

Hauptmann provided with a ballet.

On the b^is of his universal concept of art, Richard Wagner armed

at a strict denial of the place of ballet in opera, imofar it did not

emerge directly from the drama. The members of ^

aub whistled their protests over the absence of the ballet m t e sc

act of the opera TmmhSuser. They were accustomed to appear in the

•We hn-c alreatly referred to the masterful eiposhion of the dance and Colnna

moderate disapptoea! hy .Mamie van St. Aldeponde.
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theater only at that time, and did not want to be deprived of their ballet.

But the dramatic context made it necessary to have the ballet on the
Venusberg take place in the first act, as a part of tlic action of the opera.
As soon became clear, the inner connection between dance and theater
was so great that the excuse for a ballet was gratefully seized, not only in
Tamhauser, but also in Meistenmger and Parsifal. Meanwhile, where

gen e muse reigns and where artistic development remains rudi-
memary, the dance has maintained its ancient claim on the theater
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a religion which exalts virginity above all else must hate the enticements

of the moving body; that the hope for release from the body of this

death expects no benefit from any expression of feeling, and certainly

not from any expression of the holy, through dance.

It is equally self-evident that this Christianity which can still be

found in broad strata of society. Catholic as well as Evangelical, is not

true Christianity. It is a Christianity which has gone to school at the

feet of Orphism and Neoplatonism, and has there forgotten its Jewish

heritage.’^^ It is a Christianity which, in an unfortunate hour, took over

from the Greeks, along with the idea of the divinity and immortality of

the soul, the idea of the evil of the body. This is a Christianity which

almost replaced “good” and “evil” with the concepts “material” and

“immaterial,” and for which virginity was of more value than holiness.

True Christianity knows that body and soul were both equally

created by God, equally attacked by corruption, and equally saved by
Christ. The resurrection which the Christian Church preaches, in op-

position to Greek immortality, is the resurrection of the body. Genuine

Christianity is in no sense dualisdc. Therefore, the idea that the move-

ment of the body could express the holy is equally as right or wrong
from the Christian point of view as the idea that the holy may be ex-

pressed through speech. Equally wrong, because nothing in this world

is able to express the holiness of God; equally right, because a duty has

been given man to glorify God with all his powers. Equally wrong,

because corruption resides in every human expression; equally right,

because man is created in the image of God.

The cult of the body is characteristic of our century. Of course, in

the training and glorification of the body wc have come nowhere near

the grace and spirituality of the Greeks, however paradoxical it may
sound. It is obvious that wc have not been able to translate joy in the

beauty of the human body into the joyous art which the Renaissance

produced. Our cult of the body is predominantly American, and up to

the present has had more to do with world records and sensuality tlian

with bcaut}^ But in spite of cverj'^thing, the fact remains that men of

our age arc no longer ashamed of their bodies and emphatically demand
rights for everything connected with their bodies. Physical culture lias

begun to take over a larger proportion of our education. Ir is liigli time,

othcr\visc the matter of most concern to adolescents would be coni-

plctcly shunted out of their education. In the matter of clothing, the

Greek idea of nakedness, which reigned for a wlulc under the Directoire,

has won a clear victoiy. In enterrainment the dance plays a major part.
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These phenomena may be judged as you like. In no case should one

be blind to their excesses and dark sides. But I do not hesitate to greet it

as desirable that the body is no longer considered a negligible quantity.
Not that we wish to rejoice with Heine over the emancipation of the
body. Tins movement turned against the spirit. Possibly that will also
happen, in the end, with the modem reaction. The glorification of
stupid film stars and animalistic boxing champions at any rate betrays no
trace of the spiritual. Yet we shall not go far astray if we see, in the con-
tinua y growing demands which things of the body make upon our
cu ^e, an expression of the same spirit which, in p^chology and
p 1 osop y once more desires to view man as a unity; not as a soul in an
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4 RELIGIOUS DANCE:

INFLUENCES

If we are now to discuss the unity of beauty and religion as manifested

in many forms of the art of the dance, we should examine some points at

which religion and the dance touch and interpenetrate, before dra%ving

any general conclusions. We must trace the iniiuences which contribute

to their rapprocheinent and the manner in which this takes place. We
shall do this first quite atomistically, taking up one influence at a time.

There is one point, though, which we shall examine at the start, since it

is present in other arts, too, and since its presence has occasionally been

cited as an explanation of the connection which exists generally between

religion and art,

THE ANCIENT The experience of the “wholly other” in art is very

often occasioned by ancient, archaic forms. C. Lalo, in a remarkable

article, has even tried to explain the essence of religious art completely

on the basis of this aspect: “Art never is religiousj but it becomes religi-

ous.”^® The religious nature of a particular art would then exist only in

the fact that this art makes use of ancient modes of expression. Religious

art is the art of yesterday or the day before. A specific form, the chorale,

or a specific instrument, the organ, seems religious to us because the

ancient form, the andent instrument, makes an impression upon us

which is different from anything in our daily e.xperience and which

suggests another world to us.

Doubtless this idea contains a germ of truth. Wc recognize this

phenomenon in other areas also. The language of the King James version

has a devotional effect because of its archaisms, and no modem transla-

tion, however excellent, can rcpbcc it for religious and culric use. 7*hc

language of many sermons is only too greatly the language of yesterday.

57
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while the preacher’s gown was in earlier times tlic usual costume of the

learned. Quite apart from their content, the Gregorian chant, tlic cho-
rale, and organ music can independently conjure up a religious mood.
The ancient psalm tones, which arc no longer “in our cars,” precisely
for that reason are able to give us the consciousness of distance. We have
seen that the oldest Javanic dances, the badaja sc7/tarig in Djokja and the
badaja ketawaiig in Solo, were revered as a holy inheritance. Their mcl-
o y, too, is considered holy, and may not be performed except on offi-
cial occasions.'” For this reason we must probably admit that the qualit)’

the^holy

^ important means which enables art to express
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“blues,” make the experience of the holy possible. Besides, we must re-

alize that in a certain sense everything is “ancient.” The tambourine and
flute have prior rights over the organ as holy instruments. Yet if one

were to introduce these as accompaniment to our congregational sing-

ing or use them in place of the common electronic organ, they would
probably make an impression of “modernity” in every respect. The
large drum, which is probably the most ancient cultic instrument, is

used by the Salvation Army precisely for the purpose of sneaking in

spiritual meaning through secular music, and its use shocks eveiy re-

ligious person who is conscious of tradition. It is necessary to admit the

connection between music and religion if the great drum in the flnale of

Beethoven’s Ninth is to be seen as a religious element. Hardly anyone

would reach the idea that the holy is expressed by the honorable antiq-

uity of this instrument and its associations.

And so it is impossible to ascribe the essence of religious art in general

and that of religious dance in particular to the effect of age. Neverthe-

less, the ancient, as that which is widely separated from us, is an im-

portant means of marking the distance of the holy. Then, to use Otto’s

terminology, the ancient becomes a schema of the holy.

APOLLONIAN MOVEMENT Rhythmic movement in itself—^we

touched upon these matters and discussed them earlier—can be an ex-

pression of the holy, either by being understood as Apollonian, as order

in the sense of Nietzsche, or as Dionysiac, as ecstatic intoxication. The

opposition “Apollo-Dionysus,” the restrained and ordered as opposed

to the ecstatic and surrendered, is eternally human, but specifically

Greek. Apollo’s lyre and Dionysus’ flute still battle for control over our

movements.

The difference betw'een Dionysiac and Apollonian music re-

mained preserved, and this differentiation, which our modem com-

posers have inherited and preserved, can be traced back to two

different tendencies within ancient Hellenistic religion.’^®*

Plutarch says:

For the one (Dionysus], dithyrambic songs, full of passion and

change, hesitation and confusion—; with moving sound the dithy-

ramb is said to accompany Dion^'sus, going mad with him.
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For Apollo, on the other hand, the paean is sounded, “well-ordered

and cultured, The Greeks heard the difFcrence in sound between the
lyre and the flute. We hear it when tve place Gluck or Mozart beside
Beethoven or Wagner. We see it when we compare Raphael with Mi-
chelangelo, Frans Hals with Rembrandt. Apollonian movement is, above
all, order, which calms the soul and fills it with quiet: “He [Apollo]
gives the zither and presents the Muse to whom he will, pourint; peaceful
ra m into t e mortal heart. ’*» It feeds sophrosym, the untranslatable
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simple couples that a deep seriousness and a holy unawareness of

self is effected among both sexes by the dance. It is really God

who leads the chorus. One would like, of course, once more to ban

the faun and satyr from the dances of our children. In truth, it is

not the children who have introduced them!®"

The movement of the rhythm awakens the awareness of a back-

ground to life, a cosmic order, which extends this life to its limits, where

it has no purpose other than through and in that which is beyond, the

The music of Mozart in all its sunny depth, its open clarity, is surely

the most beautiful revelation of ApoUonian movement in the modern

world. Everything dark, everything ecstatic, everything mtoiocated and

disintegrating, everything infinite and unaccountable is exc u e » ^
yet, whoever has heard the music of Mozart revealed, Aat miracle of

God, knows that therein sounds not only the depth of life, but also the

melody of the beyond. We must here also refer to a portion of the art

of Bach, in which the transparent architecture creates a shimng world

of fine lines which cross and then diverge, dratving us inescapably and

yet filling us with awe.

For Apollonian calm is capable of silencing neither terror nor en-

chantment. It can be shown that rhythm arose at the same time as Eros,

the oldest of the gods, who ordered Chaos and began the round dance of

the stars.’ From this point comes the transition to complete peace. The

Japanese and Chinese Buddhas may serve as examples. On the other side,

we have the transition to ecstatic dance, with its powerfully active,

stimulating rhythm. Thus there is within

rhythmwUch is certainly not Apollonian, but which, on

is no confused, ecstatic intoxication. Whoever has heard the 144th Psalm

sung in the arrangement of L. Algazi understands how * ^
filled rvith burning, divine activity. Actually,

this all along from the biblical story of the march through the desert.

D.onvsiAc MOVEMENT Dionysiac rhythm

the raving dance of the dervishes and maenads. I"

the sj^bol of dissoludon, of the complete lo« of self to the god. Tlie

dance of the Mevlevi dervishes, which we have already mennoned,

• For vlut is th« l^d^rodM
planets relative to the nxeu stars, and tnc niva

of their movements, if not examples of a pnmor u
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takes place \\ithin a bounded circle. The leader takes up a position to the

east. The whole dance illustrates the Suhe theory of emanation: the first

semicircle representing the emanation from the godhead to the animal

kingdom, ending in man; the second symbolizing the reverse ascent of

man to the god. This explanation was already given by the founder of

the Mevlevi order, the great poet Dshclai-ed-din-Rumi.““ Thus he could
also say, Whoever knows the power of the dance resides in the god,
for he knows how love kills.”

Mania, madness, which according to Plato (whom we are still more
Cicero) is the precondition for any contact with

t e use, inspires and overpowers, but also empties and discards what it

as conquered with full hands. The highest goal of the Sufi mystic is

flna, actua y being blown away,” any condition of ecstasy and self-
rget ulness, indeed of unconsciousness, which can be attained with

vSt'eTd'
“ pit man into this state. The der-

ht arded'hT
^ Earthly, bodily life

for blessedn'es
a secular pastime, but training

soul loosen “Wh
becomes light and the chains of the

rnt irrLhd i '“'W B^'vs, when excite-

^an« nor bodi.y;trX^^^^^

of the body and the en'XVi!'
"'*“’'™d, while the narrow confines

thing, which nevertheless phyraTf
’"‘'"’'y- “ "““B^

Human spirit, that oovemr ^ role in the history of the

The mystics know thisThenThev^^
^intentional, often means wealth,

in the greatest renunciation in It
^ghest riches and find them

the extent of completelv thoughts and feelings to

of connection with God find the point

ground of their soul. It thif
^ without content, there, on the

the technical apparatus of m-i
^tonishing that the dance belongs to

r name from the

v«ucs; we know that the 0„,i.
w e r

peculiar spasmodic shaking which .

^'“"ed their name trom me
llumination. The Old Testamr. moment of
ecstasy: too, knows the dance of nrnnhetic

lo, knows the dance of prophetic

0 garrison of the Philistine^ n 'u 'c'
"’bore there is

)0U will nicer a band of n'ront,
' y°“ the city,

PEcc with harp, tambonriiT fl,^ ‘’°'™ f™ni the high
^>ng- Then the spirit of tl^ , “l 'Pte before them, prophe-

come mightily upon you,
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and you shall prophesy with them and be turned into another

man [I Sam. 10:5-6].

In the parallel narrative (I Sam. 19) wc read, in addition, that Saul

stripped himself of his clothes and prophesied. Common to both stories

is the contagious power of prophetic ecstasy, whereby it could now e

said of Saul, who certainly had no intention of being drawn along. Is

Saul also among the prophets?’ ” William Oesterley, in his explication

of this passage, comes to the justifiable conclusion that the mfecuon

must have been transmitted through the dance, even though the words

speak only of music. Dancing, playing, and taking off one’s clothing also

go together in the story of David and Michal (11 Sam. 6; 12-23; I Chron.

16*28-29) There, upon lus return from the land of the enemy, the

king dances in light clothing before the ark of the covenant, the throne

of the presence of God, in the midst of the people. Ecstasy is not actually

the involvement here, but rather a joyous outburst of energy whieh the

sullen Michal cannot get used to. To her objections David answers vnth

spirit,
“

‘It was before the Lord . . . who chose me . . . Joy over the

reappearance of the presence of God is here naturally and obviously

translated into dance. Michal, whom we must not view
^

“ "anow

Calvinisric opponent of the dance, has reservanons precisely about this

lack of restmint unsuited to a king. The controlled energy of a cere-

monial procession would have been more to her taste. The disintegrao g

energy of the free dance is too overpowering for her. Dance and music

—and the latter in its primitive stages is even more exclusive y r yt c

than in its later melodic and harmonic development-bnng out tte

overpowering energy, but they also pour strength into a man.

prophet asks for a minstrel. “And when the minsuel played, t e powe

of the Lord came upon him” (II Kings 3: 15). The mamacal character of

the dance remained preserved, for example, among the Portuguese fo m ,

dancers clothed as women.® .

Even more strongly than in the Old Testament, which as a rule

^
very cautious about ecstasy or the domination of holy powers, we hn

the transformation into another man, the loss of individual personahty,

the possession by a strange power, and finally unconsciousness under the

influence of rhythm (Saul lay thus for a day and a night) in Hel-

lenism, so much closer to namre. In The Aristophanes h« he

chorus sing a dance h)-mn in honor of the Eleusinian god of femhY.

lacchus, in which this self-forgetfulness and ecstasy are clearly put into

words:
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lacchus, thou who Hvest

In the revered shrine here, lacchus, lacchus!

Come to the meadow, to the chorus’ dance,

To the festal madness of your holy people,

Let the sumptuous crown of myrtle.

Placed on your head.

Shake with the fragrance of berries!

Beat out the measure with brazen foot,

For the wild and drunken celebration!

Come to the dance, the blessed,

Delightful, thrice-holy my'stic round!
Let the blinding torches flame up!
Yea, come, O lacchus.

Swing them in our hands.

At the dark feast of the moming-star!
With lights the meadow is blazing.
Even the old raise their knees,
And shake off the load
Of their cates and their years from their heads,
Made young by the joy of the feast!

,
O holy one, shine the way

With the guiding star of your torch.
To the field decked with dowers
To the swirling round of the youths.'*

and beleechB te"presenc7'nrd
was true even in tL most an

'
'he gods to come. Thi

"oned Dionysus,teTtir™ 'he women at Elis sum

as an animal), with thought o

pie of Elis, with the rheeif
"eros Dionysus, to the holy tern

hlng life of nature taS u 'r™^^
your o.-foot.” The Arob

at savior, brings new life's
'he dancing god whe

Djonysus is represented witB i,-
beautiful vases on whic

of the rapture which reirms in tw
come under the spe]

'he picture of the god w^^L “
a"’

“ ^“Sgestive of all i

the cult of Dionysus, the joyful lack
™ '

led to ecstatic mysticism tL J '“"“'"t™ the god of Spring ha
'vere considered the proiot^T^^'n*’ ‘'“eiples of the god wh
the myth cult, evenirS^- 'he frenzied disciples o
dance there to the stimularinr™™” “Eht to the mountains t
'^•as nothing immoral or even^r, ^ god.”«' as-' Ther

csoonable, in the usual sense, about thi
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frenzy. Its ultimate goal was for a woman to leave behind all that re-

minded her of her own narrow and encumbered life, to feel how broad

and powerful a flood of life flowed through the veins, allowing all re-

straint to he forgotten. For this the dance is once again indispensable;

indeed, it is the major component. The bacchantes and satyrs dance. The

dance has become their rhythm of life. “They have left thdr children at

home ” Thus Euripides characterizes the Thyiads with a single, acutely

noted metaphor. The bacchantes dance until every human feeling is lost,

until, amid the ruddy glow of the torches, the divine animal appears in

the supernatural light, leading to the ancient, drastic act of communion,

in which the flesh of the divinity is devoured raw. Then the bacchi are

silent, for there is nothing more to be said. The rhythm, w ic at

first loud and general, with the sound of the flutes repeated in the hnes

of the dance, now becomes wholly interior.
^ _

We find a remarkable parallel to the Dionysiac intoxicauon m the

Perchta dances (and also the Schotibarthufen) of parts of southern Ge^

many. Perchta, or Bertha, the wild huntress who on stormy winter mghtt

rushes through the air with a savarm of the dead, infects her tram avith

her frenzy. Her foUowers race through the villages on her <lay (January

sixth), dancing and leaping. When the dance has reached the point of

frenty, Perchm herself is said to be avith the croavd. Another example

of an ecstatic dance avhich leads to union avith the divinity is found in

Russian sect. The moment of ecstasy is reached by a spinmng dance

avhich becomes faster and faster. The excitement conunues to grow

until someone cries out, "He comes. He is here, t e o y pin .

According to Aristotle, the Phrygian flute makes ^he souk who

devote themselves to the service of Diony^s "enthusiasuc, filled avith

*"Tht rhythm of the Dionysiac dance creates in

in avhich the god can live, a freedom of the ego from itself avhich binds

it to the god. The movement releases power, dissipates it, so o speak

and empties the soul so that it may be filled wjth the god- But at Ae

same time life is grasped and ruled. The dervish avho has attained the

highest level of ecstasy is a saint, armed avith supematura P°'
. .

Thus there is a mumal interaction betaveen the freedom o thej n

and its poaver. Rhythm avhich has become ’"dtP^de^ ^ds to th^

rhythm of life itself. For this reason all the gods of the
r.^tilitv

can peoples dance. Even the com mother dances the g°ddess of femlity

from avhom springs all life. That is. the parental, basic ^“'ement of all

life is the dance. We do not need to go to the Indians. Eos, g
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of dawn, dances; she has her “residences and dancing-placcs” (Odyssey

XII, 4). It is just at this point, where wc are concerned with the pow'crs

of life, that the dance shows its nature as a universal and all-inclusive ex-

pression. When one wishes to describe the course of the world, one
cannot avoid reaching back to the image of ordered movement. It is for

this reason that the Muses and the Graces dance, Apollo and Dionysus,
Shiva and Krishna. For this reason Plato describes the eternal ascent of
the souls of gods and men to true being as a gigantic procession. For
this reason, at all times and in many lands, the gods are taken out of their
quiet temples and carried in parade through the streets of the city,

ti,

the metaphysics of this dance when we listen to
e highest forms of dance music. Beethoven’s Seventh, justifiably called
apot eosis of the dance, is inspired with a truly Dionysiac passion

which seems not to rest until the entire world dances with it. A similar

finale
Powerful march {allegro anai vivace) in the

finale of the Ninth Symphony. There is a small fugue by Bach™ which

Tn tie MMdl I f <i=li=«e^niaturc.

music. The suncld
'’*™™mble dances were made into

(represe volta refrlbl
of responsorium

afterithCotsatSllt
(eamio, chansmi with th T as rondo, or as ballata

-esahasicformin^dll^^^^^^^^^

ground of life than words
of the totality and the back-

words or sounds are able to do. It is all very human.
Through the shaping power of ...

genuine and unfalsified “P^'^ooe that humanity
ber dance. As lone as

'•''perience the beauty of a dancer in

her beaut)-. Not just to oiirV™”™'* 'XPO- ^be dances
through this process does sh

* on display; no, because only
purely, more fully, the hett..

essence, and always more
<bc human discover the Here, within art,

eight; for it does not anoe.. K r
capacity to bear

" work “on" a work of «rions Les nor only
. rt must assert itself through itself.””
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harmony

It is possible for beauty and holiness to interpenetrate so that one must

speak of a harmony. We shall find the most beauuful examples in music

and painting, but they are not lacking in the other am, even the dance.

l am thinking above all of the Indian dances on Java, on Bah and in

Indo-China. The movement of the body is here so spiritualized, every

nuance of spreading the fingers and moving the arms becomes so much

an expression of the movement of the soul, and every movemen

soul is so much a step in the great progress of man to, from, and in God

that we must speak of a complete harmony. I cannot ' P

further. Here, only the specialist has a right to speak. Therefore I can

only refer the reader to the book of Th. B. van Lelyveld,'<- ( The West

danLs with its legs, the East with its hands,” (Cf. 91.) But -yone vvho

has ever watched Indian dancing senses that here the >nner movement of

the soul to God has become visible. The body has
the mysuc ascent *e s^^o^

motionless, but always
completely become an instrument, yj

;c

in the highest degree expressive, the body is as far separated as is pos-

sible from what we in the West call sensua ity.

I,~-ven or
Thus we in the West do not find this hamiony,

in what the mind has reached in literature, in music, and m painung.

TIIF. 1IF.AVEN1.Y DANCE Amidst all thc multiplicity of its pur-

poses, we found in the rhjnhm of the dance a tivofold ^
Lent: grasping life on the one hand, and °

Obvioudv thiT would by no means suffice to prove ' «

or a We whiXe.xtends far beyond the evetyday world. As we have seen

67
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again and again, this is precisely the case. No matter whether wc come to

the dance as a natural and universal expression of a spirit to which the

unity of life is still obvious, or as a relic in the midst of a culture in

which there are various modes of expressing life, within the dance
will always be found the awareness of a broader, wider, deeper back-
ground than everyday movement offers. The life of the dance has an
in ependent existence. It awakes the serene knowledge of spiritual
re ease,^ the blessed consciousness of being transported by a sovereign
power. e surrender of oneself to a stronger power, the unification
ot one s own movements with the movement of the whole, is what makes

afterr
“ become a service of God. Whoever dances

whoever
primitives or of religious ecstatics, indeed

rWhrir,™' a
™ objects himself to a predetermined

vaguely that

= or a procession, understands, whether clearly or

the rhythm of
,

“ reflection of primeval movement; that

maSom the f “f breakers ^hich

«the the heart of the universe. Just as

the chorus of angels and “
the earthly voices unite with

company of heaven laud ai^*'
“tohangels and with all the

in the dmee to folw irrhy^'^I
their heavenly round Sc R 'T

angels and the movement of

of the angels, and of mgelomm, a dance

There is dand^g in fe^en "P™ -"b-
joy. According to an nlH

® martyr brings heavenly
virgins dance in the heaven^

the eleven thousand
Angelico’s The Last fnrfJj,™ before Mary.ti- In Fra
heavenly dance.

^ ''“gins and martyrs dance the

olar imagination of'etm our
“"^Phonal reading, which the pop-

LiitB
'rama, which lacks A. ’ do without, is a

cr describes the garden of he
*”^*Sorating rhythm of the dance,

bfanuful meadow, wlch ^n. He saw “. . . a

Lr’ “nd beautiful silvT^'^
There hung lutes,

i" Bameuutd There is a moving little

P >™«es, which spealts of a beavX"ner>'=‘>''“><’ftb2dead

*-13 a dance.

And there girh da„,,.
and all,
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Benediccmius Dmnino,

Hallelujah, hallelujah.

It is for Amelia

That all we girls are dancing now,

Benedicmms Domino,

Hallelujah, hallelujah.

Thus the ancient idea of a dance which leads to heaven reappears

in the imagination of children. Naturally, adults and adult Chnsuamty

have scrupulously closed heaven to the dance. Even m the hymns of

the churches, with their love of resplendent imagery of heavenly joy,

the dance is almost always lacking. A powerful, almost ecstatic hymn,

such as “Wake, Awake, For Night Is Flying,” leads us to expect any

minute that the Gloria “which men and angels sing will be

into a heavenly dance. But it remains only an invitation to the dance,

which still sounds bacchantic;

Der dnd toir froh,
joyous go,

Ewig in dulci jubilo! Ever in dulc, jub.lol)

But even that was stiU too much for a more sober world, and was

replaced with a trivial:

Und leben sOj

Eivig in "Wonn und Seligkeit.

(. . . And will live so,

Ever in joy and blessedness.)

Even the beautiful Jerusalem hymn of Johann M^^aus Mayfam

stops with heavenly music, although this is admittedly so powerful that,

instead of its inhabitants, the city of God itself begins to move.

With sound of joy and instruments of gold.

In choirs without end.

When that savcet.sound through all the heavens ro c ,

The ramparts did attend:

With tongues surpassing number.

And voices even more.

Forever without slumber

Tlic hosts of heaven adore.

Folk poetrv is somewhat more courageous, ^ ^
little belU ring” the dance is not c.xpressly mentioned. Onlj the hj nms
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of mysticism have no reservations at this point. A nuns’ hymn, from

about 1440, reads:

Let us all together go
On the road to heaven.

There, where joyous music rings,

We shall with angels dance along,

To the sweet heavenly strings.

We have seen how there is dancing in Dante’s heaven, and also in
e eaven of Vondel; We dance to the honor of God’s name.” In

the latter case, the heavenly dance is like the ballet in many respects, not
t at o outs XIV, hut that of the Renaissance, such as Leonardo da
met put on, in which the entire cosmic order was danced." In any

relivinn
“ see the harmony between dance and

rehg^on m heaven. On earth it did not exist.

of life'^fo^p.m
‘^t’^racterized by a strong yearning for unity

tve achieve that uni™ a^a^n wr^nnot b”
“

Archaisms and revivak do
^ pnmmve once more,

attempts to bring ancient fniy ,1 "'“u
when the reintroduction U . '•"T

“ ’welcome only

in the consciousness of rt,

‘l“‘''"lcnt to a rehabiUtation of the dance

on the cornices of the reredns-Js- ’
,

• • • the Saints may dance

time to propagate the dance once “'I-'’'
service. We already have mo i.

^ ^ religious expression in divine

One thing is ve^ ”T? T'’!'
unity, our time has a heakhv^and'

1“"*“ for the lost

mentation which is useless. This histhat we have learned to reili^o i.
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only for entertainment

as a
™ an art is which is offered

shall again mention wit’h honn?I‘! “!
f" connection I

rst time revealed to us the
^ “"uie of the person who for the

uncm. She has already had maliv'^
” “"tl ‘hat is Isadora

'P " 'I'u tlance as an^
““llent successors, but she was the

10“;:”::™- -hleved respect,
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possibilities wkhinTtTZ -- -nieveo respec.
caled by beautiful

examples^onl""'!'™' “Pt^^on have again beer
>“ '>«ume an expression oTthTh^i'" be ">> 1= oLe mori

"oly- The metaphysics of music we c-
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experience, those of the dance only, and not without effor^ understand.

But why should not manldnd speak again in its most ancient language

of the great mystery of movement and countermovement; the one

movement which proceeds from this world to God, and the ot

movement which proceeds from God to this world?

I may close this section with a reference to two beautiful stories,

both having a tone of gentle reconciliation. First the wonderful sketc

of John Galsworthy: Salta Pro Nobis, A dancing girl, caug t an con

demned as a spy during the war, is spending her last hours at a cloister.

To distract her from her dismal thoughts, the Mother Superior asks

whether she would not like to dance for the nuns. She g ^ / agrees.

And the power of dance is revealed so strongly in t ^

condemned to death that the Mother Superior asks herself. Is what

did the work of the blessed Virgin or of the devil? Here al the scruples

of the Church peep around the corner for a moment. Shortly aftervyard,

as the shots of the firing squad ring out, the dance reconquers its ^

in the soul of the Mother Superior; “The Mother Superior prayed for

the soul, dancing before her God.” In heaven there is ^
scruples, too, are justified. For on the next day the youngest and prettiest

of the nuns has secretly returned to the world.

The other story is of earlier date, the fine dance legend of Gorfr ed

Keller. Musa is a reUgious child. But when she does “e

dances. Even when she goes up to the altar, she dances more than wall^

Once, alone in the church, she begins to dance, and

to meether, and they perform a skillful dance. He offers “
eternal bliss in endless, glorious dance. She accepts g

condition is that for the entire period of her eart y ,

renounce the dance. The girl then asks whet er

J shows her
in heaven, for the condition seems hard to er. u

,,

“in many biblical passages as
hisjjn

^^p
dance is indeed a sacred occupation o

^ «nfi now
hesitates, the king lets a few measures of heaven^

she notices that her body is much too heavy and sti

.
, Hn^ss

she accepts the condition. She lives three
r^“?’“Then she dt iTa

her tender feet fastened together by a light chain Then she dies as a

saint. Tlie chain breaks of itself into many pieces, the heavens ope ...

.

We let Keller tell the ending with his fine humor;

There one could see many thousands "f.

young gentlemen, in bright illumination, dancing m an immeasu
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able ring. A majestic king came on a cloud, upon the edge of which

stood a small supplementary orchestra of six little angels, a bit

towards the earth, and received the form of the blessed Musa before

the eyes of all present, who 611cd the garden. One could sdll see

how she leaped into the opened heaven, and in the twinkling of an

eye was lost to view, dancing in the resounding gleaming columns.

In heaven there is a dance, and that is more important than the

dance upon earth. It may be that the example of little Musa is worth
imitating; nevertheless, we cannot think of the little feet chained
together without a great feeling of pain. It is like a strangled voice, a

cracked note. Musa’s feet move in our time once more, somewhat more
freely within their chains. We can only hope that sometime they may
e completely free, so that here on earth we can receive a foretaste of

the rhythm of the heavenly round.



6 THE THEOLOGICAL

AESTHETICS OF THE DANCE

The problem is now to find, using the dance as a point of departure

an entrance to the problem of the relationship benveen be^ty and

hoHness. Up to now we have been groping about the edge. We mu

now try to achieve greater clarity. We can succeed only “ «™
degree with the dance. It is the oldest, and to a certain e en

elementary religious art, but certainly not the most t eo ogi

case of each art we shall discuss the relationship wit o .

The dance, as such, is nothing other than ordered ;"°''e^nt The

man who invented the dance did not only discover ,

covered God. For he stepped into a new dimension of his existence. To

dance means always to see oneself dancing, feel oneself dancui^^e

man who dances discovers that there is a power w c e

give a new character to his own movement: y ancing
Robert

to develop a new essence, so to speak; thus we read m Robert

This is what makes the dance as an art so b™“d “d inclusive:^ the

boundaries of the body and the soul open, an w

how boundary after boundary falls away. But this also
.1

father of all orfier arts, but its children are richer

is a special and very perfect form
becomes drama.

immediately finds proper, special forms, an P
movement, a

The pulsing rhythm demands
°„V.ne musiciam

form. From this arises musi^
'"autoOTl""The original art is

good director”; but in the d:incc it is an a
•

It is diHi-
in both cases the dance, which lives only through movement. It is dilT.
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cult to discover from this point an approach to theology. For van Lely-

veld is not wrong in saying that in the West the feeling for rhythm has

almost died out.^® Yet that is a theological mistake; for in the Bible, move-

ment is everything; God is movement. His spirit broods over the waters

of chaos, his pillar of fire leads .through the desert, his prophets bring

disquiet to a people that loves quiet, his Son comes down to earth, his

spirit drives. His creation is no clumsy piece of work, but a progression

into the world, which Dante follows in the last canto of his Paradise:

“Love, which makes the sun circle like the stars.’’^® It is the curse of

theology always to forget that God is love, that is, movement. The
dance reminds it.

The dance is the discovery of movement external to man, but which
first gives him his true, actual movement. In the dance shines the recogni-

=>"<1 thereby moving the world.
1 his IS elementary, but it is not slight. It leads into the prolegomena

‘5. » proved by the fact that at this
point as everytvhere, dogma has its ethical correlative.

Duncan experienced a grand rebirth, as

N^aw theZT”' “"d value of the dance,

mre It U Hnh
*• "Wearing also and causing out dull feet to

"Idern daS- Z’ ethical necessity. For the

more can be seen eZpt an el™'
^mpty culture. Nothing

We turn away in disgust.
a'nousness or a stereotyped smile.

panidpatc or nm,'"rwlTike ''m
'va

waddles, limos— Jc u j
’ does not dance runs, races,

to dance, so that once anii' Z '“rn once more

and finally perhaps even a
created.

At this moment the bodv n
without spirit, e corpse that

,Wa''e'itly triumphed. But it is a body
in the "nature bath.” "Drives™

victory in the dance hall and

analytical
justification But ml"'?"

Wteme, and receive their psycho-
if 've do not view the dZ

'tWeal, theological concern ZZf nieaningful social, aesthetic,

"'“^i'cns and the cranes.
' the animal dances, to the

end
imptessive.’lt"fa the bcgZC’oZs also the beginning of the dance

end salvation.



PART TWO

Movements and Countermovements'



1 HOLY PLAY

DANCE AND DRAMA Throughout the world, the drama arose

from a holy play whose purpose was to assure the cycle of life. At
decisive moments, such as seedtime and harvest, or midwinter and mid-

summer, the holy play is performed. One or more speakers step out of

the chorus, mimetically representing spring, winter, death, life, or the

animals, daemons, or gods from whom an advantage is expected. This

play of hawthorn and May king, banishing ^vinter and ushering in

summer, this certamen of Hiems and Ver, which is still found in a play by
Shakespeare,®® is the origin of the drama. Whether the players are

clothed in green suits and decked with flowers, whether they appear

as bears or other holy animals, whether they represent gods or spirits,

in any case, they dance. Originally they only danced. The actor is

originally the dance leader and interprets all that moves the entire

company, in the literal sense.* In Greece, this development can be traced

very clearly. The orchestra or dance area is the stage, upon which the

chorus moves in slow dance steps. The chorus, the true actor of the

drama, always remans the center of the action, whether in tragedy or

comedy. The dance gives rise to music, the music to verse, and verse

finally gives rise to the manifold actions of myth and saga in place of

rile uniform, typical course of nature found in undivided life. Yet the

rhythm of the dance still beats in the powerful movement of the figures

of an Aeschylus. Drama, too, consists of movement and countermove-
ment. This remains true even when dance leader and chorus have long

been replaced by a series of actors and the chorus serves only to accom-
* “The most ancient drama is only choral poetry bound up wth dance and action.

. . . Surely the religious, or, to put it more accurately, the magical, plan’s a large

role in primitive poetry” (cf.

77
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pany the action. When Aristotle, developing a psychology of the

drama, sought the essence of tragedy in peripeteia and recognition, in

the style of the holy play whose basis and goal arc both the great cycle

of death to life, the reverses of destiny and the painful or happy aware-

ness of the connecrions within life, doesn’t it bring to irund the image

of the Labyrinth? The turns and twists, the sudden recognition of an

unsuspected exit, or the dismay at happening upon an insoluble maze

of passages?

The origin of Greek tragedy is a much-disputed theme. Many think

only of the ancient agricultural games, others of mimetic interpretations

of animals, still others of funerary games and dances. The most sensible

course is presumably to try to give weight to all of these elements in

an explanation. In one point they are all united: the dance is older than
the drama; the oldest form of drama is the dance.

In Japan, drama likewise arose from the dance.^^- • There are traces

which point to the fact that Greek comedy arose from animal dances,
that IS, pantomimic dances with animal masks. Such names of come-

Birds, The Wasps, and The Goats remind us of
this.’®

DRAMA
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refrain.* If the accent lies on the word, dialogue arises. But all this is

subsidiary. The pantomime is genuine drama, even when no attempt

is made to imitate definite situations by means of masks and costumes.

Here belong various more or less primitive forms, from the pompa,

the parade, through the saltatio, actual dance, to bidm, the game. A very

widespread form is the process of young men or children bringing

blessing to the houses. Our Twelfth Night and St. Martin’s processions

are remnants of this. The Greek peasants went past their houses, weanng

antlers and singing, “Receive happiness, receive the bread of salvation,

which we bring from the goddess.” M. P. Nilsson observes that in these

simple, naive customs are rooted two of the highest forms of expression

of Greek art, those of drama and pastoral poetry.®®

Folk games have a more dramatic form; for example, the practice

which is customary among many peoples, or was until recently, of

driving out death. A person who represents death and eveiything harm-

ful is driven from the village with scorn and contempt. In Tuscany, this

is said to represent “fare il Giorgio," the deed of St. George who slew

the dragon.®® An example which leads to rhetoric is the dialogue game

of boys and girls in Tibet, Tonkin, Annam, and China. Each group

represents one of the great forces: yang, which increases in the spnng,

is at work in the girls, and yin, in the autumn, is at work in the boys.

Antiphonal choruses are formed which shout improvised quesuons and

answers at each other. Thus arises a kind of erotic hturgy The very

concrete purpose is demonstrated by the fact that in i et t e la ogue

is often followed by mating in the forest. The same thing was true

in ancient CUna. Antiphonal songs betiveen the nvo groups insure

fertility and health.®*
. . i*r i • j

From time immemorial, manltind has tried to give Its

form. Not to some particular event of this life, but to I e itse

greatest possible abbreviation, the resume. Life and cat ,
as t e) occu

in nature and in the life of mankind, the eternal eye e o i c to ca ,

death to life, the monotonous but heart-stirring
^

P
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movement and countermovement. Even the prchistonc rock dmj.ngs

representing hunting scenes among other things, arc
.

dramatic representations. Man stylizes the events o us '

® ^
predetermined movement, and connects this with somet ung ic i

“The Anglo-Saxon recc. In Its nnislcal txstc

cultured peoples, lias retained this fonn, not

hall numlwrs and spiritual revival hynttis.

still perhaps the most primitive of the

only in folk songs, but also in music-
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place in primeval rimes. Thus life is given consistency, and happiness

guaranteed.i®^ A work of art arises which we call dance, game, drama,

but also liturgy, and for which 1 suggest the name sacer Indus.

SACER LUDus The dramatic scheme which follows is found in

numberless instances among cultured peoples, and still has power today

among the primitives and in folk customs. From the group of young

people, either girls alone or together with young men, a single individual,

the dance leader, separates himself, gradually assuming more and more
the role which actually is appropriate to the entire youth of the village

or tribe, that of the bearer of life, the bringer of new life, the savior.

He or she is led about in triumph, but comes to an unhappy, a mock
end, banished, drowned, or burned. That is new life which ages and
dies. Just as frequently, however, the concern is with old life that dies

but rises again. The bearer of life is dressed as an old man or an old

woman, is ridiculed or maltreated, is finally killed, but rises again after
a short while. This is naturally only a schema. In reality, the sacer Indus
occurs m innumerable variations. Often there are nvo actors, the one
lepresenung life the other death; or better, the one the life which dies,

^
j

"e which awakens. Then the theme of resurrection is

^ ^ “ battle, a battle between

f™- death to life, and

many Greet
significance of the stereotyped ending of

aZZra the ™ finely “
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In folk customs this protagonist is often the king, and in antique and

primitive people still remains so on occasion. The king, as no other, is the

bearer of life for his people.

Frazer has brought to our attention an impressive store of innumer-

able variants on this pattern in his rich collection. The GoWen BotigK

He placed at its beginning the epigraph, “Le roi est mart, mve le rot.”

One can say that this motto comprehends not only the most ancient

drama, but also the basic type of all drama, the primeval peripeteia. The

lament over dead life and jubilation over the spring of resurrection

have sounded for ages, and an echo of them is found in every drama:

from the lament in the St. Matthew Passion to the sentimental emotions

of The Two Orphans; from the exultation of Fideho to the final close-up

in a spectacular, where the hero kisses the heroine.

But less important characteristics also arise from this primeval drama.

The comic element can already be found in a magical environment, such

as when banished winter is mocked, or when it seems necessary to set

up a temporary substitute for the king, who reigns for one day and then

is maltreated and banished, or perhaps murdered; when the May queen

changes place with an old woman, life with death, so as to make a fool

of the young hero. The eternal type of the tormented fool, the comic

old woman, and the derided king fall into place here. Shakespeare s

Christopher Sly and Holberg’s Jeppe fra Bjerget represent a primeval

type. For example, in Cambodia, the king abdicates every four years. A

pseudo king replaces him. OriginaUy he was probably put to death and

probably, much earlier, the real king was kiUed. Today a few elephants

trample down a pile of rice called the “scaffold”; the nee is used to fer-

tiUze the soU. Life is renewed through death and through resurrection,

or through the replacement of the bearer of life.

An aLent game from Babylon has been recorded for us, in which

the god Bel is trapped within a mound that represents the underworld.

Nebo and the other gods search for him at the gate of the tomb. In the

city, he is mourned. After three days, Bel is resurrected again, and con-

summates the sacral marriage with Belit-BaUU, which bnngs new hfe.

A pseudo king plays the role of Bel.*"* A dialogue benveen the pseudo

king, who is in reality a slave or prisoner, and his s'**™’

king, evidences a bitter, almost tragic, vis cmn.ca which has d***™**"-

ized the figure of the clown for ages. The master a ways \\ ants o u

take something, but every time he thinks of something, the slave flatters

him, but insinuates the approaching end of his sing e a) o g ory.
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KING. Slave, obey me.

sLA\x. Yes, lord, yes!

KING. Fetch my chariot without delay, harness the horses. 1 want to go

to the palace.

SLAVE. Go, lord, go; all that you desire will take place, all will honor you.

KiKG. No, slave. I will not go to the palace.

SLAVE. Do not go, lord, do not go. Whither you do not wish to go you

shall be sent; lands which you do not know you shall be forced to

conquer.

Thus the pseudo king expresses desire alternately to cat, to love a

woman, make sacrifice, etc. This entire life of the king is for him a single

day. If only he knew how to begin. The bitter finish follows:

KING. Slave, obey me.
SLAVE. Yes, lord, yes.

KING. Now, what is truly good?
SLATO, To break your neck; yes, to break your neck and throw you into

the river, that is good.

foUowed the word with the deed,

mitriaae Vh'
° “1^0 belongs on occasion the sacral

one anotJr ThT“ f^niinine beaters of life with

which occurs in'*
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the wajang drama of Java, Kckajon, or Gumingan, is the only scenery.

It is a kind of tree or mountain, wliich ends each scene and represents the

holy area in which, for the most part, the represented actions take

place.'”" In this manner the various happenings are reduced to a unity.

In the saccT Indus only one hero appears, or at most two, as enemies or

lovers. Even the interjected jokes refer only to the most elementary

matters, those of victory, defeat, and the most important thing of alk

the relationships of the sexes. Wc arc amazed to hear folk customs and

primitive drama speaking and making fun of sexual matters, and even

more to sec how they arc made unequivocally the center of attention.

The older dramaturges, even Aristophanes and Shakespeare, still retain

traces of this. We forget that we have banished to the revue everything

which is humorous or coarsely sexual, and that it should not be counted

among the glories of our culture that wc can combine sexuality and

humor mostly in situations involving adultery, and seldom under normal

circumstances. For the primitives, liturgy and aischrology, drama and

sexual intercourse, lie on the same plane. It is not only the popular plays,

whose only purpose is to amuse, which know no limits in this regard.

At the Greek mysteries, aischrology was a ritual gone through by proper

matrons, and had just as much liturgical character as the obscene songs

of the young girls at the Roman feast of Anna Perenna. There is no more

majestic movement and countermovement than between man and

woman, and joke and jest furnish both reUef and assurance.

The English play of the May king and May queen yielded muc

amusement through the comic subsidiary characters of Robin Hood

and Maid Marian; but it also led to immorality, so that bishops in the

thirteenth century forbade the hidtts de Rege et Regina. ew centuries

later, a Puritan wrote that he had heard “of tenne maidens which went

to set May, and nine of them came home with childe. Here he the

roots both of the quarrel between theater and morality, which must

break out as soon as the primitive unity of life is destroyed, and of the

moral mistrust of the theater, which in any case can he ,usnfied his-

torically. This strongly developed sexual character of the sacer Indus

in the primitive environment does not prevent the persons w o repre

sent powers or gods from being holy. On the contrary, femlity and

holiness lie close together, and both touch upon the mystery o

where it coes over to a “wholly other ’ atmosphere, or, better, w ere

seems to come from thence. The person of the actor is o y to t

Greeks. In precarious situations no more suitable person than

can he sent out as a negotiator, as the Athenians did when they had to
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ask peace of Philip of Macedon. The “holiness,” of course, includes less

desirable qualities, while the actor is in control of fatal powers. In the

Middle Ages, he can conjure up rain or storm. Even in the year 1596,

the actor Monferino, who had requested permission to perform in the

city of Aosta, was banished from the town because no one would stand

for black magic.^°®

THE MASK The mask belongs to the sacer Indus as the great means

of stylization. Through it, all events are reduced to a single event, which

is, at the same time, divine. At the Athenian Choc festival, a mask of

Dionysus hangs on a pole during the mixing of wine. To it the new
wine is offered first, and the rites are performed under its surveillance.

The god is a mask; the mask, a god. Through the mask one is transformed
into a person in the sense of an actual, essential happening. The Etruscan-
Latinword persona (phersu) means both "mask” and "god of the dead,”
or "dead man” (cf. the name of the goddess of the dead, Phersephatta,
or Persephone). The name of the dead man becomes the name of the
mask The actors ia the Romaa drama, the atelhme, are called personati.
On^nally they represented the spirits of the dead,'”*

The mask removes human differentiation from the realm of the
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so compelling, that even we enn still feel the power of this holy action,

which naturally is meant to be magical, and, admittedly, out of a differ-

ent perception of life, join the jubilation with the song of victoiy in the

play of death’s banishment:

Death is now safely banished.

We bring summer in with rejoicing;

Life from our house is not vanished,

Joy in song we are voicing.

“The union of joy and terrible seriousness in the apprehension and

representation of the processes of nature, together with the imitation of

individual cosmic processes which go together with it, constimted the

immediate point of departure for the higher as well as purely mimetic

drama," says Preuss, who has written about these matters with equal

sensitivity and knowledge.” The mimetic dance stands at the beginning.

It stands also as summary and crown, once more at the end. Was Goethe

right when he suggested that its impermanence damaged it.’ If not,

mimetic dance would probably reduce all the fine arts to oblivion.®
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for themselves, but only with representatives. The holy demands priests,

servants, and therefore can be expressed only by an art which demands
the same.

The genre painter may represent whatever tragic or comic figures

and scenes he likes; if, in addition, he has the good fortune to discover

a diverting background, all demands arc satisfied. But if 1 were to take

even the most handsome beggar in Munich and place liim in a tunic,

I would still be a long way from having created a Brutus; and, if 1

paint a beautiful girl with butterfly wings on her shoulders, that is a

disguised Psyche. But if I succeed in bringing myself beyond the

model to a typical form, then I have created as an historical painter.^^^

What Anselm von Feuerbach says here about the art of painting is

valid generally. For this reason the Punch and Judy show is a more re-

ligious and human drama than the modern problem play. Thus, besides

the wajang wong, in which actors appear, the culture of Java also

preserves with religious conscientiousness the Avajang puppet play; in

fact, as we have seen, the masked actors of the former were pur to si-

lence. For this reason, Heinrich von KJeist could say that marionettes,

moved by a foreign will, best imitate the movements of men, and that

movement is most purely expressed **in that form of the human body

which has either no consciousness or infinite consciousness, that is, in the

puppet or in the god.”^^^

In addition it can be said, luckily, that dramatic art is probably the

least subject to psychological individualism. The epic and lyric arts have

gone much further in the search for an absolutely unique character de-

velopment, for (to use Willem Kloos’s famous definition of art) “the

most individual expression of the most individual feeling.”

The reason for this is that a novel or a poem either is read or remains

unread. But a drama must be performed; and to perform means to rep-

resent, to serve.

Among the types which populate the oldest period of the drama are

the comic doctor who assists in the fight benveen the hero and the

dragon, and the stupid man who is beaten by his wife, only to turn

around and beat her (“Jcni, die sloeg Lijsje’*) . They all grow out of the

ancient sneer Indus. The primal theme of all drama has been battle: battle

benveen death and life, summer and winter; a battle ending with a mortal

blow, though it is not final, since sorrow is turned to rejoicing. In the

old English entertainment, Jan and Old Bet quarrel about a chicken
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which the one would like to eat baked, the other, roasted. Jan kills Bet,

but the doctor restores her to life. In farce and comedy the old drama

of life lives on, with the obligation of humor. It becomes secularized,

but remains typical for a long period, and thereby in contact with the

magical whole.

TIPI Fissi (fixed types) Between classic drama, tragedy or

comedy, and the sacer Itidiis, many typical transitional forms occur, the

most peculiar (and simultaneously the most important for the modern
drama) of which is the Italian comedy, cmtmtedia delVarte.

Covtmedia delVarte is a relatively recent name • for a very ancient
phenomenon.’^*- Arte is to be taken in the sense of metier, the entire
phrase thus meanmg “vocational comedy.” What unites it simultane-
omly with primitive forms is its collective nature. The actors compose
the text together; there is not just one author. All the roles are conven-
oom types, many borrowed from literature, such as the inamorcsti
(whose characteristic role as amouretix, young lovers, or the like,

diratlvf^T'' folk types which spring
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To the parti gravi belong both pairs of inmnorati (two pair have been

retained well into the period of modern drama, as though a single love

were no love at all and could only become interesting through the pos-

sibility of comparison); to the parti ridteoU belong the talkative Gipi-

tano, Plautus’ miles gloriosiis; the soubrette Fantesca; and Servetta, the

clever servant girl, who still has her small role of intrigue in Moliere,

and, indeed, continues beyond him. The vtaschere are first of all the zani^

known by the most various names in the world: Arlechino, Truffaldino,

Pasquino, Scapino, Pulcinella; and internationally: Pierrot, Punch, Hans-

wurst, Jan Klaasen. No matter what names these may bear, the type

remains the same, with two variants: alert and clever (Figaro), or stupid

and clumsy. Then we have Pantalone, raging or grumbling, and the

Dottore di Bologna^ the scholastic scholar, cleverly ridiculous. The ac-

tion snakes along with a little love, a little intrigue, a little mock pedan-

try, and above all, a lot of fighting. Not such a bad synopsis of human
life. The simple man with the common name is amusing, but receives

the beatings. • Often it seems as though the world contains nothing but

administering a beating or being beaten. In this small world, at any rate,

everything is constant. Capitano is always chattering. Characteristics

and idiosyncracies belong to people, so to speak, by virtue of their office:

the fool, the glutton, the miser, the sovtenevr^ the whore, the nurse, the

betrayed husband, the yoimg lover, the comic old woman—each is all

that his name implies, and only that. The servants have no existence of

their own, but are there only to help the romantic couples. Character-

istics and idiosyncracies, deeds, thoughts, and feelings hang like clothing

upon their shoulders. The actor does not play the role of a man, but the

role of a role. Art is not imitation, but reduction of everything to a single

principle. Dramatic art is ritual.

Therefore the performance is always a burlesque. There are humor-
ous and serious materials, but even the serious ones are never represented

\vithout humor. Harlequin, Pickelhering, Kasperl, Karagbz (in the

Turkish puppet theater), satyrs, clowns, and imps always peep around

the comer. The childbed stands on the stage, even in the Roman atellanae

(farces), and even Goethe noticed it on the street at the Roman Mardi

gras.^^®*®®2 Life is in no way romanticized. It is transferred to the middle

of the screec. There man can recognize himself in his fall, essential

absurdity, which simultaneously contains the nucleus of tragedy. In the

• Zani seems to be dialect for Giovanni; the hero has the most ordinary name of all;

Pierrot, Jan Klaasen, Hanswurst, Petrushka, or Ivanushka (cf. 106).
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drunken peasants of Shakespeare, Langcndijk, and Holbcrg, tlic fallen

king lies hidden.^^^

SECULARIZATION The Stage begins in the street. The English

stage begins in the inns, half roofed over, after the example of bear

rings in which bears were fought, or, better, baited to death. There was

standing room in the pit, and there were seats in the galleries.^^'^ One
might say that the drama emerged from the church to the church square,

from the temple into the market place. The history of the drama is a

history of secularization.

We can trace two different lines of development, one leading further
and further away from religion, the other seeking the religious exclu-
sively:

®

SAGES. LUDUS
Greek tragedy and comedy

Atellin and mime

Italian comedy

Opera

Oratorio _
•I

Classic drama

;
Bourgeois drama

^
I

Music drama *—

Greek and Hellenistic mysteries

i
Liturgy of the Church

;
Medieval mystery plays

4

. Passion plays
j

I "I

l^ Musical passion

Ritual becomes Utera-

Stand the atmosphere of fii«

^ ^ concerned, they could not

more to climb up onto the
reason, and were forced once

Icftttvo hundred yean So 'vhich they had

mission.”™ ’ ®^der to fulfill their important artistic

rods up on the stam of The
*= *'P‘ />«< The rest

«mly most honorably in ,

“d "peretta, and above all, and cer-
in Turkey and India than

^urm which is more esteemed
loved marionettes. The "’^nonette theater. GoetheMumeh annts demonstrated the indestructible
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freshness of the puppet theater to an age which thought that men were

not marionettes. In the animated cartoon, we have a return to the

marionette. The creator of the film is closely related to the man who

moves the dolls, only he does it by a new means We arc "ot y« “

position to survey the problems which arise with this nw
In the course of history we have ttvice had a secularization of drama

The first time was when the Greek sacral play became specialized an

began to represent the colorfulness of all human life. ^
mained bound to superhuman gods and heroic fibres; in

was constructed about a change of fortune. But in its essence it had been

freed from its ancient content and its ancient fo^. Heroes and gods

have become men, all too human men. The single god “g

danced in alternation with his attendants is replaced by a ^
of characters of all sorts. Where the hero is still ^ly a 6“^,

as a detis cx vmchiva, to cut through the tangled ^
That is a relic of the ancient drama. There am many of th«e rehes

in the form. In Euripides’ Bacchae, the original frame ,s

ible: the death of the god, the lament for vamshed hfe, and the remrr

tion amid songs of jubilation.”' As we have seen, the choms rernained

the central character, even when it was superfluous to the action or

comedy, has put a great distance
^ ^ ideas of god

primal peripeteia becomes the bearer P
rpnenn Greek

Ldman, wLldandlife, sharpest sarire and mostmerc^^^^^^^^^

i do-b. .

"“S”
“

sense. It has already gone through
. . , . j r__ fU-,^ t-o its fierce

a new unity of holiness and beauty; it is indebted for this to its fierce,

painful struggle for life, divine and human.
(an-

other proof of the fact that we are
- , ^ form through

measurable event in the development of the pnnuuve fo™'

outtvard context to secularization), a vacuum

the end of classic drama in
vaudeviUe-like farce,

Moliere. In between, we have only the mime,
. u jq

which brought the ancient fertility daemons an v g

India and Turkey in the form of
only Scapin, but

Modem drama begins as a come y typ
types,

also Tavare, le bourgeois genulhonmte, e via a

Falstaff iMis-

not characters, in the modem sense of the word. Sir John Falstatt,
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tress Quickly, Aguecheek and the innumerable fools and cIoutis are

tipi fissi. But just because they are types, they are also men, often on a

grand scale. The ancient form is at once accepted and overcome. In

Shakespeare we often find the old sacer iudi/s, even in the dramatic

form: the joke of Christopher Sly in The Ttnmng of the ShreiVy the duel

between Armado and Costard in Love's Laboitr's Lost.The action, except

in the histories, is almost always typical: jealousy, childish ingratitude,

self-doubt, misanthropy. Yet greater men never walked the stage than

an Othello, a Lear, a Hamlet, or a Timon of Athens, precisely because
their humanity is more than simple humanity; precisely because they
are firmly anchored in an inclusive background. No one is Lear and
everyone is Lear; no one isTimon or le vmanthropey but everyone recog-
nizes himself in them. If drama completely renounces t\mes, one indi-
VI ua remains indeed the hero, but he represents only a single person,

o, we may hope, is not to be found somewhere in the audience.

niodem theater, material and form thus

form\ respects to the ancient material and the ancient

m^hofnlT^ f P^^ons remain

over the^tag-'
^^ocradc. Gods, demigods, and kings stride

en«rtainn,ent, m«-

l«ve th trrr stm does not tnist htaself to

their office or Wnh 'thtTorisI'
n“—

When till, “t,
’• ^ praraove conception.

further. But the prsrelwtrthcT"'';
strong. As soon I the type is abolishe^i ’

nype IS abolished the symbol is introduced.*

of the primitive unity Tfe'mth"*'*
'*? secular drama, leads out

The racer Indnr can^bec^rstrf of the Church.

t^vofold development in rtnti • .

^ ecclesiastical. We can trace this

liturgical action, a the holy play remained a

action to which a backc^ou^f^
oearby Athens it also became an

arose out of it.UT Ancient Eir\t

*^enery were given, until tragedy
the gods c.vchangc question^ Ututgy, in which
Wthfnl or of pLrrrenr^" -tion of the

preserved from a time more tli
® remarkable scenario

>«l>ject is the quarrel of th. u“
"'“““"'1 years before Christ. Its

• ^ Seth, and of the division

"I*", m our treatment of music.
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of the world bettveen them by Keb, the long of the gods. It is a liturgical

drama:

Keb says to Scth-“Go to the place where you were bom!” [Seth, Upper

Keb^Lys ro Horus-“Go to the place where your father drowned!” [Pun

on tlic name Lower Egypt, which is like the word drosvned. Horns,

Lower Egypt.] j c
Keb says to Horus and Scth-“I have separated you. Homs and Seth.

[Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt.]”®

The last words of each sentence arc stage directions and mean some-

thing like: “Keb points to Seth and then to Upper Egypt,’ etc.

In another very ancient text we can see how liturgical drama arises

from sacrificial ritual. In regard to a dead king, the go ess is as e

What have you to give, my lady?
, ,

.

Amvitu What the king likes, what gives the king joy.

What have you to give, my lady?

Answer, What gives the king joy. what pleases the king!^®

A very ancient example is the liturgical drama w^ch was

not long ago at Ras Shamra. Here, too, we have a kind of

^
libretto for a mystery play, which was produced at the autumn fe ova

at once representing and effecting the birth of
^

e e^ go .

dirge for the old god alternates with a kind of search int

the goddess. Thence begins with a chorus and ends a^^fice

This has been viewed, not tvithout justificatmn, as the P”™'

^

Mediterranean mystery play, from which Gree trage
y ^

In addition, the mysteries of HeUenistic times were holy ^mes and

yet did not despise theatrical effects such as the sudden appearance

which comes closest to perfection. Out g f
v

typical of the transitional stage: the Passion play,

Middle Ages, the “mystery play,” such as hves on at

In a man;script from the ninth century we have a s^mlled &s^er

trope,->r an extenLn of the melody and words of a hmrgical verse,

which contains the nucleus of dramatic representation.

The angels keeping watch at the grave ask *e women:

“Omct?; quaeritis in sepulchro, o Cbristicohe?
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[Whom do you seek in the tomb, O worshipers of Christ?] They

answer;

'^Jenivi 'Nazarenum cnicifixu77ty o Coelicolae”

[The crucified Jesus of Nazareth, O inhabitants of heaven.] And the

angels;

“Non est hie, stirrexit sicut dixerat. he, minthte, quia surrexit de

sepnlchro!'

[He is not here, he has risen as he had said. Go and proclaim this, for

he has risen from the tomb.]"- i®*

After this, the usual liturgy continues with the introit: Resurrexi et

adhuc tecum sum (I have risen and am still with thee).
Here we can witness the development of dramatic liturgy into more

or less independent drama. Thus numerous dramatic actions have their

origin in the Church, where, in a few cases, they remained. We no longer
have the Easter tomb, but we still have the Christmas erhhe. When, in
the thirteenth century, the stage was no longer erected in the church
ut m the cemetery outside it, when the actors were no longer priests

but laymen,* and when the language, originally Latin, was replaced first

•’y it^ =1=“
that the drama had become independent.

tent In theTf ““"Sy “ religions in form and con-

Passion nlavs L''"'
“““ty the ckrici vagantes still wear masks in the

b^taninSrr'^'T,'’'’y' “tire history of salvation.

srpeSAf 1" '•>- «-ing for a single, all-inclu-

theclose‘^tieswiththtaZr«h“““‘‘
===

rather, participates ahn n •
which one watches, or,

in a theater buttakU
direction. One does not sit as

sees on Easter the re-we^don
^ Popularly believed that whoever

altar on Good Friday will
huned before the

erection of the cross U n

^ ^“ring the coming year. The re-

drama.i==
typical transitional forni between liturgy and

a Tyrolean present; first of all, the dance. In

and the “cwrreftjn, duo
around the tomb of Christ,

race in the Easter plays In aa- •
(Jolrn 20; 14) becomes a

throughout the Passion nlw a
^omic character is present

mdispcnsable as is hmbe in tl
seller of oils, he is just as

• la ihe founcemh centurv the

° ^rama of Eleusis, in Greece, the

and rhe locus for the stage, the
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indecently funny servant girl who cheers the sorrowing mother, Dem-

etcr.* The keeper of the house where the Last Supper is held and, above

all, the devils provide an occasion for laughter and revive the exuberance

of fertility in their foolishness, irreverent and yet almost sacred. But we

recognize that these humorous components, especially when they acquire

more independent importance, must lead to secularization. Joy con-

strained by ritual yields to joy for its own sake. On the other hand we

are surely wrong in not giving more scope to familiarity with the ho y

than our Methodistic orthodoxy will allow. The Mystery play deals

with holy persons in the same way that the fairy tale deals with St. Peter

and even with God. Joseph becomes a deceived husband; Mary Mag

dalene is welcomed even before her conversion; Noah s vwfe becomes a

shrew who hesitates before coming along m tbe ark. - Even Christ is

not spared. It seems to me that the need for a contrast betvveen the

exalted and the comic, the compulsion to make the most te^ble and

painful things bearable through utter foolishness and

weighs any lack of reverence. Actually, we sense this only

of a religiosity which is neither very nf "or ve^ ^
"flela

compulsion^ fully Utera^^Itbroug^^^^^^

atth™ tiZ the most touc’hing figure in dramaticb™
.^

comic intermezzi of the Mystery plays are not ^
They come right in the middle between the ntually determined role^

of the Attic matrons in the Eieusinian mysteries ‘he mh of rfi

artist for a counterpoise.” - The atmosphere was not
“W^J^kint

votional. The second Wakefieid Nativity play b'^ns with a compla^

of the shepherds about the cold, their hard lot, and the behavio of *e

gentry, wLh is reminiscent of Leporello’s complaint m
^Tu -1 fhp mix-UD of the child and the sheep takes up

The coarse joke about the mix up ui
, .

more time than the whole Nativity. The drama has bcoo^e^
and it is not surprising that it did not imme late

y
.oisode of the

mous work of art. Thus in *e
he epLdes of the

mercator, or ungiieiitarms-, m the Chns P y v-nlnv of Easter
star, Herod, and the prophets; in ^bc

the loud knocking on the gate of Helk

• lambo's sarcasm is a mythological explanation for the sarcasm which charactenres

the Eleusinia—that is, ritual
are presented, before each of

• • In one day at a Japanese theater 6'® pattern as in Greece:

which come kyoges, that is, hrccs and jok
Middle Ages, the sotte elute

three tragedies with a satyr play following, an ,

after the Mj’stery play.
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In England the guilds take over the disposition of the roles. The sailors

take part in the story of the flood, die goldsmiths in that of the Three

Kings, and the carpenters in the building of the ark. “Expositors” or

“doctors” explain the incidents. It is characteristic that the Mystery

plays came to an end in England during the sixteenth century, on the one

hand because of the growth of Puriuinism, on the other, through the

development of the secular theater.^^® In the Easter plays much space is

taken up by the showing of the evidence for the Resurrection: stidaria

ct vestes^ the sweat cloths and clothing, which formed part of the story

as early as the famous sequence Victrmae VaschalL*
If we differentiate on a purely mechanical basis between comedy and

^gcdy, and obstinately insist on being serious in representing the holy,
we block the path which leads us back, not only to our own dramatic
past, but also to the times of Shakespeare and Faust, perhaps even block-
ing t ® P^th to true seriousness, which is not the same thing as impassive
melancholy or sentimental emotionaUsm. What Beethoven demanded of
music is true of religious drama in its ancient context, and possibly in a
new one-that it strike fire on the souls of men.

lystery plays were originally sung, but ‘The stage triumphed over music.”



3 THE ENMITY BETWEEN

RELIGION AND THEATER

the enmity The conilict between Church and theater began a

long time ago and still continues today. Everyone acquainted with our

literature knows the bitter battle of the Amsterdam pastors against the

academy for theater and poetry, which Samuel Coster founded in 1617.

This battle was the occasion for some of Vondel’s most bitmg satire.

Here in Holland the interest in theater, which is just now awakening in

Christian circles, is discovering violent resistance from those same cir-

cles. "A Calvinist does not go to the theater, even in a foreign coun-

try,” a Calvinist once said. Little headway can be made against this

Jilnd of aversion by the more “moderare Christian.^' He is Jibe/sJ in his

views of drama, but, because he is a pastor, he is seldom or never seen in

his local theater. And the complaint of Liselotte von der Pfalz unfor-

tunately still holds true: “Is it possible that the ministers in Frankfurt are

so stuffy that they attach more importance to comedy than to sin? Their

ambition to rule over men is a much greater sin than watching an in-

nocent spectacle which for a moment can make a person laugh; I cannot

forgive any parson this farcel”^-® It is good, in the midst of picayune

quarrels and narrow-minded liberality, to remember that the background
of the conflict between Church and stage is that of history and the com-
plex movement and countermovement of the human spirit.

The opposition of the Christian Church to the theater has grounds

wliich are basically historical. In the historical conflict, there is a good
measure of irony. We do not see theater and religion, but two different

religions, one against another: the andenc fertility religion of the sacer

ludtts^ with its candor and sexual ^mbols, and the new ascetic religion

of Christendom. The theater must pay for its fidelity to the ancient

primitive religious forms with the hostility of the new religions.

97
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When Christianity conquered the ancient world, it did not find there

tragedy or comedy, but only the least elevated dramatic forms, indeed

the oldest, but certainly not the most venerable: mime and pantomimed®

Today we would call it vaudeville. Not only the ancient forms of the

fertility play, but also unavoidable objections to the lighthearted way of

life of the actors, and, above all, of the actresses, were bound to bring

down upon the theater of disintegrating antiquity the implacable hatred

of Christianity.'^®

St. Augustine, for example, points out that the actors in Greece per-

formed a religious function: tince they propitiated the gods, they were

honored by men. Examples are Aeschines, the statesman, and Aristo-

demos, the ambassador of Philip of Macedon. The function of the actors

can be compared with sacrifice: they are priests. In Rome all this was
changed.^2® There actors were engaged as a protection against the

plague.^®® Tragedy and comedy no longer had the same importance
they had held in Greece, and these forms were finally supplanted com-
pletely by the Atellan and mime. Even heathen writers did not have a

particularly favorable opinion of the mime. The fear arose early that the
popu us would become degenerate and that honesty would suffer. A
century and a half before the birth of Christ, Scipio Nasica opposed the
bmldmg of a stone theater.^^ In the fourth century of our erfthe great

nnnnr
^ Emperor Julian, was just as strenuous an

rimctlPn^°
I'is opponents, the Galileans. At thatS ^ today for the movies,

mr/n" 7^'^ d-votion. The Emperor, ^vho

cillv made h"
^

'if

worship but also to deepen it mysti-

t dCfandT of his Attendance at

His path passed
^ his opponents, the Christians,

the tateru fhe
*e ^mple, “because

of spcndinc time ” A
activity, the most reprehensible manner

pain ptL ^hose P“' "ore strongly. The

were not allowed to visiAth'"'
wished to elevate,

and given back to DionysAs^^rc'^'’''
siblc.*s2. 13*

^ course this proved to be impos-

thc mime wL charoc^vWi!^'^
conflict is found above all in the fact that

lic\-trs, asVs Lactantius arc
What sort of be-

gods, but at the same time
™ honoring the

names? Wlm sort of maiests i.

I

?> t which IS honored in the temple and
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mocked at in the theater?’" We may remember that the sneer Indus owes

its sanctity precisely to the fact that the actors were gods, and Aatm the

context of primitive magic, the powers to whom honor was given were

represented dramatically everywhere in the world. The mime pre-

sen-ed the form. But what was once a note of sanctity is now considered

a sign of irreverence: the nature of religion has changed, stri ng P™”

of this irony is the storj^ of the great actor who no longer wanted to hear

the audience, and so every day presented his mime on t c capito or

benefit of the gods. He understood where the play really belonpd.

In addition, the mime had its revenge upon the Chripans. Just as i

in no wise shrank from making the pagan gods seem pmic on fWg<=

that was a tradition in the holy play!), so now the CIpstians, the

customs and even their martyrdom are made the objects of

with great gusto. Besides the other tipi fiss', the
n ju.

stage, and a whole category of Christological plays is born. Above all, the

Ch^ian “mysteries,” especially baptism, are made P;y-^
priests, and dLcons come on stage to baptize the hero “f^e piece he

who sik in the baptismal font, in the name of the Father be Son and

the Holy Ghost. This is a most reaUstic parody which «ben ^
faithful Christians as an attack upon everything they

Yet the Church had its own revenge in readinps^The
Xrisdan

of actors, who, at the .ty— ’n

pample IS the caseM or
^ Christian, dropped his

before the Imperial Court and ac
Christian: “Believe me,

role and informed the P“P'®^^^ho have just laughed at these my-
illustrious Emperor and all

J ^
^

S
_

steries [the He /the light. He is the

truth. He IS piety, and that you
Theodora, an empress

Him.- Among the" beautiful PelagL of

• n UfAt one of the many forms of the goddess of love,

• Hermann Usenet sees ^ benveen Christian piet>' and stage beauty-

which further intensifies the pp Kabuld. The actors of the

In Japan there are nvo ° j^e No plays still belong to the type of the

former are held in quite rug
r^les. The Kabulci actors arc of such ill repute

eoimnedia delVarte, with nine
numbers which are othenvise used only

that in the census they are co
prevent the Kabuhi from being vcty popular

for cattlc-which. of
p,ore of a bourgeois character,

and idolized. The Kabulci pla> has m
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The Christian Middle Ages had exactly the same kind of drama,

exactly the same kind of actors, as late antiquity. The jociilatores arc the

successors to the mime actors.’® This explains the contempt which to

this day is poured upon the actor, the cabotin, who is placed on a level

with the mob at a fair; for this reason, also, servants of drama were re-

fused a Christian burial.We must understand this, of course, in the light

of the previously described ascetic nature of ancient and medieval Chris-

tendom. It is incomprehensible that an ascetic religion could find any-
thing objectionable in a tragedy of Sophocles. But it is quite plain that

it is bound to oppose a play in which the mimus calvus, with fat belly
and enormous phallus, plays the leading role; or where bedroom, bor-
dello, and fight scenes constitute a major part of the content, in which
mtri^e is always concerned with adultery and fornication. The Church
could take no other position. That we can understand. For even if the
anaent orm had remained the same, there is an enormous difference
between ntnal eischrology, the jests and coarse jokes of the primitive
context, and the comedy of alcoves and adultery of a culture which
has tang ceased to be primitive. Nevertheless, the toughness of the Ufe

hldtarri obviously can
hardly get along without indecency.

® ^

acJr‘'L'r,r Church converts the

the a«0t “'X notoriety of

adoS Lh
“ " *”'* P'-P'-'^ty and boundless

fiirs“Xtrn“ the celebrated

of the mime even"''''
^ without the mimes’ notoriety!), but the forms

hymm Salvatitan Army sings

tunes (aswcshallsce°i
' chorales acquired secular

ctegoV - si^ce the nme of

™nrchhymnshavehorr„we:^^^^^^^^^

irony of history lies in the /***^l,*^^
In the historical conflict, the

religion because it evidencprl^^
^ drama was condemned by one

other religion. But there is
indeed a relationship, with an-

logical conclusion from thp f!?<T
conflict, which springs as the

As ^ye have seen, dramatic art
and the theater.

^>kcmation benveen
^ bad only one object, one peri-

=nd birth. Tlic religious cuIl tn
*1*^^ between eternal dying

>'-vforc. scarccl/bc d^n"
'

"tfrom the sacer bidus. But drama
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developed into a multiplicity, while rcUgion remained with unity. The

drama developed thereby in a direction which was directly opposed to

that of religion. It included more and more of the whole motley richn^s

of the world, whUe religion remained feed on the single necessary o -

iect, which it calls salvation.*®"
i „

In this regard it makes no difference whether the theater has a low or

a high level, whether religion is ascetic or not. At this point the tenden-

cies of drama and religion come to blows.

Ernst Theodor Hoffmann has said much of importance "b°ut to in

a Uttle-known article. Young cultures, he asserts bind ^ ^

to the absolute. In more ancient

seeks the absolute, the background to his life, in *eater_ Tta

explained the mutual interaction of Church and ‘heater them na^al

affinity and their enmity. “In the Church, from theve^^
UvesLch of the theaL.” In the theater, on the hand

reside many reUcs of the Church. Even in t "
„ dramatic

“faltering breath which reminds one of the absolut .
gr

art this absolute comes clearly to light.
^worshio

Even the drama which corresponds to the servi e of God ^P-
Uturgy-does not escape this

wo rich, the movement too

forms of the liturgy seem to rel^io

^ ^ ^

unrestrained. Then
the strictest concentration on

extreme simphcity
j The primitive Church expressed

the drama bettveen the soul and P ^

and archangels, toward Godm t
(Lift up

which has been
(ppc Uft them up unto the Lord.)

your hearts!) "'Td ^f its dramatic form and trans-

Calvin retained the idea, but
j ^ “That in the days to

formed it of Christ, let u^ not

come we may be fed with the ^
set our hearts on the outivar •„ »is7

lift them up to heaven
can even find beautiful its pre-

We can
^ But we cannot hide the fact that it is

ddecnon for ^ ,^,hout thereby damaging the dramatic

impossible to
of salvation. The Calrinistic churches

character of the idea of the
^ rudiment, but not in pro-

indeed succeeded in reducing
,he meeting between God and man

tecting the simple
^c surfeit of liomily and sermon,

from the nonsimple
^ objection on the part of religion toward

We must cite an often-hearu ouje
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the drama, even if only to reject it as unimportant. We are concerned

with the statement that stage action is not “genuine.” Many conclude

from this that the stage is absolutely reprehensible, that men fall in love

with mere appearance, and that the character of the actor becomes fun-

damentally degenerate. Others, on the basis of the supposed unreality of

the stage, want to prevent the representation of anything really serious.

For them, holy persons on the stage, again an irony of history, are an

abomination; and holy actions, such as prayers, they find offensive in this

context.

Of course no one can defend mockery of what is holy (but not what
is hypocritical, O Tartuffe), We are not religious enough to laugh at

the holy with impunity. But it is equally impossible to exclude one area
of life, and that the most important one, from dramatic art. That would
impoverish both religion and the drama, because when the sanctity of
re igion is not equal to the violent movement of the drama it has too
mu^ resemblance to an old, broken vase to be taken seriously.

religious materials is very healthy for

“iinLrJ
°“r religious life. Goethe formulated the

tiou'^

° ramatic art so well that they are refuted without refuta-

sngt: ei konne den Charakter verderben,
Wenn nmVerstettnng nh Hendieerk treibt,
In iremde Seelen sprich, und schreib,;

^’•'l^^nmmdessehToUgetan,
NeJnne men aueb iremde Gemmsm an.

““W b= very harmful
To make profession of disguise

U '? *'”"Eh others- eyes;“ IS very often done,A man becomes the other one.«s

Dramatic art is thn< r>ian

safely add, of all humanitv
^^sis of all art and, we ina;

great human art of comnn-ho noble forms of th

To find all men in yourself^ th”"’
one’s seif “inside another.

of drama, but also thl 1.!!!! ^^at is not only th

«tum to this point. But
forgiveness and of love. We sha

artificiality; for this argument nr
" invalidated the argument

'

« only an "as if," an assumptiona imJf.,*:
inc naive assumption t

"’'“-on. Perhnps not totally for fun, yen
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without essential meaning. But it is precisely within the baac expen-

encing of all feelings, even those of others, that therein lies an ex-

tremely important connection between religious and dramatic egression.

And so what originally seemed to be an element in the conflict t^s

out to be a part of the connection beween religion and drama. The

boundary vanishes. But this already leads us into the midst of the con-

^derations of our fourth chapter.



4 INFLUENCES: HARMONY

We shall here illuminate two more single influences which clarify the
contact between religion and dramatic art.

the BROADENING AND DEEPENING OF LIFE ThlS is btOUght
a out t oug p ay and, through it, play occasionally becomes capable

‘>“'’8 “P ^ “ dramatic move-

eternal nudm'
'* amplest form, to its particular content, to its

to all so th
“"'“t of magic this nucleus was visible

soofas"dm™m'^:::r“"
of life in ^ “ >>0 pnmmve, it had to express the unity

men e”^:' --dents which I life of move-

tbe bachtound" f^hfr itf ultL^r
^

Broadeninfrandae^sn^ • u comes upon a boundary.

Vt-ith them the suspician oth
of life as a unity bring

hfe arc not genei^tics which'"'^ n
““’y “"d immensity of

petience, but ate, rather extre"^
attamed in thought but not in ex-

art is "tua res agitur." New t l"'
^ The secret of all dramatic

joicing, appear out of tU, „
^ ™d sadness, mourning and re-

peat variedly of occliorr’’
“ "'"'dp'i-ty of life. But aLdst the

rather, it concerns the power'ttarr!Jd
“"“t™ y°"

Aristotle's dictum that dnm
m you, in God, in everyone,

half-modem
expression of th

^ P^^*^cation of the passions is the

^e drama. Primitive min tLef
overcoming, life-giving force of

h psychologically. In modern^
of it as magical.We try to understand

of an indiridual life and of th
accidental circumstances

e persons represented vanish. They do not
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give way to a colorless generality, but to the consciousnes of a greater,

deeper Hfe, of the one single life in a variety of manifestations.
^

SmaU boys were watching the Passion story in a puppet theater. Y e

when Jesuswasbound and flogged, theboysfeltshame themselves. They,

too, had hated and persecuted. They were Uke the Phansees, hke the

Romans.”i3“ Beethoven’s Fidelia, which only through music becomes a

drama, does not teU the story of a prisoner, but of the tapnsonment of

every man; and in the chorus of the prisoners we hear the oppr^ion of

our own subjection; in the trumpet fanfare, our emancipation from un-

bearable slavW- Shakespeare’s King Lear is not an interesnng sto^ of

thankless children,butthestoryofusaU and
of ourrelanons^p^^

parents. The Gretchen tragedy is not a touching anecdote, “>7

of the human heart. Great dramatic art is greater the mor typ

and the less it represents a unique psychological case.

Naturally the consequence of this development would ^
of dramatic^. Drama would return to litiu^,

deron is a borderline case: in his Mystenes of t ®
^ ^

pletely to a

f
Adam

single event, a single
^ the 4rie, the Patriarchs the

Apostles the Creed.»»
this broadening and deepening are

More cleariy thanm the dr
inseparable) of the actor,

expressed m Ae art P"'° ^ another character and speaking

The art of the actor,
^ related to its original root, that

and acung from* iuch the truly enthusiastic parti-

transformation of the indm * ^ Dionysus felt happen to him in

cipant in the nocturnal danc >

ecstasy.”- Prophet, «=“
nct’or loses his individuality-,

mal capacity, have a com
i„„„cmorial has been fraught witli

He puts on a
;,in„clf mnsformed in his own presence,

holy significance. He can en-

acting now as though he hd
ector is the one who docs

other character. -• J rhe mask is consciously worn, the role

not play a role. As long eg

played, the action of
ertist is his role, laughing and crying

the religious sense, uni)
„r which he represents. sulTcring un-

from joy, from pain
. j_nnlv then can one speak of high art

bearably, joyously unrest
; 'rvhich lead to the boundary of

and of a broadening and deepening
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earthly existence. An actress in the full religious sense of the word was

Eleonora Duse.^^^ Lucian tells of a man who was amazed that the

pantomime artist can play so many roles. But then he thinks to himself:

You may have only one body, but several souls.-® Since Hamlet, we
know that we can learn from the actor about reality and depth of

feeling:

Is it not monstrous that this player here,
But in a fiction, in a dream of passion.
Could force his soul so to his own conceit
That from her working all his visage wann’d.
Tears in his eyes, distraction in ’s aspect,
A broken voice, and his whole function suiting
With forms to his conceit? and aU for nothing!
For Hecuba!

^

Whi* Hecuba to him, or he to Hecuba
Itiat he should weep for her?**®

able to Btve'overh'*'^'

Hecuba is everything to the actor, because he is

which is called
1^* boundary nf life

tourL lut is'lno
P*^'-5«-tive Fath^Brotvn

ofamurder. following the trail

that murder Wmself WhVn thf
oommitted

that he puts himself 7
the murder with him Fnr^

'"'“ the soul of the murderer, experiencing

himself insid t tusXlT
to get inside allmetlrtr:
and Thersites, the Cid .nH? ^

bunglers, Oedipus

Mephistopheles that ic th
V and FalstafF, Faust and

taintyalsoareL^reL T“ O" “-^n, it is cer-

which overcomes the bountow'^f“"f
>' without love,

I would call this secret th*. H
secret of the actor. Hugo von

secret of us all, or the religious

m his poem, “In Memorv of tK a
has expressed it beautifullyfy ot the Actor Mitterwurzer”:

erra Adem er rent Lebemblut

l^ixsestucb,;
ton emein Smifer
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In ernes Konigs Aug gedriickt, Don Philipp

Mit Caliban als Alp urn seinen Hals,

Und jeder tot.

He fell: then all the dolls collapsed

Into whose veins his life-blood

He had poured; they died without a sound,

And where he lay, there lay a heap of corpses

Thrown down in disarray; a drunkard’s knee

Pressed tight against a kingly eye, Don Philipp

With Caliban, a nightmare ’round his neck.

And each one dead.^**

Indeed, without this secret of love the whole world is a confused heap

of corpses. The one who breathes life into us at the same time ta es our

life into himself and bears our guilt:

Er viar ein wilder Kbnig. Urn die Hiiften

Trtig er avie bttnte Muscbeln aufgereiht

Die Wahrheit und die Luge von uns alien.

In seinen Augen flogen unsre Trtoe

Voriiber, viie von Scharen wilder Vogel

Das Spiegelbild in einem tiefen Wasser.’

He was a savage king. About his hips

He wore, like motley sea-shells on a string.

The human truth and lie of all of us.

Within his eyes our many dreams flew quickly

Past, like multitudes of wild birds

Reflected deeply on a standing water.

. , . . • - .1,. Titvrholoirv of the actor and the meaning of
A deep insig t

°
the^novcl Broome Stages, by Clcmencc Dane,

his provided
of » dynasty of comedians, their

in which she dKcri
.

.|.^^o, ations and their victories. Filled with
sufferings and their )o>
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great pain, Harr)-
°°^jC-er lip, as an e.vpression of pain for

facial e.xpr^on,wnri. ns Kchmg^

stage use. The temp
life becomes broader and deeper,

theater. But there is aUo a theaterw nere 1
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• A fine apologii for the tnc

found m Biomirjcme Bjormon*! ftory Fifker-
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It is the same actor who tells how, after a bad performance in the role of

IGng Lear, he gives an after-dinner speech to the company, which is

almost like a creed:

You are the priests of a temple; and likewise—for this is a unique,

ancient office—the prostitutes of a temple, and you serve God both

with your body and with your soul. Your duty is undivided service;

and I warn you now that if you turn aside from this service, cither

out of ambition or for the sake of money or in a love affair, God will

punish you . . . we, the priests of the most ancient temple, do we not

have our God and our divine, holy book? 1 say holy ... we of the

theater are a peculiar people. The world comes to us to see itself, but

we do not go out into the world to see ourselves. We have no selves,

we are only the mouth of God For me there shall be no other

God!

In the second place, there is an influence which is also very important
in the other arts. I mean the human.

the HUMAN It is always somewhat difficult to rediscover pure
humanity behind the profession of the theater. To express the holy by
means of the human is certainly the most difficult and the most amazing
problem which reli^ous art has to master. For, as we have seen, it strives

general. Dramatic art gave us a striking example;

dram f

^ s is even more true in music. But let us stay with
aranu for a moment longer.

^

art
more and more human character,

and Mc“re?;t"^ Shakespeare, Holberg,

or the commei' m
Prererte a remnant of the racer ludm, the mime,

stand'cL^SaT/ P”' fo-),

drama. The latter^th. f
““’P'"®'/ free art of the modern

revered thtearitfi^^ <=f

more comprehensive
^ The human life is bearer of a

sj-mbol. Henrik Ibsen is

not types. But at the seme
example. His characters are people,

content, symbols of
’^'“rers of a suprapersonal, eternal

GebtierB".tohZe!‘n'"”“= ™
arc expressed thr’ouoh their

f^cbecca West. Eternal values

Rebecca West CO at niohrr
actions. When Rosmer andgo at mght to the millpond, a part of humanity goes xvith
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them. Solness, who speaks to God from his tower, embodies the human-
ity of many centuries.'^® Borkman, who hears the metal sing, awaiting

the ambassadors who will offer him a kingdom; Borkman, against whom
there blows, out of that kingdom he desired so long and so passionately,

the icy cold of death, is the olEcial bearer of a whole dream of humanity,

which calls and entices, inspires, disappoints, and kills all of us, from the

first to the last, from the bank president to the prophet, from the poor

writer to the disappointed woman. Today’s generation maintains that

Ibsen’s age is past. But he can wait; he does not belong to a particular

period. His genius was able to express general and symbolic truth, not

only typologically, but through the finest psychological analyses of

character. He anticipated Freud and Adler, but he did not remain stuck

in psychology; he understood how to create from it and with its help a

series of eternal symbols. Since he could serve, he belongs among the

greatest geniuses of all. The religious meaning of Ibsen’s work does not

reside in religious or philosophical generalities, certainly not in the

so-called “Christian” element of the oldest portions of his work. It is in

the overwhelming power, in the disconcerting pathos of his plots, which

make us realize that here there is something quite ordinary happening,

something which could also take place in our own lives; but here it is

simultaneously the bearer of world-wide significance, eternal powers.

And to us it seems as though, with the help of Ibsen’s dramas, we might

cast an eye upon the drama of God.



5 THE THEOLOGICAL

AESTHETICS OF THE DRAMA

LITURGY From the point of of theology^ the place of dramatic

art is in the liturgy. For whether it is rich or impoverished, developed
or truncated, the liturgy of the Church is in any case drama, and it is in

any case art. “Look at the liturgy: among the forms of Christian art, it

IS the transcendent and dominant one; the Spirit of God itself formed it,

m order to have pleasure in it.” It is not as though the liturgy represented
pnmardy a work of art: “Therein the Church seeks neither beauty nor
decorative motifs, nor does she seek to move the heart. She desires noth-
ing more than worship, and to unite herself with her Saviouti and from

“ boundless

beauw" nf th 1-
nieans a dramatic institution. The

arc mnteH f
belongs among the glorious gifts of God which

stance the I'n
'^"gdom of God. In any other in-

E .’rfh r .
‘‘"d a sin.

^

so also art A
*bat in any case liturgy is drama and

preacher does
™°" instance is a form of rhetoric, even if the

Lama crewLutLf
f” beauty. We have seen that

history U has snl'f^
pnmnve liturgy, and that in the course of its

If we now wish toLL'^ back'the'd’™^''"'
theological orinin to or; '

•

" .

to its historical but to its

must meet once more- the/*"
creation of God, then the two paths

not now mean the lin,
once more return to liturgy.We do

history, hut the litutg^^f'^hc'c^
d''"'"'

which begins with the “So f
Christ, the service of God,

and which ends with thr u
***

,
Angels” from the Apostle Luke,

lamb, as we read in RcvclaS^^F*^ thione of the

movements and countermove™
Christian point of view, the

ontermovements from which drama grows have their
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origin in the movement and countermovement of man to God, in the

holy encounter.

Just as in the other arts, liturgy must hold to the ancient. To be

modem is the greatest mistake into which a liturgy can fall, says Fried-

rich Schleiermacher.^®^ The forms of the liturgy* are always the forms

of yesterday That is no romanticism or love of the archaic, but a

means of attaining objectivity. In the sermon, the language of our day

is spoken, or at least should be. Bur in the liturgy one speaks either an-

other, special cult, language (originally Greek, then Latin), or at least

a language which is far removed from today’s. “In the Church, the

difference between today and yesterday must be done away with;

nothing must look as though it has its origin in the present day. The

ancient forms, the ancient language, are more suitable for the word of

God than the daily forms, the daily language. For this reason, when

the Church goes out into the world to teach and to preach, she speaks

the language of the world. But when she returns to worship and fellow-

ship with God, she speaks the language of the liturgy, in which so many

generations already have carried on their conversations with God.

In times of secularization and rationalization this is not understood.

The liturgy is deserted or modernized to correspond to the spirit of the

age. Thus, for example, the Renaissance exerted a fatal influence on the

hturgy through the “relarivization of the holy through what is humanly

beautiful,” Much vanished, including the sequence from the music of the

Church. The texts of the hymns were thoroughly rationalized. But the

worst was that a separation had been made between liturgy and popular

devotion, between liturgical and daily life a separation, under the un-

happy consequences of which the Roman Catholic Church primarily has

to suffer today.”3 That is all the result of a fatal, morbid pnde, which

tempts man to take himself so seriously that he forgets that human life

has the nature of a game. And at the same time he forgets God. For the

meeting of God \vixh man, of man xrith God, is holy play, sacer ludus.

The theological nature of the dance, as wc discovered, lies in movement;

that of the drama, in movement and countcrmovcmcnt. God moved; he

came down to earth. Then the puppets on earth moved also; or, if one

prefers, the bones in the drj' valley of Ezekiel. God began, u c o owe

For wc arc only “God’s masques and costume balls,” as Luther says, or

“God's toys,” as Plato puts it.® The most ancient drama, the drama that

rules the world, is the drama of the meeting of God and man. God is the

protagonist.Wc arc only his antagonists. And wc play a dangerous game.

• Incluainc Ilmrpicil even ihc p*n'-'n which *'“**’'^

a rev«lutionar>- beginning an academic gm%*n,l>ec3mc a son of Protntant chiwWe.
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for we share this honor with the dewl. When the liturgy does not bring

us to adoration and sacrifice, we even begin to imagine that wc had given

the impetus to the drama. The dramatic vanishes from our lives, and we

are suddenly once more dead marionettes, to whose countermovement

movement is lacking.

Among primitive men, every game, even a game of chance, is a reli-

gious activity, a contact with invisible powers.* On the one hand, the

game is bounded: it needs a closed order, a limited freedom of move-
ment. On the other hand, the concept of game ranks above that of seri-

ousness. For seriousness tries to exclude the game, while the game can

easily include seriousness. For this reason, cultus and custom arc a game:
for one does what is solemn,”* • < For this reason, the game points be-
yond itself: downward, to the simple, ordinary rhythm of life; upward,
to the highest forms of existence. The game of love, says Buytendijk,
becomes love, spectacle becomes drama, melody becomes art.“® Play
IS the prerequisite for those forms of existence which strive toward a
communion with the other, and finally for a meeting with God.

in that sense the drama between God and men is also a play: it is

p aye in a iimted space; the infinity of philosophy is strange to it; it is

nerinTTf a
^ pcople, a Single man, a particular

undercM AU^'u
seriousness is concealed here than we usually

Swl- ^ •T it is the meeting of man with God.

WsXt?.®T T’
*
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?on anf't'
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crearion and T’
®tid countermovement. In the interplay of
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Beautiful Words
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the work song We know of songs which, in an earlier age, were
sung during work, and which even today occasionally accompany some
activity. The work song is, or was, known during tamping down of soil,

grinding, rowing, sowing—during all work which demands regular

movement. Even those jobs which are not typically rhythmic make use

of accompanying words. “If there’s no song while it’s brewing, the beer

won’t be good,” says an old German proverb. Travelers in the Indone-

sian archipelago have observed that the song which accompanies rowing
exerts a visible influence on tempo and power. We have received reports

from American factories that experiments have been made toward in-

creasing production with the help of recorded music.

We are still aware that, under rhythmic constraint, words exert a

force. Even when no longer reinforced by a rocking cradle, this force

is exhibited by the cradle song. Where does the source of this force lie?

Surely not in the content of the words. At the magical, primitive stage,

the beauty of words does not reside in their meaning, but in their rhythm,

in their meter. The words generate a certain power which is fixed, con-

trolled, and concentrated by the rhythm. Therein lies the religious

significance of the work song. The man who discovered that was Bucher.
He thought he must remain unpersuaded of any religious significance,

since the content was fully profane, being related cither to the work itself

or to completely foreign matters. But wc arc dealing here with art; and
art, by its very origin, is connected with power. Thus the work song

is a religious and magic instrument. T7ic mere recounting of the various

movements of the job has magical effect. In his milling song, the Greek
sings of the “great Pittakos,” who was himself a miller.’ In the process

• 4Xfi £Xei. Xal *yi/» ir/rraxct tm ftryiXat Mm-Xarei paffiXtx-ur.

In the temple service at Jerusalem. franVincense was crushed fine to the song
hjJeh Ivreb bjJfk (crush pood and fine). TTjc spices benefited from tl>c noise,

Tlirt information from Dr. J. Pimtwli.
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of tamping down earth, Haman* is brought in:

Hainan had a scaffold built

To hang both Jews and Christians,

Alas, he had to climb it himself.

With his shoes and scocldngs.

American Negro field hands bewail the great danger that awaits the

sinner:

Oh, poor sinner, now your rime has come,
What will you do when your lamp’s burned low?

What is sung is not important, since we are not concerned %vith Pit-

takos or Haman or the burning low of the hmp of life, but with the

power necesary for work which is magically strengthened. In the view
of the primitive mentality, as we have seen, the religious or magical can-
not be separated from the profane. Every power which attracts atten-
tion, which calls attention to itself, is power.

Words possess this kind of strong, insistent power. About the origin
of language we know nothing. But we can picture to ourselves what
effect organized language, beautiful words, must have. Of course, we
cannot picture the transition from the call of the animal to the articulated,

of thoV™' i' «
the surprise at the discovery

Evfnw3;
like to ad V

formulas, though we may not generally

We a celt dUd
"

earlier generations^m ’l!”^’
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party needs “the little man”; the Social Democrats need the “proletar-

ians”; the National Socialists needed the “demo-liberal Jews ;
others need

a “Protestant nation.” Ecclesiastical politicians speak of the “Church

Universal” or of the “rights of minorities.” These formulas are not pure

cant, but represent a very real power, even if they are by no means

identical with the actual objects of concern. A formula concentrates

power. It fixes it and extends it.

RHYTHM For this reason, it is almost premature to try to speak of

verbal art at the primitive, magical stage of Ufe. There is only a rhythmic

art, and a boundary can hardly be drawn between word, music, and

dance. Even when the words have content, the rhythm exerts a com-

pelUng force. Through the Middle Ages a solemnly formulated prayer

retained just as much effective power as fairy tales, which are the echo

of primitive mentaUty.'™’ We know the power of cursing and bte-

ing; we are dealing with phrases that ‘Wk.” Every word, even when

expressed accidentally, has an effect. But metricaUy orgamzed words

develop a concentrated power which is feared. Rh^hm comp* the

movement of the soul, even the soul of the gods, says Nietzsche. This is

a purely primitive perception.
. .

Rhythm is strengthened by stricter control through repetition, paral-

lelism, refrdn, rhyme, or alliteradve verse. We call aU these means

fices” for achieving an aesthetic purpose. But they are equaUy, indee

primarily, magico-reUgious means of retaining power and conmolhng

it. At t* point religion and art cannot be separated-mdeed, they can

hardly be told apart. Ancient Egyptian sacrificial texc and ntual for-

mulas exhibit paralleUsm and obligatory repetinon of the spoken wo d,

the Psalms, which to a great extent owe their beauty to tfieirpamlleh^

almost allow us to forget that such control of expression^
T"

artifice. Ancient Germanic sacrificial texts are ordered by a^te^e

verse. Popular wisdom is formulated in meter an r yme.
. u

sense, every primitive poem is a work song: it develops power through

its convenYns, either as work song in the stnet sense, or as a song of

war, love, or play, or as a dance song. Energy is concen

leased. PrMtiveL is never without purpose. It alwaj^ has a ve^ def-

inite goal which can almost be e.xpressed in e^noimc «r™. On the

other hand, song is a release of surplus energy. The Botokude h^ on y

one song: “The chief has no fear,” da capo, without end, "d nt “ fed

rhythm For an Australian, song is the same thing“g tobacco

^
for

a sailor, says an ethnologist. When he is angry, c sings.
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hungry, he sings; when he is happy, he sings; wlien he is drunk—as long as

he is not too drunk—he sings more happily than ever. M. Julius Grosse,

in his reports on these observations, compares this justifiably to the im-

provisational singing of our children: the same soberly objective or

nonsensical refrain is repeated endlessly. The child is giving vent to his

stored-up energy. Power is released. Thus primitive song is never what

we call “musical.” It is used to transfer energy eitlicr to a job or to

another man, or occasionally after the manner of an adjuration of gods

or spirits. Or purely negatively, it serves for the release of surplus energy.

The first function we call—depending on its goal—religious, magical, or

economic; the second, aesthetic. But both intersect. And the power
which is put in motion is always holy power. In this mentality the beauti-

ful word is always the powerful, creative word, such as we have in its

most sublime manifestation in the prologue to St. John’s Gospel.

THE IMAGE Even though meaning is secondary to primitive man,
a word still has meaning. In addition to its sound, a word also creates an
image. An image conjured up by a word should call forth an idea of the
object mentioned. But it is quite wrong to expect to find a really exact
uanscnption for the object in question. The image is rather an “image’'

e sense o a metaphor. On the other hand, it is not a poetic simile in

WLTiT’' Homeric metaphor:

ceplrmfr
^ • It is concerned alternately with avoiding and

imaeef
doubt there was a connection between the oldest

male bee f not make use of

under the c V'™ r

.he. .ad,
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forbidden to mention hv n

^ ssions. Among many primitives it is

0”iger.Th=XsoXr nnimals, sLh as the lion

in hunting or in battle It k
"^^titioned when they are engaged

of the king. All these
^ impermissible to mention the name

and names are taboo; one avoids releasing
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the force which might be addressed by means of the creative word. Thus

the use of metaphor does not come about through exuberance, but

through necessity. The power of the dead is feared; this power resides

in the name. If the name is mentioned, the power is released. For this

reason, it is the custom among many primitives not to mention the name

of the deceased. The name of God is also avoided. To pronounce that

name releases the power of God, which could be destructive. Thus it is

not reverence which keeps the Israelite from mentioning the name of

his God, making him refer to Him as “Lord.” It is the avoidance of an

overwhelming power, the taboo.

Heinz Werner speaks in this regard about the ambiguous sense of an

image: the open mystery and mysterious openness;»i’3 intimation and

avoidance; setting force in motion and damming it up. In West Africa,

the report of a death is given with the words that such and such a one

has “moved.” The ancient Egyptians called a casket the “Lord of Life ;

death, “entering into Ufe.” These are not euphemisms, but attempts to

neutraUze the power of death by overcompensaaon. In the jargon of

modern psychiatry, which is itself a kind of language of taboo, t s is

called an “abreaction.” Traces of this can be found in our linguistic

habits, when we say of the dead that they^have passed away or ave

“gone to sleep” or have “departed this life.

Everything which possesses power must be approached with care.

The Dakotas had a hunting song which went as foUows:

Out to the hunt.

Cinch up the saddle;

Precious children

In half a day

I will surely kill!

The “precious children” are buffaloes, whose latent power must not

be awakened by public mention of their name. Especially dangerous is

the area of sexuality. What makes primitive man and

to hint at sexual matters rather than naming them free y (t oug

taste they still do so freely enough) is not shame or the

awarenei that they are deaUng with “powerful things. For this rMson

in this domain more than in all others, the symbol

saywithoutexaggeratingthatthesymbokofloveholdtruemal p^
and in all literamres, and are rooted for the most part m the ten-

dency to avoid and to preserve power. We. too, have a whole senes of
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terms for sexuality which fulfill simultaneously the primitive purposes of

concealing and revealing. Too often among us they have a questionable

nuance. Modem psychoanalysis brings to light from our present-day in-

tellectual life exactly the same primeval symbols which have always ob-

tained. After the birth of a cluld, our children still say that their mother

was bitten in the leg. All periods and almost the entire world know that

the phallus is a snake. Wonderfully beautiful, spontaneous, and naively

pure, this phallic symbolism returns in Morike’s “First Love Song of a

Young Girl”:

Was mi Netze? Sebau eirtmaU

Aber ich bin bange;

Greif ich einen siissen Aal?

Greif ich erne Scblange?

Licb^ ist biinde

Fischerin;

Sagt dem Kinde,

Wo greift's hin?

Schon schnellt mir's in Handen,
Ach Janmierl O Lust!

Mit Schmiegen und Wenden
Mir schliipfrs an die Bnist,

Es beisst sich, o Wunder!
Mir keck durcb die Haut,
Schiesst*s Herze bsnunter.

O Liebe, mir grout!

Was tun, ivas beghmen?
Das schaurige Ding,
Es schnalzet dadrirmen,
Es legt sich im Ring.
Gift muss ich haben-
Flier schleicbt es hentm,
Tut loonniglich graben
Und brmgt micb noch urn.

In the net-whai’s this I feel?
Fear my hem is binding!
Do 1 grasp a tender eel,
Or a snalte unwinding?
Love is played in
Hide and seek;

Tell the maiden
Not to peek.
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It slips through my fingers—

The worst and the best!—

And suddenly lingers

Uncoiled on my breast.

Oh, wonder, it bites me!

And pricks through my skin.

Oh, Love, it affrights me.

That strange javebn.

Oh, why do I shiver?

That terrible thing.

Its tongue all a-quiver

It coils in a ring.

Poison it, kill it.

The slithering threat.

I fear its deep thrill, it

Will murder me yet.

The image which is here formed completely unconsciously do^ not

affect us as something out of place, but as being just ^ muc

product of necessity as the symbolism of the folk sonp wi t eu: rose

gardens, their clear fountains, their apples which are ripe for plucking,

etc. In an incantation of the Kubu from Sumatra one can see how the

poetic image arises from the language of taboo:

Oh, oh, from what in days gone by the bird [man] arose.

Whose shadow [sperm] fell on the sea [vulva].

The shadow of Malim [a demon], who was

As beautiful as the moon,

He was the first to make the bird arise.

Alberta Portengen has shown us how the so-caUed kenmngar of

ancient Scandinavian poetry form a transitional stage bettveen cmum-

locution and avoidance on the one hand, and the language of poe^ on

the other. The king is called “distributor of gold, a reconciler ^ •

the queen, “mother of heroes”; the son, “tree of the race ;
sleep, gather-

ing of dreams”; being born, “awakening."-
Among the Israeht^^^^^^

similar circumlocutions: Jacob is called the ^ °

terer,” the “tent-dweller”; the temple is called “Lebanon ; and pmyer

is called “singing.” We call the L flowers
peoples, especially the Japanese and Chines , V
are rooted in very real earth.
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THE POET The poet is the man who controls the power of the word.

For this reason he stands in close relation to the prophet. The word

which he speaks is not the product of himself, but is a power which sur-

passes him, which he sets in motion. If, in this magical environment

where every religious perception still concentrates on “powers,” we

could speak of God, we might say: he speaks God’s word. But that is not

the case. Still, he is the bearer of fioly power. The later idea that the poet

is inspired has its origin here. Er dem in nobis. . .

.

The poet is, in the strict sense, a mythologist, a creator of words. The
word which he creates is an image, a living image. He does not use the

jargon which we commonly call “everyday language.” He does not

speak in “concepts” or “abstractions.” All of those are ways of stunting

the language of poets, the living language. It is not romanticism which
made Hamann and Herder speak of poetry as “The mother tongue of the

human race”;^®* and Matthew Arnold said: “Poetry is nothing less than

the most perfect speech of man, in which he comes nearest to being able

to utter the truth.”i®® Poetry is not an artificially exaggerated language,
but the peculiarly human language. What we write and speak as Ian-
guage in our daily lives is a language estranged from its basic nature and
robbed of magic. The poet speaks; teachers and professors, on the con-
^ry, use means of communicating ideas. The poet serves the word;
wnters and “speakers," like ourselves, make use of verbal fragments

Vlrr^ '
j

Strongly conscious of this:

through Wh th
George. Hugo is a mythologist through and

Thus he can . ‘‘f
** >“ word lives; everything speaks to him.

"hfounh c wo d T,
gift of bringing everything to life

to^tateTht 4b Charks ReLuvier,

The grt foet^^rcr” had been lost to view.”*

of life andLguage
is actually not so strann. .

P? hologically, this “primitive’' mentality

the useful effect which word”'
disregard for a moment

than he intends His bad,
' periods the poet says more

His word ""“P^ 'han he hLself Llizes.

poet writes, filled with the M T
““'''“O’ Democritus wrote: “What the

^
At the primitive

with God, is very good.”*
tiling at once: physician eve,!^

“ specialist. He is every-

always makes use of tho \vnrA
‘^"ronicler, and much more. But he

rd, the word of power. The oldest names for
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rhythmically organized words point to a magical or religious origin. The

Latin carmen was a formula of exorcism, a legal phrase, a cultic formula,

and had to be recited with painful exactness in a specific intonation.

Brahman in India is a song, a formula, and further points to the power

that resides within it. In Greece, the paean, before it became a hymn,

was a prescription, a formula for recovery, an incantation, and it later

became—so great was the power which resided within it ^itself a god.

It is by no means always true that we can determine the author of a

primitive song. Although today we no longer assume that the “people”

itself makes songs, as an older school thought, at least it cannot be denied

that primitive rhetoric, by nature and origin, is in a great degree co ec

tive, and that no unusual importance was assigned to the poet who did

the work of redaction. Lyric and epic, in the primitive enyironmeni^

almost always arise as choral works. The singing chorus is primeva .

Primitive culture expresses itself collectively, just as primitive art does.

The more that culture becomes modem, the more the social systems

disappear. Then art becomes either “the most individual expression of

the most individual feeling,” or groups are formed for the exclusive

purpose of “practicing art,” and for this purpose societies an c u s are

fondled. The primitive choral lyric, which formed the basis of Gre k

drama and epic, presupposes a tightly knit, unified culture. In the folk

song, a form of song vdth choral refrain, a bit of this has been preserved

As soon as everyoL in a modern culture becomes aware of his own

feelings and thoughts, a collective rhetoric becomes impossible or at

least, problematic. The fixity of the religious, liturgical formula becomes

thus a problem for a humanity which assume

in his completely personal way to a completely mdnadual God, in order

to achieve a private kingdom in heaven. Primmve man h-s -

ings collectiLy and narrates collectively. The -hich ™ '' '

in classic trageLs still tell of feelings and events. Unintentional y he

power of rhythm once more makes itsel felt. No ^
L-idual may do, the chorus, the crowd, is bound to

This is guided by a leader o^ the dancing and

ex^bmtoTndiridualVoet and singer is not only -po™nt for the de-

velopment of Greek liJerature, but it provides us an*

transition from the primitive to the modem
f

literature can be conceived-and it would cettami) ’

teres,ing one-whieh measured the importance of =

the degree of his relationsl.ip to the primitive chorus leader. Does
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spealc only for himself or is he one among many? Is his meaning exhausted

in his own meaningful perceptions or does the moving chorus stand be-

hind him?

WORD AND GESTURE In oTt and religion great importance is as-

cribed to the word. It is a living image, which moves in a set rhythm.

But even at this point it should be stated tlut there is no basis for doing

what theology might perhaps wish to do, and give words an exclusive

or even a preferred position in the relationship of man to the “other,” in

the religious sense. Later we shall also have to deny such a claim to the

special position which is put forward by philosophy in regard to music.

We believe in the incarnation of God. But we do not have to believe that

God must make use of a single, definite human mode of expression in

order to reach us. Words fulfill a very important function in the revela-

tion of God to man. But that does not mean that all other forms of ex-

pression are excluded. Later, in our treatment of the theology of the

word (in our sense), we shall return to this point.
Words do not even represent the original form of human expression.

For the first word was a gesture.

Man think with his whole body, with his feet, his hands, his ears, as
we as with his brain. , . . Psychological activity is an activity of the
total organism, not a local activity. There is only the commutatem
(conttoller), not the ditermneur (originator) of thought. A man
ancmg and gesticulating mimetically in the light of the sun or the

hearth-fire murt have seen how his body was projected on the rock

of filt'mv'!!'"''
drama may have given him the ideaM ^ng^ticaUy the most typical moment of the processes of na-

tic I T'" ” *eir characteris-

“de^T^th ** bodies and not their

Rraphic re^s.nr ,•

^ besc inimograms might be the most ancientScen^rT '"bo* -d man"tried, in the darkness of
centuries, to make eternal the gesture of the moment,"'™

shadoTOontkr”ck"waTuofh?d'' puetry.” The moving

'vete his holy drama. Gesture is nott l®T' 'be pattern of his dance,

tion of the word but is its nr a
^ ""Po™"' part, an elucida-

clarify it, not
^ord and shout reinforce ges-

. *"C words ate secondary. This by no
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means lessens the enormous importance of the word for culture, for art,

for reUgion. But it keeps us from making the word into a umque mode of

expressing the holy. First we must view words less pretennously; even

so, they are still important enough.

“. . . A GOD GAVE WORDS TO TELE MY SUFFEEINg” We

have seen how the holy power which resides within rnen is

^
spoken word. It can be directed toward a specific goal: toward the hun ,

or toward war. That is the magical transfer of power, whic is o

importance for the practice of primitive religion. We mght call th« the

economic purpose of rhetoric. But it can also simply be set free. The

we speak of rhetoric as an art, of its aesthetic meaning. In this respect

the psychology of the poet, which Goethe summed up in a few words,

holds true for the magical mentality:

Und wenn der Mensch in seiner Qud verstmnmt,

gab mir ein Gott zu sagen, anas ich leide.

And when the man fell silent in his pain,

A god gave words to tell my suffering.

He says the same thing more directly in a letter
'f

“ Ws

“falcon”: “My Giovanna probably has much of Lih

nature, together with something of Frau von Stem; perhap tt twUjo

me good for a brief while to
remark

a drama.’nti Schopenhauer once made
passion had

about this connection between poetry an
•

, j I fallen silent,

been satisfied, from that moment on his ‘

like that of a bird which has just laid its
^

smgs because he is never sausfied, even
^ dear in a pro-

song is more powerful than he himself.
West Africa,

totype of Goethe’s poem wliich is

^ ^ ,„riblc to remain
There, when something Iiappcns to a p ff-rinfr ” He then eocs

hidden within the heart, he says: “Sing me my „
to people “towhomsongspeaks,”wd.ocane.xpre^j^^^^^^^^

clothe with words. Upon them “song has fallen. And thej sing

Not of m)-self did I become a singer,

Wiat is too heav}' to be bomc-

Tliat is the singer.’"
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In the structure of the primitive mind, the ends of practical religion,

economics, and aesthetics are always bound to one another. They are

bound by religion in the widest sense of the word, through the holiness

of power. It is always a god that opens a man’s mouth. And thus Hugo
is right: “The point of departure of religion is always also the point of

departure of poetry.”^’*



2 THE BREAKUP

OF UNITY

FROM CARMEN TO LITERATURE An ancient Egyptian Pyramid

text, which, Uke aU others of its kind, is a formula of incantation, m its

introductory words separates itself so far from the realm of magic at

there must have been room here for a completely independent joy in t e

dark beauty of what is pictured:

The jackal awakes, the moon arises.

The sleepers awake, the men of Nubia awake.

For the great bittern which came from the Nile,

For Anubis, who came from the tamarisk grove;

Pure is the mouth of the king. . • -

The purpose of this text is to protect the departed fang

in the next world and to assure him of eternal life. With 1=“=^' ^
“great bittern,” which arc mentioned in the introduction, " »>' P

bhity the king himself in his irresistible power ' .“T

ture conquem religion.Wc feel how the incantation is

of literal art. But such an introduction cannot e.xist for

cntly ofThe religious text. We call it then a lync poem. Poetry- auakes.

RAIN magic becomes POETRY Poctry also awakes to life in a

song of the shamans of the Tarahumare. reported by Preuss:

The wild tomatoes stand in bloom,

Thev stand in bloom and ripen.

Tlicrc upon the ridge hangs the fog.

Water is near.
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The fog rests on mountain and mesa.

The bluebird sings and hums in the trees. . .

.

The turkey plays, the eagle screams,

Therefore the time of rain \vt11 soon set in.'”

This is a true song of spring; now everything, everything must ttim!

Among us, the cuckoo would call instead of the bluebird. This song is

sung by the shamans, to the accompaniment of a rattle, while the partici-

pants in the feast perform and dance to bring fertility and gro'Wth.

We can see poetry becoming independent in the same way in the

harvest songs of the Toradia, which have the form of an incantation, but

actually are already moving poems. Thus we have a song to ward off

rain:

It’s not the rain that roars there:

It’s the brook, which gaily runs.

It’s not rain approachiig:

Its the brook, which happily splashes.

^

Di^g the time of harvest, rain is gladly dispensed with, but vnnd is

vnshtd for. In order to summon it, the song runs:

Wind, where can you be today!
All the leaves are hanging limp.
Wmd, begin and strongly blow.
That the leaves wave to and fro.
Wind, arise and stroi^ly roar.
Then I’ll suffer thirst no more.
Wind, cool off the burning day.
Since I’m not yet aUowed to’ bathe.”®

Drinldng .nd bathing are prohibited during the harvest.

every kind of rhetoric thenar f
determined by convention, h

worl D=P=ndencrc„%X”S.^ •" “

nnual symptom of the tTnsitim'T^^
separation between woishio and -r™”

""gSMl religious unity to th'

no ^-le and, therefore, nom is

Thus arises the pecmlL7^o^^ constraint becomesPceutar form whteh we eaU prose: not the prose of a,
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artist like Lodewijk van Deyssel, but that of Al. Jourdain, who did not

know that he was speaking it.We have seen that poetry, song, and dance

once formed a unity in the molpe. First, dance vanishes, then song be-

comes melody, while the meter is retained. Finally this latter, too, is lost;

and in prose, the characteristic Greek andmodem form of human expres-

sion, that reserve and individualism come to light which are mtroduced

by contrasting man to the world. Originally the spoken word was ca e

epojor7Kyrhos;lateritwasnamed/ogor: thatis, something grange an

calculated. Then epos and sjiythos retire; epos can only signify verse,

mythos only myths, while logos indicates at the same time both prose

and “reason.”^ In this respect, too, poetry is a mnsmonal phenomenon.

Originally, poetry was sung. Speech is a stage in the decay o song.

Now, speech is certainly not a phenomenon of degeneraoon. In speech

is manifested the spirit of the man who places himself outside the world

who wants to perceive sharply and clearly, and wants to la e accoim

of the world in clear outUnes. This even begins noth musical

continues with prose. The poet sings in the wor an
"[V

® ’

the writer wants to give himself an account of the world. The ^
image and rhythm 'm the world; the writer wants to balance the books

of what he has found. . , . .

But, thank God, prose is always interrupted again and a^n by

poetry, and even in the driest argumentation the ong.nal pmv er o he

holy word is never completely absent. In genera we co

vJpe is replaced by verse, verse by prose, and agimted. P^tio prose by

theLture and repmt. The greatness of man lies m the ^e^^-

ways fights against joining in this transition an ,
stejymg

’
i

himself^he fncienl efor was stiU sung words. A modem

exists any more. We have lost our breath and are no <>"2“ ' S

so long;Lrely Milton was the lost great epic poof O"’/

^

could ?he great prose epic of the English novel develop, bepnnmg nuh

Fielding and Jane Austen, continuing to provide P>^“« '

,, j
modern period with its great art, at once controlled and uncontrolled,

through storytelling.

Tlir, FAIRY TALE BECOMES THE SHORT STORV

tale, which surely was not told originally without P7°^ "
magical eflect upon the hunt or at work, loses its tjyical

in te transitional stage. In the true fairy tale the hero Ins no name, or mch

•A tinde exception: S.ephcn
Y""-

Ncm- York. X9:8; a \xr%e q>sc about the Amencan Ci%il
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a common name that it scarcely defines him; he is a type, with at most

the name Joe. Further, he is very stupid or very noble, very strong or

very small and insignificant. What he experiences, even if it is miracu-

lous, is basically nothing more than that which every man experiences or

would like to experience: birth, eating and drinking, marriage, and death.

Death is presented in the form of an adventure in distant lands or of ser-

vice to a cruel master; marriage is glorified as the rescue of a beautiful

princess or the finding of a husband believed lost after a long, faithful

search. Even birth is elevated to the stature of a “miraculous birth,” so

that from the beginning the hero is differentiated from other men. Apart

from the immediate magical purposes which inhere in the fairy tale (the

Pawnee Indians tell such stories of a hunt in order to capture buffalo), it

retains the nature of magic when it is set in a context which has long

been nonmagical, which it turns from wish into reality. It has been ob-

served that many German fairy tales took on their present form during
the period of the Thirty Years* War, and for this reason deal largely
with eating and drinking well; the poor, who told these tales to each
other, were hungry. And we are all hungry, for a beautiful woman, for
ame, or riches, for the wonderland in which everything is good,
whether we banally caU it dreamland or romantically name it Bimini or
Christianize it as heaven.

Then, m the period of transition, the heroes received names, and the
events became temporally and locally fixed. Thus a historical saga can

Saga or the romance of Arthur and the

^ .

e e. n t e process many mythical elements are preserved,
lint fairy talc can also become shnr. c.o. ,
Rnf

many mythical elements ai_

arri.ri 7
' become short story or fable. It can be set into an

Jolles co"uiu' .r' f
stories. Then it becomes literature. Andt^

iot7Tch ' to the short
story, which is an art form.”"

nenftoaW »'<> f'^iry tales into amusing or perti-

Charles Pcrrault

.“'“taming, stories; Chaucer into a sensitive poem;

momh ‘

1

“native with I final

Sam ’chtuZZ fot popular taste; and

gentle sadness and ^ of sarcasm,

is no longer a fairy^^1

!'^ “'“'sm. But in all these cases the fairy tal«

thttorieZsZS^; In the context of magic.

words arc actors; they reTre*
always are significant. The

thing; men arc t\-pes of 1 Things live and mean some-

other hand, tells stories with
''Pt^aotatives. Literature, on the

stones with words which mean precisely what can be
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found in a dictionary; their objects are objects and are so treated; their

men are just men. The finer the psychology and character of an indi-

vidual is drawn, the truer the depiction of circumstances and objects,

the further are we removed from the religious context. Of course, the

tie can never quite be broken. In every literature there is symbolism, and

even the dictionary meaning of a word can have a deeper meaning than

the schoolboy suspects as he looks it up. Absolute literature, autonomous

rhetoric, would mean the end of all literature. But a certain km o

naturalism and the modem, ultrarefined psychological novel are already

approaching that limit. In the golden age of French natura sm t ere is

said to have been a book which described the life of a man during a single

day, including the tiniest peculiarities of his toilet, his nouns

Such is no longer art, because it is nothing but art. An t c ®

Marcel Proust, however admirable they may be as psychological ana y-

ses, do not always have very much to do with art.
^

The result of all this is that there exists an inner connection eween

verbal art and religion which can never quite be ro en, even
J"

structure of the transition tends in that direction. Type and s^bol

maintain a distance. And without distance, life is neither beautiful nor

holy.



3 THE REJECTION OF

THE WORD BY RELIGION

THE FORBIDDEN IMAGE Whoever speaTa, participates in time
an space. He ^gs and represents. The graphic power of words, once a
o y an mighty power, becomes—^when the structures of transition no
onger old together in its antithetical structure, the rebuke of the
beauuful by the holy.

The image no longer represents something bound by the holy, but

in the fom'
human. Man is able to construct images only

Wi^elf best form is the man

sented m an
structure of magic—God could be repte-

human form of^r
”” ‘’“S” threatened. But as soon as the

the withdraw 1

something obvious, religious man fears

mhenvtfZ r?' be cannft imagine God

mustnotmaUeasdrt^erh^^^^^^^^

everything Aat'h hotw h'm
^7 verbal art; it humanizes

humanly svith it, too a^r i,”^e
great Lord will speak

’
.

““'“Goethe has Menhkrnnt,.!. o-Lms

miracle Im occurred *1^
speaks humanly, men ciuie.

ThnsXenopd" b“n committed.

They simply were comnellpri
^ responsible for much evi

and found only human fn_^
«vil; they had to represent divinitj

but they did not possess th. ,

* b'7 ™y occasionally have had lovf

Pcets.My^Xeno^ianJwVS/.fl'Seh. They were not forgiven

tragedians speak the same Ur,
human failings to the gods. Th

ideal state. Of course this
Plato prohibited them in hi^ "‘‘E^oon had a particular reason in Greece

132
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Poets saw themselves confronted with the task of creating order out of a

chaos of local and other powers. This could only be acWeve wit t

help of a theogony, which brought the gods together in ami y re aao

ship, but at the same time brought human frailty and evilinto t eircirc

But behind this particular reason there Ues hidden a deeper and more ge -

eral cause: the poets had to create forms. Homer is the great creator of

living, half-divine, half-human beings. This necessity remains in force

even when quite different conditions obtain than in Greece. Even th

Old Testament, the more it banished the imap of man from thejdea of

God, had to correct all-too-human characteristics, o repen ,

is not a man. so he could repent of nothing; he tempts David into

deed—no, Satan was the tempter.
_

The problem of the relationship between rehgion ^
“ucto

here upon another, greater, problem—that of form in e

^
much space can and may imagination occupy m our o

g ^

SometWng Uke the idea, “You heard the sound of words bu, sa^„o

form; there was only a voice”? (Deut. 4:12) ere, ,

of the ways of religion and art, of reUgion and hterature. For word

delight even to modern peoples. A
, } • flame, she will

exalted beauty the
enchant anew even wise

always be rediscovered by other p^Sh^^^

old age, as she enchanted the oldT I
. a rierht She lives and will

wayfcall to Ufe the smoldering hate
,he will

live always, “Admired much an muchly Harn^d. H

live as a woman, not as a goddess. 1-8
r^rpHeccssors was pun-

rus, who took over the beautiful story from h^
HoLr,

ished with blindness for Hsunholyjon^^^^^
^

though Paris had
pb-tom^

I^oft":
;™=n. immediately upon

‘''^rirr"em;Sf^t”?^etS^^ .hemselves who avoid^tbe

• The proWem of form in religion will be treated in dera.I Ifer on. .n the conn era

lion of the fine arts.
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frivolity of form. As Nietzsche said, Plato, who drove the poets from

his Republic, invented the artistic form of the dialogue, and could not do

without forms, even for representation of the divine essence.®^ Over a

period of time the image cannot be excluded; so what can be the grounds

for the rejection of the word by religion?

We cannot here deal with the arguments, so often tossed out and so

rarely treated properly or even honorably, as to the moral or immoral im-

plications of a work of art.We are not concerned here with the relation-

ship between art and morality, but with the connections between art and

religion. It is true that there is a close connection between morality and

religion, but they are by no means identical. On the contrary; just as the

relationship between religion and art is problematical, so there is also an
unsolved difficulty, indeed a conflict, between religion and morality. We
can hardly solve the one problem by means of the other, and had best

leave the amoral nature of art out of our examination.
But there is something else which brings verbal art, together with

the others, under the judgment of religion. “I the Lord thy God am a

jealous God, Clearly it is impossible to serve another God besides him.
But art also demands that she be worshiped as a goddess. And thus we
return to the artisc, who sells himself to his art, both life and death, and to

"^«ress-^t least as jealous as the God of le-

of he^.it
dramatic epilogue, represented the tyranny

n
^ sculptor Rubek.i®^ Beauty

ness
heavenly love than it does for earthly faithful-

expressed that veL'wdl "and”"'^ T
U'erature, but in every art. Ibsen

Doem “Pfl.* \T-AA ^ ji T
’ ® which is generally valid, in his

to the pUteljr of - -- -ho has withdrawn

croW F rZ '™hs down upon the madding

worked together to fcrm
® moonlight

Stefan G^l mate a sr*’”"'
the rebuke which the king givlThXprstr^'

T reft

Gacho,, n*Xfc*
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D/V dietien fieberqtialen mehter nachte

Uvi sie in ton und lispetn zu verivehn.

Mein beilig sinnen drob icb Mich verzehre

Zerschellst du in der luft zu bunten blasen

Und schnilzest mein erhabnes kdnigsleid

In eitlen kJang dutch dein verworfen spiel.

My sword, my shield, which are still ghastly moist

And sticky, you clang together for your music.

To see the water dance you toss in it

A bullet, such as I would choose for doom.

The fruits of all my fields—the seething toil

Of a long summer—shake so cai^lessly

And cool your pampered mouth with one of them.

The fevers of my nights lie at your service,

To waft away with sound and whispered song.

My holy thoughts with which I am consumed

You shatter in the air like brilliant bubbles,

And all exalted royal suffering melt

To silly noise with your accursed playing.^®*

This is the charge made against a service of beauty^ which plunders

life, against the poet who falls in love so that he can write a sonnet, who
murders so that he can confess, and who fiddles while Rome bums. This

danger confronts every artist; the less of an artiste and the more of an

artist he is, the more aware of it he becomes.

It is a danger to which one may not yield, but which also cannot be

avoided. For it is a result of the necessary gulf between life and arc. Ac-

tually every "art” is already art—where there is no artistic life, there are

also no "arts.” Art tears life loose from its moorings and gives back to it a

radiant beauty, adnuttedly \vithout responsibility to^vard God.

For this reason, religion must mistrust art, even verbal art, and espe-

cially lyric poetry, since it is the most closely related to life. "A lyric

poem makes possible, in the sequence of its verses, the experience of a

unified event; not of the actual event which inspired the poet, but of that

which the poet puts into the mouth of an ideal person.”*®^- Ac-

tually it is only modem poetry which presents this problem. In it, immedi-

ate experience (event) has replaced tradition (the petrified experience of

peoples), like the so-callcd Ertebnis Lyrik (poctr)" of nn experience)

which arose from our pietism. Tlicn there exists the great danger of

desiring experience in order to write pocti)’, which finally leads to experi-

encing nothing. It is the tragedy of art that its conflict with life only be-
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comes acute when it is closest to life, more acute than in its less personal

stages inwhich it is content with beautiful illusion. This is by no means to

say that battle with life must always mean battle with the holy. Thus it

develops that there exist poets of various lands, pious and atheistic, Chris-

tian and heathen, St. Francis and Baudelaire, Dante and Goethe, Homer

and Aeschylus, Guido Gezelle and Willem Kloos; but it is precisely the

most serious and deeply religious among them who have felt so strongly

the conflict between the art of words and the service of the holy. Spranger

mentions Plato, Rousseau, Goethe, and Tolstoi:

Plato, who ^vas surely an artist, rejected artists because they could

only reflect and imitate, and were not capable of attaining truth, the

archetype. Rousseau saw the danger of writing novels, at which he

was a genius, in the fact that it arouses passions without bringing them
under control. Goethe experiences something of the destiny of Tasso

in himself. Tolstoi does battle with himself, or at least with a dimen-
sion, a side of himself, when he persecutes the immorality of art

purely as art. And yet all these men had to use language to spealc.

They wanted only to surpass it by declaring war on the aesthetic
form of Ufe. . , , Thus in the battle against aestheticism on the part of
many we see only their pain in reaUzing that it is denied them to ex-
press that which is highest, and represent it in themselves.®

ciiflii

®®^r®nces open to us broad and fertile perspectives, which we

with o peculiar conflict of each art

^ ® Sreat artist experiences this deepest conflict. He

hoSr “ T “l-— “far its manner. He ab-

simultaneom/*'” t he wants to serve love

maste of
™ ^od is

ev7;^nglCtd >>7 fa colplere otherness from

its back on all thiT'*
absoluteness and perfection, turns

powenl“ “ But this holiness is not a foreign

perspective. Every true and h'^^
^ visible in a distant

«7 true and high art points beyond itself.

the forbidden WonT\ XT . .

“Christian” art. It points tn
®^«^heless, it does not point to a

has completely fulfilled the
™ “fa because it

y the task of art. It points to a heavenly art. The
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human word, wKch breaks dorvn in trying to express beauty, points to

the word of God.

Formerly, words possessed a power which forced men to use them

with care. Words could bring blessing or curse, good or ill. Favete hn-

guis (beware of the word). Now, in the antithetical structure, words are

forbidden, not because of their power, but because of their essential

powerlessness. Contempt for words, which is deeply implante in t e

souls of modem men, is on the one hand a negative reaction to t e

primitive or scholastic word of power (“just where concepts are ac g,

at just the right moment a word appears ), and on the o er a positi

reaction to the insufficiency of all images and sounds. W ere it wo

be necessary to say something important, there remains on y

Thus outward means do not help in the conflict between terature an

religion. A “Christian” Hterature is sought, no matter what it^
out to be. Non-Christian books would be thought exceUent i er

was not so terribly much cursing in them; there is no acma o

novels, so long as they are not terribly ‘ naturalistic, n so

even noticed that this attitude not only contributes nothing to Ae so u

tion of the conflict, but that the real conflict has not even

It is precisely the same on the ^ “a definition of
words at the expense of meamng ;

the constm
^ reliffion

literature which is completely independent
o a spui “

’

.j jj

’

of philosophy, or of scfence; artistic impoverishment
o h t

is left are aL feelings. We in Holland have become -

quainted with this, even if we
^^’.nd of a Rohnd Holst,

of the eighties, both the v«ses of a d

of a van Eyck and of a Gosaert, „ .j.;,. -We know also

poverty, those ofanAheSmedmga^ Whoever reaches the

that this attitude does not lead ^^h^^
^

conflict may not achieve a solu

of art that opposes art
^ accessor}^ In their

souV'whodonotalwayslo

ey^thisproblemdoesnote
^

of culture, who see rchg
niatters.”^

have not even of man, is a guarantee

that unity exist^ Most of tl

^

belong to the
„ot the great works of art tint they

Job and Isaiah, John and 1 t
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are, they would still prove that verbal art can be an expression of the

holy. Certainly they, too, are inadequate; they, too, point beyond them-

selves to a word which is neither sound nor image, but form. And w'here

God reveals himself to the world in the form of a man, there we do not

need to look upon the forms of our intellect merely as schemata.



4 INFLUENCES

TOWARD HARMONY

THE SUBLIME The motif of the sublime is related to that o t e

monumental; this we shall find above all in architecture, in t e

calm of its noble line. In addition, however, the sublime is conveye y

an inwardness which reaches into the depths of our soul, e n i m a

the arts, but literature has perhaps the best examples of it.

In the year that King Uzziah died I saw the Lord

throne, high and lifted up; and his train filled the temp e.

’

stood the seraphim; each had six wings: with two e

called
with trvo he covered his feet, and with nvo he flew. And one called

to another, and said:

“Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts;

The whole earth is full of his glory.

And the foundations of the thresholds shook at

who called, and the house was filled with smoke. An •

me. For I Im lost; for I am a man of unclean ^^
midst of a people of unclean lips; for my eyes

the Lord of hose!” [Isaiah 6: 1—5]

This simple immensity, this rcvcrcnnal
behind

simple words are a perfect example of the s

restrained inner
the stnet rhythm of the account wc fed th ^ «\Voc is

movement, for which there is finally no other e.vpress.on than

"We call that sublime which is
the Bible

Isaiah 6, we could cite a whole senes of other p g
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which are filled with the same greatness. We think also of Vondel and

Goethe, who, no matter how dilferent, agree in this regard. Further, the

famous series from Vondel’s tragedy Lucifer is a paraphrase of Isaiah 6.

In the “Prologue in Heaven,” of Goethe’s Faust, adoration is addressed

more to nature than to God, but at least to a nature which is boundless

in its majesty and delicacy;

Da ein blitzendes Verbeeren

Dein Tiade vor des Dcmnerschlags;

Doch Deine Boten, Herr, verebren

Das sanfte Wandeln Detnes Tags.

Der Anbliek gibt den Engeln Starke,

Da keiner Dick ergrunden mag,
Und alle Deine hohen Werke
Sind herrlich vsie am ersten Tag.

There flames a shining devastation

Before Thy thunderbolt’s display;

Yet angels praise with glad ovation
The gentle progress of Thy day.
Iky sight makes strong the heavenly city,
Since none may seek to probe Thy ways.
And all Thy works, both high and mighty,
Are glorious as creation’s days.

• ^
Light is as present in literature as it is in painting or music. This
uieaii when we say of a landscape that “it is transfused with a

us^nf
graceful, almost gay, which reminds

^^0 .
countenance,” possessing “joy and fight" for all

Gorter’s Afei
a fragment from Herman

^us I feel, too, the while I phy, q^ite

GHviX’ Td d*'
“riy -ning light

Therclore mv “"y '"“'1 makes numb-inercfere, my yomig, aweet sister, come.
Come, my young,

Come, steer UondTouffroi^'”''’'’'’"
For harkl Oh, hark! The people ^1-^0^
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With eyes like sun are dancing, there arc some

With music and with incense, come, sister, come!

SILENCE AND NEAR SILENCE SHcncc and near silence are pri-

marily constituents of music. But we find them also in verbal art, even if

it is more difficult for literature to deal with the “paradox of expression

than for music: the art of saying somethingby saying nothing or, at most,

very little. It is concerned with what is written between the Hnes and

discloses unsuspected depths. The little “Evening Song of Tersteegen

not only speala of quiet; for the most part it is quiet:

Now sleep is here.

If sleep does not appear,

Then come with me, draw near,

praise Him who made us,

Who day and night

Receives upon the height

All praise and glory bright.

0 Jesu, aid us!

Away with fear!

My Lord and God is here,

1 am his starlet, here

And there to glisten.

Now I must cease.

Lord, may Thy word increase

And come in deepest peace.

And let me listen.

Let ns also hear Goethe, from quite another world, as he speaks with

a voiee which becomes ever quieter, almost completely sdent:

Selig, aer sicb vor der Welt

Ohne Hass versebliesst,
_

Einen Fsemd am Busen bait

Und mit dm geniesst.

Was, von Menschen niebt gevntsst

Oder niebt bedaebt,

Dureb das Labyrinth der Bmst

Wandelt in der Nacht.

Happy the man without hate

Who remains unknown
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With one friend to share his fate,

Shares with him alone

What remains unknown to the rest

Or hidden from the light.

Through the labyrintli of the breast

Wandering in the night.

THE HUMAN The human as an expression of the divine is also a

“paradox of expression,” though of course a paradox which is hallowed

by divine example. God reveals himself as man. Then we must not view

man as the highest development of a power given in nature, even less as

something that thereby is divine; but we must see in him an unworthy,
base, fragile vessel, into which God de^es to pour his grace.

In verbal art it is lyric poetry which brings us closest to the human.
It is not as though the poem were the experience of the poet himself.

Only the poet who speaks on the mandate of society is really a poet.

Since religion demands something “official,” we shall find religious poetry
only where individual experience becomes the occasion for expressing
suprapetsonal feelings that are true for all humanity. Here lies a boun-
dary, both for reUgion and poetry, and, a fortiori, for poetry which ex-
presses the holy. It would be worth while to make up an anthology of
re gious poetry with no regard to the religious object, using as its single
criterion that which is common to all men.

ahom th.* '"“Tj “ characteristic remark of Goethe

anadva
™ng. This form is customarily viewed as

various “d -T" fo™' I" “ coutiuuous song the

better b b
'“Seated in the strophes which foUow one another can

how reurehS hear Goethe; he teils

the gencrai ivri

continuous composition of songs is, “wherein

&th ^Stid r™/ “ “ false participa-

agarthSrlvi^ and aronsed.-e Here, them we see

oraiiy I am not inteLing^trd^'tte'''"’^’
P^ychoiogicai. Nat-

great value pvf»n rr..
°

i- .

^ continuous song cannot have

Goethe’s texts are the
compositions to

human still is best which is universally

accident that Mahier goaded bv ,?
“"gi and it is certainiy no

tatums in many compositio1 mP the form of varied strophes.

Harmony Harmo h
often in words which itp

beauty and holiness we find most
which arc spoken to God and before his face, in hymns.
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For ages the hymn has been a song, not about God, but to him, sung in his

presence, an apostrophe, and an epiclesis. Religions have in their liturgies

many such songs of summons. Even where they have become hterary,

they still preserve for a long rime their hymnic character. Since catch-

words mean nothing before God, and since before His face a

pouring in which the singer simply lets himself go cannot exist,^ e ymn

is differentiated from other poems by its strict tone. There is not one

word too many, no surfeit of images, no unintegrate exc amauons.

There is only reverence for the word, which is not on y sym o or i

ference, but forms the body for the soul of things. The hymn has always

preserved a bit of the character of an exorcism, which, according t

ancient Roman prescription, "may not be ambiguous. us ®
_

also the language best suited to the h)min, being s ort,cear,M p

fill. The best elmples are found in tbe Latin hymns of

think of the Veil!, Creator Spirittis, by which the Spuit o

conjured down to earth, yet in which all speech is m humble style and

served. I have in mind the two great
hol^word carries

Homer. In the latter, above aU, it is evident how

the reader and drags Wm along. Horace was basically “

man, whose ideasL not especially meaningful.

to the divinity makes him into a vates, a priest speaker, whose word

companies the holy action:

Songs, not previously

Heard, I sing as priest of the Muses

To girls and boys.“'

ir,nVdrich Klopstock and, above all, Holderlin,

In later ages
In our oum time, Stefan

who discovered
^ ,, holy. In his lan-

George was the
3,^^ of the word, every word has

guagc, which is sacral in tnc

theltight of a magical formula addressed to God.

tvcr schaaen durfu bis bwab =rn« gnmd

TrSgt air, ScicUer bchn as, Mcr aaohl

oJzsubcr aU beschum ,md ah bdd.

Wioevcr looks as far as to the depths

Bears a charmed home for everj ones salvation

Magic as image and as celebration.
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Gertrud von Le Fort, too, in her hymns to the Church, recovers this

tone of epiclesis.

Wherever the word turns directly to God or the gods, there rules a

harmony between beauty and holiness. Of course, this does not have to

occur exclusively in the form of the hymn; nor does it always have to be

a ponderous, liturgical tone which conveys the word. We find this har-

mony between beauty and holiness in Dante, above all in his glorious

final cantos of Paradiso, but also in the childishly simple Guido Gezelle,

whose poems, precisely because of their childishness, reflect the harmony
most clearly: each word that he speaks, whether it has to do with horses

or with flowers, is spoken before the face of God.



5 THE THEOLOGICAL

AESTHETICS OF THE WORD

POET AND PROPHET In a small book which Albert Verrvey

Gated to his friendship wth Stefan George, there comes clear y to g t

the conflict which arises as soon as poetry tries to return to its source, the

holy word. Verwey, who was more than just a rhetoncian, opposed

the prophetic tone, the almost hieratic mode of expression, which is

found in George’s poetry after Tfte

transformation of the world, which he introduces with these words:

“When he said that, he was aU passion, his whole body was

What fascinated me in everything he said was the power of ^ '

That the world would be transformed, of that he was sure. Yes. I s^d. but

ace must be only poets. There were times in the couveisanou when the

landscape, the mountain with the towers of Bingen on the opposite s .

seemed to have changed, as though on that height I were not wa ‘"S

side a man, but besiL an angel.”*'’ This prophenc office ^
Vertvey. For him the poet is only one man among others, w^
what Hres in aU of them. His word is a human word, ^
When, in the First World War. Veinvey v.er« the pobn^l

^

superficial movement, which does not touch the ^e i p

and sharp judgment, this leads to a break with f°tS=. who fe'k

that he k both poet and leader of his people, as the t*"'

word, holds authority, the one who sings the cm the song of

™
This is not to maintain that on this account George h ’

that Versvey. This he is. without a doubt, but not because he^isco

the word of the »rer. which Verwey does not n ho h

categories of poet we find the very- greatest, both among those

MS
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speak the human word and are satisfied with that, and also among those

in whose words the divine word breaks througli. In the second category

belong Dante, Milton, Novalis, and Holdcrlin; in the firsr, no lesser men

than Shakespeare and Goethe. In the conversations with Eckermann,

Goethe talks about the poems of Fleming, a superb poet, whose poetry

was also taken over into the hymnal. Goethe says, half naively, half

ironically, “I’ve done so many kinds of things, and yet there is not one

of my poems which could stand in the Lutheran hymnal.” To which

Eckermann, fully naive, and, in his innocence, getting to the heart of

the matter, replied: “I laughed and agreed with Wm when he said to me
that there was more to this strange statement than appeared on the sur-

face.”^^° Indeed, the hymnal is here very revealing, for Novalis was
taken over. The “more” which Eckermann guessed is found in the frag-

ments of Novalis in which he sketched the theory of a sort of cosmic

hymnal. Novalis’ songs are still sung regularly by congregations, even

though they leave much out in the process.^®!

The hymnal, the “Christian road block” as Nietzsche called it, is here

truly a landmark. Nietzsche was furious that the world had to wait a bit

longer for his new Zarathustra gospel because of the five hundred
thousand copies of the hymnal which Teubner had to print. Goethe ^vas

amused because he was no longer able to find true humanity in the pious,
^hematized emofions of the Church hymn. But no matter how much
Novalis romanticized the hymn, he is aware that it is precisely this hymnw ich IS the true word of the poet, the word which ascends to God be-

se It las come from God, and which the poet can speak only because

hnoV*
reason the hymnal remains the first among

Contem
‘s no credit to “literature" that it must always be

norrofT
'
'7 "f the poet is the

calaesthefcof
Here begins the theologi-

and its own Ae
“t™ t^oot^e? It has its own laws

k temrtorr' ’’77 “ "“dny and its fulfillment when

a heathen book. asT7as in Ae""*"* f

“ heginning. That may be

can be a hook in which evervt^
Nietzsche and Stefan George. It

tian is caupht im
^ '^”'^sual, including everything Chris-

ehobe,77'’,7P“f= ” the casfof iZvaR It can

Revius. Jacqueline vanlr
then finds iits proper place

lais, Newman, and Tersteegen. The svord
once more, from which it departed, in ritual,
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in society, in the hymnal, in the word of God. The theological place of

the word is inspiration.

INSPIRATION It is primeval. Garodman, the Iranian heaven, is the

“house of song” into which the hymns of men ascend. Ecstasy givra rise

to singing. And song builds the temple of the gods.== In Israel, Tahireh

is entLLd on the praises of his people (Ps. 22:3). God’s spirit always

seizes a man and compels him to speak, to sing. Man meets s
° ^

the word which proceeds from him, but which derives from God. The

religious man who expresses himself, who speaks, we ca a
.

servant of beauty who does the same thing, we caU inspired. The im-

personal nature of prophesy (it is not the prophet who speaks but God

who speaks through his mouth) we find in another maimer in the inspma-

tion of the poet, who surely says more than he mten*. CreaQvity ha

its impersonaUty; creativity is not a child of the tvill, but « ^'d^
unconscious drive which is called inspiration; it seems “

though someone else were acting m him, throng m^
^hen we were

sonality and making of him a mere mout piece.

A u r u-i,.

young we thought the inspiration of the poet came as a A-h

Lgi we thought that he, who was bom and not

poem in the frenzy of his senses, without consideration, ha"A^ f
by a divine power. Whoever has seen the rough draft of a P“'-

sLley, for^enample, knows

practice, much reflection, much conscious consioe ,

, . u-ino- a (rood DOem into existence. But yet in tne

ability, are necessary to bring a go p

childish idea of inspiration there resides an etemai tr ,

the prophet does the poet speak in his oum name or for his on n purpose.
the prophet does me

p j for. He is a "porte-voix,” a

He says more than he can be r^
powers of the most varied sort,

mouthpiece. Through him soc P J
Hiswordissuprap rsonal.^ t^^^^

poet who had sent him his poems to be

mean Jat the Muse will suddenly

,,

she needs
> mastered the technique of poetry, to

call “Pon
does mean that neither wisdom nor

B onfy the word of beautj
whom the Muse does not call. Joachim

ability 15 of
„f inspiration: (1) Passivity and con-

Konrad names
(3) Necessitv of fonn ("thus and not

“h •’) (T)'“EnUional rapture”; (5) Need for relaxation ihroush

/ -
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“broad rhythms.”^®^ He cites the superb picture which Nietzsche drew

of his inspiration for Zarathnstra^ which wc shall also reproduce hcrc:^®®

Has anyone at the end of the nineteenth century a clear idea of

what the poets of strong ages called inspiration? If not, I’ll describe it.

With the tiny bit of superstition left in him, man would indeed

hardly know how to avoid the idea of being simply an incarnation,

a mouthpiece, a medium for overwhelming powers. The concept

of revelation in the sense that suddenly, with ineffable assurance and

sharpness, something becomes visible, audible, something which ter-

rifies and overthrows a man in the very depths of his soul, simply

describes the facts. One hears, one does not seek; one receives, one

does not ask who is giving. Like a flash of lightning, an idea sliines

forth, with necessary form, without hesitation— never had a choice.

A rapture, whose enormous tension at times breaks loose in a stream
of tears, in which my pace is sometimes impetuous, sometimes slow;

a complete sense of being beside myself with the most distinct aware-
ness of numberless fine tremors and shudders to the tips of my toes;

a depth of happiness in which everything most painful and melan-
c oly does not have the effect of an opposite, but as something condi-
tional, something demanded, as a necessary color within such a

superabundance of Ught; an instinct of rhythmical relationships
which bridges broad reaches of forms. Length, the need for a large-
sca e r yt m is almost the measure of the intensity of inspiration, a

^

It o compensation for its pressure and tension. Everything is

in a storm of feeling of

nf ti,

absolute, of power, of divinity . . . the necessity

ccDtion^Pm^ ’•

^ ^ is the most remarkable thing; no con-

as the mow °A-
or metaphor is. Everything appears

nered themselves to the metaphor.”

sound.aLs iKrTremesllted'L*
Nietzsche’s language has a reUgious

Things come to the artist stiThT'h ‘'‘’““'t
seek for them in order to ml. .n

“*’^°’“te imperative. He does not

form. They offer thrm i
them into the chains of Iiis

thcconeepLf .het,:^S:ilI'™.f° >'= may serve them. Thus

whicli wc recotmized nf
another content, other than that

gn'«d at the beginning of out third chapter as typical
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for the phenomenon of transition. All artistic genius, no matter in what

structure it appears, holds itself at a distance which we call inspiration,

and thus becomes the same thing that playing a role is for the dramatic

artist. Inasmuch as all artists are servants and must lose themselves, they

are all equal to each other.*
^ .

The same thing holds for every ardstic person. There exists, it is

true, a great gulf between the so-called creative artist and the one who

is only imitative, and further, just as great a gulf between the latter and

the receptively artistic individual; but there also exists a umty among t e

three. In every creation there is something of imitation; in eve^

tion, something, no matter how little itmay be, of creation. And artistic

means nothing at all when the creative-imitative component is lacking.

Whoever is receptive to art, letting art penetrate within him, w oever

(as is said, using a very bad form of expression) enjoys art must un

stand the secret of imitation. The beauty which the^ created must

be experienced and re-created anew in his soul, thereby revealing to the

humble “lover of art” something of the myste^ of
.

“All artists are reUgious said Friedrich ScUegel. Only th® pvmg up

of one’s own Ufe, only complete devotion to the “other

a man to create and to imitate beauty. Here rehgion and art speak closely

related languages.

THE DIVINE WOKO A Word is sound rhythm, and

everything along, but also sets boundaries; it constrains and it frees By
g g world giving form to a little bit of reahty,

fencing off a portion
| mouses. The poet calls into

It creates; by being r yt
Therein lies his divine mission. And

bang things which do not^
-

when he becomes awar ^ beautiful song in God’s
h™ h>screanve spirit, hem™ and

s^_^ into his mouth.

Wthout dXhere is a boundary benveen the poem and the hymm

or the song of praise
from tL’^oe hj^m InL

v3lfcbut not always cited in the proper context: “And yet man

•A, !n Thomas Mann: "You stc, the tnin of letters bwcslly
• We find the revcw S'de > ^ b not ashamed of living

does not understand
„nced ‘over and done with.' But see-in spite of any

on even after it has been p continues to sin; for every action is sin

salvation through h"tatu
Xothing more of "sctrice- can be felt here. The

in the es cs of the sp.nt h

artist is here also a *Tnan o
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desires to praise Thee, a miserable sketch ofThy creation. Thou Thyself

encouragest us, that praising Thee is joy; for Tliou hast created us for

Thyself, and restless is our heart until it has its rest in Thce.”^®*

Whoever finds words can find God; whoever can w’ritc poetiy’ finds

the praise of God. For by its very nature all poetry^ consists of laiides.

The theology of the word is expressed most beautifully and purely in

a poem by van Eyck:

Oft, tired of labour never bearing fruit

(A poet’s will is never absolute),

1 think how, with an unsuspected flight.

Allowed by grace which rarely breaks the night,

The soul at once extends its mighty wings,

Inerrantly creating beauteous things,

And then the breath is stopped before the face!—
God speaks in human tongue with open grace;

Many another, only because he
(His will performing what God wills to be)

Admits his work unexpiated sin

And separates himself from what has been

And sets his life upon a strict command
So that a perfect poem at last may stand,

Until to him who suffered through the flame
The hour comes, and poet is his name.

And labour, too, which conjures with the word
(Behind which to the heart a song is heard).

When sudden Ught goes through our souls at last
And-smee that light and song by God were cast-

Bimgs us with love to that position high
Where joy makes suffering vanish to the eye,

Is-making good unexpiated sin-
Fulfilhng joy, the crown of discipline.

(pt'" song tfieir ow
( every beauty comes from God alone)

^ ^'hich all pain and pleasure
Have Inst themselves, denying

of the earth

all their worth.
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So that the heartbeat coursing through the world

Softly remains within its song enfurled—

Tliat which thus has deigned my soul to bless

Should 1 not worship, rapt in thankfulness?

Taught by fulfillment and denial mute,

Aware no poet’s will is absolute.

And all is given to the man who stills

His own desire, as the Master wills.

And labours with his word, avoiding wrong.

Until he hears a brilliant, heavenly song.

I know my place and honor his command:
^

For every beauty flows from out God s hand.

• There is also a “theology of the word” which is
^““’(^“/thedo^'iBelf)

,

trine of the divine Word (i.e., Christ),
,he revclarion of God. This

or the doctrine of a specific position of hu
theology, is in itself indis-

latter doctrine, disastrous when
,he’fheolog>- of th?^vord in the sense

pensable. In any case, it can learn much f'®"’

of the aesthetics which has just been summ
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The Pictorial Arts



1 THE FIXATION OF

AN IDEA AS A HOLY IMAGE

THE ART OF “ °
Z' ““ hapV°n^

art” is a convenient expression, though y Lj „,,loture in the

to limit the power of
^Xt^as^a major component of

face of the fact that it
and is actually lack-

the other arts, such as dance and, abo
, primeval, and it is no

at the same time of his n>as“ry-
importance of images for man.

If xve wish to give an acco
“pictures,” that is, products of

we shall still make a survey P"™
.p „ know exactly what

sculpture, painting, or drawing.
inquire as to the

an image really means to a man.^x« s

connection betiveen the imag
^ religious component.

In the very ability to ma = ^ ^

Every art is movement. In
pijtecture) this rhythm k fixed, move-

But in the pictorial arts (an
^ painting or statue, but

ment is checked. Powerfu
^ particular moment, as though

it is as though the
“^PO call forth images, but their movement

motion were frozen, wor scarcely completed,

is continuous. The image o^
character; but the image

is replaced by another, a

incessantly, only to disintegrate again,

does not remain still,
1 ^ jratue, in a building, on the con-

equally incessantly, m a
p ^ ^ results in

trary, movement has pa« •

Lessing discussed in his

very peculiar problems, "'no

ISS
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Laokoon, and which have caused our time, less given to observation

than to technicalization, to invent the film, or as it was called in our

youth, “the moving pictures.”

The film art is imperialistic. It claims both drama and dance for itself,

and now, through a new technical tour de force, has also incorporated

words and music.

Kierkegaard saw the perfection of art in its growing free of space in

order to turn to time; in other words, art is the more perfect the more

purely it is movement. Progresang from space to time, sculpture be-

comes painting. Music alone has time as an element, but it is lost, since

it has no ground on which to stand. It pays for its existence with ceaseless

movement, it “sounds in time, but fades away at once and has no dura-

tion.” Thus poetry is perfect art because, unlike painting, it does not

have to limit itself to the moment; but neither does it vanish with time,

as does music.'®^ One does not have to agree with Kierkegaard’s evalua-
tion to admit that he has presented the problem with unusual clarity. In

addition, there is the fact that sculpture and painting (I omit architec-
tMC here, because in it everything is different) are bound by space; that

they fix spaaaUy, that they must interrupt the movement of life, also,

perhaps even prim^Uy, have reUgious significance.
I understand this religious significance in a double sense: positively

and negatively. Representation as the freezing of the stream of life is a
re igious act which can be transformed at any moment into the opposite.

irirnhW*
“Piutotialization” is not the same thing

nentlv tl«t\
occurred to fix perma-

^mduction TH
did not intend to create a faithful te-

knowfrom an
™'' “nd animals which we have come to

reptSoIT, “<= “f the prehistoric

Egyptian geese of™*e h
' •''havior and their movements, of the

less frequently we find tend^^
and ^es, and much more), but no

few points. Especially wheteT^ “reality” only in a

tion is by no means tniP t

“man beings are concerned, representa-

statues which seem m
° think of Negro sculpture, of the

Egypt,ofthemostandentGrTeT Kingdom of

tion, but a second • »
®®B^^'-K®presentationisnotreproduc-

capressionofrteLtX/nr'’ ‘>«d= the first: St is the

the forms which surround°him'^™'’'^'’'’'™''’^“"’™’'''Satd™S“tround him. “Art is the signature of man,” saj'S
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Chesterton. Man has the ability and the inclination to invent other forms

besides Wmself and the forms which he comes upon. He creates symbols

and, tlurough them, represents the surrounding, living reality. He creates

representatives of that reality, “images” in wliich the form he perceives

and the form he creates fall together. An image is a representation

created by man, of a visionary form which in essentials is identica wit

that form.

ORNAMENT Thus wc arc dcaUng with representation, not repro-

duction. In primitive art and the art of classical antiqmty, t rece

clear e.xpression. One of the oldest forms of pictorial art is sure y ta

ing. We might think at first that the practice is pure y .

that is not correct. A pure will to ornament wou not "7 ^
tive thought. Ornament as ornament does not fit into the Dmty of M
and thought which we know from the priminve structure We decjime

our houses and furniture with ornaments. Prurauve man ’ ’

for him the ornament has not only symbolic, but -md m^amng Th

legs Of your chair are

the matter any particular thought, hut k *
^

of art. In ancient Egypt, the seme clav h
overcomes

vvith meaning: one rests upon the ho J ^ to

death. Thus rest becomes, instead
animals

eternal life. Primitive andP"cj^-^loved

which he hunted, becoming mast ^ often Wnts at more than it

This agrees with the fact that pn
meaning on the

represents. What we call omamen^h- a^^ ryj

Australian Tjurungas. We
. j^^Something similar is true for the

represent women, houses, ana
painting, where every

oldest, so-called geometric pe"°
Egyptian drawings it stiU is

figure has its own t"famug-
represented. Thus the question

not clear whether ships or
religious significance. We want to

arose whether this anaent a
jj^^rher context, that the religious

repeat here xvhat we "a
gy it3 purpose, by

character of art is not con

its character.

The question then arises: What is its purpose?

REPRESENTATION
(.uvc seen that we may not picture

Why docs man go to t is

(Germany) or of an eye (Eg>-pt.

• Cf. also the placing or to
^ "ornament” b pmtecrion against evil influences.

Greece) at the bow of a ship.
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the primitive man or the man of classical antiquity as a modern aesthete,

something like an artist who creates art for art’s sake, for his own pleasure,

or, at most, for the enjoyment of the “happy few”; primitive and classic

art has a clearly recognizable, practical purpose. One cannot always do

as he likes with men, animals, plants, or other creatures, whether for

one’s own benefit or to protect one’s self from them. For this reason

the movement in which the creature is engaged is fixed in an image.

This image represents a second form of that creature. It is believed that

everything which happens to the image will also happen to the creature

represented. (We, too, still speak today of a painting “representing”

something; but we must take this word in its etymological meaning to

understand what the actual function of the image is.) In our discussion

of the dance we pointed out how primitive man dances to acquire every-

thing. ^Ve discussed how primitive the control of power is in drama
and the holy word, how it strives to exert an influence in one sense or

another; on that basis, we called it by nature magico-religious (cf.

page 17).We find the same thing here. Whoever influences a creature—
be It a god, a man, an animal, or anything else—by means of an image,
IS likewise exercising a religious function. We have a clear instance in the
M ca e defixiones of Rome: the image of an untrue lover is cursed (it

y "0 "leans has to be similar; it is a doU which is said to represent
the beloved). The person is convinced that the curse will also strike

is second
“ •'“"S’

Tutankhamen, the

lt^k« w successor to the great heretic Akhenaten.

Amon ’'Id image of [the god]

buTa fixeftT, “I “ exceptional status,

S-xi -d the king. The king is the

said to be the I'
^ “otually means “statue.” When the king is

Whoever sees the
‘i““> '>“t through his living form.

Indeed, even the stmfe and
does is the deed of god-

tombs are found for e»s
7””^™ “ EgyP' ere living. In the

dead. At the same tim
'

statues, that is, the images of the

the two could be confmed'h*
*’’7

being. Tl,b image is treated iTa^' 'Cl
is set before it- it is snnl-

"wnner befitting the dead man: food

it which are to cffccC resur'm r**
7™“^ notions are performed before

esurrcction from death. The same is true, more
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or less, of all statues of dead kings and gods. “It is the convinced bdief

of the Egyptian that all incomprehensible phenomena, such as god, a

dead man, love, the state, thought, need an anchor in the world of inte

ligibility; that they arc present and effective only when living men orce

this hold on reality—rather like an antenna that emits radio waves only

when electrical energy is influencing it. Thus the ka, the sou ° ®

dead man, is in rcaliw fixed to the statue, and comK to li

^
the force of a living man.” Thus wrote H. G. Evers in a pro oun psyc

logical study of the art of Egj'ptian sculpture.’'"’

Greek geometrical ornaments, like the realistic prehistoric drawings

of animals, are attempts to come nearer to creatures, to contro

From this point, two ways, which have proved viable in a ag^, e p

to us. The first is comparable to the monotonous utterance o o /

mulas, avoiding any expressiveness; the second is ana ogous
“
^

’

scrupulous exactness in the recitation of prayers or spe s. u

point of view of the word, both are, by origin an nature, y

The first way has as its goal abstraction-no’Wt
^

mtai Th, Imig. fka %!.. .o Svo Z

sSpS,,«.,; -ks-—
lu the present where impressionism,

,,,ay brings motion
with a new objectivity and a new ^^es closest to

more strongly to a halt. This way is thus

the unity between the fine arts and holy acuon.
imase as it

Thkexplains why primitive art is often
°

K seen, and xvhy it pays attention to ™
f^und. In regard

hves in the imagination.
shown that this lack of

to ancient Egyptian art, Heinrich
having attained” that high

perspective is no failing, not a case of
J. but is rather to be judged

level which characterizes the art of the^
» representation.^®^

as an essential difference in the concepuon
o

^^g^ns a change in the

Similarly, Evers states that drawing in
Innaer belongs as one

\vay man is situated in the world, to w ic c

^ ^.p^trast to, as an ego,

component among others but,
"‘'’'I,’ became possible with Greek

freed from it. “This view of the world > world from his own
philosophy Primitive man no

, ^^idcs the norm for

point of view, but from “another ^'Ot '
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this one. That is not a kind of supernatural world, but is the world as it

ought to be and therefore also is, the world as symbol. He docs not

deal with the image as he secs it, but with the object as he knows it. He
does not determine the relationship of the objects which he wants to

illustrate according to the angle of vision, but according to the meaning

they have for him. From this attitude he can tlien attain to a thorough-

going realism, such as we are acquainted with from prehistory and from

many primitive drawings of the hunt; or, on the other hand, to a

thoroughgoing stylization and symbolization, as among the Egyptians,

who draw the figure of the king twice as large as that of ordinary mor-
tals.202

The function of imagination is even more pronounced in the case

of masks. After our thorough discussion of masks in connection with
dance and drama (pp. 84 and 85), we can content ourselves here with
a few remarks.

W. Joseph de Gruyter explains the mask on the basis of the “ability
of man to multiply himself or a part of himself, to project his humanity
visibly into the nature which surrounds him.” It may be assumed that
m^k plays belong to the most ancient ritual possessions of all humanity,

w, w oever puts on a mask does not do so for fun: “Putting on a

^ as for us, in which the individual

is Tor a 't ‘I
' of ^ transformation. The mask

Tear m, 1,

’ “-o “f the body.”t3 Those who

If“Tsitrwr'^"' ’ 'he mok concrete sense

In the ma®k, TiarctMtesTKcoiT
^

therebv doiiLi..
second countenance, a second form, and

malk become th
oan go so far that the

^
k becomes the most important thing-,he second form becomes the

every teme^tatT fot every image. For with

to hdd it

" “'"’P‘ “ “'*0 “PP^^oh what is represented.

f" °'her words, an

sense of holy action '“fo
being used here in the broadest

himself images of pods
expressed it. A man makes for

they may be made to
other creatures, in order that

the gods or spirits do whaUs in the masked plays

themselves according tn h,
for man, and as animals subjectng to human needs of hunt and domestication.
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As wc said, the lioly action consists in a man’s

turc by constructing, representing, a second mashed ^
representation by no means has to resemble the origina

.

j

sacrifices, ancient bronze vessels are used. They date to

of Buddhism, and tliey were also used by the ancestors. P

principle of the family is embodied in them,” "'’cre impomnt e^ne

are maintained by inscriptions. By represenung °
, f

guarantee their presence at the sacrifice. When the last member of th

Chu dynasty had his sacrificial vessel stolen, he lost contact avith his

ancestors and thereby also the royal power.-
c in i second

Through pictori;i representation, an event is

form, thereby assuring its renewed presence and t e

power,-®^

FREEZING MOTION ^hc holy acoon of re-pr^^enm^^^^^

hand brings forces into
a reproduction of reaUty,

again. Further, the more an image diffe F
frozen the

the more it is a religious action. In other
f “Hfelike-

motion is, the better re-presentaaon ’

.^jorial representation

ness” can help in the process. On the c ty, P
f

U . hoi,oi p,..Ly '"J-tLt :i.h- .

first reality a second, which, m spite
"other” that makes repre-

different one. It is just this peculiarity o ci g

sentation a reUgious action. We are touc mg

elementary and at the same time mos
and yet sees another;

ences. Whoever sees himself in a m^or secs^^^^^^^^^^^^

sees another and yet sees himself. ^
®

Richard Wagner has pictured

lUl Uii WlLll lillC * >

a words and sounds. One discovers on

in one’s self. „„„,.red his ability to make such

If at the same time a man has is

j^nt upon accidental re-

images, the representation is no
.

^,51^0 the “other” in the image

flection in a brook or lake; but he vn en
^^j^j^atned with influencing

mote than that which is his own.
, jhar what is represented

what is represented. He presupposes
own scn'icc, or to mal^c it

is powerful. It pays to get this

^ represent primarily, in fact

innocuous. Primitive nnd classic nr»a

power they arc impressed:

almost exclusively, those beings w*t i "
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gods, spirits, kings, animals. In them man recognizes a power which he

does not possess at all, or only partially.

If he represents himself, he will emphasize those organs which he

looks upon with religious awe because of their wonderful power. This

is proved by the female figures such as the famous so-called Venus ot

Willendorf,"®^ many statuettes and drawings of primitive peoples, and

the innumerable images of women in the most varied cultures. In these

representations the sexual organs arc excessively emphasized. The com-

plementary pieces are the ithyphallic male figures of Indian and Greek

art, as well as many primitive works of art. They do not deal x\'ith what

we call reality, but with the aspect of reality that they may represent,

because it is powerful.

A clear example are the Hermes figures, which were erected in Greece
at squares and along streets. They represent the god Hermes (frequently

also another god). They have the head of Hermes, but the rest of the

figure is nothing more than a pillar which has been provided 'W'ith a

gigantic phallus.The mutilation of a Hermes, of which Alcibiades and his

friends were accused, thus did not consist, as we were tacitly led to

brieve in school, in the knocking off of noses and ears, but in knocking
off the holiest, most important, most representative part of the figure,
the phallus. Much evidence even points to the oldest Hermes having
had rio head at all, but consisting only of a phallus on a pillar.

i'lctorial representation is re-presentation, and thus reproduction of
power fixaoon, and thus concentration of power. That is the reason
v y t e puppet theater is once more winning acclaim and why modem
ctors, foUoNving the footsteps of the Greeks and Japanese, are once

nature'e^'^th™"'*!?
Rigidity better expresses the deepest

punnet the
Aesthetically and humanly, the

ismoreaUve th
“The stiffness of death

more aUve than hfe: therein lies the secret of the mask.—

cally attempK'to if*''
which most unequivo-

example of formation
*= mighty, is the clearest

tive artist is inten.el
*

Smerak As sve have seen, the primi-

is neither purely sentimentS'f'*
” *’' interest

his interest is, rather conv
"nr purely visual (aesthetic);

toward the entire beint; of wh J *'*^ directing itself

prn K* •
o represented

've meet with so often'in" thef?"
that fear of images which

omain of primitive magic. Prohibition
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was directed against original images in general, preventing Judaism and

Islam from giving birth to any of the pictorial arts (we owe to t em

play of lines in arabesque). Through the image, ° appea ,

is thus exceedingly dangerous to represent pictoria y

vine beings. They arc conjured up by drawing them

of them. Without doubt, the prohibition of images origina
_

sidetations of primitive magic, even if later it receive new imp

awe before the majesty of God.
. nivine

The other side of the same affair is the worship of

power can be brought into the realm and possession o ma y

Illustration. “Thou shalt make unto thyself no graven

tration brings one into all too dangerous proamity w
^

But, on the fther hand, we hear that one should make f

who shall go before thy face”; for it is very valuable to bring P

of life under one’s command. importance which has

We do not need to illustrate here t
g

j,jp of all periods,

been ascribed to the image of God in the re V‘
.

^
instead,

Puritanism thought it could get along wi
“images” by no

wrote books. In order to fulfill their
God, but surely

means have to be likenesses. A pomait ranno

a symbol of his presence can. The lam )

ChristasistheGoodShepherd.‘='’‘ appealing and the

The law is valid almost everjAvhere, that ^PP
^o be

least human and the least “beautifu
seldom have completely

the most holy. Primitive images of t e 8 means self-

human features. A good part of
pictured as a man. He finds,

evident to primitive man that the go is
wholly other

on the contrary, the distance whic i

or semihuman. From the

to be better expressed by the non
> xoanon, on ancient image

religious point of view, the Gree
, Ionian, above the works of

of the god made of wood, roug tan ‘

. ^ xoanon of the goddess

a Phidias or a Praxiteles. At the
Jorious work of Phidias.The

was carried about in procession, and n b Blessed

ncfcrcamV«dythamtrd'
pkx meaning, and cannot be ‘'<1^"'''

"‘"e 'Z another to another, and ml «.nam

today, another tomorrow, one t n g art, because they ofTcr to
„mmt2

radially unified. Thus Vmbtflsc sa>-s of Christ, that he is at once stmm

and to society the whole, as --

UTjiverjitatis and porth sinstiionifn.
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Virgin, or other saints, blackened vdth age, arc only rarely the most

important works of art. In Italy, it is the “black Madonnas” which work

miracles. Not infrequently, popular art is better suited to worsliip than

something that is truly beautiful. In the chapel of a Jesuit monastery

I once saw an ugly, conventional The Father who was guiding me

said to me that at first a genuine work of art had been placed there, but

was later removed. “One must have something before wliich one can

pray.” Thus it is possible for faith to prefer the ugly to the beautiful,

because a conventional form better preserves the distance which sep-

arates the holy than does the individual vision of the artist. The most

ancient image—paradoxical as it may sound—is the fetish, the piece of

wood or stone filled with power. From there the way leads via the

semi-image to the pictorial arts in the modem sense of the word. From
the point of view of primitive religion, a coarse piece of wood. Tilde

ligmmt (Tertullian), a geometrical drawing, are images, for they par-

take of the nature of what they point to.

Humanization of form means atheism to the fetishist, for it is just

the monstrous, the sinister,’* which is holy, says Nietzsche with his

penetrating insight,2oa The religions of the oldest periods of Rome.
Israel, and Islam share this aversion to the human. Yahweh is not rep-

resented, not even in the unorthodox forms of worship. The bull of

Jeroboam is no image of Yahweh, but rather an empty throne which
stands ready for the god. The ark of the covenant is viewed very con-
cretely as the present reality of Yahweh. It is his “image,” yet not his

likeness but rather his symbol, his empty throne (Num. 10:35fF.)."““
In this connection the history of the so-called Mathura Buddha is

typical. Originally, Buddhism had no images of Buddha, but only the
wheel, ^mbol of its doctrine, the bodhi tree under which the teacher

illumination, and the footsteps of Buddha. In pictorial repre-
senta^ns from history, the form of Buddha himself is purposely omit-

he leaves his ancesttal dwelUng, k

fimre is
""PV saddle. In the pictures the central

inauence, people began

the oL the t
“mpletely different schools emerged:

the other tLf1°°’ emphasis on human beautyi

here the BuMh
“ -"tpletely Indian in character, and

in the latter is n"!
repuhively ugly. What is important

tice of ascedcism.='»
punffcation of the soul and the prac
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COMPLETE STASIS In Japsiicsc 30(1 Cliiocsc art ic IS \ Cry apparent
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I^’addition, nothing
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of the world.”” And Tsudzumi
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boundaries with
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place himself out-
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^
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independent power. Immcdi-
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ately, Philo will continue the tradition and condemn the body as

belonging to the earth; the naked soul then appears in place of the naked

body. But in both cases man asserts himself emphatically in contrast to

the world and God.

In the Far East, this self-assertion was unknown. The Oriental repre-

sents himself and the world with nonpartisan humility. In view of the

charming attention to nature which characterizes Japanese and Chinese

art, the human figure gets short shrift. In his book about China, Lin

Yutang says:

In the representation of man, of course, the Chinese remained far

behind. Perhaps there existed among them, too, a valuation of the

female form as such, but nothing can be seen of this in their painting.

The female figures which occur in Ku ICaichih and Ch’iu Shihehon

are not meant to express the beauiy of the human body, but the

pattern of curves which the artists had observed in wind and waves.

The cult of the human and especially the female body is, in my
opinion, a quite infallible note of Western art."^'

The same author pictures Chinese intellectual life as humanistic

through and through. It is the more remarkable that “strangely enough,
no one in CWna ever thought of calling the human body beautiful.”=“
Chinese art is concerned with "mountains and seas” whose movement
must be frozen, perhaps in the original, drastic, primitive sense, in order
that they may be usefully employed or warded off, later with the pro-
motion of mystic contemplation.

•
'“s respected in China than painting, for with

Its three dimensions it comes closer to represented reality than does two-
*mens.onal painting; it is more imitation and less representation.'^

ieni! agreement with that of the
icon painting of Eastern Christendom.

ma East. But the West, too, taking

of nilri,r‘"'
depending upon him, knows that laW™ to whichLvement is fixed and a

cLrTv in Zr “ P^“«ved. This is shotvn most

humanly the po ™r of
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The figure of Christ adepts itself to all ages and to all

forms itself by the most varied nuances of religious concep
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fell from heaven (the image of Athena Polias under Kekrops), or it came

to its worshipers in a quite extraordinary way (the xoanon of Hercules

at Eritrea, which came on board a ship; the sacred stone of the Magna

Mater, which was taken into Rome in miraculous fashion) ;
it descends

from its pedestal and helps man (Beatrijs), or it falls from its pedestal be-

cause a powerful god will not stand for it (Dagon) ;
it is bound, so that its

power may not become too dangerous. In short, it is replete with power-

ful life.

Sometimes divine life is breathed into the image through a kind of

consecration. “We reverence images which are hallowed by consecra-

tion,” the Christian apologist Amobius has a heathen say in defense of

idolatry.2^® Or the image lives because a spirit resides wthin it: the

Korwars of New Guinea shelter gods from which oracles are asked.-^^

It is still a very long way to the aesthetic in our sense, but the ancient

Egyptian ka statues were already the first good portraits.

But they are not that by their own nature. Up to this point we have

ascertained an obvious uruty between the holy and the beautiful image.

From these latter observations there arises now a differentiation. If '^e

examine the outward points of contact between the fine arts and religion,

we shall be amazed to see that here a greater gulf opens beween art

and religion than where both come into open conflict, Iconomachy is s

reli^ous phenomenon.
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PICTORIAL representation

real and decorative NAEEDNESS ^
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dcally, agrees with our observations. When art ^
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Seen. When the existential connection with rea ity
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In the naked form we see man m his fu V
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of life, as in the Middle Ages, nakedness is viewed as ritual. Through it,

a distance is removed with magical power. Religion, on the other hand,

strives to maintain this distance. Through pure joy in a beautiful body,

recognition of separation is lost. The representation of the divine, both

in Greece and Egypt, long remains immobile, antirealistic. And clothing

contributes to this.

“To the art of the Renaissance, the divine is not mysterious, but

human.”^^® Now even the completely human can contain a hint of the

holy. In Demeter of Knidos, in the Sisdne Madonna, or in the Assunta of

Tidan, it is not difficult for us to experience the reveladon of the holy.

Occasionally that is also true for unclothed figures, like the Hermes of

Praxiteles or the Christ of Michelangelo. But here one searches always

for what is purely human, humanity in its perfection, which is far sep-

arated and hence can be the conveyor of the wholly other. The purely

human beauty of Aphrodite Anadyomene is overpowering, awaking
awe rather than a feeling of “humanity” in the sense to which we are

accu^omed. The religion which speaks to us here may be a kind of

religious humanism, but it is religion in any case, and we become effort-

lessly aware of the harmony between holiness and beauty.
But that changes as soon as harmony yields to external continuity;

as soon as what is humanly beautiful is still perceived as beautiful, but
no longer as divine, no longer as holy. The Apollo Sauroktonos, Apollo

OtricoU, the penitent Magdalene of Correggio,’
the Madonnas of Rubens or Vandyke, all those beautiful men and women

, ^ ^
assica antiquity, the Renaissance, and the baroque created for

Z ^
sods nor saints, Greek piety wrestled with

sane/N
‘"=dieval artistic sensibility with that of the Renais-

creatK nT "l!-"
“"d at the same time he

athletes hm
divine man and the perfect woman become

mother'eM
^ Mother of God becomes a touching human

tenlnoird"''™.?;.'’''™^'''
""“y advantages to art, incredibly ett-

Hus wasshown most clearly when the Dutch school

an could ^ gonte painting, so that liberated

cxperilce thlsam “u"
-- -d interiors. We

scape no longer serves raW osah^'t.*
'’"dscape painting. The land-

for its own sake fircr -i/ •
or ornament, but is painted

• , ,1
" figore as n excuse, then

l5«on (1780) was the firr»
°

ample of an all-too-rcal sjmbol
Sacred Heart of Jesus. A typical cX'
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only as beautiful nature. Nature, which for religion took on the form

of nymph and satyr, received meaning for art only when it did away

with its beautiful inhabitants.

expression of the holy BECOMES EXPRESSION OF HOLY

feelings We have seen how the feeling for dismnce vanishes more

and more in the pictorial arts. Greek art does not depict accor ing to t

imagination, as it lives within the artist, but holds itself to w at it sees.

Thus it does not ascribe to the object its own value, but imports i

psychic preparation of the object into the work of art. This re uces

separation between subject and object. The magical menra structur

able to express the holy through art; the spirit of

always expresses primarily itself. As Schafer justi a y note ,

sionL up to now represents the last stage of developmen which

began with the Greeks.^'’* Expressionism goes still further an
^

import the content of the impression into the object, er

jecdvity” will again come somewhat closer to primitive art.

least left the thfng itself its own value, with the “ception of th^
where it is extremely reaUstic (prehistoric, primitive,

mal and plant drawings), or where it proceeds
painting). It

ncally (primitively, the geometnc period o „
conquered reality by remaining at a reverent

thereby less
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“^would not say too much if one were to
thin m

Cezanne or a tree by van Gogh more of the
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0 picture of Jesus by von Uhde,” says
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^ rnission
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school, whose parents were already Christian,
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Croat Power, and the

because of the lizard.” The lizard represented t = aesthetes,

bgurcs were supposed to control it.” The j tvearer of tlie tattoos

the old man magical, existential. Perhaps t ic ”P -
-junsition betsveen

found himself where we find ourselves, at the pom

both tj-pcs of tlioiiglit.
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TRANSFERENCES By "transfcTcnces” we understand, in the phe-

nomenology of religion, uses of the same motif for different contents. A

bell is rung to ward off evil spirits. It is also rung to summon the faitliful

to the house of God. We find the same phenomenon in the phenom-

enology of religious art, particularly under the influence of the transi-

tion to “wordly” art. The heretical Hng Akhcnaten, who in many

respects gives a “modern,” humanistic impression, takes over a primeval

artistic and religious motif. It was the custom to decorate the four

comers of a sarcophagus with the figures of four goddesses; according

to the primitive idea that the being is present in the image, the goddesses

of death are to protect the dead man. Akhenaten leaves the four

figures unchanged at the four comers of the sarcophagus in which the

body of his young daughter is laid to rest. But he gives to them the

face of the queen, the mother, who in this way protects her daughter

even in death. The thought, no matter how beautiful and impressive it

may be, is not an expression of the holy, but of tender human feelings,

and, incidentally, gives evidence of human sensitivity to the holy. In a

similar way, the king proceeds with the canopic vases, which held the

entrails. Since ancient times the heads of four gods had formed the

cover: the head of a jackal, of an ape, of a hawk, and of a man. That is

barbaric, but truly religious, because these four gods are the gods of

the dead, who lead the dead man safely along the paths of the other

world. Again Akhenaten preserves the form, but he covers the vases of

his daughter with wonderful portrait busts of her mother.222-
The regency of this great king means a golden age for Egyptian art,

which shakes off the archaic stiffness for a short while, searches for

freedom and truth, and breaks through the old forms. Formally, too, this

period means a temporary retreat of the primitive imaginary images
which are not determined by what is seen. The great artists of that time
did not preserve the distance from the objects which at other periods
of E^puan 3st was especially great, but placed the object into their
0

|^
ves an filled it with them. The stiff mask and the realistic por-

were replaced by a kind o(

sX nfr 'T?’
O'™ “P™ reaUty. A royal

P™-! withdraw from our pLeption behind the

man. in ^
office. The famous Village Magistrate is a simple

Snn AiT But the portraits

^ Ktng Akhenaten and his tvife are neither maL nor reaUstic forms.They overdow with life

of the soul of the artist.™

and movement, but it is the Ufe and movement
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In the art of the transitional structure, which is at the point of

liberating itself, the primitive method of expressing the holy is aimi e
,

or given another meaning: for example, the gesture of the Astarte gures

from the Near East, pointing at the sexual organs. The figure represents

the worship of the holy power of fertility". We find the same gesture

again in the most perfect thing that Greek art produced, the gesture wit

which Aphrodite Anadyomene covers herself; here the expression o

purely human, purely feminine, modesty is the point of the wor

art. To the degree that it frees Itself, art loses the possibility o express

ing the holy, that distant thing which needs the mas^ the stereotype

gesture, in order to make room for the living expression o t e

Thus, the art of Amama, as well as that of the Golden Age o reec ,

matter how high it is judged from the artistic standpoint, must be
viewe

as a retreat of religious art. Beauty kills holiness. All the prerequisit

for a conflict are present.

OPPOSITION BETWEEN IMAGE AND LIKENESS
. .

though realism were particularly unreligious.

so. But there is another kind of realism which brin^us

holy.We have already spoken of Willink’s stones.

of Griinewald’s Isenheim Altar is religious art in e
? different

pictures which this master created are --ething compkt

much more than a mere Ukeness of gruesome reality. The holy
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Church, where
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',,i„d it. thereby setting it apart as a

completely hides the altar
. shrine 'where, in secret, the action of

genuine adyton, an unapproac la
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It is interrupted by only 1

1
points of the liturpv-."* 'Hms the

the church in procession at
v j^call. It is, nilicr, a lii ing creature,

screen is not a barrier in ties
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and indicates the presence within the church of a divine world. This

image screen is not a “symbol" in the modern sense, not even an object

of devotion, such as the images of saints or altar pieces in Western

churches. It is an “image of the cult and stands in the order of the

liturgy. . . . The unification of images into a unity is the gate through

which this world is bound to the other."^*^ The people, who have the

world of the saints represented to them in the church, participate in it

and know that they are transferred into the divine world.

This function of the image in the Eastern Church rests on a theology

which developed during and after the great iconoclastic controversies

of the eighth and ninth centuries. Every icon presupposes the possibility

that God can be represented in man in the immediate and concrete sense

previously described. “God cannot be represented in his eternal nature,

but in his revelation to man he has a face and it can be described. Other-

wise the divine revelation could not have taken place,” says Boulgakoff,

who in his summary of the doctrine and nature of the Orthodox Church

devotes a very thorough and complete study to the icons.""® In other

words, the painting and cultic use of icons rest on the doctrine of the

image of God, which at creation was put into men, darkened by the fall,

but never destroyed, The most important place in the iconostasis is

therefore occupied by the so-called deesisy the representation of Christ

with his mother Mary and his forerunner John at either side. Both of

them, as humans, stand nearer to Christ than do the angels. The angels,

it is true, bear the image of God, though not in the fullness it has been
granted to men, who through their bodies participate in the earthly
world. Angels live without body, without world, in God. Men, on the
other hand, bear his image in their bodies.225 The earthly, material
world IS therefore capable of being bearer of the divine. That this is so
denves from the fact of the revelation itself, for in Christ, God took on
human form.*^®

Even better than from theoretical considerations, the nature of ico

ilinv u
^ ^ pictured for us by Nikolai Lesko

iLas nfrh"
«oty. The Sealed Angeir-^ in which tl

icons like
reproduced. They protect thi

an annel th
When a petty official to.

aenuef^ndH and “sealed" it wi

dTs^e ffince
stricken with an e;

the schook of
' peasant can distinguish

con painting. The painting itself is a holy action. It
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done exclusively by monks, in a continuous fast, and with paints that

have been mixed with holy water and relics. The purpose is certain y n

to make a “work of art,” or even a likeness. “The icon is not so muc a

likeness as the archetype or original of a pneumatic creature, save y

heUef in the incarnation of Christ. ... For the Greek Christians, the

image was and is basically a mystery; they think of it as a sacrament,

vehicle of divine power and grace. . . . The incarnation o t e og

ennobled human nature that it provides a worthy form for t e

tation of Christ.”^® The icons are pure fixation; the freezing o p
-

sentation in their making is a purely holy action. The ™^
only instruction, education, edification; the East, on t e ot er ® ’

mysteries which effect salvation. Therefore, their painting P
. „

forbidden) is a piece of genuine tradition, not the
„

“Human artists are only able to paint the image of Christ wto they

receive it from the hand of the Chureh, and when t ey are

by the Holy Pneuma.”-“Whoever looks at the

Christinit....TheimageisnomeresymboI^
^
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--jj-.r.d its desire

sacrament, and the Council of Nicea in the ye^ >

,
.
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Old Believers, the modernistic tendency represented the archangel

Michael as a second Prince Potemkin, and gave to Christ, the Saviour,

the features of a Jew. That is shameless, because “an empty drama

destroys the clarity of the spirit.” The degeneration is irremediable as

soon as images of saints become portraits of saints.”^ With a decree

of the modernist Peter the Great in 1709, separating the painting of

icons from “secular” painting, the degeneration became final^' Thus

the art of icons as painting was eliminated in favor of autonomous art,

which made humans for humans. The aversion to the “real” also explains

why sculpture was very early banned from the Eastern Church. The

Council of Nicea in 787 forbade plastic representation of Christ and the

saints. Later, when artists emigrating from the West brought statues

of the saints to Pskov, the people were scandalized and refused to pray

before these figures. Thus no “figure” will be found in a single Russian

church. Painting is able to deal with unworldly forms far better than

is sculpture.

TRANSITION In the art of icons, the image opposes the likeness,

and true holy art comes into being. In the Far East, we find the continua-

tion of this effort to the point where every connection with reality is

surrendered. Chinese calligraphy (shtihua means both calligraphy and

painting) renounces content for the sake of pure form: “Whoever ad-

mires a masterpiece of Chinese calligraphy does not think for a moment
of the content of what is written, but admires only the lines and forms
for their own sake. A painting must transmit an objective impression; a

beautifully written character, on the other hand, transmits solely the
beauty of its outline and structure.’’^”. We find the same aspiration

in the form of the “arabesque.” Pictorial art ceases
with the complete denial of reality, just as the representation of the holy
ceases where reaUty becomes aU-powerful.
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fer early in the history ° ^ ..ug intangibility of the form of God,

20 is based in (Dcut. 4:15 ff.).

who speaks but remains
of this intangibility of God. Heracli-

Classical antiquity/^ images as

tus expresses his ^ ro buildings; they do not kmow' the true

though they heroes.” Herodotus tells the story of Amosis,

nature of the go made out of a spittoon, a foot basin, and a

who had an imag® °

177
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chamber pot. The Persians are praised because they did not use images.

The Roman historian Varro secs much good in tlie absence of images

at Rome under the monarchy, an absence which lasted more than a

hundred and seventy years. Religion was purer then, and its decline

was brought about only by the introduction of images. Just as the poets

of Greece had to live with the accusation that they had turned the gods

into men, so did their successors, the sculptors. A Phidias is unthinkable

without Homer, who created the “forms” of the gods. We have spoken

already, in an earlier chapter, of the evils of representational poetry; but

Phidias was guilty of hybris, of presumption, when, forgetting the sep-

aration between the human and the holy, he represented on the shield

of Athena Parthenos an archer who looked like Pericles. Similarly, Paolo

Veronese was attacked by the Inquisition because of his representation

of Levi’s banquet: it is a real Renaissance dinner, with fools and drunken

soldiers as auxiliary figures, Christ, too, is there. Replying to the ex-

pressed misgivings, the artist responded arrogantly that the painting was

correct as it stood. The Inquisition declared itself satisfied, but religion

cannot do so. When it uses images, it retains the old fetishistic ones.

Friedrich Theodor Vischer speaks in this connection of the right of

barbarity.” In a work of art, religion fears the presence of an idol, and
with good cause. Therefore, “the rough and ugly image is of more
service to it than the beautiful one; it does not draw the spirit out into

the fullness of the world, where it can enjoy itself in freedom, but throws
It back upon itself with a violent shove,” For this reason the Greelts
preferred the xoanon to the works of art of one of their great masters.
ut It IS also quite possible for religion to reject all images, the ugly as

well as the beautiful.
^

already asserted that freezing of motion through represen-

change at any moment to the denial of
mouon. We have also seen how the art of icons had to protect itself

time East, representation

fixation of vr
of becoming mere copying. The

docsl aZ r
chlcter and

tion It leavP
P^'^'bilities. It binds the free imagina-

sent'ed beyond what is repre-

goadLl slZ™ -Pi bolds fast instead of

horn invsticism n
^ bas, to use an expression borrowed

objTcXinlo
-“.h Lge«

H thing, the suggestion of the inexpressible. It «
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pictorial art wliich forgets tlic most important thing, the hint of the

invisible. The art of representation carried througli to its conclusion is

a valley without a view, a house without windows. It is a ai ure

holy act, unfruitful as art. . .

,

In the Ten Commandments it is striking that the cOTcern is

the representation of God or gods, but with all that reanon “
Power resides in everything, and this power may not e °

arbitrarily. Awe in the presence of this power, primitive as it ^ ’

an e.vpression of this consciousness, that the holy can neit

sented nor described. The same Israelites who viewe “
Sinai-

the image of God said of the appearance of Yahweh on Mount Smau

“You heard thesound of words, butsaw no form; there was <>" X a vo ee

(Deut. 4:12). The image of God has here become a ^
dissolves into words and then into music. And music is pr

only against graven images, but, with
of an image can

Greek Church, also against painted images.
. . jr succeeds

be an act of self-assertion, of autocracy; and this
“the

in freezing motion completely. Then religion, w _
ceaseless movement of God toward man and

a

nothing but turn against the images. Iconomac y
grounded

religious phenomenon as ieonolairy, the prohibition of images g

as deeply in religion as the ^
‘‘"ffou h the form of an image

The difficulty in expressing the ho y g
^

pictorial

lies, then, not in materiality, which cvciy . . *

arts, needs. The sculptor and painter c
visible existe"

whom, in the phrase of Thdophile Ga«t-cr, Jr—
(the visible world exists). The believer, on t a

form, line, and

visible world. The painter lives throug i t ic
g

]
kingdom is

color; the believer lives through the grace of a Lord

not of this world. . . -onffict between religion

Here there is a real conflict. But
Religion, it is true,

and art, still less betxvccn religion an
,

'

docs not surrender

seeks something other than this wor i *
t Uxwisc, art could never

toasnrri.;.,. does not seek the superscnsnal. Lil-cvi^^.^^^
^

accKssometmnuotncruv.ui •

, ,

to asceticism, it does not seek the supctsensnal.

attain the purely “spiritual" level,
. r , the senses. Music

something which is visible, andih c or
„reds “only” the

has been called the least material of
;„r ,vl,o knows how to

sense of hearing, and uses no imagw. For M.nieoi
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listen, however, the sense of hearing is material enough. Everyone who

knows the least bit about music is aware that it certainly docs not lack

concreteness (for this is what is actually meant). And that is fortunate.

Hegel’s influence has strengthened this conception of materiality

being the actual opposition. According to him, the beautiful is the ap-

pearance, in a material form, of an immaterial idea. In the last analysis

this is a Greek idea, which cannot coexist with an organic view of man as

a unity. “Spirituality” and belief are not coextensive. The Chrisoan

Church has always believed in the resurrection of the flesh, and thus left

room for the possibility that God will glorify this world. What is wrong

with this world is not its concreteness, its sensual perceptibility, but

rather its sinfulness. And sin destroys both spirit and matter. The Greeks

thought the flaw lay in dead matter, salvation in the living spirit; but the

Christians, who believe in the Son of David, see the flaw in the spirit as

well as in matter, and salvation only in God. Besides, it is not dead

matter which is the object of pictorial art, but, rather, matter which has

been awakened to Ufe by the touch of the artist. Othertvise a still life

would be only some fruit and a wine bottle. “The actual aesthetic object

is not the stone or the metal, but the construction of the phantasy oc-

casioned by it, a movement of the soul which has become visible and
been transferred to the objective world. Beauty increases both sensual

and spiritual perception. Harmony may inflame a worshiper, but it

does not shrink from raising the tone of a banquet.” We conclude that
art, precisely because it does not derive abstractions from material
postulates, is better able to convey the holy than is pure idea. Its point of
eparture is the whole man, body and soul, an indivisible unity. The

holy, too, IS concerned with the whole man, not with an abstract “spirit”
which might be hmdered by a material body. Besides, when reHgion

itself, it can no more do without material means than

mnvpm
tnyth, without symbol, without “costuming” in words,

movements, tones, religion cannot exist.

oursdves what men, from the primitive to the most

iZ 12.^7 -nd -g-in brought

What conv^s the pLer that is

neither write nopt^
° ^ action, a holy man. I can

bodily man. IcarZ
without addressing myself to the whole,

depending on hearrnffanrsTh^^^u’*'^”^^^'®’'
sacrament, without

alike.
^ g t. In this respect, religion and art are fully

re, then, is the difficulty? We have already touched on it when
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wc mentioned that lack of distance, that autocracy, which conq

the power residing in or behind objects, only to experience ow q

it volatilizes. Rilke says in this regard:

Wir diirfen dich vicht eigcimtichus vialen,

Du DSunuemde, mis dcr dcr Morgen sueg.

Wir holtcn mis den alien Farbenschalen

Die gleichcn Strichc tmd die gleichen Strahlen,

Mil denen dich der Heilige verschwieg.

Wir bmien Bildcr vor dir mif wie Wande,

So dass schon tmisend Mmiem mn dichstehn.

Derm dich vcrhiillcn tinsre fronmien Hande,

Sooft dich irnsrc Herzen offen sehn.

We cannot paint thee at oor own desire,

Thou tsvilight, out of which the morning ro

Our ancient palettes were our one suppher

Of all die pattern and of all the fire

With which God worked, thy beauty to enc

We make our murals of thee,

So that a thousand walls rise up to blind our sig

For thy pure beauty by our hands is hidden

As often as our hearts see by thy hg .

Of course, the autocracy involved
in

is

ened by unbridled sensuality. In
actual conflict still

much greater than in Giotto or Rem ran . •„ if por this reason

lies in the autocracy of pictorial repr«enta
representational)

the pictorial arts (and verbal art,

^ Music, on the other

prove to be the most recalcitrant town
pgant. AH representation

hand, which is least representatioiw ,
is

essence of paint-

is subjugation, is violation and
self-ass

'

^eiscly therein subjugation

ing and sculpture that motion stagnat . p prohibition of

attains permanence, and autocracy cc
p^turc of religion. Even

images is therefore very deeply roo c
evoke an opposite

when done as a holy act, the fixation
music, dance, and drama

effect. The spoken word goes its o«i O represen-

have their own movement; but in P ,mification of art andhave their own movement; but in P
, ^1,^ unification of art and

ration is complete—and tcrinmi' •

..mression for beauty and holiness,

religion, as one of tlic possi ” ^prial arts than in the others,

is an even greater miracle m P
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icoNOMACHY Fot this rcasoR, many do not believe in this miracle,

and destroy the images. Iconoclasm is a phenomenon not only of the

Reformation period. The Greek word carries us back to tlie Byzantine

Empire. Even much earlier, in classical antiquity, there was a reaction

against images."^® We have seen the judgment of Heraclitus and Varro.

Behind Paul’s speech on the Areopagus: “Being then God’s offspring,

we ought not to think that the Deity is like gold, or silver, or stone, a

representation by the art and imagination of man,” stand not only the

prophets of the Old Testament, but also the Stoa (Acts 17:29). As

formerly it was made from the primitive consciousness of God, so now,

protest is made from refined, cultural consciousness of God. Whoever

defends images does so either for pedagogical reasons, or to help the

untaught, or on philosophical grounds. The human body is beautiful

and useful and contains the divine Logos, and can thus be used as an

expression of the divine (so Cicero and Posidonius)."^® Behind this

pedagogy hides a fundamental aversion, but behind the philosophy is a

degree of anthropomorphism which flees from religion.

It is identical in Christianity. Here, too, exaltation of the concept of

God has kept man from viewing images as essential vehicles of the

holy. But the theory that the worship of an image is transferred directly

to the prototype of that image has been invented as much for reasons
of expediency as has the argument,which reappears here, that images help
the ignorant who cannot read. The difference between worship, which
IS proper only to God, and veneration, which likewise is expressed
by kneeling but is appropriate to Mary, the saints, and the images, gives

e impression of being an excuse. The primitive influence was (and is)

strong, n broad strata of the Christian community this conflict is

not perceived, and the holy is identified with its pictorial representation.
image is s^ one of the most powerful motifs of popular

piety, but not without
the titles on

protest, even from the Roman Catholic side, as

many crucifixes in the south of Holland prove:

ChrbtiKi, reverendy draw near,
Christ’s image, but not Christ, is here.
Worship neither wood nor stone.
Worship Christ, your God, alone.

complete denkl l^akeSe'i
devotion to the human, or its

-y! become an "tual, can, in the first

P cssion of human perfection and self-sufficiency.
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The early female figures of the Near East and Greece are naked beca

nakedness constrains the powers, because the naked body is valued as an

independent power and not as something of which man is
.

something divine. Exposure constrains these powers. ^

figure conjures up fertility. In classical Greek art—-wit t e

vase painting where nakedness was avoided for a ong time ™
is the peculiarly human element in which man moves ree ^ .

Here are revealed the OTO ways open to art: naturalism o

Or perhaps we should say, with Jacques Maritain, that art

benveen voyeur ^1,/ and moyens P”- "rrodem
seantymeans"«Thefirstwayisbynomeansadiscoveryo^

era,Ir even of the Renaissance. Already the heretical

Akhenaten opposed the free flow of the garment, reah«- P
^

tion of the body, to the religiously

His sculptors created not kings, but men.--
Hnino- without

The second way, asceticism, leads ° J L or in

images. This expresses itself, then, either in P™
ccntur}% At tliat

iconoclasm. This, too, is not limited to t e six

^ images

time, it is true, it became evident hoxv easily
of God

which were not created out of * oedagomc arguments, as

in human form, but had to be defended by P'd go S

shown in a dialogue betxveen a Roman priest and Bap

He [the priest] said, “Tlie images you see

SlnooLeviibytheit^P---

Take what you tliink .s bette ,

The image or the etrc

^ ,„^hing?

?,;«wcm^S'’?brfcd"rheaven,

p,y an idol »'«

^^l^wSren^Vinidol-making

Will taste eternally
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Accursed by God’s decree

Hell’s flames and torments never slaking.”

The arguments of the opposition, insofar as they did not consist

simply of hammer and chisel, were themselves extremely humanistic and

rationalistic. Thus, Erasmus says: “I am not such a fool that I need carved

or painted images, which often hinder my worship, since among the

rude and stupid masses these figures arc honored as though they were

the saints themselves.” The disciples, too, worshiped, but only in spirit

and in truth, and it never occurred to them that ‘‘it had been revealed to

them at that time that a picture drawn on the wall with charcoal Avas to

be worshiped in the same manner as Clirist himself.”=*= On the other

hand, Constantijn Huygens’ reason is genuinely religious, and typical

of the Reformation. The sermon must be freed, the word lying in chains

behind the stone must first be broken open:

With such a thunderbolt God’s word broke through from heaven;
If any think it be not reason and not right
To start the Church’s holy work with breaking as a leaven,
Tell him iconoclasm preceded sennon’s fight.***

^

How much more justified was iconolatry (and even iconoclasm)
controversy of the iconoclasts of the Greek Church in

the eighth and ninth centuries. Then, as we have seen, the culdc use of

w immediate corollary of the incarnation of

TT^j
sacramental meaning was ascribed to the holy image.

Under sttong Mohammedan influence. EmperorLeo the Isaurian (c. 680-

^ of all images. Thereupon he was accused of

the r^* 1
•

images to be vehicles of divine power opposes

the sMe n?M I CIhrist end puts himself on

Sarakenohh
stand for no mediators. Thus he is

“S ani ““"ks (the painters of

to Mend
““I

Ill) join together

<eikmmmcho,r'^’%
Emperor Constantine V Copronymus

ofOaraiscm fr’om^T
® The monk and theologian John

basis of iconolatrv-
“dicates the theological

"•hich my salvaSn tnatexlal, through

incarnation, which ennoH
' The dogmatic core of iconolatry h

in 754. decides ttrr Jr “I Constantinople,

only permissible likenesses™' he
Eucharistic Sacrament are the

“ of the Saviour, and condemns John. AU sub-
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jects must s^vcar an oath that tlicy will not worship any images. The

emperors were brought to this first by tlic desire to purify the cult

Mohammedan influence, of all that they thought was idolatry, and y

the effort to strike at the Cliurch and, above all, the monks. Empress

Irene, nevertheless, at the Council of Nicca in 787, has the decisions o

Constantinople reversed: salutation (aspa^fios) and reverent onor

(thiietike prosktniesis) of images arc permitted, in fact are o gatory,

actual worship, however fd/e/b/He /iitrewj, is reserved or o

Thcgenuincly orthodox reasoning is notable: if the images are ’

damage is done to Christology, for the possibility of pictona

tion preaehes the true human nature of the Lord. In a lOon,

and West are of the same mind about images.

But at the beginning of the ninth century,
nvo emperors fS

,

the field against images: in 832, a new prohibition o images is p

gated. Again it is a woman, the Empress Theodor^ w o mu

images. In 843, a synod renews the decrees of Nicea. -
Orthodoxy still reminds us today of the meamng

time
Ohureh ascribed to images, and still aseribes to thern.

Frankfurt
the Western Church has turned aside. The Imperia y”°

.

(794) condemned the decrees of Nicea. ' In t s con
different

very clearly how, in this fight beween religion
religion of

religions are battling each other: the ranonal, exa
, jimidve, but

the emperors under Mohammedan influence, an o
„ this

Strongly Christian, religion of
-which cannot

conflict concerns an opposition within re
’

the forms
avoid form, and yet ever again becomes aware o

which is autocratic. , , Reformation.
We have seen the importance iconomac y r-nd is too exalted to

The Humanistic Enlightenment, with its view a

resnect paid to

bt represented; its fidelity to the Bible, which valu«*ere^P^jP^^_,^_

'he letter of the Old Testament prohibmons; ns
^he protest

which endures neither constraint nor image nor sa
has the

°f the poor against the riches of the Chore —a ° n,ore or

effect first of destroying the images and then

less rigorously. Calvinistic worship,
complete

^^ j?ven today,

doubt gave a great impetus to profane Dutc p behind

besides hate of Papists and bourgeois narrorvness, there

^ j tHc Pdp^l
consent

• The French Church under Charlemagne “""/“vc'^e'hhcr dcstro)- with the

W’tft nee cum iUh frungmnrr, uec own ism adorsmus (we

nor adore with the others).
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the Reformed Church’s fear of images a residue of aversion to anything

autonomous, the fear that it is possible to approach too closely to the

majesty of God.

The holy image again and again causes tltat primitive confusion be-

tween image and likeness, which could come too close to God’s glory*

“The barbarity of the iconoclasts is not to be judged from the aesthetic

point of view; it was fanaticism directed against that confusion and,

from the religious standpoint, quite well motivated.”-*®

Thus, while on the one hand religion demands forms, it discards

them on the other. It destroys representations, those bibles of the igno-

rant, in order to impress upon them more emphatically the images of the

Bible itself. To express the holy, one declares one’s self free from line

and color and turns to the spirituality of the word. But this has by no

means done away with the image. For no religion speaks in abstract

concepts; religion speaks in myths, that is, in the language of images.

And no religion can get along without symbols. For “whoever becomes

an iconoclast out of protest against drawings and pictures, sets up

pictures himself, The more consciously a Reformed Church is formed

according to this lack of images, the more it becomes an image,” says

the theologian Hans Asmussen.-*** For even the bare walls and central

position of the pulpit are “symbols.” One can, nay must, not lose the

image. At any rate, not in Christianity. One expression of the holy is the

Son of God, Christ’s form of the servant. This is no autocratic shaping,

no human overpowering of the majesty of God; it is the deed of God
himself, which took form—it is the Word that became flesh. Thus
Chnstology was justifiably called to witness in the Byzantine contro-
versy: if God was able to assume the features of a man, then the image
of a man cannot be completely unworthy of expressing the holy. In

Rilkes poem cited earlier, there is also something of the paradoxical,
the impossible but imperatively necessary, of genuine reUgious art, of
wonder at the mutual interpenetration of holiness and beauty.

conomac y does not have to assume tangible form. Mysticism, too,

revolution; turns aside from images;

In ill rL also from those that fill the soul-

fromth^
^y^sucism which has invaded the West since Neoplatonism,

and from Sr
tke German mystics of the Middle Ages,

likes of Mirii
Quietists of the eighteenth century of the

from the soul^ images are systematically banished

Gospel have only tempo-
ry P g gical value. Where human life empties into divine^ life and
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unites with it, all images pale. “Do you want to know how I passed

beyond the creation of images?” This question of a medieva mystic re

produces the mystic experience superbly.*

Thus, representation always moves between two dangers, t e p

fection of the image (the autonomy of what is depicted) ®

pearance of the image (the prohibition of images, iconomac y,

finally the dissolution of contours into the nothing and a o m)^
, .

Religion calls the first danger idolatry; art opposes t e
. ?

with the motto “art for art’s sake.” But the theol^ o
^ _

Church circles about the problem of the image o o as a

point. The concern is not peripheral questions nor

but the central facts of revelation of God and man. e re

“pictorial art” is determined by the relationship to t e
S'-

of the creation of man in the image of God, and Go s inca

Finally, the concern here is about the problem of

as such, that is, an aesthetic problem, assuming t at we “
, . ^ jp

Word “aesthetic” in the narrow sense that aesthetes c
action

it- The painter and the sculptor are not
^ different

connected with pictorial representauon leads

^
tcafity. A work of art strives for independent hfe. Th )

tnatter. Whether the dove of the Holy Ghost is pa“" ’

gutter, whether one paints a still Ufe of brea an
the

the holy symbols of the Eucharist, the attempt
. reality,

ultimate r--”-- will always lead to another re /
ic holy symbols of the Eucharist, t e atte

^
mate reality of what IS represented will a y

, jj,tQ the back-
lo a second form. This second form draws more an

trueness to
, . 1 K/»cf. No mastery

,

^0 a second form. This second form draws more an m
^gness t

ground. The greatest painters know that best.
”™„„„gain and again

fife, can help when the vision of the specta

see another image through color and canvas.
If it should be

c on the one masterpiece
^

"
erfect image there is

at Work on the one masterpiece that is never crea
there is

accomplished, it could not be seen, for in t e
. . ^j^ankGod,

^othingmoretosee.- • But there is no perfect pamnni,,

• la the circular paths of the Boto Budot on Java. 7o'’the highest stages

begin: the phenomenal world docs not accompany

^finysticlsm.
, t. like the tailor in “TJeE'P-

• The painter in Balzac’s “The UnknotvnWork
ofA of detail

grot’s New Clothes." but in good faith, pomts ”“' '“^4.5 one of the pnp
a a mass of colors and lines which are not pres '

, /er rteirr, an

• • m, r,onc .rt no- la ,erre.--"Et dc la. it« the Greek, ahke to

’he other. At the other pole of human „o of Apollo by .Manneles-

^^'"et in thought, who setatehed onto an "fba’c OTtue

b'B'y guy." He did not need distance, only humanit).
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there is none. And perhaps there is also no problem; or, better, perhaps it

solves itself. The pictorial arts move bettvecn two dangers. It is a wonder

tltat they survive. But they do survive, and bloom in our midst. And

that is the miracle of representation that surprises us, so that wc say

again with van Eyck;

And then the breath is stopped before the face!—

God speaks in human tongue wth open grace.
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INFLUENCES

r ”248

C “Alt is the signature of man.

paths and boundaries ^ -c the fact that he drew. It is

The first thing we know of form of expression as

hardly conceivable that such a typica y essenrially human

Art, or more comprehensively ^°'™”“*
’ _ancetothat deepest deptlr

awareness as that of beauty, should fin “
-ssumed that holiness and

into which religion leads us.
another. But we have seen

beauty are hermetically sealed off r
-ttack one another. On the other

how both tend to draw apart, how T and again rehgion

hand, they always search for one
form and figure. ^

searches for art, because it
‘=^^°_aer and deeper stream into which

always comes to religion as to the expression of the holy

its floods can pour. The rehg-ons , ,eaUty that we

through beauty, is not a mere P‘P
^ approach to the magica ,

find iL rarely since modem man losj PF ^
tential context. On the

^ try to express a pamciflar ^ect

that they have religious
tneanmg^e^d^y^^ B,,,hoven

is stin tme: Religion

The perceptive
statement ol inner rela-

and art ^nd beside each ot i

to them "=•” And tlius we

tionship, if they anspe« 'h
approaches and '

shall patiently have on the absolutely mcomprehcns.b e

proems we shall put
muc^h e P^^

in the holy, so that ' ^ i„ of th.s, we shall k ep

from the holy, fact .to art is not a derived or second

clearly before our ^ s3„,e measure as life itself.

form of Ufe. hut
van
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“Art is neither the imitation of life nor empathy with life; it is a primary

form of life, which thus receives its laws neither from religion nor from

morality nor from science nor from the state, nor from other primary

or secondary forms of life.”-’®

FASCINATION Fascination, the attraction exerted by the holy, can

be expressed through color, through sunlight in contrast to darkness, of

which we shall speak presently. One of Alfred Romeris students speaks

of a “liberating patch of meadow” which contrasts with the dark forest.

Another pictures a “golden veil” which lies over the landscape at sun-

rise.^'*^ We think of the white grace of the temples of the Greeks, which

yet are strongly filled with the sense of the numinous, earthly likenesses

of the Olympia domata.

THEAWE-iNSPiRiNG The awc-inspiring, divine drge, that about

the holy wWch excites fear, is expressed above all by sculpture and

painting. Otto has pointed out the deliberately ugly, even monstrous,

character of many Indian deities. Less barbaric, but still repulsive enough,

is the effect of the threatening majesty of Byzantine art. And even more,

modern art knows the “fear of the Lord.” 1 am thinking of that Christ

With the Crown of Thoms, by Diirer or one of his pupils, which brings

us involuntarily to a “Lord, depart from me, for I am a sinful man." I

h^tf 1

^ Michelangelo’s damned, the face reflecting absolute terror

THE GHOSTLY A Huance of the awe-inspiring is the ghostly, the

g ast y, w ich Griinewald was able to express in the terrible glory of his

colors and the demonic richness of his insanely impossible movements,
efore his picture of the resurrected Christ we are first gripped by fear

limH
^ soldiers we see in the foreground, their

malp^n
phenomenon still does not lack the

majesty of divine terror.

is free nf
Isenheim Altar,” though, the awe-inspiriug

to tremble ^ puesome reality suffices to terrify us and cause us

po>n.AtrCnr:- -He. OP Mn .e

darkness and
holvthrn,ml.,l.„'

® 'DARKNESS Wc come still closer to in-

here with a^cchnim
darkness and semidarkness. We are deaUn£

q c analogous to the via negatioms in the developmen

the
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of the concept of God: by denying everything human and earthly, one

comes closest to the nature of God. In the temples of many peop e
,

^

deity has dwelt in the dark for ages. This docs not mark it as a Opmt

of Darkness”; rather the contrary—through the impeneua e

is indicated the fact that the deity “dwells in unapproac a e

All earthly contours, all perceptible forms take flight an
,

the holy appears. Herein we recognize once more t e ° '

pression”=- which mysticism, above all, knows wdl. He speaks m

clearly about God who keeps silent. He draws the image o

sharply who keeps it veiled in darkness. This dar ness, o ’

never be total; if it wants to express something, then it

There-
dble, and if it is to be perceptible, then light, too,

it from
fore, we would do better to speak of semidarkness. ®

jjttle

the Romanesque churches, with their narrow win ows
• ^^gsion.

%ht. The arl of chiaroscuro makes a strongly numinousjp«s.^^^

Rembrandt understands not only how to veil the
element

or a birth in eloquent darkness, he also knows how
^ j^ost

of darkness with that of transition, and give a "“tnmous

brilliant light in contrast to the dark background

ne Hundred-Gulden Note). In the Far East, emp“"

darkness. Chinese painters purposely leave empty ®P“
divine can

In this manner the Tao best flows through the work, for the

only be brought to expression negatively. ore

divine. For the value of a bucket docs not reside in

^ace enclosed, in the emptiness."®^

the HUM AN Plainest in the pictonal
face in set ex-

buman. The human form in fixed movemcn ,
-j-huinan and super-

pression, can here become expressions of t c sup
designates an

natural. If stiffness, the nonhuman, is to be n™'
^ great-

enormous task, one which can be accomplis le / / repro-

eat. It is no wonder that they succeeded best "
. (.^pressed the

dnee the form and features of the One who mins
'

of Christ for

entire fullness of the holy. I shall return to
here that the

the bond between holiness and beauty. It is enoug
svorks in and

Chrht experience of the Church, and the
'"X ^.,lted of reve-

through
its strength, made this influence one of t

Rtions of holinets through beauty. Thereby everjone

man. » -...imman
••sjtiiivoj viaavAMjj.. ..

n. f ciincrliumao

Thus the great painters ofTcr us ever anew the i ran
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miracle through the most varied human characteristics; Ecce homo.

Leonardo expresses in Christ an infinite; Johannine, mildness; Rembrandt,

the humility of the despised Jew; Michelangelo—in The Last Judgment

of the Sistine Chapel—paints the hero and judge, the terrifying geswre

of whose hand condemns the sinner to Hell. But he does not leave it at

that; that is not miraculous enough for lum. The miracle lies primarily

in the unity of hero and Saviour, of judge and God of mercy; and

therefore next to the Son stands the Mother, a delicate, merciful figure

who pleads for grace. The Christ of the Cathedral at Perpignan (1529) is

conceived realistically, indeed more than realistically, and is able,

through superabundance of the all too human, to suggest the divine.

Everything in one and the divine in the human; the human without

sofmess, the divine without hardness ... to give expression to all this

is not within the reach of even the most gifted artist. Nearest to

it comes that miraculous work of expression wWch, in my opinion, is the

highest religious work of art in the realm of the pictorial arts, combining

hardness and love, majesty and mercy, the awe-inspiring and fascination

in glorious manner: the picture of Christ in Albrecht Diirer’s Sudaritrm

of St. Veronica.

HARMONY The paradoxical function of the image in the relationship

of the beaudM to the holy results from the fact that there so seldom
occurs a harmony between the uvo in the pictorial arts. One or the

other almost always dominates. Almost always there is “something
forced, something contrived”; precisely those artists who were most
ccply penetrated by beauty and holiness struggled with both; Rem-

brandt, Michelangelo, Dvirer. Only very rarely does the sun break
through, only when both, faith and beauty, are childlike, youthful, with
pure, happy colors. The Italian quattrocento, Fra Angelico above all,

occasionaUy also the Flemish Renaissance, van Eyck and MemUng, attain

111 of the image Inaccor

other 11^ P^crious chapters, in which we treated th

another u
theological aesthetics of the image. I

discovered in

wc shall treat the image, whichwe have ahead

drama-and which

the arts — aesthetics related to a

Pnnciple of art in i-



part five

The House of God and the House ofMan



1 THE BUILDING OF

THE HOUSE OF GOD

. nf r.iir lives, “building” means

THEHOusEOFGon In the contex
,ye are not

constructing a house of God. It ‘
j„ the same xvay as

speaking of a temple or a churc . ^ particular

temple, is the bearer of a divine p ’ ^y^jary which separates the

place through the act of building. important

building site from the rest of the " or
.^j^^tever lies outside offers no

constituents of primitive power which is known, and

security, is surrendered to all P°"^f .
-phe ancient

Roman fowiocw'”'

for which a house is built, resides wi
. ^ htnit of the sovereignty

is the holy boundary of the city, m (^Einfriedung) is a guar-

of the gods. The ancient
‘2f™'‘"‘‘'„„darv a boundary of power. Even

antce of peace {Frieden), 'vith its
'"""^’'^a'from the authorities of tlie

today, the British Queen must beg en

City of London at the Temple
Bar. the proper

It is thus of greatest
impormne

,,otresponds to the conditions of

location, that is, a location wh =
..orientation,” which oc-

power. Upon this axiom and vvas also determinative for

cupied so much space in ana ^ specific point k chosen to proi u c

the building of a Christian
churc t

,,

the building of a Christian power. Tliis can lie in the l.eavens

direction, forming the foco
^

a sign of

and be the point of =>*<="’*'

,
rising or setting of the mn;

and stand in connection " „s .Mecca. This principle developed

be a holy place on ^ .f ancient Asia: there a building reflects the

most strongly in the world ,, p,„

construction of the worh^
1^.^ protecting goddess revealed to

of hk buildings in dreams.
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whicK was once called a symphony in stone gave to innumerable cen-

turies a clearly comprehended form.”* Therefore, architecture,

in that century which knows no fixed forms, no pure lines, in that cen-

tury in which we were born, was doomed to break down completely.

• Goethe called architecture “frozen music.”



2 THE HOUSE OF GOD

BECOMES A HUMAN HOUSE:

ALIENATION AND CONFLICT

... A temple In ‘W®
fHE HOUSE CAN NO LONGER BE A

^vhich no longer

alienation proceeds from two sides: first from re g <

wishes

wishes to store its goods in the house of art; an ro
[^^^55 can no

to build its own house where it may dwe a a “
j great

longer be a temple; in fact, temples can no °ngtr
religion,

to be able to reside in a house that was made y
^

consecra-

It speaks classically and beautifully in Solomon
„\act of God, a

tion before the new temple. This is called t e we
qcj’s “name,”

that

place for him to dweli in forever”; it is still sai t

^ j,p human
is, his being, shall be within it; yet it is clear y ttoog

earth?

edifice can shelter the holy: “But will God m how much

behold, beaven and the highest heas'en “the place of

less this house avhich I have built!” (I Kings
fnruives when somc-

l^od’s dwelling” is heaven, from which he hears a
in Iieaven:

®ne prays in the temple. God does not hear m i

^
„„.ard

the king prays “that thy eyes may be open n ght

this house,” which was made by men (I Kings
house of prayer.

In the place of the house of God comM
himself a place in

‘"an no longer builds a holy place, but rather had

Well he can pray to God in peace. If the Oiristian

an no longer builds a holy place, but rather ''n'
'

j hasilica had

Well he can pray to God in peace. If the
,hc Oiristian

”ply been places of assembly for quite ^”1'
^^j.hich his

immediate.

*urch once more becomes the house of o
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him.“‘ Moses was to build Yahweh a house after the image which was

show him upon the mountain (Ex. 25 and 26).

Power actually resides in the house.

The creation of architecture, as it actually proceeded on earth,

has as little to do with our idea of “dwelling” as the creation o

sculpture has with our joy in seeing. Quite different needs and abi i

ties caused the first heaps of stones to arise. In them dwell hidden

powers of the earth; indeed, there that which lives has itself been

bound and become stone. The more stone, the more powerfully Hfe

can work upon the body of the dead.’®®

A house is an enclosure of power. The oldest houses are the dance

houses in wluch the power of motion is fixed. Older still are the enclosed

dancing grounds, such as the Maga in ancient Iran, where ecstatic sing-

ers and dancers assembled, developing their powers in the “closed

circle.” After dancing ground and dance house follows the temple. In

undifferentiated life, a house is a temple in which the holy power of the

family or clan resides. Churches were originally dwellings; tempi®*

likewise. The Japanese Shinto temples developed out of the primitive

dwelling hut,’’ the Roman temples from round peasant huts made of

straw. They became houses which belonged only to God, later to fall

to the status of places for prayer or instruction, such as the synagogue

or Japanese Zen temple, which are really schools.” In ancient Egyp^*
temple hymns were sung in which the opening of the temple doors was

represented as an opening of heaven and earth. The temple as house of

God has existed since the beginning. In Babylon, hymns of creation wet®
sung at the consecration of the temple; and yet today, in Roman Catho-
be worship, Psalm twenty-four, which begins with the praise of God
m creauon, is the psalm for the consecration of a church.

^uil^ng is thus a holy action which is connected wkb

f
X
° f sacrifices. Architecture is nevertheless the young®**

hoW
finds shrines already present in nature: the

huLn ..nri

*= holy mountain are places hallowed witho”'

as the mn.f F f long remains beside the building

have not Hiv.n •
fondamental than the artistic templo-

Israel from Env
^

^ brought up the people “
from Egypt to this day, but 1 haveLnmolg about in a tent fo'
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my dwelling” (II Sam. 7:6). Thus he who builds must take precautions,

perform building sacrifices, recite formulas, and, above ^ ta x care

that his work is in agreement with the power. Budding is angerous.

The same thing is true, in this regard, that was earlier pointe out in a

different context: “Unless the Lord builds the house, those w o

labor in vain” (Ps. 127:1). „ . „

Those who build are genuine “men of dee^ ;
arnsans

medieval sense. In architecture, workmen come into t eir oi\

more than in the other arts, for the latter are always expose

danger of becoming a luxury. By reason of its

tecture retains its original social character. The religious

m art in inverse proportion to utility, but in direct
arcord-

must adjust himself to the demands of the work, s^s an m

to rules and values which were not created by m, u

to him. That is even more true for the architect.

He needs a certain heroism if he wants to
g the

direct line of his work, and not sacrifice his immorta s

the artist

devouring idol which he carries within his soul; in ,

can free himself from conflicts of that sort o y w e

ity makes him, so to speak, unconscious of his °

powerful unction of wisdom lends to all that ts wi

and peace of love. It is not accidental that Christ wanted

atfisan.150, 25s

Thereby he was at once an artist and an ordinaty ni

« not an extraordinary man, a “genius,”
‘"oJ^of the artist is

much humility that he understands his task.

^presented most purely by the master builder. us
result,

uust noble. The greatest humility achieves the mos

Thus in the uvelfth century the French uat 'c ”
. French

“ let the other, through decades. Unknown bin
far and

People, filled with life and enthusiasm, broug t ma
„rcat art, out

n? r
arose those miracles of skill and v ors '‘P’ , which

I c deepest need for worship; thus arose th°sc o
f
^lirrors

anted to comprehend the entire world, vnroin
j,a„inning " ’'h

' a world), in which cvcrjThing ’,ud™cnt at the far

Jam and Eve at the portal, and going to the Last J

Tlicreforc. architecture, which freezes
,

es:
‘-nieart

do. can hold fast the lines and forms of many eulmrc
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miraculous presence resides upon the altar. Even today the Catholic

goes to the house of the Lord in the literal sense of the primitive struc-

ture. Even the Calvinistic Protestant, who has probably made the prayer

of Solomon most thoroughly his own, perceives no contradiction be-

tween lus sober house of prayer and his beloved hymn in which he

sings of an ascent to the altar of God. Along witli the name house o

God,” the churches of the Reformation, even though they often be-

came almost completely houses of prayer and even places of reli-

gious assembly, preserved much of the original power of the house of

holiness.

Among us in the Netherlands, succeeding generations have done

everything in their power to make of the church a meaningless space.

Our knowledge of God’s presence had to feed on the heritage of the

past. In the place where the altar once stood, vestries are enthroned

today in their full glory. People are generally quite contented with good

acoustics and comfortable pews, wanting at most a bit more atmosphere.

Every symbol is still feared; and Hyazinth, from Heine’s Travel

Sketches, is still right in saying that the hymn board is the only thing to

which a person can hold fast in a Protestant church. Our native Church

even gave it its due in a way that was not intended, when it wanted to

wager on the numbers in a lottery. . .

.

There is actually no such thing as Protestant church architecture.

What is meant by the term—and there are glorious buildings among
them—are imitations of Italian churches of the type of Santa Maria

della Salute in Venice. There is nothing Protestant about it, and as far

as the interior is concerned, “Protestant” usually means secularization.
In the so-caUed “baptismal gate" we recognize once more the form of

separation between choir and nave, now emptied of meaning. In the

pews of the vestry we see the secularized pews of the choir. The symbol-
ism m the carvings and statues of the pews, the pulpit, and the organ
screen is over^vhelmingly heathen, with hourglass and scythe, and pvtti
with or ^vithout trumpets. The beautiful New Church of Haarlem, dat-

a'll
century, and St. Mary’s Church of Leyden,

f V XT
‘ S style IS retained, but Uttle or no

tS ultimately vanished, and
the monstrosmes of the nineteenth century arose

tviifra.^rNo'’;h“?dr.”j“"'? ^
do we live m a structure more transitional

V
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than here. We are aware that we no longer want the ancient Chris-

tian form, which has God’s presence as its focal point and the form of

the cross as its plan. But we do not have the slightest idea what we would

like in its place; indeed, the uncomfortable feeling is abroad that if we

limit ourselves to building a church for sermons, we are no longer even

dealing with a church, that, in fact, a theater shows more characteristic

forms than those places of edification which nothing differentiates from

conference rooms. Transition succeeds transition until one day we shall

return to the form which strives to be an expression of the holy.

Luckily, a strong reaction has made itself felt. In advance of and more

consciously than the theologians (who clearly are afraid to refer their

doctrine to Hfe), architects have reached the point of demanding a pecu-

Har character for the building of a church. Houses of God are to be built

again; enclosures are to be created in which the meeting of the holy

and the human can take place. The Church follows only with hesitation.

But when she becomes conscious of her nature once more, that nature

must necessarily be expressed in her architecture.^^

THE TEMPLE BECOMES A HOUSE Primitive man could build

houses of God because every house he built was, in a certain sense, a

house of God, and every hearth an altar. But in periods of transition,

t a . mpn are to dwell creates its own demands, possesses
the house in which men are cy u

. . i i n
• a . - T-hpre is a laboratory m Gromngen that looks like a
Its own character. inerci»

, , a n* j -i j*

U U J on it might be thought a Madonna, until one dis-
church, and a statue on i &

txf r i u .. ..u*
• cpnfs one or another of the sciences. We feel that this

k hI” ATaboramV
S-e the

uAov.xa.

Irhinff else; a factory is, and remains, a factory and
appearance o

Jqj| of being a church. But just in this “desire to
should not

}
^ ^

recognition of transition. We have com-
be something differe

pletely separate t

^
j. power of God.We have lost the true

our own power an
^ Since the Renaissance we know how good

relationship should be built, and only the nineteenth

private and pub ic

^ scarcely another—temporarily forgot;

century—^that
^vc have forgotten how to build houses of

but since the Renaissa
forgotten that God dwells in darkness, that

God. The ^*^*^*^"
jj^ps of the Gothic cathedrals’ into tlicbriglit

he “breaks out of t
Faust is the modem man, freeing himself

light of the human ''
Q^ver, IcaWng his dark cell “where even the

from his dependence on p
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blessed light of heaven breaks cheerlessly through painted windows,”

who, on the joyous morn of Easter leaves behind the narrow alleys of

the medieval city and rejoices in man:

Henn sie sind selber mferstanden . . .

Aus der Kirchen ehruiirdiger Nacbt
Sind sie alle am Licht gcbracht.

For they themselves have now arisen

From the Church's venerable night

They have been brought into the light.

GOD NEEDS A HOUSE Primitive man thinks that God needs a

house, and so he builds him one, as Solomon did. But in the king’s prayer
we have already found criticism: no house can contain God. At first the
criticism gains strength only gradually. We have seen that even we, no
matter how Calvinistically we may think, have not been able to free
ourselves completely from the idea of a house of God. We shaU prob-

everything points to the fact that

has hi
God's dwelling in a house built for him

receivin/r^^ Tf
’ T essential content of that idea is once more

where uno'\
generation rejoiced that God was every-

is beXuL
" “day's generation

a loSi roT
“ “ -ivetsaUoLpt, but

How 1.

only in personal meeting.

eve^SThr ^ he lays claim to

characterizes our P
horrible negligence which often

tion but of a no
ehurches. We are not thinking of a nega-

thoughtsmustS" *" '^°h's house God must reign; his

wise able to understannhe”" "V*"
h^hding, and if men are not other-

beauty. Here lie the n
“’/hey must be expressed at the expense of

We fiuTao
P““"ditions for a couflicn

The so-caStlSi ™ ancient EgyP^*

Gorab consists of a verv^.^r
Ne-wsr-re (c. 2700 b.c.) at Abu

u gatehouse by a long oa
courtyard, which is connected u'itb

iniagelcss image of the
^ ^^uurtyard stands a gigantic obelisk,

circles the coum.nM enormous pedestal. The passage
and continues into the pedestal. The ligb^
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of day is completely absent there, so that torches must be used. After

many turnings, the passage emerges at the foot of the obelisk.

There the visitor lias tlic rising sun directly before him. “It cannot be

denied that the ancient architect let a magnificent effect escape him here,

perhaps had to let it escape him on ritual grounds: by means of high side

walls, he greatly blocked off for the slowly ascending visitor the view

of the shrine lying before him, and its obelisk which towers far above

ever)'thing else,” was the first thought of Ludwig Borchardt, the excava-

tor of the temple. At a later stage of the excavation it became clear that

the passage was closed on all sides, and the “visitor” therefore received

not a glimpse of the impressive building.™^' We do not have to go

far to find the reason: the artist was not concerned with “visitors,” but

with believers; not with men who came there to look at something

beautiful, but with the reverent who wanted to behold the face of God.*

Therefore, he expended everything on expressing the contrast between

the cheerless darkness of the ascent (the kingdom of death) and the

gleaming light of the sunrise at the end, where one leaves the passage and

emerges at the foot of the obelisk. The “visitor” thus experiences the

transition from death to resurrected life, which rules Egyptian sun

worship to such a great extent. E.\pression of the holy and expression

of the beautiful could not go together here. A similar conflict was ob-

served in the architecture of the pyramid of King Sahure, which comes

from the same period. There the ascent was covered, and the ceiUng

painted Uke the starry sky. Daylight could penetrate into the passage

only through narrow windows. According to our way of thinking, says

Ludwig Borchardt, this long, closed ascent has something hideous about

it “A hoselike covered viaduct almost 400 meters long, in which one

ascends in semidarkness without any view of the pyramid plateau which

lies outside, is unbelievable to us.”* * Here the demands of religious

• A lo ous architectural example is the Boro Budur on Java. The amazing wealth
n ana

ornaments which characterizes the square base ceases suddenly when
o mou s a

discovers oneself in the midst of round stupas, crowned by
one, arm ing

at the goal of the pilgrimage of the faithful, there is no
t e centra

no image to be found. It is clear that (although the effect of
ornamen

, from wealth to pot'cr^ is by no means unaesthetic in the
this su e^^

connoisscuis) religious, not aesthetic motifs, dominate here; the path

^
f *lopment of man is to be represented, he who withdraws from the world

of the
order to enter complete ^verty and the highest spiritual riches,

of phenom material representation of the doctrine of sah'arion itself.”^

,T A r e.xampJe
of building which is hostile to architecture on religious grounds

*f^nd in the Iranian temples, where the original open cultic space was essentially

retained.^
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experience carry more weight than aesthetic experience. Wc may think

of the statement of the ancient topographer Pausanias concerning the

buildings ascribed to the mythical architect Daedalus: “What Daedalus

made is somewhat clumsy to the eye, bur there is something ditdne about

it^*’2f56

MAN NEEDS A HOUSE God must Tcign in his house, just as man

claims his house completely for himself. Master Builder Solness stands

on his tower and speaks to God: “Now hear me, you mighty one! From

now on I will be a free master builder, 1 too. In my own field, as you in

yours. I shall never again build churches for you. Only homes for human

beings!” And the modern house arises, the house without holiness, with-

out a hearth, without penates. It took man a long time to remove his

gods from his house completely. In the peasant house the hearth long

remains much more than a source of warmth; the door is still a holy

boundary and not merely an entrance. With the ancient, originally

sacral forms, vanishes now also the last remnant of the primitive con-

tinuity of life, the awareness that our house is actually God’s house.

Inventions such as apartment houses and central heating are not incon-

sequential for our inner life, and also not accidental. In our time man has

conquered his own house for the first time. It does not give him much
pleasure. Master Builder Solness built a tower on his house, only to be

able to speak with God. And he docs not hold to his decision in regard to

building homes for human beings. “I will say to him, ‘Hear me, almighty
Lord . . . You may decide about me accoring to your own judgment.
But from this day on I shall build only what is most beautiful on

earth. . . Xhat is a castle in the dr.

NO ONE NEEDS A HOUSE There is a way out of the difficulty, h
is t at of mysticism. The God of mysticism needs no house, no more
than do his servants. Each finds Hmself and the other in the holy of

holies, m the cor cordium.-^-^^ The relationship between God and man
no longer has extension. It needs neither space nor a roof. It has become
a unity in the inmost part, where fixed contours can no longer be dis-

mulshed. The true qa'aba, says the Mohammedan mystic, wiU be built
in the hearts of the faithful.

of Z" of this appears differently. The heart
man IS not the true temple of God; rather, God builds it as he thinte
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good, without human help. The superfluity of human building is not

perceived as a demand, a norm, but eschatologically, as a boundary. The
City of God, the New Jerusalem, needs no temple, “for its temple is

the Lord God the Almighty and the Lamb” (Rev. 21:22). But in the

old Jerusalem, building must go on; God’s house as well as ours.

f-



3 INFLUENCES

TOWARD HARMONY

THE MASSIVE AND MONUMENTAL The first influence which

forces its attention upon us here is the massive, the monumental. Archi-

tecture provides the most eloquent examples. It works by nature with

large masses. But it can work in two directions: either overcoming mass

as well as it can, removing its weight, thwarting its lines, or by letting

mass itself speak.^®® As soon as it docs the latter, it possesses a means of

expressing the holy in a particular side of its nature. Again we think of

the gigantic “Daedalus” buildings of ancient Greece, which gave Pau-
sanias an impression of the divine. We think of the megaliths and the

gigantic constructions of prehistory, their simplified mass, powerful
gesture, which appears to us as divine movement. Above all, we think
of the architecture of ancient Egypt, of the oppressive weight of the

monstrous pillars of Karnak, placed all too near to each other, a divine
oppression which compels us to flee; and we think of the superhuman
gesture of the pyramids and obelisks. A learned Egyptologist once
called the building of the pyramids—so much effort and expense for the
grave of a king—“an infinite waste of material." A man with deeper
understanding feels the titanic resistance to death of the divine life given
to the king; the pyramids lie there like a mighty memorial to the battle

famous rock temple at

f I entrance to the dark in-

hdr 1' l"rT " *eir end, their crown, and

verticallvT ah
^ enormous rock wall which towers

human vrao'""'
' n”

though the architect wanted to express Ws

trrwoX" of -ok, make to oWn

greater and of
wanted to say that the divine is invariably

L aspect of nen^^" ^ore we aiso find
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Still, wc cannot claim this influence for architecture alone. Egyptian

sculpture, too, occasionally expresses the holy through its massiveness.

The Sphinx, which in Egypt is by no means the feminine riddle it is in

Greece, but rather a symbol of the masculine and divine might of the

king, lies in the sand of Giza like a gigantic fragment of divine might.

The enormous royal statues which watch over the lonely rock temple of

Abu Simbel make us aware, solely through the majestic calm of their

gigantic stature, that we are entering another world.

Not only architecture and sculpture, but music, too, can express the

holy through the massive and monumental. There is music, even if it

is only rarely found, which piles up stone blocks and awakens the ex-

perience of the divine solely through its massiveness. We think at once

of the symphonic works of Anton Bruckner. Mahler’s Eighth Symphony
is likewise such a breaking through of power. The method of building

sounds—in itself no guarantee of aesthetic effect, and not even above

suspicion—is here used to interpret the experience of the wholly other.

It is as though the entire world were dissolved in sound; we collapse

under the weight, and feel ourselves enchained and repelled simultane-

ously. In many of Bach’s organ works, the master, even if the architec-

tonic line of his work is as fine and clear as everywhere in his music,

seems to be playing with blocks of stone, like a prehistoric giant (Toff-

cata and Fngiie in D minory
Fantasia and Fugue in G minor).

It is no wonder that the massive and monumental possesses numinous

power. Even primitive man heard in thunder the voice of God. A good

criterion of the religious value of massive music is whether or not it is

possible to perceive God’s thunder behind it.

PROFUSION Profusion is a nuance of the massive and monumental.

I do not mean multiplicity, motley richness, but the fascinating inclusion

which we find primarily in Indian art. The endless rows of identical

stupas in the Boro Budur attempt, through repetition, to express the

holy. We find in literature an analogy to this extension of structure in

the piling up of epithets in the Mahabharataj which seeks likewise to

awake the experience of the infinite through the endlessness of inclu-

sion;”®® a typically Buddhistic infinity, image of the series of infinitely

many Buddhas which in the endless change of birth still incarnate the

same formless divinity.

EMPTINESS The influence of emptiness, too, is found in architec-

ture, especially in Islam. Rudolf Otto has drawm attention to this.^® In

the empty mosque the eye is irresistibly drawn to the empty niche which
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shows the direction of Mecca for prayer. The denial of all content

receives positive significance. Therefore, emptiness comes after darkness

as a means of expressing the holy. Among the most difficult problems

of rejuvenated Catholic and Reformed architecture is the space to be

filled with seats and pews—^in contrast to a church which is empty, to

which one brings one’s own kneeling cushion. Stuffing a church full of

furniture is indefensible, not only aesthetically, since it destroys ever)^

architectonic line and makes illusory the effect of space, but also theolog-

ically, since the house of God is not an auditorium. Rationalism has

given a fixed place in our churches to everything, with the exception of

the one thing that should be fixed: the communion table. To arrive at

movable church furniture is one of the most pressing problems to be

anstvcrcd by architects and technicians.



4 THE THEOLOGICAL

AESTHETICS OF BUILDING

In architecture, the principle of creation, which is so important in

theological aesthetics, is manifested most clearly. Naturally it is indis-

pensable in every art, but it is the law of life for the architect. A poet

can be said to “construct” a poem, and even the composer speaks of the

“construction” of a piece. The terminology is nevertheless derivative, or

rather it points to the architectonic element which is contained in all

arts. Therefore, architecture receives such a prominent place, both in

the totality of the arts and in theological aesthetics. Whoever builds,

creates. Naturally he does not create ex mhih, and if one chooses, one

can therefore say that he does not create at all. Only God creates in the

absolute, actual sense of the word. But the architect makes new forms.

He changes the reality that is given into another, and does so in the

literal sense. From a pile of earth he makes a house, from land a dwell-

ing. He gives form to the settlement, that most elementary act of man
upon earth. With awe-struck reverence, he recognizes in the lines and

circles of his blueprint simultaneously the outline of God’s plan. He
creates only in the literal sense, but his building partakes of true crea-

tion.* The artist is like a partner of God; he creates from a level below.

This creation comes about only when it is experienced as service. In

the medieval division of the arts, the principle of servility was opposed

to the principle of liberaliy, freedom.

The artes liberales, “liberal arts,” were music, arithmetic, and logic.

The artes serviles, “servile arts,” were the pictorial arts and architecture.

Modem thought tends to see in freedom the mark of the divine. Thus

• Creative art is “to bring forth a capability, doubtless not ex nihilo, but from an
already present material, a new creation, something original, which is itself capable

of moving the soul of man” (cf.
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Schopenhauer called music a true religious art, and found architecture

the heaviest, the most limited, the least divine. A renewed and converted

thought will discover the divine in servility, and discover, with the in-

describable melancholy which all music leaves in the soul at the hearing

of holy sounds, that God has already gone past.

For creation and service belong together. God liimself served the

world when he created it. His creation is not the arbitrary act of a great

Lord, but the humble service of Christ. The eternal truth is that all

things are created by the Word, through the doctrine of the Mediator of

Creation. When God created the world, he did exactly the same as he

did when he sent Christ and in him redeemed the world. The same im-

measurable love moved him the one time as the other. Therefore, the

true master builder is also God’s humblest pupil: “It does not suffice him
to be a pupil of the masters; he must be God’s pupil, for God knows the

law for the creation of beautiful works. . . . The artist, whether he
knows it or not, draws on God for advice, by his observation of things.”
Thus did the great masters of the cathedrals build: “They believed; and
as they were, so they did. Their work disclosed the truth of God, but
without doing so purposely, and precisely because it did not do so pur-
posely. ”0 The true master builder does not make a “Christian art,” but
discovers to his amazement that God builds by his hand:

So It IS that I bore God in me, since he proceeds from me.
It has sufficed, so he reflects himself within this waU and in this gold.

work, so that he might

nd since it is so, it stands there now, ready to receive you, the cathedral
I created, unaware, like a rose in its innocence.

ceaSl'amlr '’“der must, in fact, have

ftomthatwell-burci;;^"



PART SIX

Music and Religion



1 HOLY SOUND

POWERFUL SOUND In the world of the primitives, music is never

an end in itself, but has its effect only in combination ^vith other actions

such as dancing or work or the recital of poetry. The situation remains

thus for a long period, as the history of music teaches us.^^^ Music for

the sake of music is a “modem” invention.

Music is rhythm, melody, and harmony. Of these, rhythm is the

most primitive. In primitive culture, melody plays a much less impor-

tant role, and harmony is usually completely absent. Since rhythm is a

constituent of music, but actually belongs to the dance, this means that

dance is more primitive than music, and that we have already said what

is most important about music in our discussion of the dance and of

verbal art. Everything that was true of the work song is also true of

music. Rhythm constrains the gods;^® it can only be strengthened by
the effect of melody.

Therefore, the drum is the original, the basic instrument, and among
the primitives, especially in Africa, by far the most popular. It is the

repository of the divine power which is poured out over life in war and

in love, with dance and sacrifice. It would be impossible to imagine a

bushman from Surinam without his drum. He speaks with great rever-

ence of his kobu'wa-bensi'ankamay his wood-hide-and-Iacing.* Making

music is an action just as useful as dancing, constraining power, and

forcing it in a particular direcrion. Orpheus’ song subdues animals and

moves stones. At the trumpet blast of the children of Israel the walls of

Jericho fall. The servants of Saul say to him: ‘‘Let our lord now com-
mand your servants, who are before you, to seek out a man who is skill-

ful in playing the lyre; and when the evil spirit from God is upon you,

• Infoimadon from W. F. ran Her, 1938.
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he will play it, and you will be well” (I Sam. 16: 16). Thales of Crete,

according to Plutarch, drove the plague from Sparta by means of music.

The medicine men of uncivilized peoples proceed against the most

varied evils with the aid of music. Here and there lives on the memory
of a quack named Sequah, one of whose statements is preserved in a

folk song: “You’ll get well with music.” Since ancient times the sound
of bells has served as a protection against being struck by lightning and
other evils. Therefore, bells are baptized. As late as 1700, Liselotte von
der Pfalz saw how the people of Paris streamed together to attend such
a bell baptism and began to ring the bells: “They think it will protect
them from thunder.”^^^ Even today the bell towers still sound their
ftilgitra frango over town and country.- This formula is perhaps recalled
from the epigraph to SchiUer’s “Song of the BeU.” When, in the fourth
century, St. Ambrose introduced hymn-singing into the worship at
Ilian, making a great impression, the Arians accused him of working

with magical formulas. The consciousness of the unity of sound and
power still so alive in the bishop that he did not reject the charge
out of hand, but explained that the hymn really exerted posver: “For

^ P'^"^®rfol than the confession of the Trinity, which
mouth of the entire people? St. Ambrose

simulmeoriy^
incantation, prayer, and song

wc^Doke
description. The old Malayan of whom

rpMrtut
™'>’..'>-“d before his mat in the house of the

In the' West Tnd fl

niusic evokes is quite various.

mcnt; full of the power of life
'hn favorite instru-

is blown while one drclL^bout'T"''' “S
dwelling. It brines fonh ,h
the player is a Zce w„m
power is stronviy se.Nual An T “"“"'cd to see the flute, whose

shut your mouth I’ll nmn
‘"“n says to his wife, “If you don’t

you will die on the spot!’’ ThrfluL\'“"'f
w-omcn arc present tc rh.. u ? feminine names, and in them

to keep e wC::;'r'setrrm :::VS'

"To the primitive Psp^ln 'Si!f(h'fl^”'ttd"^"'
'"'0’'"’'"“. eh Heinito.’™

' P'"“ “te in the vcm.a.l„ rfH?,
“d same, just as
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tcrval arc determined by a formula. The formula must be pronounced

in a specific M'a)\ but it is not a melody, at least not in our sense; it is

more like recitative. In ancient Egypt, possession of the “right voice”

was the path to riglitcousncss among men and gods. Whoever pos-

sesses the “right voice,” that is, whoever knows how to pronounce the

holy formulas with the proper intonation, controls even his own eternal

destiny. The same is true for song. It conjures up power, salvation, the

Saviour. It lends, witli inescapable force, to his Epiphany.®® A powerful

formula demands rhythm and also melody.

Primitive man knows that beautful sound conveys all his feelings and

thoughts more powerfully, more fully, and more exactly than does the

individual word.-® He even ascribes magical power to sung incanta-

tions.* As late as 1316, the Council of Cologne forbade the singing of

the famous hymn of mourning Media in vita in viorte mvnis for anyone,

unless special permission were given. The song of death brings about

death, and not even the Council wants completely to forgo practical

application of this possibility.-®® Even we cannot rear ourselves com-

pletely loose from the power of song, no matter how secularized we
are. The simple man, who does not know the nuances of the spealdng

voice—that educated form of conveying information which accents

words according to their logical connection—repeatedly falls back into

a psalmlike cadence of magical origin.

Anyone who has ever heard a representative of the old school read

from the Bible knows that even a Calvinist is not content with the bare

word, but seeks to constrain holiness through cadence and pitch. Who-
ever listens to the melody of many sermons can hear the same thing in

less pleasant form; let us call it “atonal.”

Sermon intonation is only differentiated from Gregorian chant by

the imperfection of its structure. It does not differ at all from the

magical formulas of primitive tribes.

Not only theRoman Catholic and Greek Orthodox Churches are wise

enough to prescribe song at least for the liturgy: the Swedish, Anglican,

and partially also the Lutheran Churches do the same thing. Whoever

praises God, sings. If he does not sing, he is not deeply affected. “My
heart is steadfast, O God, my heart is steadfast! I will sing and make

melody] “ (Ps. 57; 7.) Gregorian chant is the perfect form of expression

for the steadfast heart.

• "If 3 word has a certain real effect simply by being pronounced, a fortiori, it is

cither dangerous or beneficent when it is sung in the form of a modulated formula.”
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The solemn tones of the Gregorian h)Tnns, to our present-day

musical perception, are sounds from another, higher world, from

the world of the divine. Its avoidance of poU'phony and its monot-

ony give it a stabilit)', calm, and dignity which arc never present in

agitated, pol)^honic music. On the other hand, this music evidences

an astounding diversity; it knows how to set to music the finest

nuances of mood of the liturgical feasts."**

Just as music binds power, so it also assists in its release. Here not
only rhythm but, above all, melody and timbre, have an important func-
tion. Drums put the shamans into ccstasj’, the flute the bacchantes.
Many primitive peoples think the flute speaks with the voice of a spirit;

others believe the drum is filled with spirits. The more the instrument is

filled with power, the more violently the player or listener becomes
beside himself.” Wild, stimulating music grips the spirits of men every-
where in the world.



2 THE TRANSITIONAL

STRUCTURE

LITURGICAL M

u

s I c, B E COM ES “cHURCH Music” Beautiful

sound reinforces the power of beautiful words. Singing is more elfec-

tive than speaking. We saw this in our discussion of poetry (p. 129),

and shall return to it. Our modem times have almost forgotten this fact.

There are people who complain about the “unnaturalness” of opera, per-

haps because the hero sings while he breathes his last, or, in naturalistic

works, sings when he asks for a glass of beer. There are also people

—

and basically it is the same complaint—^vho complain about the "unnat-

uralness” of non-Calvinistic worship, in which the priest sings the Creed,

the prayers, and the Gospel. This comes about because singing has be-

come a specialized field which has certain “artistic value,” but may not

be brought into ^cct continuity with life. One does not sing at home
when one wishes to have a cup of tea, or when one dies, marries, or

otherwise does something that is “a part of life.”

Everything is classified, and whatever does not fit in the frame is

unnatural. It is left to specialists, and they are generally all too happy

when others do not meddle in their business. For their o\vn par^ they

have something against “dilettantes.”

Even in the churches which have liturgical music, the ounvard con-

tinuity of the transitional structure is often preferred. A powerful

movement within the Roman Catholic Church, led by the Pope, opposes

the secularization of music. But it is coming up against strong resistance;

“A profane art has not only withdrawn from the influence of the

Church, but has forced its v’ay into the Church’s holy of holies and

forced its authority upon the Church: the splendor of the Renaissance,

the expressive architecture of the seventeenth centur)^ the debilitated
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painting of the Jesuit school, the operatic music which has penetrated

into High Mass.”^®-

In the Roman Catholic Church, there is a movement which seeks to

restore the choir to the position it originally occupied, where it belongs

by nature, in the choir of the church, where tlic Holy Sacrament is

celebrated. The dominant idea is that music in worship should be neither

a decoration nor a spiritual concert, but that it is, rather, an essential

component of the worship and belongs with the priestly bestowal of

grace. In ancient times, therefore, the singers were placed directly

before the altar and, like the acolytes, took part in the liturgical drama.
The displacement of the choir to an organ gallery located at the other
end of the church not only destroys the liturgical unity, but makes of
the music an hors d’oeuvre, an attraction, removes it from the cult and
places it in the world.^®^. 283 movement, slowly gaining ground
in Holland, in favor of a Reformed Catholic church music, the same
problem immediately appears: does not the choir belong at the place
of the cult, and are not the singers themselves ministers? All this is an
attempt to become free of the transitional structure.

PASSION AND ORATORIO The form of the Passion offers an
extraor man y instructive example of a work of religious art in the
ttansmonal structure. Half worship, half concert, it wanders homelessly

h
etween church and concert hall, and is nowhere quire at

rt I"
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P"'®'"special contribution. The St. Matthew Fassion
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has-justly been spoken of as a mighty organ chorale. The chorales are

more than mere pauses; they provide the actual structure of the work.

Therefore, it is a fatal misunderstanding to have them performed too

dramatically and emotionally, without accompaniment. In the chorales

the congregation speaks, the whole speaks; they achieve the result that,

in spite of the hybrid form which grafts Italian aria to popular hymn,
in spite of the breaking up of controlled recitative by free declamation, in

spite of the heavy drama of the mob choruses, the Passion has remained

a work of primitive social art.^®®

But in external form the Passion belongs to the transitional structure

which has outgrown liturgical form. Quire apart from the form of the

Passion, the wonderful blossoming of German church music in the

eighteenth century means a disadvantage for the liturgy. The classic

form of worship could no longer comprehend the new musical wealth.

The chorale was almost suppressed by the rank growth of polyphonic

figuration. A Passion, and also a church cantata, as components of wor-

ship, are just as senselessly baroque as the altar shrines which in the

same period almost became churches within churches.^®^

At the opposite pole of the transitional structure, close to the bound-

ary of autonomous art, lies the oratorio. Of equally sacred origin as the

Passion, developed from the medie^'al mysteries and moralities, its

development does not differ from that of opera. Handel, the great per-

fecter of this form, writes heroic baroque music (to use a phrase of

Paul Bekker’s), at the base of which often lies a spiritual subject. This

of course is not to say that Handel never wrote religious music: The

Messiah proves the contrary. But there was no longer an inner con-

tinuity betNVeen the structure of his music and the expression of the holy.

Israel in Egypt is a glorious choral opera, which could have some other

subject as its theme. Generally speaking, music, like the pictorial arts,

is stamped as spiritual only by its subject. The culture is not well enough

saturated with religious elements that this often happens.

Already the appearance of polyphony was a blow against the ob-

jeetivit)’^ which liturgical music demands. Homophony is the ideal and

the norm of the oldest Christian music. The wia voce dicentes of the

Eucharistic preface verj' early gave evidence of that uniej^ of belief

which alone enabled man to sing the Trisagion.

In Paradise, of course, tlic fullness of polyphonic music is ncccssarj’:

Tlie various voices sing sweet tunes to hear,

Tlic various stages also of our lives

Bring forth a hamony from ever}’ sphere.*^ ^
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WORDS AND MUSIC The illunon of Christian vocal groups, that
a sacred text makes a piece of music “religious,” dominates the transi-
tiona s^cture no more than does autonomous music. Music is a servant,
nov 0 e Church, now of the world; it serves the dance and the

developing its own life,- which lies hidden

musi'r R u
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an old riddle in verse, “From foreign lands I come to you.” The same

development holds true for the hymn tunes which derived from Gre-

gorian chant. Josquin DeprK, Obrecht, and Palestrina wrote Masses

on secular themes: for example, on the theme of ^^Vhovmte anne^^f

others used the song which is still sung today, le pont (TAvi^

gnon” •

We must accustom ourselves to the fact that Handel’s chorus, “For

unto us a child is born,” was first written with a secular text: “Modi voi

non VO the splendid spiritual cradle song from Bach’s Christmas

OratoriOy “SchlafCy mein Liebstety^ was originally a song by which lust

tried to tempt the young Hercules.

But all this only serves to prove that the transitional structure sdll

retains many elements of the structure of unified life. In addition, it

proves how fruitless are all attempts to make music religious by external

means. “My heart is all confusion” is not only a beautful melody, but

also one which, through the devotion and reverence it expresses, awak-

ens the consciousness of the wholly other; of what is perfect. The inner

communion of this melody vAth the words of Paul Gerhardt created a

new work of art, but these words did not make the melody religious: it

already was. Bach’s cradle song is a masterpiece of gentle love. Out of the

enticing s\vell of the song of lust, Bach made a glorious cradle song by
darkening the tone. But it did not become religious music by being re-

lated to Jesus; it was not religious and it soli is not.

REFRAIN This second structure contains still other remnants of

the first, remnants which belong to the unity of life, which bear wimess

to the magical nature of that unity. No small portion of musical forms

has its ori^n in a distant, magical past. The refrain, which wc know so

well, is a primeval means of evoking the deity. The Greeks had the paean

and the e7/oi of the Dionysus cult. The repedtion of a particular c.xcJama-

tion gives force to an incantation. The Psalms provide many e-xamplcs,

and the force of repeated “Hallelujah” continues to live today in Metho-

dist circles. The refrain may have a nonsense text (who knows exactly

what “Hallelujah” means?), if only the chorus can join in strongly and

“confirm” the tvords of the leader. “FalderaldeTierey^ “p/chheisassa,'*

“Ion la //re,” and many others fulfill this function. Jules Combaricu

quotes a little song from the langue (Toe wth a completely senseless

refrain: “La roussc unc fillc, le pot, r^ciiclle, la coquillc—la rousse

•The melodies of the sj'nagogue, too, are mostly parodies of profane nines, while

already the musical directions for the Palms point to similar appropriation.
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d line fUky belle covniie le Wc all know this sort of refrain, and

know how suggestive its effect can be when it is used by a great artist.

I think of Shakespeare’s songs in the dramas:

Then hey-ho, the holly,

This life is most jolly.

Or Rossetti’s Sister Helen:

O Mother, Mary Mother,

Three days to-day, between Hell and Heaven!

The English especially have used the refrain again and again in their

vocal music, from the hymn to the music-hall comedy. The refrain
binds, arrests, holds fast in one single, magical, monotonous grasp all the
particularities of life, which seem almost to disintegrate.

DA CAPO Repetition, as a musical form, is a remnant of the magical
structure. Combarieu has said what is most important about it. In ail
musical forms such as canon, fugue, dance, folk song and chorale,
sonata, symphony, and liturgy, repetition plays a role.

The ancients had an especial predilection for it; our contempo-
anes^ ree t emse ves from it, but no one escapes it. Music which
mams, i e a awyer s summation or the lecture of an academician,

only a senes of new formulas would be perfecUy possible, but it

•
"'<= =><= accustomed to that it would seem

unintelligible to us.
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himself, and the uneducated man keeps saying the same thing over and

over in conversation. In this respect, too, we lead an artificial life, view-

ing our utterances as academic arguments, which must contain what we
have to say as logically and simply as possible. Liturgy, music, and

poetry in our lives are like the forms of expression of an old Adam who
has been theorized almost out of existence; but like the old Adam, they

still possess a really powerful life. For as soon as our spirit is strongly

moved, we, too, repeat to the point of triviality. A man who has been

beaten is capable only of repetition, through which he proclaims his

defeat: “Dead! Lost!” And we feel, when we really shout “Hurmh!"
with all our heart, that we have to repeat it at least three times.

IMITATION It is possible that imitation, too, reaches back with its

roots into a magical past, that its locus is found in the magical con-

tinuity of meaning. Onomatopoeia is surely primeval; and Siegfried, who
imitates the bird, belongs to the type of the imitative musical man. Com-
barieu furnishes examples from Mexico, where imitation has magical

significance: to imitate rain means to conjure up rain. In the transitional

structure, the subjugation of life by imitative sound becomes artistic

beauty of sound, such as we find, above all, in Bach.®*®

THE DECLINE OF CHURCH MUSIC As we have already sccn,

the concept of church music itself belongs to the transitional structure.

By intention it binds holiness and beauty to one another only externally,

and receives signficance only through a process of becoming internal.

The more sacral music becomes “church music,” the more it loses its

aesthetic and religious significance. Therefore, in our day, when life has

been broken up, church music as a peculiar style and structure has almost

died out. The good church music which is heard at worship or on other

occasions is ancient. What is composed today has, sad to say, little sig-

nificance.

Bach and Beethoven wrote Masses which were useless for worship,

and just because at the same rime they created truly religious music, the

hybrid nature of that form is all the more clear to us: outwardly sacred;

inwardly, already fully autonomous.®*®

MUSIC AND RELIGION In thc fucutc, music will bring the holy

to expression only as an autonomous, sovereign art. Scndlity is of no use

either to it or to its masters; self-evident unity is gone forever. Corre-

sponding to thc external unity of thc transitional structure, wc sliall
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again find religious music, in respect to its magical constitution, in the

most varied sorts of music: in “church music” and in the dance; in opera
and in the sonata. But we shall no longer find it automatically. We must
search for it. Lucidly, we have lately begun to do so once again. The
result is, first of all, a rejuvenation of church music, even in Holland and
the local Reformed churches. But if it is to achieve a new flowering,
our ecclesiastical consciousness must become more inward and stronger,
and national consciousness must be renewed within the Roman Catholic
Church.^'^^ For, in the history of church music, new life always unfolds
when a strong awareness of being called by God and being bound to him
is combined with the determination to go out into the world and praise
God. For then the folk song entered the Church, then the world seem-
ingly conquered the altar; in reality the altar conquered the world.
Then songs resounded, those “new songs” which ascended to God’s
throne when he had given them to us in his grace.®^

“ general reaction against the idea

it were meant only for connois-

“ '^Wch, paintings are dralt

we shall onl
to i>e preserved in a museum. It is possible that

ritienccS h^r ‘“""'’"y of ‘f't We have

sons wWch in

°.f ^'Sttittation, in the course of which the

dance btam n wT timnltaneously poem, music, and

now n r''?"'*
“te

romantic and pompous seme oTa?"^' f *"

manner of the folk dance, folk song!" d hjmm"’"’”
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NO CONFLICT? In regard to music, one might wonder whether

even to speak of a conflict. With the possible exception of architecture,

music, of all the arts, stands the closest to religion. Music continually

places itself at the service of religion: it seems as though the old forms

of Mass and Requiem allow themselves to be filled infinitely wth new
musical content. On the other hand, there is in religion no serious opposi-

tion to, and no open conflict with, music. Almost all worship uses music.

Of course, there are often arguments as to the nature of die music. In

the Roman Church, for example, it is the quarrel of strict liturgical

music against a popular musical taste which loves kettledrums and brass

in the church and sings the Tantum Ergo to the tune of an Austrian

folk song. On the Reformed side, doubts exist -whether music other than

the Psalms is suitable for the “proclamation of the word.” The tendency

dominates to relegate all other music to the plainly less sacred “second

feasts," those days on which one may ride the streetcar in even the most

orthodox parts of Holland. Still, this does not touch the core of the

problem. With few exceptions, Christian and general worship is not

easily possible without music.

It develops, then, that religion can no more do without the singing

than it can without the word. But this has not cov'cred the entire matter.

Alusic outside of worship might be more dangerous to religion than tliat

W'ithin worship. There it is connected wdth the theater; there it shou’s

itself publicly as what it actually has always been: dance music. Mean-
while, religion seems to ha\’c no objection to beautiful sounds per se.

Music is praised as the least sensual of the Muses. All things lead to the

question whether there is not a particularly strong aflinitj' bcr\vcen

music and religion. Before wc discuss this question in more detail, wc
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must first discover that a conflict does exist, admittedly not in public

where it could express itself in particular cultural forms, but neverthe-

less a conflict wliich goes so deep that it usually remains hidden.

MUSIC, NOT TONAL ART Thc Opposition here comes not from
religion outside of music, but from religion witliin. Having arrived at

the greatest height, music finds the air too rarefied and itself superfluous.

No art points beyond itself more decidedly than docs music. The state-

ment made by the painter Runge, “We must go beyond art; it will be
unlmown in eternity,” is true above all of music. That is not to say that
music does not possess eternal value, but rather that, in contrast with
eternity, it sees itself as art and is thereby aware of its insufficiency. This
results from the fact that in the structure of music, expression of the
o y IS understood as an essential demand; this cannot be said, for ex-

ample, of painting.

Ferruccio Busoni has perceived this and expressed it well. Aiusic
never re^hes its goal, it only arrives at the gate. For it is tonal art, not

A ’’r
’ SMe that separates men from eternity or

p 0 a mitw at is already temporally past. Ontheothersideofthe

femZr '>’all ourselves have to
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music could be written about this phrase. Music represents the great

struggle of reaching the wholly other, which it can never express. The
conflict between religion and art, benveen audible beauty and the holi-

ness which forever withdraws, is here most violent and most painful,

precisely because it does not become open, does not assume a socially

demonstrable form. Here art becomes aware that it is only art, yet

simultaneously yearns for something higher. Later we shall see that the

other, the higher, is not only the goal of music, but its precondition.

SILENCE, NEITHER SPEAKING NOR SINGING Since mUSic

thinks thus about itself, it would be surprising if similar thoughts did not

occur to religion. Nor, indeed, are they absent, although they have not

taken the outward form of musical iconomachy. There is thus an op-

position external to music, as well. As Calvinism condemns theater and

dance, so Buddhism rejects theater and music. Wherever the will to live

must be suppressed, where salvation is sought in destruction, where God
represents the great “No,” the only appropriate musical expression is

the rest. “Over man’s entire life the great fenmta must extend, to bring

to silent termination everything which affirms life.”"^® In the nullifica-

tion of the entire world is contained that of music. Where every expres-

sion is insufficient, music can hardly find the proper tone to sound the

holy.

Thus the conflict between religion and music, ahhough it scarcely

shows on the surface, leads to the deepest depths of our problem: both

religion and music can demand silence. When the holy girds itself to

put beautiful sound to silence, it can be that the latter has already fallen

dumb.

ALTERCATIONS Mcanwhilc, there have also been many alterca-

tions which have not led into the depth. Just as in the case of theater,

this is explained partially by the position of music in licathcn culture.

The flute player, the tibicen, anciently performed a s.icrcd function; Ids

playing at the sacrifice supported the cpiclcsis of God. Thus whoever

plays the flute summons the gods, or, in the Christi.'in view, tfic de-

mons.**^ Chrj’sostom can declaim: “Where flute players arc, there

Clirist can never be.”*” Because instrumental music lus its home in the

culric-ludic complex of ancient culture, music is forbidden to Christians.

A\^hocvcr pin's the kithara or a wind instnimcnc must give it up, says

the nomocanon of Michael of Damiatc.and in the Canons of Hippolvttts

It says: “Whoever perfonns in the tl^catcr, or is a wrestler or foot racer.
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or a music teacher, or a comedian, or a gladiator, or a priest of idols, none

of these may be granted entrance to a holy address until they have been

purified of these unclean works. After forty days tliey may hear the

sermon. If they prove themselves worthy, then they are baptized.”*®^

This explains why instruments were scorned even when music blos-

somed in the young Christian Church: the Church accepted the herit-

age of the synagogue, but not of the temple. “In place of the playing

of tympani, let the singing of hymns resound,” says Gregory of Naidan-
zus; the Sibylline Books (Oracles) of the second century contrast the
rejoicing of holy voices, the sweet Psalms, and the dignified hymns of
God, to the glittering pomp of the heathen cult.^a Actually, this avoid-
ance foUowed a heathen argument, because, in his Laws, Plato found pure
instrumental music opposed to logike latreia, the inner worship of
God.133. 207 ^

Thus, instruments were excluded from worship for centuries, and
even today they are really a foreign element. Both the Gregorian and
t e e orme hymns are meant to be sung without any accompaniment.
Nor can it be denied that the objectivity, the purity of expression of
unaccompanied singing, seems better guaranteed than when the voices
Me earned along by the flight of instruments. In Reformed worship it
was a long nme before the deebion was taken to admit the organ for the
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and sound again plays a part: in polyphony the text becomes incom-

prehensible. But there is also a danger which will remain as long as

there is music, even if it is of the most extreme simplicity. That is the

danger of pride and lascivia anhiii during singing, which was also warned

against by Augustine, to whom the strict mctliod of chanting prescribed

by Athanasius—more lihe solemn reading than singing—seemed less

suspicious than an overly beautiful rendition; and who allowed music in

church, much as he himself enjoyed it, only out of consideration for

those weaher in spirit. It has seldom been recognized how powerful this

danger is, and that it holds true for all human forms of expression, for

words as well as music, for the promimiam (to use Augustine’s phrase)

as well as for the canetis. Among us this conflict has led not only to the

dying out of church music, but also to the shrinking of that music which

was left, xvhich collegia vnisica and organ xvorks were able to keep alive

only with difficulty."

• In opposition to music, ZwingU svent further. His damning judgment of Gregorian

chant, which appears in the Confessio helv. post., witnesses to his ignorance, and is

a blot on the Reformation (cf. ^u).



4 INFLUENCES

THE LAST DEFENSE OF EXTERNAL CONTINUITY In OUF
se^ch for the essential continuity, we must once more protect our-
selves against the external continuity which forces itself upon us. Nine-
tent s of the religious works of art” which we know evidence no
inner, essential continuity between holiness and beauty, having only a
purey external connection, which admittedly can be very refined,
10 a ing neit sr^t nor religion, but not proclaiming their unity.
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ous. Here horror, shrinking away, is connected with fascination, with

painful attraction; here is the ultimate word.

And so we would do well in the future to free ourselves completely

from the religious occasion of a work of art. We must dig deep,

and Busoni has well recognized that "depth of emotion has its roots in

the complete comprehension of every mood, even the most trivial.”^^^

Even when we know that depth of emotion by no means needs to be reli-

gious, the holy begins to appear in the striving for the absolute. Busoni’s

remark that "In the so-called ‘Champagne Song* from Don Giovarmiy

there is more ‘depth* than in many a funeral march or nocturne,” we can

so interpret that in many a seemingly nonreligious work such as Mozart’s

“Champagne Song,” there is more depth, more awareness of the holy,

than in many an oratorio or hymn. When we come doum to funda-

mentals, the “last word” about champagne is nearer to the word of God
than is an empty word about God. The somewhat crude deistic frenzy

in the choral finale of Beethoven’s Ninth is religious music, while the

glorious adagio which immediately precedes it, which can be played with

great effect in any church after the sermon, admits of doubt.

THE SUBLIME Music attains sublimity by slowness of tempo. But

this is not the only means, nor does it offer a guarantee for true sublimity,

as many “religious” composers seem to think. To slow tempo belongs

majestic reserve, chaste restraitit. And even this remains nothing unless

everything points to an emotion which admits no more violent expres-

sion. Here Palestrina is probably the greatest example. We have already

mentioned examples from Wagner’s Parsifal and Bach’s St, Mattbevj

Passion.

If we ask whence it comes that the massive, the sublime, often moves

us religiously, indeed seems to be an expression of the holy, we find that

this lies in its overpowering character.We cannot escape it; we find our-

selves in the presence of the wholly other. It cannot be better expressed

than in the words of a student who was the subject of a psychological

experiment conducted by Alfred Romer. The student reproduced the

impression wWch listening to music awoke in him: "We are on a ship.

The waves are smashing violently against the sides of the ship. We feel

differenc.”25i

•Baensch represents the finale as a victory over the despair of the first, the gaiety

of the second, and the delicacy of the third movements, a victorj' which is expressed

by the appearance and disappearance of the pzincipal themes of the first three move-
ments in the introduction to the fourth.
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This overpowering can be fascinating or awe-inspiring. It can en-

chant, captivate, illuminate, remove a burden from the heart. It can also

oppress, bring fear, cause horror and terror. Wherever the accent may
lie, according to our working principle, no work of art can be an expres-

sion of the holy unless it contains both elements. It may be that terror

donunates, but fascination must not be absent. It may also be that we
are so enchanted that we revel in bliss; but if every tremor is lacking,

it is a false bliss, even if we may be confronted with real beauty.

LIGHT Music, too, knows the divine light. Romanticism played with
sounds which were visible and colorful. It thereby posed a psychological
problem which remains acute.

Horch, es klagt die Flote nDteder

Und die ktihlen Brurmen ratischen.

Golden nxebn dh Tone niedcr—
Stille, stille, lass tins lauschen,

Holdes Bitten, mild Verlangen,
Wie es sUss ztan Herzen spricht!
Durch die Nacht, die vdeh umfangen,
Blickt zu mk der Tone Licht.

Hark, the mournful flute is sounding.
Cool fountains sofdy sifting.

Golden sounds come downward drifting-
Quiet, hear the song abounding.

Blessed asking, gende yearning,
To the heart it sweedy calls;

^rough the night about me turning
I he hght of sound my sight enthralls.™

upsycTob^cTptbtrn'mh^^^^^^ Psychological game or even

through of

another musical Ught, rvhTehtno^
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s Cassation!, from Bach’s Well-Tempered
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Clavier-, and cvciyvvhcrc in this music that cool, starry brilliance seemed
to shine, that ethereal clarity to whirl. Yes, that was it, this music was like

time which had become frozen to space; above it there hovered endlessly

a superhuman gaiety, an eternal divine laughter.” In the music of Mo-
zart’s operas, above all in the ensembles, is contained something of this

divine levity, this unearthly gaiety which is like the whispered laughter

of stars, sublime in spite of its e.\-uberance. Here, of course, we are far

removed from all “religious” objects and every standard religious style.

But Don Giovanni’s Champagne aria, the great ensemble with the minuet

from the same opera, Cherubino’s “Voi che sapete,” and the finale in the

fourth act from Figaro, the trio of three boys and the overture to The
Magic Flute, are religious music in the noblest sense. Here we find what

is absolute, what is perfect, through which the young love of Cherubino,

the drunkenness of Don Giovanni, in themselves become absolute, some-

thing which does not exist here on earth. Here we have reached an im-

mense separation from everything that is earthly. Ever and again this

divine gaiety is interrupted briefly, very briefly, by a sound of a different

sort (the chords of the adagio in the overture to The Magic Flute),

which briefly causes us to shudder, but only briefly, just enough to let

us feel not only enchantment, but also fear. It is actually not necessary.

For pure, complete enchantment is seldom heard and is no longer fasci-

nating. “The stars, they are not longed for, they are enjoyed in their

glory.”

SUSPENSION Just as in the dance, ecstasy is one of the means of

expressing the other, reaching a new reality. Dionysus was not only the

originator of the dance, but also of music. “Music, dance, prophecy, these

three perfections, appeared as the glories of the original world renewed,

as blessed miracles, out of the Dionysiac madness.”*® From the -walls of

the Villa Item in Pompeii, the ecstatic face of a singing silenus looks

upon us, incarnation of ecstatic music.®"®

Music, freeing itself from the world, rises up to heaven in silent or

occasionally loud ecstasy. When we are considering the expression of

heavenly immateriality, we think first of Gothic architecture. But music,

too, contributes its part: for example, the aria from Bach’s St. Matthew

Vassion, ^^Aus Liebe will vtein Heilcmd sterbeu" in which ttvo oboes

tvithout the usual foundation of basso continuo accompany the flute

and soprano voice. Here heavenly love emerges freely.

The most beautiful example from the present day is the Negro spirit-

ual. In these songs of an oppressed and faithful people there is percep-
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rible something of that ectasy which inspired the Hebrew Psalms and

the early Christian pneumatic hymns ” This is clear to anyone who has

heard them sung by Robeson or by Marian Anderson. Still, that is a cul-

tured form of singing. It is even clearer to whoever can listen to the

song in its original form, which reminds us of the ancient examples of
the primitives, Jews and Greeks, There is a leader, accompanied by a
chorus, which then sings the refrain each time and improvises in part.

Everything sounds less finished than in the production of the great Negro
singers. But there is a strong movement of the soul contained there,
wHch flees the earth. The spirituals actually developed from the sermon.
Gilbert gives examples of Negro sermons which are sung in a rigid recita-
tive, while the audience occasionally breaks out with melodious, ecstatic
cries. Song breaks forth from the sermon.We can only long for a sermon
which will so move us that the Usteners can no longer control themselves
but must shout, cry, and sing.®®®

T H E H E A V E N LY The influence of the heavenly, expressed in many
Richwd Wagner, is formed differently. The pilgrim motif in
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lation to C major in Haydn’s The Creation at the words “and there was
light” numinously; it can be understood artistically, although here

the expression is of something of tlic wonder of creation as a work
of God, and not of man. But in Beethoven’s Ninth there can be no doubt.

I am thinking of the transition in the finale at the words ^^Und der Cherub
steht vor Go/f.” Gott’’^ is repeated twice, but the second time the

key changes, and only then docs the word “God” seem to receive its full

significance; it is as though the doors of heaven were opened, as though

we were truly standing before God, and the music of the angels could

reach our cars.

Filled by a completely dififerent consciousness of God, but just as

strongly numinous, is the transition in “Siegfried’s Rhine Journey” from

Wagner’s Gdtterdavwienmg. The sudden, almost brutal, modulation

into another key corresponds to the change of the motif: the nature-

earth motif, which expresses life as it slowly grows and unfolds, is trans-

formed without preparation to the Gdtterdanmtenmg motif, whose

falling line proclaims the end of all growth. Here one experiences the

divine proximity of the fate of the world, the impersonal power which

ranks above gods and men.

A very fine example of the expression of the holy through a change of

key is offered by the soprano recitative from the first chorus of the Su

Matthev) Passion, “fir hat tins alien 'wohlgetan.^* At the final words,

hat mein Jesus nichts getanj'' the key changes to C major, so that

the spotlessness of the divine radiates in glorious light. If the soprano has

a high, brilliant tone, it seems at this point as though, after the gentle

description of Jesus’ work of love in the restrained song of the oboes’

da caccia, we suddenly perceived the dawning day in the midst of death

and woe.

Transition can also be occasioned by a sudden, complete change in

the character of the music, the tempo, the rhythm, or the e.xpression;

for example, in the final aria in Bach’s beautiful cantata “Wachet, betet,

seid bereip’’ (No. 7). A powerful, majestically moving bass recitative has

just pictured the terrors of the day of the Last Judgment. Slowly, hope

breaks through and is finally transformed into joy. Then the aria begins,

with an incredibly beautiful vocal melody: *^SeIigster Erquickungstag.'*

But it is suddenly interrupted by a violent presto in the accompaniment,

one of the ^'knocking” themes so loved by Bach: ^'Schall, schalk, letzter

Schlag, Welt tmd Hinmiel gebt zu Triamuem^' The v'orld is being

annihilated. TIic voice, too, begins to rage rhythmically, fearfully sound-

ing the ciy for help; the orchestra races on without letup. Finally, the
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voice sighs, breathless, “zu Trunnnem.” The transition at this moment
has a numinous effect. Without a break the vocai melody begins once

more from the beginning with an indescribably lovely effect: “Jems
fiihret ntich ziir Stille." The presto becomes an adagio, the Itnocldng

motif a broad, singing harmony, and the fearful agitation is dispelied in

the great, endless calm of heavenly bliss.
•^

Finaliy, transition through the introduction of a new instrument can
also become an expression of the holy. The most beautiful examples of
this which I know are the two places in Saint-Saens’ Third Symphony
where the organ enters: in the first movement, where an ndcigio religioso
follows the agitated beginning, which is later taken up by the vioUns and
transformed into a iiving prayer; then in the second movement, where
the majestic fortissimo chord of the organ follows the Wagnerian end-
ing of the winds, which seems to transport us to another world.

DARKNESS AND SEMIDARKNESS in music, too, there is chlaro-
scuro. I point to the beginning of Beethoven’s Violin Concerto, the
four soft beats of the tympani and the chord which follows them, a mys-
tie semidarlmess from which the Ught of the melody at once arises.

and^e'"^
^"'’1 What darkness is to architecture

Ofeot^erwr^^^
It must ber'

^ ^ express anything, cannot be pure silence.

lence of a man h'
to semidarkness. It is not the si-

of theher hi T" silent in the presence

like an echo of th “
1"*''^ this numinous silence, which is

fourth movement of Beetho

”

‘a'
somewhat sinister and ehostlv mn

^ ^J^Phony. After the agitated,

silent; finally, there reZnsLw aZ"'
(it is remarkable that just here An “

whispering drum roll

then follow broken chords siwn a
primitive” instrument is used),

to the eruption of the af/egro Jacnow’
P°"'"^"' ““aando leading

•a
“ ""’‘’'"''y tealm is the recitative from

in B Ai;n"°S: "Cnnrn.nr unun, in Bach’s

iitOTtuoriwn''
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tlic St. Afatthc'w PiissioTJy *^Afchj }esu scjyivcigt zu falschen Liigen stilleJ^

Silence is here already suggested by the texr, but the music is much more
than a mere illustration of the text: the shrill staccato chords arc an ex-

pression of unbearable tension before Jesus* death. “What in the music

of today approximate most closely its original nature arc the rest and

the fenmta. Tlie tense silence between tu'O plirases, itself music in this

environment, expresses more than the more definite, but therefore less

flexible, sound is able to do,’* says Fcniccio Busoni.-*’^ The pause, the

“rest” as we call it by an extension of meaning, is by no means something

negative, but the negative expression of something most positive. It is, in

genuine mystic fashion, a rich poverty, a full emptiness. Camille Mau-

clair speaks of a sounding silence: “Silence can only be transcribed by

sounds. Certain pauses in Beethoven’s symphonies have a radiant charac-

ter.”^®® Musical silence is thus by no means a “rest,” but the greatest pos-

sible tension. In his sketch for the alia nioTcia of the finale of his Ninth

Symphony, Beethoven writes: “Turkish music—first pianissimo—a few

loud ppmo—a few pauses—then the complete power.” About this,

Baensch says: “It remains unclear what ‘a few loud ppmo’ is supposed

to mean.”®®® I venture to suggest that this lack of clarity has the follow-

ing meaning: the pianissimi speak precisely because of their almost com-

plete inaudibility. A “loud pianisrimo” is a parado.x, but not nonsense;

the expression indicates perfectly the character of numinous music,

which is to express what is inexpressibie. ' We find giorious examples of

“loud pianissimi” in the *'Incarnatu^* and of Bach’s Aiass in

B A/[mor\ in the initial chorus of the St. Alattheiv Passion, at the words

“at/f unsere Schuld” where the world seems to hold its breath; the choral

recitative in the Christmas Oratorio, *^Er ist auf Erden kovmien arm"

where the soprano voice sings the drawn-out notes of the ancient chorale

to the delicate accompaniment of the oboe, giving rise to an impression

of loneliness, as though representing the kenosis, the self-emptying of

Christ. Here we stand in the immediate presence of utter abandonment,

which discloses itself in miraculous fashion as richest communion. In

many cults we find “holy silence,’* which is both the highest worship

and deepest communion with God, “sacramental silence.”^®®’ To be

silent is not to be inactive, but is the greatest receptivity and highest ac-

• It is also possible that we are going too far behind Beethoven’s note, that the “first

pianissimo” refers to the chords for bassoon, contrabassoon, and bass drum, inter-

rupted by long pauses, while “a few loud ppmo” could refer to the repetition of

those chords wiA the addition of the clarinet; the Litter, in actual fact, gives the

music a completely different character.
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tivity. We recognize this only when we deliberately keep a common
silence in memory of a dead man, or when we turn within ourselves.

THEENDLESS In the realm of music, the influence of endlessness is

best approached through seemingly endless repetition. Even monoto-

nous repetition, which is like a moving jentiata, through its apparent

poverty attains the riches of suggestions of eternity. Thus the redemp-
tion motif at the end of Wagner’s great Nibelu7Jge?i trilogy, which seems

to transform the wealth of lines and colors into an eternal, no longer

audible, melody; • the melodies of the “Licbestod” in Tristan tind

Isolde, which strive for nirvana and silence; the endlessly, monotonously
repeated “ewig, eivig'^ at the end of Mahler’s “Lied von der Erde'^

—

these are examples of an approach to infinity which is probably more
common in Asiatic music than in our own.

The uncanny emptiness of long, drawn-out notes” in Bach, for
pample, at the words “ew/g, ewigkeit;' has the same effect.^io There
is a good example of the numinous effect of long notes at the word
“petrh” in the Omt Spiritu Sancto of Bach’s Mass in B Minor,

OB JECTI V ITY^ The most beautiful example of the expression of the
0 y t ough objectivity is the way Bach, in the Passions and cantatas,

continually sublimates the subjective sufferings and joys of the faithful
into a suprapersonal expression of faith.

Every action, every word of Scripture, but also every emotion, every
movement, and every burst of anger are immediately reduced by Bach,

e great pnest, to the Crerfo” of the congregation. Upon the anguished,

'he confiteor: -Ich bin’s, ich

as rho
^ immediately transported to another atmosphere,

'h' sea to the firm land The
hes deeper than

the entire
^1™ ° “

theVabLn powerfully agitated, follows

Uponredrl t
^nnclcn.”

of his ^sci„rfoI of Jesus and the sleeping

the fallinir aslee T i,
^

of the watching of the faithful andthe falhng asleep of them sins. Thus we could coLinue our analysis

'"g for trsolution n'tomSSc-hlm'Ji- '"'"'POon in Wagner and the sttiv-

of redemption. nnisic generally: all romantic music is music
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through the whole Passion: cvcryAvhcrc human events, perceptions, and

observations arc reduced to objectivity; the wealth of images is again

and again reduced to a single image of the history of God and man.

This liturgical character is also expressed by small features which are

taken over from the sacer Indus. The comic chatter of the two witnesses

whose words arc parodied by the uninterrupted continue, the crowing

of the cock—all this has been reduced from a comic intermezzo to a mere
hint, but is still reminiscent of the old spirit of the holy play, in which
humor possessed as much ritual power as seriousness. But those are rudi-

ments. As far as the actual structure is concerned, as in the “Choral Fan-

tasia,” think of the glorious small choral preludes of Bach, those variously

rising and falling, appearing and disappearing, lines which wrap them-

selves about the one simple melody of the congregational hymn. The
rich multiplicity, the dramatic agitation of the Passion narrative always

returns again to objective resolution and the simplicity of the chorale. •

The evangelist relates the Passion narrative. A series of events and per-

sons passes before us. The narrative possesses epic fullness and dramatic

movement. Still, it is neither epic nor drama, but liturgy, the service of

the congregation. We groan with Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane;

we are enraged at the priests; we shrink in terror at the cry of the wild

mob which wants to see blood; we are torn back and forth continually

between fear and hope, love and hate. Our pent-up emotions find release:

the believing soul may M'atch -with its Lord, weep Avhen he is betrayed,

plead for mercy when he is scourged. Yet the work does not thereby

become a subjective expression of inner feelings; it is neither lyric poetry

nor epic nor drama. For the many-sided, powerfully agitated narrative,

the delicate language of the tortured soul, torn by grief and love, all rest

in the great peace of the faith of the congregation. Everything particular,

everything individual, everything human, all grief and all joy, all hate

and all suffering, all pleading and all thanksgiving, all despair and all

hope, finally end again in the simple, noble witness of the Church, in the

objective, calm word of faith. In the mighty final chorus of the first

portion, all emotions of the believing soul are expressed by the alto, tenor,

and bass, through the glorious symphony of the orchestra, through the

monumental choral melody, “O Alenscb, bewein dein Siinde gross’^

—

that is typical of the entire work.
• Of course, this objectivity could not move us as art if we had pure liturgy before

us in the St. Matthew Passion. But since it is an autonomous work of art which
bursts the external form of the liturgy and only retains its “inner form,” within the

liturg)’ it obviously becomes the highest means of expressing the holy through the

beautiful.
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The greatness of Bach lies in the fact that not only does this liturgical

foundation permeate the literary form of the work, but also that the lit-

erary form completely coincides with the musical. Just as the multiplicity

of events and persons, emotions and thoughts, is constantly simplified to

the confession of faith, so also the agitated richness of the recitative (in

which a greater “drama” unfolds than in many other dramas all taken

together) becomes quieter, and the violent, passionate lyrics of the solo

and chorus arias always find their way back to that simple line, that fixed

inviolability of the chorale melody.*

A few additional examples: In the St. John Passion, the evangelist

tells how Pilate answers the protests of the Jews: “Was ich geschrieben
babe, das babe ich geschneben” An answer of perplexity, a weary an-
s^ver, a human, all-too-human answer. Bach the theologian directly op-
poses to it the word of faith in the chorale: “In meines Herzens Gnmde,
dein Nmn ttnd Kreuz alletn, funkelt all Xeit tmd Stzmde, drauf kann ich
Jrdhlich sein" Human perplexity becomes the courage of faith; what
man has written becomes what God has written in the hearts of the faith-
ful; the fate of man has become salvation given by God.

Je^s prays in Gethsemane. The tenor of the first chorus describes his
^fferings in emotional accents, distorted by grief. He is accompanied by
utes an o oes, da caccta, shrill, almost unbearably sad, ever and again

soarmg upward as in a wail of grief. In the depths throbs the staccato bass
of the contmuo, Uke the feverish pulse of the sufferer, a musical descrip-
uon of grief such as was never created with more genius and unbearable
intensity, so human, aU too human. But then we hear, softly and gravely,
played by the solo vioUns, supported by the second chorus:

Was ist die Ursach aller solcher Plagen?
Ach, meine Sunden haben Dick geschlagenl
Ich, ach Herr Jesn, babe dies verschuldet,

Was Du erduldetl

mo was the goaty? Who brought this upon thee?
«as, my treason, Jesus, hath undone thee.
'Twm I, Lord Jesus, I it was denied thee:

I crucified thee.

ihc “Liierj").^From the St'rfIdl’S
recitative in his Requier?! (in

sounds as the anguish of the
sadness, this altar music

Verdi can also close with it. RanK
"^hich conveys reconciliation. Therefore,

as well as the chorale as in th* ecclesiastical intonation
. « m me c.rcdQ of his Mass in B Minor.
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Both the objectivity of the confitcor of the congregation and the

exalted calm of the chorale melody have the effect that we hear differ-

ently the lament which follows. Alusic has passed from an expression of

utmost grief to expression of the holy.

For even over the sufferings and doubts of Christ himself in their

carthlincss is raised the witness of faith. The anguish of Gethsemane finds

its sublimation in a mighty hymn: “TFaf 7;!ein Gott 'will, das ^scheh

allzeid^; from the human point of view, Jesus, standing silent before

Pilate, is addressed presumptuously; ^^Befiehl dtt deine Wege tmd 'was

dein Herze krdnkt, dcr allertrettsten Pfiege des, der den Hmrmel lenkt.”

When, after the violent action of the narrative, emotion overpower us

and the pain becomes unbearable, Bach the theologian thinks of the sal-

vation which \vas granted us in so much suffering, and he has his congre-

gation pray: ^Weji ich einmal soil scheiden, so scheide nicht von ndr^

The cantata *^Wachet auf, rztft tins die Stinmie*' is an example of Jesus

mysticism inspired by the Song of Solomon. The marriage of Christ and

the soul is depicted for us in sumptuous colors, especially in the duets;

the whole of the gentle inwardness of eighteenth-century mysticism is

contained in a beautiful recitative. But the figured chorale with which

the cantata begins surrounds all with the strong cry of faith, ^^Wachet

and the whole awe of the congregation which kneels before God’s

face in holy darkness. The final chorale, not figured, is the Church’s song

of praise, in heaven as well as here on earth. And the greatest miracle of

this superb composition, the chorale verse in the middle of the work,

*^Zion hdrt den Wachter singen” makes the melody rise high and pure

as Cantus firnnis above wedding music, which is amazingly reminiscent of

a popular holiday tune. Thereby, the physical picture is given solemnity

and depth, humanity is glorified, and the language of faith sounds the

more nobly and purely.

Although Bach’s work is the crown of the union between strict poly-

phony and expressive Italian monody, he knew how to retain objectivity

in a very special way. This is sho-\vn by the dynamics of his choruses,

which are not actual dynamics, but registration, reinforcement by the

so-called ripieno (additional) voicc.**^ It is shown by the way he suc-

ceeded, above all in the Passions, in always subordinating l^Tic and

operatic elements to the reading of the Gospel. A Passion is not an ora-

torio with solo pieces, but a collection of biblical scenes, conveyed and

unified by the contemplations of the believing soul and the chorale of

the congregation. It is shown by the way he opposes the spirit of the
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times, retaining the unabbreviated and unparaphrased word of the

Biljle 312. 313

Thus Johann Sebastian Bach performed the awesome miracle of com-

bining his service to the congregation with his service to art, the liturgical

structure of his work with its aesthede structure. The artist is priest, is

himself a theologian. A miracle was developed by him. Here art has

become in truth a holy action.

Thus another great composer and pri^t (Heinrich Schiitz) could die

with the words: “Thy statutes have been my songs in the house of my
pilgrimage” (Ps. 119:54).



5 HARMONY

In the examples we have cited, the holy often breaks forth violently

from the beautiful. Not infrequently, very impressive religious music

is anytfung but harmonious, as in the instances of Beethoven’s Ninth

Symphony, and Bach’s Mass in B Minor. Violence and struggle join in

every chord.

There is also religious music in which the struggle can no longer

be felt, in which only a gentle melancholy remains. Peace has been

attained, a foretaste of the calm of paradise is received. There is music

which reminds us of Michelangelo (Beethoven) and of Rembrandt

(Bach); there is also music which reminds us of Fra Angelico.

I am thinking first of Gregorian plain song, the sung prayer which
has ascended to God through all centuries and in all churches, and to

which Pius X referred as “praying in beauty.” The Gregorian melody
breathes a peace and a clarity, a calm and a self-possession, which make it

comprehensible that the Church (and also “secular” music), having pro-

gressed through the dizzying heights and chasms of polyphony and

romanticism, always returns once more to the unison of Gregorian plain

song. Nor will a revived Reformed Githolic Church music be able to do

without it.

But there are also other examples of harmony in the history of

music. The most noble and most beautiful is probably found in Mozart.

To attain that harmony, one must cither remain a child or become a

child once more. This is fully and completely true of Mozart. We even

discover that toward the end of his life he belonged more and more
to the Idngdom of children: The Magic Flute was his testament, and

at the same time the most charming and childish of his works. Henri

Ghcon, in his fine book about Mozart^ has said such important things

about this childlike harmony that I should not like to let the oppor-
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tunity pass without quoting it: “We have stressed enough that Mozart

thought only in music, no matter how clear his exalted destiny was

to him; that he by no means imagined he possessed a di\dne secret

different from what is taught to anyone. He did not view himself as

a Messiah.”®® Here we find the guUelessness, the unself-consciousness,

which Maritain demanded of a holy work of art. “Mozart’s essence is

not the man himself, but this gift within him, the charisma of sounds,

the angel which dictates the music to him.” He knows that he is only
an instrument: “If one occupies oneself with Mozart and tries to

fathom his soul, one finds at the point where one loved him and bowed
before him quite another than him. ... I believe in the angel in Alozart.”

To attain such harmony demands complete dedication, a will only
to serve. All artistic pride lies far distant.

He was unable to say, “This is unworthy of my art”; the duty
of art is to make everj'thing worthy. He would never have said,
It IS unworthy of my art to adjust itself to the commission”; aU his
worlts arose m tte way. He would never have said, “It is unworthy
to let oneself be inspired by the art of others”; this he almost always
did. He would not have said, “It is unworthy to follow the dictates
of f«hion

;
It IS important to learn how one gains approval. He

could not have snid that it was “unworthy to serve as entertainer”;
he himself was entertained the most.
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6 THE THEOLOGICAL

AESTHETICS OF MUSIC

MUSIC, THE “telephone OF THE BEYOND**? DoCS

music here occupy an exceptional position? Does it possess a direct

relationship to God, unhindered by any resistance? We have briefly

rejected this assertion, but it is too weighty and throws too much light

on our problem for us to be able to proceed without treating it at greater

length.

Nietzsche, once himself a zealous devotee of the ideas of Schopen-

hauer, in the footsteps of Wagner, later had only scorn for the musical

theories of this philosopher. According to Schopenhauer, the musician

is a “mouthpiece of the perseity of things,** a “telephone of the beyond,*’

in fact a “ventriloquist of God”; music is the language “from the

abyss,

”

2'^®- 314 pure metaphysics.

Which of Schopenhauer’s ideas earned him such scorn after his initial

glory? We can summarize it in a single sentence; “Music is therefore by
no means, like the other arts, the image of ideas, but is the image of the

will itself.*’^’^2 Schopenhauer says the same in scholastic terminology;

concepts are the umversaJh post rem, that is, universal abstractions which

are formed on the basis of reality; music, on the other hand, conveys

universalia ante rent, the essence of things, which precedes any giving

of form.

Or, to express it idealistically, art is not governed by things in their

particularity, nor by the abstract concept of the thing, but only by the

idea, conceived platonically as the essence of the thing. Art is the image

of the idea. Schopenhauer adds to this idealism his own doctrine of the

will: the idea is the objectification of the will, which is the essence of

the world. Everj’^ art attempts to express these ideas through the repre-

sentation of specific things. Thus every art objectifies the 11111 only

mediately, via the idea. Every art does so, irith the exception of music.

245
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which makes clear to us why Nietzsche spoke of a “telephone of the

beyond,” for music omits the ideas: “Since our world is nothing else

than the appearance of ideas in their multiplicity, by means of entrance

into the -principhnn indhiduationiSj so music, since it omits ideas, is

completely independent of the phenomenal world, simply ignoring it,

could still exist in a certain sense even if the world did not exist, which

cannot be said of the other arts ” Art needs the world of phenomena,

it lives off it. The painter and the poet both need images. Music is a

direct objectification of the will, as immediate as the world itself.

Schopenhauer evolved this idealistic view of art, which makes a

realistic exception only for music, in very compelling fashion. The base

is raw mass, which lies behind all life; above it are the baritones and other

voices, which correspond to the world of animals; “finally in the melody,
in the high, lyric, unconstrained free will which controls the whole,

in uninterrupted, meaningful continuity of a thought which progresses

from beginning to end, a principal voice representing the whole, I

recogmze the Wghest objectification of the will once more, the rational
life and aspiration of man.” The return to the keynote brings satisfaction,
slowly and sadly, or quickly and gaily.

This parallelism between our world and the world of music has
nothing to do with individual phenomena. Music can never express
a specific joy or a specific grief, always just “joy, sorrow, grief, horror,
jubilation, happiness, peace per se, to a certain extent in abstracto, their
e^ence without any accidents.” Music expresses only the quintessence
o e, i^ever its accidents. Therefore, program music, onomatopoeia,
IS evil, as Schopenhauer demonstrates to us with Haydn’s Seasons. Of
course, music can unite with words, vrith an action; yet even then it
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The work of art attempts to show the world as it essentially is;

tries to drive away the fog of accidents. Only music, by way of contrast;

for c.xampic, to architecture, succeeds completely/

I am not able to escape easily the attraction of this metaphysics of

music, especially not when I consider how what is constructive

and arbitrary in Schopenhauer’s thoughts took on living form in

the passionate words of Nietzsche and the mighty music of Richard

Wagner. Nietzsche did not always jest about “God’s ventriloquist.” The
^vonderful little book, The Birth of Tregedy fro7it the Spirit of Mushy
stands completely under the sign of a metaphysics of music. Apollo and

Dionysus there are symbols of the principhnn individtiationiSy and libera-

tion in the essentiality of things:

Apollo stands before me as the transfiguring genius of the prin-

cipiwft individuationiSy through whom alone redemption can really

be achieved in the world of appearance; while in the mystic shout of

joy of Dionysus, the spell of individuation is broken and the way
lies open to the mothers of being, to the inmost core of things.

The “mothers of being” (Die Mutter! Miittery ’j kUngt so •minder’^

kVA,”—-The mothers! Mothers! How singular it sounds, says Faust) are

the matrices, the archetypes of things; not abstractions, but yet uni-

versals, from which the individual forms of this world take shape. But

they also are the ground swell of this world, the mighty movement of

the will, which, painfully and nobly in this world of beautiful appear-

ance, receives sound solely in music. “Madness, will, misery,” those are

the mothers of being.'^^

Even more powerfully, more compellingly, the metaphysics of music

speaks to us through the work of Wagner. Song arises from the “morn-

ing dream,” the state benveen the waking of day with its clear appre-

hension of contours, and the undivided, blessed, unconscious life of

night Song interprets the dream, it is a Morgentrawitdeiit'weise (way of

interpreting the morning dream) and, while it sounds in the appearance

of things, the will sings nobly and sadly in the bass, which “renounces.”

If ever a theory of music was justified by its living form, it is that of

Schopenhauer through the work of Wagner, above all through Die

• Within music, too, there are stages, from the bass to the descant. Schopenhauer’s
doctrine was given a beautiful form in Herman Gortcr’s Alei (see p. 140): Baldcr’s

song and Balder’s words directed to Aid; see P. N. van Eyck’s introduction to the

edition of Ali). van Ned. Lett.
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Meistersinger.^''-^ While the mamfold forms of life pass in review before

us, while Eva loves and Walter declaims, the apprentices beat each other

and Beckmesser intrigues, again and again sounds from the deepest

depth that wonderful phrase which is called the “renunciation motif,”

the will which destroys itself, which is the origin of all the superficial

activity, which in its own right, in agreement with Schopenhauer, is

nothing more than illumination, the example of its noble subterranean

return to itself. On the stage of the world reigns madness. The great

“thrashing scene” from Meistersinger is not only the last round and
culmination of that endless series of fights and beatings which runs

through drama from tragedy to the Punch and Judy show; it is also

the eternally true expression of the madness which surrounds our life.

And the love which follows the battle, as it also preceded it, is likewise

madness, madness everywhere.” But where everything tells lies, music
spea^ the truth, that deeper truth which comes from another world.
Music is a direct revelation of the secret of the world.*”

MUSIC WHICH LEADS TO THE DEPTHS Bcyond doubt, the
mmty of Schopenhauer-Nietzsche-Wagner laid hold of something
imporeint. Music dramatically raises us above the accidental and lets us
differentiate be^een essence and appearance. We saw that Fidelia does
not tell us of the imprisonment of Florestan, but of the imprisonment
o evep- mam not of Uberation from the power of Pkarro, Lt of that

“'I redemption.
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. . the mighty orchestra . . . conveys all the motifs of the action

battles and the world-will of Schopenhauer’s philosophy, struggling for

redemption,*’ says Nietzsche. Ernst Theodor Hoffmann, uninfluenced

by Schopenhauer and Wagner, has the same idea when he discovers,

in his enthusiastic study of Mozart, that it is as though “all the char-

acters could not speak otherwise than with the powerful accents of

music, as though the realm of miracle were opening. .

.

But it is no less true for all other music which possesses dramatic

movement. Paul Bekker sho^vs us how Beethoven progresses from pro-

gram music to purely instrumental music, seldom suggesting the experi-

ences which gave rise to his creation. ‘What was important to him could

not be forced into the traditional paths of external events. Only the

souls of the events find sonorous expression.”2»5 Here is the path which

leads in a direction completely opposite to true dramatic art; but both

paths reach the same goal.We can also express it with the words of Jean

Paul, who cites Schleiermacher’s Karoline: “Music never weeps or

laughs over individual events, but always only over life itself.”^^®

By understanding the nature of music in this way, we turn aside

both from a metaphysics, which would dissolve it in a universal idea

that pretends to be true reality, and also from a purely formal aesthetics

which desires no content. Since music, no more than the other arts, is

likeness, inutation, and a description of reality, it may be said that, unlike

science, the reaUty would be thereeven if the music did not exist. Neither

music nor the other arts are like science, which loses its meaning as soon

as it turns aside from its object. In science I could never speak about Na-

poleon if he had not existed. In art, on the contrary, I can very easily do

so; in fact, in art I never speak “about” Napoleon. The poet who set out

to dedicate an epic to the hero would no more speak “about” him than

did Beethoven in his Eroica; both create a world, a form. Precisely speak-

ing, the historic person of Napoleon is indifferent. Even the form of a

“fictional” person is “fictional” in a sense other than that in which we
commonly understand the term. For a fictional person is never that, be-

cause he could not be “real”; on the contrary, and rightly so, a work of

art is judged according to the “trueness to life” of its figures. Figures must

be created, not only in painting and poetry, but also in music, ev^en if their

forms are of a completely different sort than those of the pictorial arts.

But the important point is that art never took those forms from “^ealit5.^”

Alw’ays and everywhere, in music as well as in the other arts, they consti-

tute a new reality, a new creation. That is the truth behind the proud
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phrase of Schopenhauer that music (wc would say art) would exist “even

if the world did not exist at all.” It is not that the world exists and art is an

expression of it, but tliat art exists, ars, percat vttindusy

It goes without saying that art is a world which has reality. Music,

with its mathematical basis, might lead to the thought that it is not,

for mathesis is the science of unreality, of bare validity. But ultimately,

architecture and the pictorial arts also have a geometrical basis. That

art is more than a relationship expressible in numbers can hardly be

doubted. It is, rather, that we do not find the essence of art in this world,

but the essence of art coinciding with the essence of this world at a

point which is hidden from our view. “Art docs not tell us of life, but it

speaks to us of that higher life of which life, too, itself tells us some-
thing, This brings us again to religion.”

This was already recognized in ancient China, where music was put

in direct connection with the Tao, that hidden power behind all of life:

Therein was expressed a hidden will, something supernatural. It was
of the greatest importance to understand this secret regularity and to

observe it. The deep impression which music made upon the mind and
heart, in spite of all simplicity, was connected with this hidden power.
The sad, the gay, the melancholy, the unrestrained, the sensual character
of many melodies was viewed as the expression of the most important
powers which rule and guide human life. From thence there flowed
a very important stream of life into the Tao of the state, filled with
meaning, so that there was a close connection between the music that
was performed in a state and the destiny of that state.”32o
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centuries, wlitch Isainh put into words: ‘Shower, O heavens, from above,

and let the shies rain down righteousness’ ” (Is. 45:8).^®-

But it seems as tliough, confused by tiic many possibilities, we have

more than ever lost the right way. Is music, is art, an expression of the

holy? Or is it more than mere c.\prcssion, is it the movement of the

holy itself? Or is it less, only an amusing game of lines, colors, and

sounds? We shall once more test all the possibilities conscientiously, first

in regard to music. A suitable guide is offered by the introduction with

which Felix* Gatz precedes his collection of musical-aesthetic litera-

ture.®-^

First there is the possibility that music reproduces particular content

and is simple imitation of reality. It can also reproduce sensations, such

as joy, grief, and love. Or more subtly still, the mere essence of those

emotions, the essence of joy or grief in general. Thus we found it in

Schopenhauer. Apparently, but only apparently, the opposite is asserted

by that interpretation which says music has only formal meaning and

actually expresses nothing. We experience it only as though it expressed

something; and we hear it as though it spoke to us of joy and sorrow

(Ambrose). We need both aspects of music: it must tell us something,

that is, speak of something nonmusical, something which has no sound.

Up to now our entire treatment has been opposed to this conception,

not only in regard to music, but in all the arts.

Then secondly, we have what Gatz calls “incamational aesthetics.”

Here we are no longer concerned with an opposition between form and

content, but \vith the opposition between appearance and essence.

Music is the appearance of the essence of the world, embodiment

of the ground of being, the will, in Schopenhauer. This incamational

aesthetics is no longer idealistic, but sacramental. Music is a revelation of

the nature of things.

Finally, there are the theories of autonomy. These exclude the pos-

sibility of music’s having anything to do with something nonmusical,

even if this were the grounds of being itself. As an example of this

conception, Gatz justifiably chooses Edward Hanslick, the famous critic

and enemy of Wagner. Hanslick, in turn, cites the beautiful poem of

Emanuel Geibel:

Wannn gliickt es dir nie, Musik mit Worten zu schildem?

IVeil shf ein rein Element^ Bild itnd Gcdanken verschiiiaht.

Selbst das Gefuhl ist mir isie ein sanft durchsebmnnemder
Flussgrtmd,

Drattf ibr klingender Strarn schvseiiend und sinkend erttrollt.
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Why do you never succeed in picturing music with words?

Because, a pure element, it despises image and thought.

Feeling itself is but like a river bed, \*isible dimly.

Upon which its resonant stream, s\velling and sinking,

unrolls.®”

The beauty of a piece of music is “specifically musical.” The con-

nection bet\vecn the composition and the emotions which it arouses is

not causal: the same music has different effects upon different national-

ities, temperaments, age groups.*— Music can only reproduce the

dynamics of emotions, their motion.*** The different keys by no means

always have the same significance; minor Is not always sad, nor does

“white” always mean innocence, nor A-flat major always mean fanciful.

What “emotions” are we to find in Bach’s Well-Terupered Claviery or in

the popular overture themes of Auber, Donizetti, Flotow?*— “Connec-
tion Avith poetry extends the power of music, but not its boundaries”;

Gluck’s famous “C/je fiiro” has brought tears to the eyes of innumerable
people, but to its melody, as well as:

yai perdu vion Eurydieey

Rien n'egale mon vtalheur,

[I have lost my Eurydice,
I can no longer be gay],

one can also sing;

/’ai trouve mon Eurydice,
Rien n'egale mon bonheur.-

fl have found my Eurydice,
I can no longer be sad.]

music cannot reproduce religious content when the

same
proved interchangeable for the

material

°
^ 1,^°^ reproduced musically. Any

inspiration. If the title were not

Egmout from the
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\vc arc in a large measure of agreement with the views of HansHck.

Nevertheless, it seems to us that they do not exclude the “incarnation

thcor)\” Music never expresses anything different, anything nonmusical,

yet it can very easily be an expression of a reality which is by no means

amusical, but more than musical. Music is neither the reproduction of

the “world” nor of nature nor of the spirit. But in spite of this it can

be the rcvclarion of that of which the “world” is only an incomplete

revelation. Heaven is revealed upon the earth both in the cup of cold

water which is given to the poor man and in Michelangelo’s David; in

both the dance of a child and a melody of Mozart. In heaven there is

music, but heaven is more than just music. If music were nothing more
than “an inner song,” it would have no form, it would be no creation,

it would not be art. The theory of unlimited autonomy forgets that

the particular form of music must still be measured by something else

if it is to reveal itself as beautiful form, beautiful figure—as beauty.

Music is by no means purely forma! in the sense that it has no shape.

Othenvise it would be mathesis, and its essence, as well as its form,

could be expressed in numbers. It has been pointed out that music does

not use the sense of space, but only the sense of time, and that it is able

therefore to unite the exterior and interior worlds. But even this reduc-

tion of visible form cannot rob music of its power. In fact, whoever

hears music sees nothing; and if he imagines something, the images called

forth in him by the music (a picture of nature, a funeral procession), or

the notes as they stand in the score, have no immediate, essential con-

nection with what is heard. Nevertheless, the world of music is complete.

It is not like a world connected ivith time, but without space. Like Oskar

Bie, we can seek for the analogy of time in the melodic element of music,

while the analogy of space is to be found in the elements of harmony
and counterpoint.®'^ In any case, music is a world to itself, with its own
space and its own time, in which not only spatial, but also temporal

existence is subsumed. Movement, the essence of every art, demands

both space and time. Therefore, in the pictorial arts we spoke of frozen

movement. Now, in music, we speak of space which has become fluid.

‘Tou see, my son, here time becomes space,” says Gumemanz to Parsifal,

as he points to the landscape. He could also point to the orchestra and
say, “Here space becomes time.” And whoever stands in quiet reverence

before a perfect statue finds the perfect expression of his experience

in Pareifal’s words: “I am hardly moving, yet I feel myself already

distant.”

Music is a world in itself. But it is a particular world which wc ex-
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perience, and not, for example, a formal game of sounds or an equilib-

rium of relationships. Here, too, we arrive once more at an analogy:

religion has its own world which is not the one which surrounds us, not

the sublimation of its values and the projection of its content. The nature

of religion, too, can never be found elsewhere than in the religious. All

descriptions given of it, or which it gives of itself, arc only analogies.

Nevertheless, its world is a world which is experienced. The Kingdom

of God is not of this world. But it is also no kingdom of ideas, no formal

construction. It is the most real reality which we experience.

The reason that we ultimately discard the attractive theory of Scho-

penhauer is that we are not concerned with a metaphysics, but with a

theology of music. Therefore, as was pointed out before, we may learn

much from Schopenhauer, but we are not able to follow him. True

reality lies for us, not in absence of images, but rather in the image itself,

indeed in the image of God. We cannot give music any prerogatives

before the other arts, because our point of departure is the category of

creation as such, not the eternal valuw of idealism. And, above all, the

path from arc to theology, from God’s creation to human creation, is to

be found in the image of God as a completely other reality—not then in

the beautiful sound, but in the image where art represents^ does music
have hs origin.(We shall return to this point more thoroughly in Chap-

It is good to hear Nietzsche once more on this point, in all his merci-
less realism: “How much unavowed and even uncomprehended satisfac-
tion of all religious needs there remains in Wagner’s music! How much
prayer, virtue, unction, virginity, redemption, still speaks there! Music
can do that without words, without concepts—Oh, how it turns this to
a vantage, this crafty saint, who leads us back, tempts us back, to every-
thing that was once believed.“323 That is completely true, and therefore

music has no religious prerogatives. If it

ntii
^

1,

^ ^ religion, it is just as much a surrogate as politics or any
other human creation.

° ^

aomrentl^'i Y
® ^ ^ From this point, we may return our view to the

vWch" J r 1'which are of great s.gn.f!ca„ce for our examination.
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P trof iTe a f f Beethoven's Ninth, in
sp.te of all the admiration he had for that powerful work, “one of those
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spiritiMl \vnrcrs/icds to a great cAtent he \'js/b/c and unconquer-
able between tlic streams of opposed convictions.”^22 have,

many partisans, who consider instrumental music the only true music,

but only when it docs not attempt to depict, that is, when it docs not trj'

to be program music. Holland, especially, swarms with cpigoni of this

view, wlio see opera as a dubious triviality and feel thcmsclvs duty

bound by their “good name** to consider Beethoven’s Pastoral as “less

important” than his other symphonies. *

Now we have, ourselves, emphasized the fact that music can express

nothing, “Program music,” whose primarj' aim is expression, depiction

of an event, imitation of a natural phenomenon, and so forth, would al-

ready be condemned as music. But good program music is not so much
concerned with the “program” (nor is the name, therefore, very good)

as with the music. Those who rank instrumental music above all other

music forget not only their “nonpartisanship,” but also that instrumental

music is of recent date, and that the entire development of modern music

has its roots in the vocal music of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

In our view this makes no difference. For music which is real music does

not illustrate the words, but exalts them, carries them along in order to

annihilate them. Every text is destroyed by music in beautiful fashion.

This also happens to the “program” which the composer made, and also

to the subject of the opera which he composed. His music is never illus-

tration, word, object, program; it is, rather, the occasion to create a new
world. Beethoven himself felt this when he noted in regard to the Pas-

torale: “More an expression of mood than painting.” As Bekker said, he

is to a great degree an artist of ideas,^^ but the ideas are for him only

dynamic impulses for pure musical creation: for example, the quartet

movement, “The difficult decision”; or the Eroica, for which Napoleon

was the occasion, not for a musical portrait of Napoleon, but for a new,

purely musical, form; for a form, nevertheless, and not for a numerical

system or a “pattern for a tapestry of sound.” As Busoni remarked, there

must be a third possibility which leads beyond the opposition bettveen

program music and absolute music.^^ All true music in this sense is

absolute music, both vocal music, and opera, and so-called program

music. There is absolutely no opposition between the Leonora Overture

and the Eroica, between the Coriolanus Overture and the Fifth Sym-
• Kierlcegaard already was aware of the most important point: “Music cannot ex-

press what is historical in a period.” A. Schering says, “The sensible hermcneut does

not attempt to translate music into concepts or words, nor to be a prophet of what
the composer was thinking here or there . , . that would be presumption or

charlatanry.”
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phony. For all true music is dramaric, and moves, like all art, in eternal

movement and countermovement between form and formlessness.

We found in music an inclination to silence which connects it with

mysticism. Similarly, we found in architecture and painting an inclina-

tion toward darkness. All music means a struggle for redemption, which

would be the end of all music. But the struggle is a concrete drama, full of

lines and colors, forms and nuances. Just as every religion is ultimately a

struggle for redemption which finally does away w’ith all religion, when
God will be all in all. That struggle, too, is a concrete drama, in lines and

colors, the flesh and blood of history. In music, color can predominate,

in which case it will be primarily harmonic, with a strong emphasis on

the middle voices; or the line predominates, and then music is melodic,

the descant standing in the foreground. Or the architecture of the lines

in their relationship to one another predominates, and then the strong

foundation of the bass determines polyphonic music. Wagner—Mozart
—Bach. These are oppositions which we can use better than such unim-
portant differences as that between so-called “absolute” (i.e., instrumen-
tal) and so-called “programmatic” music.®’* But in any case, music is

never “absolute,” unless it exists only in heaven.

1N p R A 1 8 E 0 F o p E R A I should like to sing the praise of opera. Not
because it is the only, or the highest, form of music. That “impartiality"
wluch IS called love has the effect that any form is right: vocal, instrumen-
ta

,
song, or drama. In opera, music is truly music, a new world, not a

armomc reduction of the arts to an art work “of the future” (Wagner)

,

nor the proved impossibility of that (Hanslick)
;
it is a miracle which is
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ousiy the refusal of any sense which is not purely logically comprehen-

sible.”

Let us sing the praise of the opera. The impossibilities are laid forth

thoroughly enough, beginning with the eternal conflict between words

and music, to the bad temper of the prima donna. But the most tragic

and glorious impossibility lies in the fact that the creation, which cannot

be, is nevertheless present in the opera, that the form which vanishes

blossoms again before our eyes. Every great opera dashes life to pieces,

destroys it without mercy. Events are drowned in the current of music;

characters disappear in a modulation; emotion becomes feeling in gen-

eral,” that is, lack of feeling. But from the ruins of our Hfe arises a new

world.

Music leads into the depths of life, there where boundaries flee away.

The Marriage of Figaro: ah, how beautiful is that life, the rococo life of

the end of the eighteenth century! Our thoughts wander to the person of

Beaumarchais, and we lose ourselves in cultural history. But the “Cmqtie,

died, vemt' makes us forget all literature and culture. We play like un-

inhibited children with Figaro and Susanna—until Cherubino appears

and with his “Non so pio cosa son, cosa facdo” makes something of the

eternally human, inextinguishable demand of youth for love, of feeling

per se,” penetrate us. The trumpet sounds, Figaro leads the recalcitrant

Cherubino to the war dance: “Non pin andrai, farfallone^ amoroso:' We

are children again, until our attention is dratvn to the grief of the coun^

tess and the passions of the count. But at the “Mi sento dal contento,

the lament of Almaviva turns not only into joy, but into a duet so won-

derfuUy beautiful that we listen only to the divine form and forget

everything—the count, Susanna, their feelings, our feehnp—to let our-

selves be home along on the flood of sounds. The wedding proce^ion

passes by us; we are children again until Susanna, in the clothing o t e

countess, makes us forget not only her own frivolous person, but
^

^
elegiac figure of the countess, with her “Deh vienij non ar. n

when at last the finale has united grief, joy, remorse, childish inhibition,

cunning, calculation, courage, into a single, noble, yet so simple, po^,

then we know that we have experienced all of that in that evening, that

and more. But we recognize simultaneously that basically it was some-

thing else. We rub our eyes, we were dreaming—have we seen or heard

another world? How remarkable and surely how “impossible” that this

is never seen in an opera. We have dreamed it, and now that we are

awake we carrj' within us tlie consciousness that on one single evening

we have come nearer the secret of creation.
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Remarkably, it is in opera that the religious nature of music is most

clear to me. It is all so familiar: a little love, a little suffering, a little joy,

and much intrigue (no opera without intrigue); and yet it is all so in-

finitely distant, as distant as the stars. It is near to us, and yet we cannot

grasp it. In opera everything is very real; no one is afraid of trivial reality,

what we humans in our blindness call comedy; no one is in any way

embarrassed at those great realities, the presence of stage lighting and

make-up, scenery, and all the trimmings. And yet all of this is very far

removed, is another world, a new creation, in which God’s hand reaches

out to us just as incomprehensibly and really as in our “ordinary,” miser-

able world; in that world of heroes and heroines, blunders and intrigues,

we experience, if we will believe, God’s creation. No—^we do not ex-

perience it,we suspect it only, in trembling bliss.
*

xxusiCASAGAME In dancc, in drama, in the mask, we spoke of art

as a game. We compared it with the game of our life, the holy game
which God plays with us (cf. p. HI). It is still common to caU music-
maldng “playing," and only in most recent times does play count as a

waste of time, as something superfluous, as something lacking in serious-

ness, as something without value. In a famous passage, Sebastian Franck
speaks of music: “A bird actually does not sing and fly, but is sung and
transported through the air. It is God who in him sings, lives, builds a

nest, flies." Man nevertheless has a free will, that is, in man God has be-
come will. ‘‘We are aU laughter, tale, and carnival before God-’’^^^

Music “to Bach and Mozart was supposed to be nothing more than
t c most noble of all diversions and the most skilled of all accomplish-
ments, and it was heavenly guUelessness which raised it to unexampled
perfection.”® ^

perfection of music which interests us in this
reprd, but Its guilelcssness, its innocence. For thereby it can grow from

God, a work of that
ttasdon. winch m the beginning played before God's face.
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T H n T H n 0 L o R Y OF MUSIC Of wlwt now docs the essential con-
nection between music and religion consist? Where docs their unity lie?

We have found nvo points of contact; first, the “other world,” the new
creation; and second, the inclination to the absolute, which is called si-

lence. Or are they perhaps Identical? Let us hear a few witnesses.

Romain Rolland’s Jean Cliristophc says:

Our music is a deception. Our scales, our sound sequences, are an

invention. They correspond to not a single sound of reality; com-
pared to real sounds they mean an intellectual compromise, the ap-

plication of a metrical system to eternal movement . . . From time to

time, a genius in transitorj^ contact with the earth suddenly feels the

torrent of reality which would like to break the frame of art. For a

moment the dams burst. Nature gushes out through a crack. But im-

mediately the break is stopped up. That is necessary for the protec-

tion of human reason. It would be destroyed if its eyes were to meet

the eye of Jehovah.®-'^

And Mauclair speaks of “metamusic”: “Beyond music there is a high-

est language. . . . That is the rhythm which proceeds from the universe,

and of which we are no more than a mere echo. And this rhythm alone

is metamusic. In all other cases we can only use the adjective: the sub-

stantive itself is unattainable. Or better expressed: the metamusical state

is silence, for rhythm makes no more sound than the movement through

the ether.”^o«

Metamusic is inaudible. We stand here at a barrier behind which

images fade away. Actual music is inaudible. To our humanity, to our

ear, to our feeling, it is only abstraction. Herman Rutters touched this

background of music when he wrote about the first production of Bach’s

Art of the Fugue at Utrecht. Here is a work which no one knows how to

begin. No hint, no dynamic markings. As far as instrumentation is con-

cerned, it can be just as well (or badly) sung as played on the organ or

the cembalo or by an orchestra. If you like, you can take it as an abstract

amusement, like a difficult chess problem. A young artist ventured to

score Bach’s work, giving it sound. Rotters writes;®-^

A case can hardly be thought of which would bring us nearer the

mystery of the creadng composer than this Art of the Fugue. In a cer-

tain sense, wc stand in this work at the inmost point of his tv’orkshop.

And yet we feci ourselv’cs surrounded by all kinds of m^’sterious
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riddles. Now, when we are so near the secrets, we first become truly

aware of the inexplicable.We recognize through this music that Bach

belongs to another world, to which we cannot find entrance. Here is

music in its pure, abstract essence. Out of a seemingly insignificant

theme develops a wonderful complex of melodic lines. The theme is

like a magic formula. It is as though we were experiencing the whole

story of creation. Chaos is ordered to a cosmos. But what else is hap-

pening in this work? What lives behind it? We, who were brought up
to believe in the romantic expressive function of music, stand here in

the presence of a strange discovery. Every association with a particu-

lar emotion is lacking. Ever attempt at paraphrase by images which,
internally or externally, are borrowed from real life goes absolutely
wrong. The Art of the Fagne exceeds everything material, even time
and style. It belongs to that mysterious atmosphere where the physi-
cal becomes transformed into the metaphysical It is a symbol
But how can this symbol be explained? The An of the Fugue is

perhaps the purest manifestation of absolute music, of abstraction.
But the sound is already something concrete, and even more so the
timbre. Do we not^ speak of the warlike trumpet, the elegiac

’

cl^et, the languishing oboe, the melancholy cello? But when we
bring these umbres into connnection with the An of the Fugue,

srsby drag it down from the height of its abstraction
the lower atmosphere of the concert? Do we not thereby over-

^ nature of the work? Is there not a hint we should

not score his final work? It is a

i«5t™nientation is the only means of
bnngmg music to life for «s, even in its abstraction.

quotation. It is a pre-

Sound iolTlj
^ ^ Cumplete musio I silent,

rcicns. Tust a«5 th».
”|^gmg music to life for us.” Now silence

Both dissolve into e!chothc7S"probi*
''

' T”hear nor see the solution.
’ P™’’''ni is solved. Yet we can neither

in all te tinib'^"nurwc''m^'™T''‘' “ 'esoonds

baehgronnd for its sounding ij the nr^f'V
'

'r"
Pr^nnndition and

tn * J.- .
"h “ great silence of God. Music comesto us as in a dream.
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The point where religion and music touch can be found in every

sort of music; but tlie point of meeting, intentional or unintentional,

lies bettveen art and service. Voices represent something; they do not

sound for tliemselves, but for something else. The Orthodox liturgy

has perceived this in its so-called cherubic hymn. The choir represents

the cherubim, the voices sound in the plaee of angelic voices: “Let us

now, representing the cherubim in mystic fashion, and raising the

thrice-holy song of the life-giving Trinity, lay aside all earthly cares.”'*^

This representative music must not necessarily sound in the liturgy,

not all religious music must be church music. But there is somet ng

priestly about it, whether it is Gregorian chant or opera, symp ony

or ballet. Like the cherub, it has stood before God, and speaks uncon-

sciously in his name, at his behest.
^

^ .

It cannot do this without also speaking to him. Holy music is

always a hymn, latides in the ancient sense, the praise o o

before his face. And behold, for here we have arrived imperceptibly in

the midst of theology. For the original and only °

^

word “theology” is the same as hymnody. the praise of God. - Theology

is not a kind of philosophical justification of belief. This occurs there,

but it is essentially eschatological music.

ESCHATOLOGICAL MUSIC The highest and best music is that

which is more than music; not that which sounds with voice and instru-

ments, but that which our voices and instruments remin us o

Music is what wakes within you when you are reminded by the

It hr:Th:llins and the horns, not the oboe nor the pounding drums.

Nor the melody of the baritone who sings his sweet '“"S'

Nor that of the men’s chorus, nor tha^of the womens chorus.

Music is nearer and further than these.

In this sense, music is the last thing, that which remains. In the

heavenly city which the Revelation of John describes tee ^
image and! temple: “The final thing is

song cannot be heard on earth; it is that canor of which m>^“

spel the song which sounds fimt above.

being.=32 Earthly music can only remind us distantly of
^

is g.

most beautiful music is only an echo of the eterna ona.
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“To Father, as to Son and Holy Spirit,”

Began all paradise, “be honor given!”—

That song filled me with rapture just to hear it.

What 1 did hear seemed like the laugh in heaven

Of the whole universe. . .

The doxology of paradise is like a laugh of the universe. Here we

have fixed the position of music within theology. It is not as central

as that of theological aesthetics, but it is very important. Music is a

servant before the face of God; it has a priestly function. It speaks of

the ineffable, it represents the loci de sacerdotio et de -finibiis.



PART SEVEN

Theological Aesthetics



1 PATHS

AND BOUNDARIES

At the end of each chapter we have attempted, in a preUminary theo-

logical aesthetics,” to indicate the theological significance and position

of the art in question. The taslt now remains to seek the unity of art,

as such, in a general treatment. What do all the arts have in common

from the theological point of view? What is the mid-point about which

everything turns? And what have we discovered up to now?

The dance reflects the movement of God, which also moves us

upon the earth. The drama presupposes the holy play benveen God an

man. Verbal art is the hymn of praise in which the Eternal and is

works are represented. Architecture reveals to us the hnes of the ^ell-

built city of God’s creation. Music is the echo of the eternal Glona.

In the pictorial arts, we found images;

The best of artists never makes creation

That is not hid already in the stone.

In marble fixed; and yet the work is done
^ ^

By hand, which folIo\vs mind and meditation.

So speaks Michelangelo, sculptor, painter, and poet. The artist makes

visible the features of an image which is in the material, ut ^o mw
marble he forms living images. What is the secret of the han

^

w c

effects the work of creation? And in what relationship do^ it

to the creation of God? How is the of the artist related

to God’s holy, creative Spirit?

TO SEEK, NOT TO CONSTRUCT We shall seek points of acce^,

not construct them ourselves. If need be, we shall call a halt at bound-

265
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aries, but we shall not string up any barbed wire. The question is not.

How can we make art religious? Nor is it. When or how does art

become religious? This would be too external, as though holiness and

beauty were two ingredients which can be mixed together according

to certain principles. We ask only. When and how is the unity revealed

to us which was self-evident to primitive man, but which we can per-

ceive only with effort? In other words, there is no particular art which

can be designated religious. Still less is there a religion which one

could call aesthetic. There is only a single art, and it is, first of all, ait*

There is only a single religion, and it is always and everywhere religion.

But again and again we discern an essential unity between art and reli-

gion; again and again holiness and beauty appear to us in the same

guise- With the assistance of our various “influences,” we have examined

the appearance of this costume. To return to our old image, we have

again and again found points of access. It is now our task to see whether

all these various points of access (and also boundaries) can be utilized,

whether we shall succeed in finding a point from which we can survey

the entire landscape.

I can imagine that a reader who has borne with me patiently may
now become somewhat restive, and ask whether it would not be much
simpler to come right out and state that all genuine art is religious, that

the holy by its very nature comprehends the beautiful. Why was a

whole book necessary to attain this simple conclusion? I reply that this

fully justified, that holiness always comprehends beauty,

\ discovered but can simply be ob-

^ nevertheless a need for a thorough discussion, which

^

ave to e much more thorough and basic than our previous dis-
cussions have been if we are to pronounce this simple truth

is hoL""' n reversible. Beauty

Lr. ‘S’ f
absolutely, not exclusively, beauty; it «

who “if 1

^ ^ “Inmate word; “beautiful,” the penultimate. He

In adfi’ri^ °J
^'^^rything; he who says “beautiful” says much,

s beauTw "
1

we can say thaf holiness

gious an'°mnuTny
S'O'iine. great art is, as a rule, also reli-

txpression of the holy wr^T'™
simultaneously

of our ornhlpin p to penetrate to the heart
ptoblem. For th. tve shaU omit all that is counterfeit, non-
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csscntinl, or superficial, but hold fast to what we have discovered of

the desired unit)' in work of art and in artist.

“religious art’’ First we shall return briefly to the so-called

transitional structure. “Transition” in the chronological sense is just

as unknown to us as “beginning.”'

We arc inquiring into the structure, not the process. Belonging

half to the magical, half to the “modem” realm, art is still far removed

from the solution of “Fart pour rart." Culture is still a unity, all values

are still catholic, and the awareness of life as a whole, which character-

izes religion, still dominates the mind enough so that no artistic expres-

sion is possible outside of continuity with the religious. The breakup

of the objective spirit into different, separate, autonomous provinces

is still a long way from completion. But it has begun.

A typical example is the art of the Renaissance. At least in theory,

the Church still rules all areas of life; all values are soil judged by what

is Christian. Nevertheless, the art of the Renaissance as a whole can

hardly be called religious. The continuity has become e.xtemal.

But we find a differentiation even much earlier. In Greece there

was a Renaissance art, and even so-called “semicultures (Egypt, a y

Ion, China, etc.) had “modem” tendencies. The smicture of external

continuity, as such, is always present, at least potentially, even ®

most primitive culture. On the other hand, the magical view of art has

never been completely lost, and it still lives on among us. The primitive

conception is no longer possible for us, but we do not desire a rigorous

separation analogous to that which Schleiermacher made between r

gion and ethics. We find ourselves, so to speak, always in transition

from the primitive sphere of magical continuity to the differentiated

sphere of the “modern” spirit, a transition which is eternal, because

it is determined not temporally, but structurally.
^

In this transition the lines of communication betiveen rehgion and

art are almost unrecognizable. A self-evident, given continuity cannot be

found. Nevertheless, the old connection is still sought, an^ so an externa

continuity, not organic but artificial, is striven for. This is done most

simply by an appropriate choice of subject matter. e re igious

object,” “spirituri material,” come to mind. In

Meistersingery the good master Kothner asks the 'nig t a

• There to me no question that the of

of art indicate that we may not speak of a beginning P
the older school of “developmental theoreddans,”*"
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Stolzing whether he would like to choose “sacred material” for his

piece. The young knight answers by speaking of the holiness of love,

in extremely poetic language. But the sober master says dryly, “We

call that secular.” The whole tragicomedy, the whole perplexity of the

transitional structure contrasted with the real values of life and art,

are contained in these words of Kothner. With an external division into

“sacred” and “profane,” one will never achieve an expression of the

holy in art. “Holy” material is never the cause of art, least of all reli-

gious art.

Not only art frees itself from the organic continuity. It is not only

the artistic sensibility of modem man which seeks its own paths. Reli-

gion, too, the religious consciousness, protests against a self-evident

union with art. Holy power no more allows itself to be ruled by art

than art allows itself to be constrained by holy power. There are, of

course, certain forms of art which are accepted once and for all: holy

words, many styles of building, a certain form of song, etc. But the

religion of modem man is strongly inclined to let it go at that, and

choose for religious expression a fixed artistic form, the sermon or

edifying story, for example, and thus try to construct the necessary
external continuity.

As far as music is concerned, for instance, our age has not only
to overcome the external continuity, it is hardly aware of it*

iKett of religious music” is an announcement that always disturbs
me. Of course it can refer to a beautiful and even edifying concert.
lJut much misunderstanding lies in the term “reUgious.” It is an expres-
sion pre erred by those who think that art fulfills its function (and
IS unobjectionable to a Christian) only when it stands in the service

“flnntlP”*'*
‘ancilla,” a pleasant but nevertheless obliging

ape mi ri,”
like the Amsterdam orphans of an earlier

age, must be clearly recognizable by its costume.
various design. Many think that part of the

sionally, « thrmT tS beginning or, ocM-

desired mn,; • ,

* then, counts as an express emphasis on the

the holy musr^b'^*
necessary, but think that

The spirii of the
must be BibUcal, or at least edifying-

spirit of the music fo

^ “usually not considered. Not only is

Enlightenment (The of
that of the words. Whether the

not matter, un£ ontZ'^nne gets a whtff of the leaven of Rome. In such
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a case, accomplished artists know how to suppress Mary or the Vennn

CorpjtSf just as they can replace the profane object of a long-Avinded

love poem with Jesus, in ease that eases the mind of the church board.

There arc people, even musicians, who attend concerts not even know-

ing that Handel’s “Largo,” which is so extremely religious, actually

docs not sing of holy things, but of the beneficent coolness offered the

tired hero of the opera by a shady tree. If the text is Italian, the

content docs not matter. If not, it suffices that in the text the name of

God, or of Christ, or even of death or mortality (which are in them-

selves edifying)
,
be mentioned a few times. The case is, of course, more

difficult with instrumental music, which excludes an “appropriate text.

But in practice this impediment is scarcely perceived; it is quite easy

to construct an external continuity. First of all, we have organ music.

All organ music is “religious.” Is not the organ an expressly religious

instrument? In one of our large cities a few years ago a district judge

determined that a piano is profane, but an organ edifying. It is, of

course, suspicious that moving-picture theaters also acquire organs.

There are people who assert that the organ did not always have such

a serious aura, indeed that there was a time when the cymbal and

tambourine were the true religious instruments; but this does not change

the fact that many people still think that God created the organ

deliberately for “holy” purposes. They would certainly be astonished

if they did not find at least a small harmonium in heaven.

As far as the other instruments are concerned, a slow tempo usually

suffices to suggest the holy. Thus the slow movements of violin-and-

cello literature are plundered. Even a serious and perceptive man like

Woldemar Voigt, who ^v^ote a fine book about Bach’s cantatas, does not

escape this passion for slo^vness, but insists on a dragging tempo. The

“eternal fire” of a chorus by Bach must not flame up too ^vildly,
because

the image is supposed to represent the Holy Spirit, as though the Holy

Spirit were not wild. Voigt thinks that the essence “of every religious

contemplation is quiet, reverent meditation,” and as such is opposed to

the essence of “dramatic progress,” which is "movement, tension, sur-

prise.” He adds: “In my opinion, these are generally Just the wrong

elements to assure a religious effect.”’*® What a confession of bank-

ruptcy, not only for religious art, but also for religious life, which

distortedly knou's the “///a non troppo^* so well. A religious life exists

which understands no “surprise”; it is a relationship to God to which, as

a rule, passion is alien, but it still must not be taken as an example. All

of this is depressing. Music is never the servant of religion: it is tlic
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servant of God. And it docs not fulfill its dut)’’ by singing psalms con-

tinually, but by being music, only music, and again music. “Religious

music in the true, deep sense is not only the music of Bach and Palestrina,

but also a symphony of Beethoven, an opera of Mozart, a ^\'altz of

Strauss. All music that is absolute music, without additions, without

anything counterfeit, is the servant of God; just as pure painting is,

whether it treats religious subjects or not; and as true architecture is,

apart from the churches it builds; and as true science is, even when it

has little to do with theology, but busies itself with gases, stars, or

languages.

Of course, the expression “spiritual art” can mean something more

than the purely external continuity between religion and art. In this

respect we are unconcerned with ecclesiastical art, liturgical music, the

language of the altar, ecclesiastical ornament and architecture. To
remain with music, for example, it is obvious that music used in worship

must have its own style, its own character, which is determined by the

form of worship and its historical development. Church music is not

the same thing as religious music. Music can fulfill all the demands of

ecclesiastical style and still not be religious. It can be filled with holiness,

and yet not be church music. A symphony by Mahler can be very
religious music, and yet not be suitable for worship. For here we are

concerned, aesthetically, with a problem of style, and theologically*
with a liturgical problem, not with the relationship between music and
re gion. But our superficial talk of “religious” music muddies a correct
feeUng for style. If a piece only has “mood” and is slow, it is thought

worship are played Schubert’s “Litany,”
the Mgnms’ Chorus” from Tannhatiser, the “March of the Priests”
rom e Magic^ Flute, Preludes by Chopin, and much else of this sort,

iturgical consciousness of style lacks much, if not all. Of course, the
boundaries of the various arts are differently drawn. The Roman Cath-

thpr
^ accept an English hymn as church music; Lu-

music, based on the chorale, has a different

remainr^^
and Anglican churches, which

imTomrnTh ^ very plain boundaries. The

art. one
occupies oneself with the problem of ecclesiastical

namely, true religious art.

that must be ve^ music, yet

revelation of thZ. -r i

music is music which is not only a
'‘™ tat also of the holy, not through the subject
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matter of the text or the occasion for which it was composed, but

through the fact that holiness and beauty have mutually interpenetrated.

Such music can be church music or have profane character. It can have

a text or not, can be opera or oratorio, symphony or dance. It does

not pay to strive for it, for we do not attain it. It is granted us as a

rare, disconcerting miracle.

THE ANTITIIETICAI. STRUCTURE The Structure of external

continuity is replaced by that of opposition, of unity in enmity. The

antithetical structure, too, is timeless, even if its contours are more

clearly drawn in one era than in another. Only in the present day is

the entire extent of the conflict visible.

The conflict can have many different causes. The limitation to time

and space inherent in a work of art is felt as an impediment which

opposes religion, the seeking of the infinite. Then again, an is accused

of frivolity, no matter how exalted its forms are, as if it is ultimately

not concerned svith the final things, avith truth.

On the other hand, an accuses reUgion of having neither eyes nor

ears; the visible world does not exist for it, and it prefers the ugly to

the beautiful avhenever it thinks it has discovered a holy quality there.

Finally and ultimately, all the arguments are weapons in a struggle

for power. Should the beautiful or the holy provide the measure and

goal of life? When the structure of life splits up, art, science, ethics,

and religion all rule, each for itself and each absolute. When they come

together once more some day, it will develop that either one of them

is sovereign and the others all mere vassals, or that all, no matter how

different their paths may be, finally end at the ultimate matters.

Temporarily, they are at war with one another.

“artists’^ Only autonomous, autocratic art has “artists.” The

quotation marks belong with the name. It is no wonder that the sodep^

which forms language has a stereotyped idea of the “artist”; long hair,

strange clothes, a lot of arrogance, and no money. The a^t is actua y

a product of the division of our culture. He does not fit into our social

order; there is nothing there for him. Skilled craftsmen and arc tccts

are better off, but poets, composers, and painters have no speci c unc

tion. They despise “occasional poetry,” and paint portraits only to cam

their daily bread. There is no longer an inner necessity, an organic

continuity, between culture and the life of the artist. Bach s w or ’ ar^

for the most part, occasional compositions; the pictures of t ic o
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masters were painted to orderj Shakespeare wrote for production and

nothing else. Franz Werfel, in his novel Verdi, puts the following well-

stated words into the mouth of the artist: “'ITus cursed and affected

lying word, ‘artl’ Art, like everything holy, is only art when it docs not

^ow that it is. In my youth, the commission, the *scrlttttra' of an opera

was an affair in which not much was said about art. But today the

tightrope walkers no longer want to be tightrope walkers.” In agitated,

modem life the “artist” laboriously seeks his “opportunity”; he “de-

livers” only when he is inspired, and writes only for eternity. Every

young artist in our divided culture appears with the pretension that he

is creating masterpieces, and thinks himself justified in being angry or

at least offended when no one listens to him. Usually society punishes

him harshly enough for these pretensions.

The artist in divided culture is a bohemian, even if he has his hair

cut and knows how to look after money. This is not a result of arrogance

or eccentricity. His exceptional position rests on a base which go^ much
deeper. He is an “artist,” and beauty rules him with a heavy hand. He
may Icnow no other laws, no other masters; he cannot be moral or

scientific or even solely religious like other men. His beloved is a

jealous woman, and only gives her favors to one who belongs to her,

body and soul. No one knows this better than the dilettante. A good
dilettante usually Im much more insight into art than has an artist,

ut, confronted with an artist, he feels himself powerless in spite of

ever^hing grotesquesly incompetent. For to him it is not a matter

,

cath. For him it is at most the beautiful drama of life or
death of another artist, whom he sees dying in beauty before his eyes.

DC.M u i t:

Jesuh beile, 6 mortels! comm un rive de pierre,
fit men sem, ou chacun meumi tour d tour,E« fa,t pour .mpirer m poite un awour
Etemel et mutt a!mi quo la matiere.

poites, devmt me, grande, attitude,,

Col^LZ,i7r!’?Zre^jMirj en tFaustires etudes

You humans! I

My breast, upon wHa"

beauty
am bcantifu!, a dream of s

ran for man, all wounded tell,
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Attracts to me the poet through love’s magic spell

Which, like tlic world, stays sdll, eternal and alone.

For poets, meditating on my carriage exalted,

Which I have borrowed from the proudest monument
There is no blame for killing hours whicli pass, unhalted.^^’

To be an artist is to be devoured by beauty. “All artists are religious,

and to become an artist means nothing less than to dedicate oneself to

the deities of the underworld. Only in the enthusiasm of destruction is

revealed the sense of divine creation. Only in the midst of death does

the flash of eternal life shinc.”®^® The reverse side of the coin is de-

scribed by Thomas Mann very sharply and clearly in his Tonio Kroger:

“To be clairvoyant even through the veil of emotional tears, to recog-

nize, to note, to observe, and then smiling lay aside what has been

observed in the very moment when hands clasp, lips meet, when human
vision, blinded by perception, fails—^it is infamous, Lisawetta, it is

abject, disgraceful. . . . But in regard to the redemptive word, are we
not dealing here less with a redemption than with a desensitization,

putting the emotions on ice?”^®^

The fact that the artist represents a peculiar type has the result

that more attention than usual is paid to his humanity. Of a devotee of

beauty, one expects beauty in everything, or at least dignity. Therefore,

artists are disappointing “as men,” as the saying goes. That does not

absolutely have to be the case in undivided culture, for there the artist

is a normal human being who has his function beside others. As a rule,

he does not even have a position, such as lends dignity and power to

priests, kings, and others. The question of the artist as a human being

appears only when he is no longer an ordinary human being. Then it

often develops that his work claims his entire strength to such a degree

that he has none left over to make his life a work of art. In spite of this,

the very great, such as Goethe and Beethoven, partially succeeded.

“If the great artist is not always also a great man, it is only because

he is not an artist in all the points of his being and all the moments of

his life.”25o

STYLE If the breaking out of art from the continuity^ of life leads

to the position of “artist” and thereby to a consistently stronger

predominance of the individual, complete transition from expression of

the beautiful to that of “most individual feeling” is restrained by stjdc,

which not only asserts to a certain degree the collective mature of the
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expression, but also, as a result, keeps alive the consciousness of distance.

Style is a form of life. The style of a work of art is like the character

of a man, taken in the broadest sense: the way he presents himself, his

speech, his feelings, his thoughts, etc. To that degree style is also

individual. An expert can recognize in a painting the style of a particular

painter, in a piece of music the particular style of this or that composer.

But style is also what binds artists together, what makes an orgamc

whole out of a group of men who belong to the same age, the same

nationality, and the same school of thought. We speak of a romantic

style, of stilo novo^ of Italian style, of baroque, of expressionism, of the

Amama style. We are seeing then what is common to the work of a

group of artists as a particuUarized structure, even if the boundaries of

such a structure never remain fixed, and even if the essence of great

artists is never subsumed in the style of their period or school. But in

the fact that we recognize this common element as such, there lies a

hint that form is more than individual genius, that there are certain

forms of feeling and observing which are given to us as “objective

spirit.” We cannot free ourselves from these forms. We can indeed

admire the Chinese style, love the baroque, but we cannot build like

the Chinese or paint like the baroque artist, without imitation. Today a

person can have his room decorated in the proper style by a furniture

company. That is helplessness. The artist, no matter how great and

independent he may be, creates within the forms of the structure

which was given him. It may be that he breaks through those forms at

important points, that he perfects the form and is its perfecter, like

cct oven for the symphony and Wagner for the opera, but even that

proceeds from what is given.

Therein lies consciousness of distance and an approach to the holy-
If our age 15 stUl seeking a style in almost every area of life, in music,

examp e, mixing apparently ancient forms with hypermodem ones,
we recognize that the spirit of this age is not religious. The great changes

cenm!!-’/T "> Gothic, from the Greek of the fif*

scious?ess''nf Vf'
°

u
' “ change in the religious con-

sciousness oflife as their precondition.

^ligious life indicate,s a

chamrin^nd ‘’''’'’“P"'™' of forms of style. The history of

whethef an
' 'ooent period depends on the question

each case
“ ""''E'oos'y or secularly minded, and how, i"

each ease, the religions feeling or the joy in the world was directed.
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An age is without style, groping unsurely amidst traditional forms,

only when it is without fixed goals and ideals in cither direction, in

the forms of religious exaltation as well as those of enjoyment of

the world.-®^

To which we should only note that conscious “enjoyment of the

world” is also a form of religion.

It may always be a somewhat delicate matter to connect a style with

a particular view of life, as Carl Gebhardt did with the baroque, Spinoza,

and the Counter Reformation.®^^ It Is certain, however, that an age^s

feeling of life gives direction to art, that the capacity of a period to

view life as a whole and to comprehend it, as well as its ability to

produce life from itself, to objectify, are decisive for style. “Style” is

another word for the expression of the holy, or at least for the pos-

sibility.

e’art pour l’art Together with the religious attitude, autono-

mous art also casts aside the religious subject. The continuity determined

by subject matter can no longer suffice for it. Nor religion, either. The
antithetical structure has in religion no need for expression of the holy

through beauty, in art no place for anything but beauty: Tart pour

TartP^

Of course this isolation of art is artificial. Art cannot get along

without life. If it turns away from life, a great degree of resignation

is involved. Autonomy frees “the artist from external servility, but it

at once falls into the danger of separating him from the ground of his

Hfe.” The motto Tart pour Tart is valid whenever art must protect

itself from subservience to any tyranny which forces its way in

from outside. But one cannot say that art must have no “meaning,” that

a concrete goal in the context of life must remain denied it. On the

contrary, art has always been greatest when it has placed itself at the

service of a great idea, a great conviction, a great, suprapersonal emotion,

assuming that this service is not a slavery bur a community of life, an

interpenetration of artistic form and the content of life. The poetrj^ of

pastors and priests is not worth much, yet Guido Gezelle was a

great poet. “Patriotic” songs are, as a rule, not enjoyable, but Virgil was
a genius, and Fitcht’s Addressees to the Genmn Nation is a masterpiece.

It is not a healthy sj'-mptom for our age that religious, patriotic, even

revolutionary art fail so miserably. It w'as one of the signs by u'hicli we
recognized our new age, upon which wc had set our hope, when out of
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the blood and tears, the enthusiasm and willingness to sacrifice, the

hate and holy wrath of the years of occupation, a new song was heard.

Many competitions for a patriotic song have failed wretchedly. But

perhaps prison and concentration camp arc better schools for a strong

poetry, such as our time demands of us, than arc literary salons.

Lodewijk van Deyssel felt something of this alienation of art from its

ground of life when he subdued the enthusiasm for art for art’s sake

and the hatred of versifying pastors which at that time ruled the maga-

zine de Nieiiwe Gids, by complaining about the lack of “thoughts.” He

was not serious, of course, but nevertheless had a pcrccptivcness wWch
made the early barrenness of this individualistic art understandable.^^®

‘Teeling” was to take the place of “thought,” and the end of the nine-

teenth century was no longer strong enough to understand that thought

and feeling are one. The members of de Niewwe Gids pointed again

and again to the indissoluble unity of form and content, what is pres-

ently called the “inner form” of a work of art. In other words, in the

antithetical structure, the breakdown of external continuity becomes

visible, and each side now blames the other. Art blames life, and, above

all religion, because it despises form or uses it without taste; life (and,

above all, religion) blames art, because it allows itself to be led astray

by form alone. Both are right: much in modem art is far removed from
life and constructed according to the rules of a game; much in modern
Ufe-and now I am thinking, not of the particular forms of expression
0 religion, but of those of technology—^withdraws temporarily, almost
completely, from any artistic form. But the actual cause of the conflict

hes deeper, m divided life isolating itself artificially into separated

set up a series of national parks and open-air museums,
and they are our churches, universities, concert halls, and theaters. One
must pay admission, prove oneself an “artist” or a “scientist” or a

Chnstian in order to gain admittance.

nnrl ‘W f

When we were discussing the phenomena of the “artist

imre 1 ri
double tendency to dom-

tbn fro X hand, to free subjection and libem-

does of the divided unity. Where

Z "“'y "f has divided; the unit>^ of
ctpmence and art, of religion and art.

new imtTOMnr'h^ God tvill be given no
nstmetor. Beanty tvdl not let him go, and God never allows him-
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self to be “added on.” He who sciv« beauty serves God, at least if

he serves faithfully. There is only one form of service.

Both the work and life participate in a supernatural vitality which
binds them together and makes possible the growth of a work of art.

We must view the much-discussed problem of the relationship between

art and experience, between experience and poetry, in this light. Many
think the basis of art is purely formal. We arc only concerned with the

structure of the work of art as it is offered us. The experience which
inspires the artist to his work is almost indifferent to us; the work has

its own life. There is much truth in that. Works of art do possess their

own life; they perhaps mean something very different to him who
receives them than to him who created them. Exegesis “e mente mic-

rorit” here, too, does not bring us to our goal. It does not matter to me
what Goethe experienced at the conception of one of his works. Ulti-

mately I must understand it as it is given to me. But this does not

detract from the fact that there must be an inner connection between

the -work of arc and the experience, a congruence benveen the influences

on the artist’s life and the impulses of beauty which alone made the

creation possible.

In this connection, the question arises whether one is to take the

actual aesthetic quality of a work (following Kant and a whole school

of aestheticians) as that which is “indifferent” in the nature of a be-

holder, that which sees and hears things but without actual participa-

tion, so that they do not have an effect in the context of life. "Taste,”

says Kant, “is the ability to judge an object or a mode of representation

by like or dislike without any interest. The object of such liking is

called beautiful.”^^®

Most recently, Spoerri would even choose to see the major difference

between religion and art in the fact that the former presupposes faith,

the latter only perception.®^®

But this indifference of art is only a way of saying that it is not

concerned with this life. Art does not desire to improve or to reform;

it cannot believe. But its indifference is by no means lifelessness. The
new world which it constructs is a creation whose origin can be found

neither in the mental activity- of man nor even that of the artist. The
work of the artist is bom neither out of his morality nor out of his

science, neither from his passion nor from his wisdom. The work of

art arises from the ground of all things. From the same ground of things

is bom the person of the artist. In that ground lies the close connection

between experience and poetry.
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Shakespeare’s worla did not grow out of his amazing knowledge of

human beings. There have probably been other men who possessed

this knowledge but could not create a dramatic world. The connection

between experience and poetry is never direct. But on the other hand,

the dramatic world of Shakespeare as a work of art is neither a formal

whole nor a game, nor purely aesthetic in the narrow sense of the

word; it is a world. In other words, the beautiful is not that which is

beautiful apart from the good, the true. The beautiful is a new world

which, in addition to the beautiful in the narrow sense, also includes

the good and the true. If it were not so, only Raphael would be an

artist, not Rembrandt; only Racine, not Shakespeare. Perhaps not even

Raphael and Racine, but only Boucher and Stephane Mallarmc. For the

purely aesthetic does not penetrate even as far as the tragic or comic.

Art is a world which is not simply “beautiful,” but “a monstrous objec-

tification of a peculiar sort,” a second world in which all the components

of the first live, but never as likeness, always on the basis of a new power
inherent inthem.®'^

The principle of form, the figure, is therefore that which in art

mles everything, but not as pure form. Being beautiful is not art;

intellectual, ethical, and religious values are not art. But the form of art

gives to the values a “new mode of reality and thereby a basis of

value. 30 Therefore, forming and experiencing are not separated, nor is

forming a direct expression of experiencing, “but forming unseals exper-
ience, makes it possible, conveys it, exalts iu”®®
We have already spoken of inner form.
To separate form and experience is to destroy both. The work of

art IS never, even for a single moment, without an external, specifically
aest etic orm.But equally it is at no moment without the entirety of Hf
without everything that penetrates and burrows into human lifc>

of fmm
230^311*^^^'

Fusions. The work of art is equally autonomous and

nevertheless a mystery. We cannot

not ole,r “nnecrion beuveen Ufe and fol, because we are

it always teH”’°'^’ 1 something creative in us. Among us,

in alThis n r “ P"<= I'fo (no art). In life and
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f'""’ = “f 'he beyond.
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entireUgious, nature. If it is genuine art-that

But tTe sett! of
Art can be demonic.

emons is also a kind of religion, admittedly some-
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what questionable. Art can also come into conflict with particular

ethical notions. But ethical notions are not religion. There is a more

difficult case. Much art is permeated with a spirit which is not only in

conflict with the ruling morality, that actually says nothing, but con-

tradicts everything genuine and pure. Discrimination is here extraor-

dinarily difficult. We do not have the right to force our own notions of

honor and virtue, of what is fitting and what is not, upon the artist. But

we do have the right to judge the work of art by its own standard,

whether it is a genuine and pure work of art. If it is not, then we do not

recognize it as art. Perhaps we can even condemn it as immoral; that is

an ethical, often only a pedagogical, question. Let us take an example.

Sensual art can very well be great art. Every art is sensual to a certain

degree, and it is easy to see that in many arts the sensual is strongly

emphasized. But art whose intention is to arouse the senses cannot be

great art. On the contrary, the more this is its purpose, the more de-

cidedly it deserts service for the sake of servility or slavery, the further

it is from being art at all. Rubens was an artist; the illustrations in an

indecent humor magazine are not art, no matter how well they are

drawn. Between Boccaccio and Aristophanes and the pornographic

novel lies all the difference in the world.

These difficulties confront us neither as pedagogical nor as ethical

problems, but solely as questions of pure art.

In all the influences which we have studied, the “other’* was revealed,

not necessarily the wholly “other” of religion, but yet its expression, or

at least the precondition for this expression. Then it is as though doors

opened, as though perspective were spread before us, as though back

grounds came into view. Painting, sculpture, and rhetoric are nearer to

the human content of religious experience. The other arts, especially

music, renounce everything particular. The pictorial arts, whether tlicj

represent in marble,’ paint, or words, arc therefore most suitable for t ic

expression of the holy as it is revealed in concrete, histoncal religion.

Music strives for the mystical, the indefinite. But it would be quite

wrong to conclude that the arts, with the possible exception of music,

can reproduce one or another positive religious experience. Of this ihc\

arc incapable. Art cannot preach. It can be religious, or it can appear

to be religious; but it can be neither Mohammedan nor Buddhist nor

Christian. The St. Matthtr^ P,ission deals with Christian matena!.

Ttistjn and Isolde with Buddhist material, but the one is not a airistian

nor the otlicr a Buddhist work. Tlicrc is no Christian art, any more tlian
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there is a Christian science. There is only art which has stood before the

holy, and this is as a service among men.

What is this service as a prerequisite for creation, which means real

art, if not love?

Creation and love are correlates. Creation is not a stationar)^ bnng-

,
ing-into-being, but the pledging of one’s life for what is created. Thus

Christianity has understood the word “creation.” God created the

world, not in the sense of an arbitrary act which he might just as well

have left unperformed, but out of love, which is confirmed and revealed

in Christ, the Mediator of creation. Every artist, even one who knows

nothing of the Chrisrian faith, can confi^ that in the act of creation

love is the element in which one’s own life and the work of art are

united. This is most strongly expressed in those forms of art which,

from a superficial point of view, luve nothing to do with religion. What
a world of love for the tiniest detail lies in Balzac’s Coviidte Httnwne,

what a deeply penetrating affection for even the least and the most UU'

lovable in Galsworthy's The Forsyte Saga, in (to name the greatest at

once) Shakespeare’s dramas. To forget one’s self, to lose one’s self to the

subject of one s work, is to have arrived once more at that service which
proved itself such a close bond between religion and art®“ (see also page
107). The love of the artist is different from that of the moral, the reU-
^ous, man. One must not expect of the artist an extended hand, or even

e esire to better his life. On the contrary, it sometimes seems as though
the love of many great artists was exhausted in their work, so that there
IS none left over for their own lives. In spite of everything, the fact re-
i^ins that pnuine altruism, genuine love, genuine pity, are the driving
orces o a great art. In that love meet life and work, the old world of
man existence, and the new world of the work of art. For the work

f art IS a creaaon, and there is no creation without love. Thus, when we
cognize in the “creation” of man features of the creation of God, k

whkh Trer'^'’”''™

sOTcB'is°rci^
O I' An T We said that the new world which art con-

of reality which arises on th^r™'’
dependent structure

gious experience but Mono l

religious or noMcli-

a piece of exneriono ^ experience behind. A poem is aec

pcricncc It h rath
“ Particular relationship to ex-

P "ce. It . rather a world newly cons'tructed on the basis of the
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experience.!®^ Out of experience, drenched with emotion, which even

here is the womb of creation, a scries of images must loose itself, viewed

completely objectively; onc*s own character must transmigrate into com-

pletely alien figures, which obey a different law; the event must be

completely removed from one’s personal destiny. The transformation of

subjective dependence into objective form is the true secret of the

genuine poetic gift.”®! earlier, we discovered differences in the

direction art takes, depending on whether distance from the subject or

identification with it predominates.We may speak in general of classic

and “romantic” art, but we must never connect these words with a

historical concept. Bekker points out, for example, that Romantic music

“extorted experience,” while Bach, in spite of the gigantic nature of his

music, could remain an upright citizen.*

For the artist, the dream is life; but it is a dream which lack the

arbitrary quality of the lughtly dream life. The dream is an experience

and is therefore not quite suited to comparison with the created work

of art. We should do better to think of daydreams. Or perhaps even

better, of that remarkable aedvity we go through when we wake from

our dreams at night, and consciously interpreting, carry on the dream

story. The world which then arises has come directly from the im-

mediate dream experience, but it has meanwhile become something di -

ferent; the creative spirit has taken possesion of the subject of the dream,

has given it a particular meaning, extended it and omitted all arbitrary

and fantastic portions. Seen from this standpoint, art, to use the language

of Richard Wagner’s Hans Sachs, is a ‘'MorgentTmimdeutweise ’ (a way

of interpreting the morning dream),^^®
r • j j

Only thus, in respect to its own realm, may one speak of independ-

ence of art. (I shall return to this point, but even now it i^s clear to us

that this independence can never mean the domination of an abstract

axiom of beauty and form.) That is why it is so foolish to demand

“nature” from art and to condemn, for example, the opera or an
^

scape architecture of the seventeenth century as “unnamral. It is

equally foolish to demand “religion” of art. Every experience is ex

pressed by art only mediately; it is "indicated, reconsmicte . c

have already seen that even the lyric poem is not an expcncnce, u

• Cf. also, for example, the ancient and modern song The

way musically, having only a vague connccaon wnh i c »
*

\Vo*lf) fol-
also be used with other woVds. The modem song <&huhert.

low’s on the heels of the experience expressed in

rcspondingly transferred from the melody to the harmon) , g

“romantic, emotional.”
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stands in an inner relationship to an experience, making possible the re-

experiencing of a particular context of life, “not the real one, but that

which the poet places in the mouth of an ideal person” (Wilhelm Dil-

they). What binds art to reli^on is not its “proximity to experience,

but its distance from experience. Tn this sense we must make our own

the confession of Leonhardt in Schleiermacher’s Feast of Christmas:

“As a Christian, very unartistic, and as an artist, very un-Christian.

Only the fact that both construct their own, different worlds out of

the ground of all things, and that both religion and art seek to leave the

boundaries of this world, binds them by nature. Artists and believers

have both awakened and now interpret their dreams.

ABSOLUTISM That other world, which has its own laws, gives both

religion and art an absolutistic character. De gttstibtis non est disptitan-

dum (there can be no arguing about caste). That is not true. If it were,

all opinions in the realm of art would be of equal value, along the lines

You find it beautiful, I find it ugly.” Actually the reverse is true;

every judgment in the realm of the beautiful is absolute and bears no

discussion. Whoever defends the beauty of a particular work and says

at the same time, “It could also be different”; indeed, whoever entertains

even the least doubt as to the validity of his judgment knows no more
what beauty is than a person knows what holiness is as long as he thinks

that God might or might not exist. Neither in the realm of rehgion nor
in the realm of art can “everyone reach heaven by his own road.” Both
the awthetic and the religious demand is absolute. I am not convinced
that there are aesthetic laivs except in the heads of aestheticians. But
there IS one almighty aesthetic law: let there be beauty. And there is

only a single judgment of art which seems to approach in its honorable
pnde that of the creator over his work: “Thus it is good."

arnw. M extremely intolerant. It is surely no

and

^ nowhere so many quarrels as among believers

roll -winded us of the

manZ against religion. They have forgotten that
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content changes daily. It has room for Rembrandt and Giotto, just as

there is also a place in the sanctuary for the abysses of God s counsels

and for the song of the angels. In this norm both Raphael and the draw-

ings of the primitives have a place, just as in the sanctuary there is room

for that piety which draws the delicate lines of dogma with a firm hand,

and also for that other piety which constructs an impoverished image

of a strange saint. Both art and religion can be approached only in

catholic fashion.

Only then does one escape a relativism which limits religious values,

and those of beauty, regionally and culmrally.'”® Of course the meaning

of a particular work of arc only becomes clear when it is understood,

and all human understanding is bound to a cultural domain. A Negro

from Central Africa will probably understand little of Rembrandt; until

recently, it seemed as though we were equally incapable of understand-

ing Negro art. Now we are enthusiasts for Negro sculpmre. It is dif-

ficult for us to understand the meaning of Asian music. Yet even here

there is no unbridgeable gulf. Our underetanding of the expression o

the human spirit is always incomplete; it is simpUfied as soon as we

belong to the same cultural domain, or when the same objective spirit

moves within us, or when we speak and understand the same language.

But the boundaries are always fluid. The art of yesterday k already no

longer our own, unless we ourselves belong to yesterday. It is difiicult to

understand the Middle Ages, more difliculc still to understand a Negro,

but it is also difficult for a child to understand his father, for a neighbor

to understand his neighbor.

PSYCHOLOGICAI. PARALUELS Religion and art spring from the

depths of fife; both strive for the distance which separates from i e,

both construct a new world. But the new world of art is only other ;

that of religion, on the contrary, wholly other. The means of bnnging

the holy to expression through the beautiful are only of “e when

beauty and holiness have grown strong in the same sou ,
w en t is so

can bear and work with the tension which has been created, when

one who says the penultimate word also says the ultimate.

A psychologica^l parallel is offered by the relanonship benveen th

feeling of happiness and religious c.xperience. Both arc

dependent. A feeling of happiness can have causes comp «e )
i

from those of “bliss” in the religious sense. It can occur, c\ cn u i B

intensity, as a result of extremely trivial causes. Proust gi\cs a ca
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example: the feeling of happiness which comes over a young man on the

occasion of the very simple experience of well-being caused by a cool,

moist environment, is therefore simply euphoria, while the same feeling is

absent during the immediately preceding experience of a “happy” lovc.®*^

Religious experience and the experience of happiness are not always

bound together by a logical relationship. Nevertheless, man is happy in

the possession of his God, and he possesses God in his happiness. But while

happiness always means “God,” “God” is not always happiness. God is

more; God is he who is always “more.” Similarly, man is an artist only in

the possession of his God. But whoever is in possession of his God is not

thereby always an artist. For God is more than beauty. The logical rela-

tionship therefore does not always exist; when it does, we must find it

with the aid of one of our “influences.” But they can also be absent.

Thus we search for points of access where boundaries are usually

found; boundaries, where points of access arc usually found. One
cannot say, Whoever has God, has beauty; but rather, There is also a

beauty which has nothing to do with God. This does not detract from
God aii-sufficiency. Nevertheless, whoever has beauty, has God, but
there is also a possession of God which does not lead to beauty.

The possession of God in beauty can be latent; it can also come to
light at any moment. As soon as something “of the total meaning of life"

Jines forth, the aesthetic experience has become a religious experience.®
The same IS true for ethical and for scientific experience. When we see
ow Mollies Harpagon is concerned with the care of his money, we

are experiencing a brilliant comedy. But when the miser is rid of his
money and screams in raving desperation, “Alas, my poor money, my
mest comparaon-we are separated! Since 1 have you no longer, I have

for 1^! r .r"’
confidence. I am drae with; xvhat is left

which fr f
'''0 without you," we feel in this comedy,

comciour T “ ‘”S0dy, the latent possession of God, the

pe3rbTv1 u of death, of a very

but at least nra
”5" which prays to money as to a god,

inhisdespahisinfinireTy” Aarr"™
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resistances which oppose rehrio^^We saw earlier tl,,r V '‘’"’“'‘f an-raw earher that sensuahty U falsely counted among them.
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Religion and art are both linuted to the sensual. The actual obstruc-

tion lies in lack of distance, autocracy (see page 255 ff.).

Whether the holy directs itself to humans or to art, it always meets

the same obstruction of sin.

That is a large word, but it is also a splendid word. It is the word

of the proud man who ^viIl not serve, the word of the fallen angel who

now reigns, albeit over Hell. Yet we can say it without the emphasis of

the sermon. Karl Jaspers speaks, in his Psychology of World Views, of

“shells.” These are firm shelters in which man can seek protection, to

which he clings. They can be principles, convictions, dogmas, forms,

ideals. But they are always resistances in a double sense. They give a

man a foothold, so that he is not carried away. But the foothold is a

“foothold in the finite.” I am a completely different man if I caU myself

a counter-revolutionary or a Social Democrat than if I let myself

drift about in the dismal sea of my half-baked political views. In the

first case I have found a “shell,” a complete coUection of firm opinions in

which I can seek shelter, to which I can cling. It bears me along and

protects me from surprising accidents, but at the same time it protects

me from the surprises of eternities, and it keeps me from progressing in

the service of God, should he call me forth from my safe shell. I live

more comfortably as a philosopher if I can say that I am a Neo-Kanrian

of the Marburg wing than if I continue with my own powerless philos-

ophy. I am actuaUy finished as an artist if I have discovered my own way

of painting, my o^vn “bent,” to which I can adhere from that time on.

As a religious man I feel secure as soon as I know that I am a “right-wing

Uberal” or “BibUcal-Orthodox.” Then I have made myself comfortable

in my own little world and largely shut out storm and rain; but at the

same time I have shut out the wind of the Spirit and the fertile ram o

God. I can no longer serve, only obey.
, t i t.

Those are the resistances which lie on the path from the holy to the

beautiful. Art always seeks the “foothold in the finite, the c ose

It must do so by its very nature. Formless art, art which h^ no style js

a creature of the imagination. Religion, too, is subject to orm. t a so

has its shells, and there are all too many of them. But it knows that the

“foothold in the finite” stands in inmost contradiction to its i^cnce.

Art, on the other hand, must demand this foothold as the goal of its per-

fection. A mytli, a ritual, a dogma arc “shells,” and thus mean rcsiMncc,

disobedience. Living religion knows this, and bears it as a cto^, it con

fcsscs it as a sin. But a novel, a drama, a s>'mphony, a painted picture arc

the more perfect the more they approach the ideal of the per cct orm.
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beauty which rests in itself. When the longing for service and the

demand for obedience drive the artist to make the extreme move of

relinquishing his shells, yearning for “music, not tonal art,” then there

arises not a religious work of art, but the end of art itself. The artist

yearns for heaven, and that is dangerous for artists.

But art can find the only form which religion can recognize, the

form of God, creation. Religious art always arises when we recognize

in the form of man the form of God, in the building of man, creation.

Thus Goethe speaks in a famous passage about Bach. He feels, when

he hears Bach’s music, “as though eternal harmony were entertaining

itself, as may have taken place in God’s bosom shortly before the

Creation.”®^®

Because art, however much it may strive for perfect form, still has

service as its final goal, it would extinguish itself in this service if an act

of God did not save it and make possible the visualizing of the form of

God in what men create.

The artist builds himself a world; one speaks of the creations of art

and of creative artists. Since Shaftsbury, the poet has been compared
to God, or at lease to Prometheus, . , under Jupiter. Like that highest
artist or universal creative nature, he forms a whole, completely coher-
ent and in itself well formed, with proper order and articulation of its

parts.”

And Schiller;

fPoiurrt, gibt sich dsr Grainj kimdl Wodurch sich der SchSpfer
kund g,b, m der Natur, in dem unendlichen All.

orofla'^^
proclaim himself? Whereby the creator

proclamis himself in nature, in tiie endless whole.

Genius ar
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the artist is not thrproud her^'

me'mein Btlde,

Hier sitz' ich

Forme Menseben nach
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Here I sit,

Forming men after my image,

but the humble servant, who with bated breath and trembling excite-

ment recognizes in the work of his hands the image of God.



2 THE REPUBLIC OF

THE ARTS

SometWng more catches our attention here, where we have penetrated

into the center of art and religion. Before we attempt to determine the

last, worst, connection between the two, there arises the question of the

relationship of the arts among themselves. We have already spoken
about “art,” about the world of art, and about the artist, but there are

phenomena and facts which bring us once more to practical matters.We
arc of the opinion that the essence and goal of art are found in representa-
uon, in the image, in form, in the figure. But are there not arts which

' What is the position of music, for example, and dance?

^

c art of the image is more than “pictorial art.” It is powerful; it

participates m the dance, the drama, architecture, poetry. In a building,
image does not conflict with sound; in dance and drama, they meet
magery it out coming to blows. But in true poetry, word, image, and

Iitffh f
Kierkegaard declared the poetic art the

highest, m a masterly analysis which 1 shaU cite here itz totl.

l^orically and dialectically the development of

whJrK n
becomes apparent that the direction in

the enti
^ progresses from space to time, for which reason

ctiv Vr " "p™ f--"s
the tra

BO'ng over to the laws of time. Therein lies

to mintinft "t L-
of the transition, from sculpture

atonce andcTicf,: i
•

^nie, it sounds and falls silent

all the arts noetic”?
^ tnoment that it comes and vanishes. Of

» P tT) est validates the meaning of rime, and for just

288
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that reason it is the most perfect of all arts. It need not limit Jtself to

the moment, neither in the sense of painting nor in that of music.

Thus at the start we must examine more closely the relationship

betiveen music and verbal art. Whoever diseusses art must be aware that

he is discussing, not beautiful decoration, a pretty embe s ment o ,

but life itself. A flowery style may call works of art “flowers of cul-

ture,” but they are that only to the extent that out of the flower a veiy

real fruit develops. Art is itself culture; it is like the hard ‘

man who makes the world amble, who makes it his own world. Just as

the farmer brings the land “under cultivation,” as Ae craftsman makes

implements out of wood, stone, and similar materials which are at hand

as the man of science cultivates the kingdom of nature or the d^tant

past or the activity of the human mind, so the artist re-ereams the world

around him; he makes it amble, brings it ""^er culavanon. Thus it

develops that a separation between artists and
,

means as meaningful as is usually supposed. The M.ddk Ag^ mad no

difference betiveen artist and artisan; and log.oa and

ivith music, were called artes Bberales. In our own ome man is becom-

ing more conscious that all the sciences contain an e emen o .

Asfar as music is concerned, the song of a bird, the ^7^’

or the roaring of a waterfall are far from being

artist who will “cultivate” them, who will, m his

their rhythm and melody. Music, like every art and evept “

act of aggression. Man mkes possession of what is given him mak« of

it something that belongs to him. The same thing is true of

Evers said in his superb discussion of Egyptian

and sculpture: it is a mental instrument betiveen man^and the event,

“through whose effect man takes possession of process.

WORDS Among the conquests of man briongs the

is not a system of signals by which specific signs correspon

ously agreed way to specific concepts. It no more rests on an agreement

than our sodety rests upon a contrat social.
fmm

If we askhL the living word comes to be, and is d-ffe-ntiated from

a cry, we come face to face with the image. A cry can expr
’

^
only in connection with a specific situation, wit spcci e g

shouting at a football stadium might seem to a person "’ho did not see

the field like the howling of the damned in Hell, but to t

indicates enthusiasm. A word calls forth an image: it is 7„ytho!, that is.
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word and image together. It creates an existence by placing one before

our eyes. According to Genesis, when God had created the animals, he

brought them to Adam to see what he would name them, and as he

named them, so were their names. Therein lies the subjugation of objects

through the word, and simultaneously the connection between things

and the words which designate them. In words as they were originally

spoken by man lives his confrontation with subjugated things: they

create for him a new world.

Language is poetry. “At the beginning of human society, every

author is of necessity a poet, for language itself is poetry,” said

Shelley.^*® Whoever speaks produces an effect; he changes things, he

transforms them into something new.We are still conscious of this when

we speak of the relief which confession of something brings. The matter

remains exactly as it was before we spoke of it. Yet it has become com-

pletely different. Outside the moon is shining. Someone says, “Look, the

moon!” That is not a deep poem, but it gives a name to the perception

and the feeling which slumber in everyone. We who observe the moon
now sec it with other eyes. In our life it has become something with a

name. With our word we have bounded a piece of the world, have

conquered it.

The word is a creative force (see pages 122, 214) and speaking is a

responsible task. Words receive even greater power when they are en-
cased in a fixed and strict formula. A definite rhythm, a definite series of
words, definite, necessary expressions make of the word a formula; car-
meti. Thus it is on the path to music; in fact, it is already music. Cadance,
the fixed raising and lowering of pitch, rhyme or alliteration, “exalted
mne in hich a formula is recited, all bring the word nearer to music.
Thus the word is, in principle, self-annihilating.

To speak correctly is incredibly difficultr Whoever speaks finds
himself continually in the position of the farmer who protects his land
ugainst the floods of water; from ail sides music threatens to break in. He
must call up with^ svords images which have clear and sharp con-

inT:. stream, hut he feels its

rl -tl

"
°‘^'P beneath his controlled speech, tone and

Wtag ™ d^nes, he sings without

forJourn m"'srdly. We have aircad]

T lr " bappy or angrj

andsincTrsmal? "fr “ “s'’ b«t = child dance
g • girl 1 once saw on the street was dancing and jiimpini
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while slic repeated over and over in a monotone, “Riekehen is dumb.

Similarly the Hotocudc drones endlessly; “The chief has no fear.

Actually, it would he more correct to speak not of the undertow of

music, but of the dance. 1 speak not only with my mouth, but with my

whole being. The gesnire belongs .as part of it, even if we Northerners

have kept it to the minimum. Posture analyses long ago indicated that

speaking is a movement of the entire man, and Curt Sachs has shown

convincingly that spoken, recitative song corresponds to dance ‘ against

the body,” and melodic song to dance “with the body.” Word and tone,

but, above all, word and rhythm, belong together. The word, which is

limitation and image, vanishes in sound and rhythm. The dance continues,

movement banishing visibility. (Of course the dance, too, is visible; but

that is not its essence. Dance docs not have to be seen, but perceive ,
ex

pericnccd by the dancer.) That is the unavoidable resu tote umon

(more correctly, reunion) of word and tone. The word as image and

limitation must be defeated; the little piece of reality which it separated

and set up as a monument is dispersed in the great undifferentiated

totality. Rhythm sivceps the word away and destroys it.

Thus it was not without good reason that the English Reformers

gave instruction that in every church a Bible was to he ready to be

read in an audible voice,” for with the singing of Epistle and Gospel,

was the custom at that time, the words and their meanings ar y re

ceived their due. The natural reaction of the musically illiterate man to

coloratura singing is absolutely negative. The endless,

ingless repetition of the same words, the extension o sy a es otc

countless notes, disturb him and seem absurd to him, because e s

from the unmusical but quite sensible assumption that t e wo

there to create an image. He does not see this image when e co

makes the words whirl like an autumn leaf in the wind. Now, t

nvo kinds of coloratura singing, the one to which the word is indifferen

except as sound, and the other which attempts to reproduce the content

of a word plastically through the coloratura. The unexcelled example

of the latter sort is Bach’s coloratura music. In his texts he comes to

no rising or falling movement, no wave breaking and no “Rnd ot

bells, no flight and no quick movement, without seizing the word which

created these images, underscoring the image musically with a colom-

tura passage. Whoever, for example, has noted the way Bach treats the

word “iov” musically, is forever cured of the madness that all colora-

tura singing is without meaning. =«• Even so, the word and, above all,
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the context, suffer loss. Even in the recitative, the music which remains

most true to the word, the word takes second place. Bach and Wagner,

the two great declaimers of the history of music who pay homage to

the majesty of the word with tone and rhythm as well, are examples of

this. It is hardly possible to treat the word with more respect, to express

its meaning more clearly, than in the recitatives of the St. Matthe'iv

Passion and in the mighty declamations of Wotan, Hans Sachs, or

Gumemanz. Nevertheless, any good actor reciting the texts of these

masterpieces of music will place the accent differently. For he speaks,

and his word is a word which represents in images, proof against all

musical imperialism. After 1600, the text is given more importance in

monody, the so-called concentrating style. Claudio Monteverdi’s state-

ment is famous: “The word is the master of harmony, and not its

servant. But this does not solve the problem; nor does equilibrium

between word and music, even if this is the occasion of a rare harmony,
in a lucky case such as that of Mozart. “The tune in the service of the

word? Thus the lazy and incompetent solve the problem. The word in

service of the tune—or the song which becomes word, that is gen-

uine,"®3 But this truth seldom becomes reality. I know few musical

settings of words which are more impressive than Kundry’s “tmd Ictchte'^

from Parsifal. Yet I can picture to myself a great tragedienne who can
express more purely with a simply spoken word in the same situation
the horrible picture of the woman who mocks what is holy. Unforget-
toble to anyone who has heard it is the last word of Bach’s Christ: ‘'EH,

Elt, laina sabachtanV' But closer to the event, to the desolate victim,
comK the simply spoken, “My God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken
me. w en it is spoken by a minister who knows the meaning of wor-
ship, pronouncing it in the Communion Prayer without music, without

cn ec aiming. Of course I do not mean that the latter is more beauti-

^ T cannot stand up to the music.

th
^ words must stand up to the music, battle with it, let

thcimelves be suppressed. For there are moments when the words arc

Bmh
^ well-known song by Klaus Groth, which

Brahms set to music: ^

Mehdien aeht es
Mtr lehe durch den Sinn,
Wie FriiblingsbluTnen bliiht es
Und schwebt v,ie Duft dahin.
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Dock kmmit das Wort und fasst es

Und fuhrt es vor das Aug’,

Wie Nebelgrau erblasst es

Und scJiviindet wie ein Hauch.

A melody is lifting

A song within my car—

Like perfume gently drifting

From flowers to me here.

Then comes the word and holds it

And brings it to the eye;

A fog of grey enfolds it,

It fades and starts to die.

The Church has the jubilus, the hallelujah, which ‘hreate^ to lose

its meaning in an endless chain of notes. OhjecDons

made to these many notes. But Augustine knew e er.

joices needs no words ... for our language is too poor o ,

language cannot help you when you may not eep s eu >

but to rejoice, to let your heart exult without wor s, y

bounded joy does not allow itself to be hemmed

word?”ot.s»t It cannot be put more clearly: music bre S

bars of words and seeks infinite space. Upon the

reaction of the word, the sequence, which writes

a new text in the rhythm of the jubilus, a prosa (pro
f j

sequence, too, received independent importance,

within church music as a whole, but rema.mng in

with the mighty musical river which flows t roug
more- it deter-

The word k the point of departure for music nottag m™^^^

mines the mood, and then is whirled away in the flood ^^
every song and for every kind of music. It is especially

siac music, for the rhythm which robs one o rea
,

j

pauses in ecstatic sound, which rise from the edge o “

music of which it is said, “unconscious, highest ,oy. Essentially it

trae for all m\isic.

MUSIC Even in its simplest form. wh«e it is only

eompcllingly expresses something for which t lere ar

hear this inL drum rolls of primitive tribes; we hear . aUo m shoo^

clusivencss of the obsessive rhytlim m Ravel s quasi-prm
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Music killed the words as soon as it was born. But what, then, docs it

express?

In endless repetition the doxology resounds in the church: Gloria

Patri et Filio et Spiritn SanctOf siatt crat in principh et mine ct sernper

et in saeciila saecnlorwn. Avien. Every time this expression occurs in the

liturgy an indication of eternity is given us; everything particular,

solitary, enters into the eternity of God. But there is another eternity

than this, which is described in a sermon, in a poem. Here it is not

spoken at all. Music does not speak.

Sobering says: “The sensible hermencut does not attempt to translate

music into concepts or words, nor to be a prophet of what the composer
was thinking here or there . . . that would be presumption or charla-

tanry.” For music can express everything, if one means by “express” the

same thing as when one is dealing with words. The mistake lies precisely

in the fact that one thinks music should express something in the same
^vay words do. One thinks it has to conjure up images. One should be
able to get some idea from it, imagine something. Yet all music, both
so-called absolute as well as dramatic music and program music (the dif-

ference is relative), differs from words by the fact that in it one can
imagine nothing or everything, unless it is imitative. But even imitation
of thunder or the song of a bird becomes musically interesting only
when the natural phenomenon is forgotten. We have already seen that
music IS nothing but music, its own world; never does it tell anything
o e so called reality of life.” But it can be the expression of another

i!!, X’
“ “"'y = revelation (see page

248 f.). Music has no name. If nothing were written in onr programs
cept sgro, argo, etc., we should basically be none the poorer.

you will, the oil will finaUy rise to the surface. Try, htwever wise you
are, to marrv Tnncir- ^r» r , . .

^“.1“ "’“7."’““'^ “ P®“y' "'hich comes from a lighter

t Werfel in his Verdi. B^ms
Z^tt m n

.l^^^gant statement about the vvriters of texts, when he

rZ*1 rhZu Schiaksalslied: “For I say

f wht tfl ? t “y- be better

viThZ mut"?
" -- “ncerned onlywith the musical concepnon, and this is not affected by the fact that

Holderlin'

non. Bach and Wagner are both great, becZscTe

s poem is a much greater work of art than Brahms’s composi-

Christian theology, the other from a Zm ri

" from a

,.a.c
“ Romanne world view, and because\vith thpjr TT,„c;r. j
‘"'wiaiiuc wona view, and becausemusic they destroyed all Christian and Romantic words.
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To that extent old HansUck is right: xvhoever sings, sings a song with-

out words, whether he wants to or not.
™.,frpr of luxuri-

Music is certainly not always, not even pr.manly, a“
anee and enthusiasm. It can be very clear and budt -
laws. It is the art of the order of relationships, and ^e

numbers. That is also true for harmony and coun '=‘^P
'

edifiee can be sketched in terms of proportion, but vv P

within. They are at most the inscription written on

perhaps very useful and in itself even beautiful, yet Y

building remains what it is, even if the inscription is m

CONFLICT Therefore, the word opposes the

our time we find a remarkable expression of t is rcsi

of the great word-magician Smfan George, the poet who

discovered the word in its original power.

Des sehers 'wort ist nvenigen

Schon aU die ersten kiihnen mmsche kmen

In einem seltnen reiche emst und emim

Erfand er far die dinge eigne ntrmen.

The seer’s word is granted to him “"'y-

When dating wishes came in his

In a peculiar kingdom, strange

He named all things with names, h.s own expression

r u- I ppI it is Karl Wolfskehl who takes

Among the members of this school,
music Of course, he

the field passionately against '"'P®™
“the only expres-

attacks music because it is incapable of
p imaite ” Schopen-

sion of the soul whose clarity does not upon an^m^ag

^ ^^1^^^

hauer had praised music because of its
imperfection: “But

Yet precisely therein lies its impotence, its re
g ultimately

We know that the revelation of every
‘ elf. God must become

attainable miracles arc limited to
‘

^
appearance of the

man in order to be God to men.
'

its own absolute nature and

eternal in time, a symbol, in an art w 1
'

,,nitv.’’ The theological

thereby steps out of the basic
Tlic limitation of

portion of Lit problem is -"“econl^ visibility of the

the word is essential, '’“""''
j, „ „'^vord can be symbols, but never

divine. In fact, an image, a tiiiiKnni,.

a sound.
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Let \is follow Wolfskehl a moment longer: Music “does not arise

from a forming principle ... in k chaos is added to chaos, macrochaos

to microchaos. Music has s^veetness and melancholy, but also the energy

and fervor of life not bound in a cosmos, ite surge, its path, the insatiabil-

ity of material neglected by forming forces, that which glows as hyle,

boils up, totters, everything tired, ready for dissolution, everything

greedy for downfall and uprising. Chaos is revealed in music, and finds

in music a related chaos.” Naturally, this attack is inspired by Tristan

and not by Figaro. Naturally, it is unfair and incorrect. Naturally, music

is not chaos, for even the music of Romanticism, “ready for dissolution,”

possesses a clear and firm structure. Nevertheless, Wolfskehl’s statement

does not derive from a caprice. That which “glows as by/c” is never

absent from any music, not even from the clear forms of Mozart. For

limitation by word and name, by image, is missing. This he has rightly

recognized.

We can ignore the question of whether the conclusion reached by
him and Nietzsche before him is correct, that all music is by nature

Romantic: “There has never been a Classical music.” Nietzsche secs in

music a product of degeneration, a “late arrival of culture.” Handel is,

accordingly, the last echo of the dying Reformation; Mozart is the re-

verberation of the culture of Louis XIV and Racine; Beethoven is the
musical decline of the EnUghtenment.2®^. 323 Qf course, Wolfskehl agrees
with this. Only when the iconomachy and thcomachy of the Reforma-
tion had destroyed divine viability could Bach “cause the Church to
come roaring up as a structure of sound. . . let its shedding blood sof-
ter on the organ.” But his soul, which he thought was directed upward,
was in reality turned back^va^d.

We can let the matter rest here. For us, the most important part of

^ observation is not the phiUppic against Romanticism, which can be
explained in large part as a very understandable reaction against Scho-penWts theory (sec page 245 f.). A reUgion of feeling finds all too

which fl

The pornon of music which is voluptuous,

of music
M^nce. Any premature identification

t sM hav
" ™ oWitetation of emotion

Tchretriras'- r ^
* Cample, by the young Dilthey:

up and calmL^*^
blissful mystery of religion is music! This surgin]up calmmg of emotions, this flood of stormy thoughts foAowe,
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bytheir dreamy ^.bmcrsion, their soft fading! Wheredoe^t^^^^^^^

Z which gives to sound the power to proclaim
f

‘

as primevLs that of the union of sound and thought [butngtah^^^

Hes^ur difficulty], is that of sound “<1,

^

understand it, we might everywhere walk in the mystery.

With respect to the

quite right: “All creation is a making visible, aU Me is S

lery mystery of God an epiphany, an
Kendal,

every reUgion, limitation, naming, localization m yth.

Music has no myth.
,

- , music is

Of course, even Wolfskehl ^„^,etion of feed

Through the stricmess of its
^°"”^“°”on*^OTffiected to

of its articulation, it is, though in *ce
^

X ^ almost

the rules of abstract mentality, capab e o
5 willing w satisfy

provable to be so, but at the same time ready and

all unbounded, all overly powerful, a i

stands in the

continues, almost filled with hate:] ^ feeling itself to

course of human activity as the youngest o
’

^ mid-point in

be the heir of the others, for a ^elrLd en-

fact among us, pracdcaUy the sum total of the artists

joyment.

Here, too, the philippic is

i°"'cutar^ as southing
the youngest of the arts only to a pers

^ oldest,

which grew out of the Renaissance; to
^ ^

’

imn<rt nrcdictable, and

And yet here again there is some truth, music is

-^yoifskchl for the

in the midst of all art."
argument. There is an art

Here we „ore unive^l and more ino™tely

which « °
life; it is dance. Tlie dance « «!f-

connected with
„usic simultaneously. It is the aiT of

tepresentanon of ^ Imt at the same ..me

totalitv. which comprenenus
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living, moving image and form. The dance is the art which, “free and

“controlled” simultaneously, has a logical, almost predictable structure,

and is visible at the same time. It is the art in which man uses all his func-

tions, his soul and his body, his Logos and his rhythm, in which he not

only plays, speaks, and sings, but also acts, performs. All the arts, above

all, music, but also sculpture and certainly words, feel this attractive

power of the dance, through which the image of God is carried in pro-

cession and the words of the hymn (in truth the embodiment of all art)

resound through the vaults of the church.

That Wolfskehl could forget this derives from an error which he

was not the only one to commit. All too often it is overlooked that art

is a function of the whole man, not only of the part which enjoys look-

ing upon beauty. Just as we have an emaciated, theoretical man in our

modem world, we also have an aesthetic man. He is caricatured beauti-

fully by Christian Morgenstem in one of his GalgenUeder:

Wenn ich sitze, v:ill ieb n'teht

Sitzen, iDte ntetn Sitz-Tleisch vtochte;

Sondem ivie mein Sitz-Geist sich,

SSsse er, den Stuhl sieh ftdcbte.

Der jedoeb bedarf nicbt viel,

Schatzt am Stubl allein den Stil,

Oberldsst den Ztoeck des Mdbels
Ohne Grbrnn der Gier des Pdbels.

When I sit. I’m not contented
Sitting as my flesh compels me.
1 would take the chair and bend it

As my sitting-spirit tells me.

This, however, has no guile,

Valuing alone the s^-le.

Gladly to the masses quitting
Things as practical as sitting.

1*
"f the artist is seen: the artist Uves in a world of

“WhenW n a"
dramatic epilogue,

so^^'n irseul”,
“ -fo'E^ttable figure of this

becomes an a / ^"^bs the reason for this: “A man

=« content, as the th.ng Thereby he belongs, of course, to a pet-
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verted world, for now he perceives all content, our lives included, as

purely formal.’’^^^ The artist truly builds himself another world, but if

this does not receive its vital forces from the world which exists, every

thing becomes sterile, as Nietzsche with his formalism drifted from

Wagner to Bizet.

Here are found the aesthete (whose features we find to a great e

also in Wolfskehl) and the scholastic. For in the scholastic docmne o

beauty as the reflection of truth, the reflection of order an t e °

things, is contained too much of the calm of the observer, an too

of the holy seriousness and passionate life of the arnst imse .

not a game, except in the sense of play that children an

with such seriousness. Art is not a mirror, a reflection, ut, i e

life, partakes of the image of God. Thus we have so ormu a

matter that both, art and life, participate in the wholly ot er rea i

there are connected (see page 216). Here we must et * ® P™“
,

awareness of art speak through the actor of Hofmannst a .

upon the stage is reality, and everything else is metaphor an g

The artist discovers basic forms of life. His word
,

participate in the deepest reality of life. That is their

'vhich the aesthete never understands. It leads us into a

world, a complete world, in which word and music, imag

limitation and dissolution, have their place and their origina u y.

•the HOLY WORD By the holy word we mean

of myth, the tale of “Once upon a time .

. “In *o S ’

“And if they have not died . and “It is finished.” We me n hejord

which aims at reality, which brings things to li e
j],,,

creative word. This word can deal vvith the past, t = P ’
„ent,

future; but it always brings reality into the mi st o
^ iJl and the

=cute, clear, sharply defined. It can be related to the mos

highest reality, but alw.iys it has porver, creative pot ,

thepowerofGod (seepage 119).
deserve the name of

The poet knows that; “The poet does
and some-

creator, if God is not the creator,” as Tasso says. Go
p

^
thing is. A part of that power is transferred to the speaker, the p

IVlioevcr can speak can create.
a,,,,,.

Here lies the enormous importnnee o
scpiiratcd itself

prehend all words, poetic and scientific (u iic i
_

to far from the word of the poet as wc often think), and esen
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xetical word. Only logica, as a “Uberal art” in the medieval sense, moves

in the direction of mathematics and muac, realms in which the contours

are blurred, where relationship assumes the role of concrete reality. But

primarily, myth is the active word, the word which acts and affects. Its

Wghest form we find in the word of the Annunciation.^®®

HOLY SOUND Sound does not know the word: music is without

myth, without image, without appearance. Whoever speaks a word

forms an image out of rock. The event stands still as a monument about

which the speaker moves. That is the decisive thing about a word. When

it has been spoken, the deed stands there. Whoever sings a note stands

still himself, letting the world pass by in endless procession. Around him

reality moves rhythmically.'®* It would be even more correct to say

that in him, inside him, the world moves rhythmically. For he has no

view of that world, and it does not become a comprehensible deed for

him. He has banished it within him, robbed it of forms and contours,

made it audible inwardly. The note has power, but this power does not

make the sun stand still. It causes the “storm of the Horites” to resound

without. Thus one can say with Goethe that architecture is “petrified

music,” or, more correctly, that music is moving architecture.

UNITY OF WORD AND MUSIC Words and music have a comfflon

ground, and it is holy. Art is a means by which man subjugates life. In

his art, the primal force of life is revealed to man; only in a work of art

does life become reality, “grow out of him.”

Words and music are nevertheless different realities; in word and

image there reigns another order of things than in music. An image de-

mands space; music demands time. Words and music are related to each

other as a temple to a peal of bells, as altar to altar music, as liturgy to

the Church year.

The man who builds a house, carves an image, speales a word, thereby
makes space visible. I cannot see space, burl can see a house ora picture.
When 1 speak, basically 1 only mark off space. My word changes space
into place, indeed, into a holy place. Not only because ever since the
early days of humaiuty the debmitation of a space by deed or word has
had a ntually religious character,«« but also because the settUng of man
IS also m fact a holy action, a laying hold of the infinite, a making visible
of the invisible. Everyone who makes anything creates form. Whoever
gives a name to what has been made or formed calls it forth, so to speak.
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from infinite space. He creates, and his creation is an analogy to the

creation of God, who calls things by name that they may be.

As the word grasps the infinite and settles it in space, so music tries

to settle it in time. “Settle** is here the wrong expression, for nothing can

be settled in time. Here we find ourselves in another dimension. The

musician creates a reality by reaching into the infinity of time and

making the inaudible audible. Space becomes visible in image and word;

time becomes audible in rhythm and melody. That, too, is a holy action.

Not only because for earliest humanity rhythm and song were con-

sidered the essence of the holy, but because music is in actual fact a holy

action, a “settling down,” to use our wrong expression once more, of

man in time. Music marks off time, makes of every arbitrary time that

healing time which is God’s time, the time of grace.

That is the holy ground of words and music. Here both are one, just

as time and space are one. Something of this is revealed to us in the dance,

that art in the primitive sense which is more deeply rooted in humanity

than verbal art or music. In the dance, music and rhythm become visi e,

while the image dissolves in rhythm and sound. Therefore, dance

est to the basis of art, the bounded and defined, yet flexible and fluid, o

a lesser degree, that is also true of those forms of art which have as a

precondition an apparently impossible union of word and music: the

hymn, the sone, the music drama (which did not come into eing wit

Wagner). Therefore, vocal music makes such a deep impression upon

unprejudiced minds, revealing something of this holy basjs.

Holiness is here given with Hfe itself; it is born, so to speak. We think

of Plato, who finds in conception and birth the =*» *<=

eternal in man. In time, this basis, thiswomb from which all hfe «nerg«^

remains nearer than in space. The house, the picmre, t e wor
J*™

eeived independent life. The symphony
j

with the life of the mother. Nowhere do we find th. e.pr^-d more

beautifully and nobly than in the prelude to Das
^"’"f

mighty pLl note on E flat under the rising waves of melody. It is as
buuy pcaai note uii

oric n, as though we were
though we had found the way back to our ongii

, b

Roing beneath the primal waters of the ages
j j •b b ueneatn me p conflict between word and music

In the service of the bo'y.
„„ the con-

- resolved, not in the sense *at bom
enthusiastic. The conflict as-

trary; the word remains
It tvould not occur to

sumes another nature m the

XverScTthe clearly defined figures of Homer by no means
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wishes for their dissolution in sound and music. The great artists of this

harmony as a rule cannot be transposed. Verbal art cannot be made out

of Mozart’s music, nor can one setHomer or Dante to music.

Of course, music is not able to preach. It possesses no symbol, no

myth. A sermon does not gain m clarity by being musically “illustrated

or meditated upon by the organ. But, nevertheless, we must sing during

worship. We cannot do otherwise; in fact, we should have to sing the

entire service except for the sermon. Otherwise, immovable verbal

monuments arise.®^^ In worship, word and music come together in the

visualizarion of the sermon and the becoming audible of God’s move-

ment through time. The word pronounces and limits; music sings of the

ineffable and undefinable. Music cannot preach, but it shares in the proc-

lamation. For this is not performed by the spoken word alone, but also

in the visualization of the sacrament. It also takes place through music.

If that were not so, music would have to vanish from Christian worship*

Calvin even wkhed it so. In music we can overhear an echo of the song

of the angels. We cannot do without the myth, without clearly defined

narrative of the act of God. But we cannot forget that when God
created the world the morning stars sang happily and the angels greeted

his creation with their song. The spoken word is absolutely indispen-

sable, as is music. It is as in the sacrament: no sacrament without words,
but also no sacrament without the elements, without the water of bap-
tism, without the bread and without the wine. The spoken word is in

no way superior, either to music or to other things which were created,

and which, after man has wrested them from the depths of nature, are

used by God in his grace for the kerygma. This takes place through
nature and through culture, both of which belong to God’s creation.

THE HIERARCHY OF THE ARTS Let US now rctum to OUT ques-
tion (see page 288) concerning the general relationship of the arts
among themselves.

^

A hierarchy of the arts does not mean that a particular art is more
valuable than the others. The glory of the sun is different from that of
the nioon. Eve^ art has own value. And every art has its own rela-
uons e ° y- There is no artwhich guarantees the best expression
of the holy or which stands nearer God than another. But there surely
IS a mid-pomt about which the arts can be ordered; this mid-point is the
image. ^

Histoncally and phenomenologically viewed, dance is the original
art. AU arts are found wthin it in its undivided unity. The image, made
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dynamic through movement and countcrmovcmcnt, sings and speaks

simultaneously, forms a circle and then a house. From the unity, the am

free themselves by turning to the image: undanced drama and rhetoric,

painting, sculpture, and architecture. In this image, and it does not

matter whether we arc concerned with a verbal image or a painted or

car\'cd image, the holy action of art stands still, as though it were stand-

ing before God. Only one single art here goes its ow way, and that is

music. It is nothing but movement, and excludes the image. Word and

music strive for each other, and occasionally, as though by a miracle,

they find each other. But the word frees itself impatiently from the

embrace of the notes, it is reminded of its nature as image and shakes o

its tonal nature once more. On the other hand, music strives continua^ y

to subjugate the word, to whirl it along at its tempo and destroy it wi

its whirlwind. The arts developed out of the dance in the direction o

the image; then in music the image dissolves once more, and all the arts

meet again in a nameless, undifferentiated unity.
^ c u ^

Here, then, the theological meaning of the hierarchy of

becomes clear. That theology which places the impersonal, the spintua

(in the sense of the immaterial) in the central position will attempt to

follow the movement of the arts from the fixed center to music.^ uc an

immanent, pantheistic, mystical theology will understand music t e

essence of all arts and leave the image behind. Schopenhauer t s in

masterful fashion. A theology, on the other hand, which tlu^ histon-

caUy and transcendentally, which places the incarnanon of God at the

center, will seek the mid-point of the arts in the image, t^ n

strong analogy between the undifferentiated primitive re gion
^

equally undifferentiated art of the dance. It %vill ascemm a sim a

analogy between the mysticism which once more brea ' oug

forms and boundaries, and music, which knows neither content no

boundaries. But for itself it wll find the connection between eauty

hoUness in the image; and, since God creamd man in his own ™age and

walked the earth in the form of a man, this theolo^ wi e c

that it cannot be a sinful pride to search for God's .mage m these forms

of his creation.
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With the image of God, we have arrived at theology. The times when

it seemed that theology and art could have no understanding of each

other are past. Artists no longer look down upon dogma, and theo-

logians are at least willing to consider art as a problem. In Holland, ad-

mittedly, there still exists the semi-Puritan opinion of those who think

that God would gladly see us despise his gifts. But in a period which is

painfully aware that it is no longer able to raise itself to the biblical

height, one can hardly share the attitude of Schopenhauer that biblical

subjection, especially in the New Testament sense, is unsuitable for the

pictorial arts.^^ ^ vr\ac\i loses God loses itself, and

that art can never develop better than upon well-plowed and fertilize*^

dogmatic pound: “For a Church, a firm doctrinal position is the neces-
sary condition for the flowering of Christian art. It is hard to imagine
what would have become of Protestant art if the doctrine of Protestan-
tism had not previously been firmly established.”^®- ss®

Therefore, we must investigate the theological premises and con-
sequences of the criterion placed before us; namely, the recognition of
the form of creation. Wc shall discover that the discussion of the
image leads us into the imdst of theological aesthetics, into the theo-
logical center of the ans. Every consideration of the theological posi-
tion occupied by art must proceed from the image of God. Here Hes
a possibiUty for the holiness of beauty and the beauty of holiness.A pictogram from Alaska represents a shaman herding deer. In this
very primitive drawing one can sec the movements of the shaman.s»«
How IS It possible that an image, a fixation of movable reality, moves?
Ho^v can a picture live? Here the Laokoon problem is raised anew.

304
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We may not seek the life of the image in any merely apparent

movement. By pictorial fixation life is not Itillcd; a new degree of life

is attained. We could also say that the man who represents, kills living

reality in order to awaken it to a new life. All represented life has

died and is resurrected.

The ancient Egyptian tomb statues were overwhelmingly great art,

yet, when they had once left the workshop of the sculptor, no mortal

eye saw them any more, scaled as they usually were in subterranean

tombs. How are we to understand that.^ The artist creates; he rnakes

what is not into what is; he creates a living reality. But this reality is

not objective and static, since it exists only within the cult, in the

possibiUty of “forcing,” as Evers caUs it. “For just as a fluid which is

to become a solid needs a particle about which its crystals can collect,

so, in the belief of the Egyptians, everything that is to be present

needs a firm place in tangible reality so that something can arise from it.

The Egyptian must compress what is intangibly present and locahze it

somewhere, and must give it its name and its form, for without t is

active deed of man it would not stand ready for his forcing. As this

compression of the present day, this providing with a name, the monu-

nient arises.”^®^

Here we achieve deep insight. Things do not exist, at least man

has no approach, if they are not represented. Only what is represented

as an image in a second reality has existence. The second tea ty

that of a directive relationship to the cult.

If man wants to achieve a real relationship with what is, it mus

htst “take place.” It is not enough that it simply be t ere, t

happen Tt- nr renresented, in order to rea y
" take place.” It is not enough that it simpiy >

happen. It must first be imagined or represented, in or er to rea y

exist. “The holy becomes valid only in the concrete situation o

^e can express the holy only when we can see it as an image,

versely, we have access to the things of our life only w
^nd them as symbols of the holy: fatherhood in the f^therh°od of

God, love in the love of God, beauty in the beauty of God All

creatures are shadows, echoes, and pictures, are vestiges, 'cness ,

masks.”i3a There is no reaUty beades that which is

From this point the path leads us into the midst of theology,

*nto the doctrine of the image of God.

1‘henomenological component
*Og of the

* J 1'"g of the image of God, I need not busy myself svith vanous abstrac

ooncepts which have been constructed about this cone

Now that we are speak-

ith various abstract

concrete rcali^'. I
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will, therefore, also say nothing about “points of contact” and similar

hybrid, half-familiar, half-mathematical quantities which the devil maj

possibly need for his visits in heaven, but which only create confusion,

where we are concerned, with the relationship between God and man.

Bible and Church know nothing of either “contact” or “points.” They

speak concretely, massively, and honestly of the image of God.

What is an image? An image is something which can be seen and

touched; it has firm contours and a particular nature. It is neither

thought nor “idea,” but harsh reality. But it is also not simply a thing,

an object. It takes its nature from the fact that it tries to express, re-

produce something, to be a likeness. An image is always an image “of

something, “representing” something, “meaning” something. If it does

not do that, or if it does that no longer, then we do not speak of an

image, but, at most, an ornament. The image is characterized by the

fact that its reality coincides with another reality, with a “symbol,”

that is, coincides in the literal sense. Your portrait is not only a piece of

canvas with paint, it is also a reality which in mysterious fashion coin-

cides with your reality. For this mysterious coincidence we have the

expression, “It resembles.” By immersing ourselves in this expression,

we can also understand the third quality of the image, that quality
which was clearer to an earlier generation, and to the generation of the

authors of the Bible, than it is to us. The relationship benveen both
realities is neither accidentally nor purposely caused. The picture is

not something arbitrary, but the essence of what is represented, its

manifestation, its form of appearance. We are not concerned here
with a curiosity from the history of religions, which would not con-
cern ordinary mortals. We are concerned with the primitive expression
of a deep truth. What does not appear before our eyes as an image we
do not perceive within this world as powerful. We then say that it ^vill
have to be imagined, but actually tlus is just a turn of speech. In reality
^ere IS nothing for us of which we cannot make an image or Ukeness.

lomnrT to one or Lther unim-

another oTaS-TL” Tf' human Hfe. In

Wold e? •
peculiarity of our conscious life the

« aTT" ^
things rtvice, first di-

rectly m actii, the second omc in r- - - °
I image, as form; the first time as

“ tramformed life. Only what
stands before our eyes as imace as fnrrY, .. c ,

>

only that confronts us as power.
Tltcrcforc, a primitive man who treats an image as the reality it

represents is not simply in error hnr ri

reaiuy'
1 i y m error, but in sm, as we all sin because with
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conscience the transgression of the commandment was given us. Primi-

tive man expresses it differently, but basically knows better what the

concern is here than do we.

Now if the image is thus the concrete form, that is, the essence

of a particular reality, then this is also true for the similarity of divine

reality, for the image of God. Only when divine reaUty appears to us

as an image can it mean something to us, does it have power over us.

We know divine reality only as “symbol,” that is, we know it on y

when it coincides with the represented reality of the image, when it

has taken form in our reality. Divine reality must “take place” in this

world, it must somewhere receive concrete contours, so that we can

approach it and it can rule us. It must become “valid.

Everywhere in the world this “validity” is experienced in the

wooden image, stone image, or verbal image; in any case,^ as image, as

actual form. In the image, divine power becomes actual, it can be ap-

preached, and it approaches us. The image is not an arbitrary p e

nomenon, but a form in which and through which man can meet God.

Thus the temple is the image of the dwelling place of God, the

manifestation of his presence. Of the many creatures of this wor a

few are singled out as “images of God,” as bearers of his presence

among men. These mediators can be images in the literal sense, but

all other creatures are equal which, on whatever ground, appear to bear

the “likeness” of God.

exegetical - HISTORICAL COMPONENT If wc now quc^cm

ourselves as to what the Holy Scripture teaches of the image of God,

on the one hand our task is made very easy, because we can limit our-

selves almost e.xclusively to tlic text (Gen. l.-26,27); besides this there

is almost nothing written about it in the Old Tcsuimciit. ic [«ssagc

in the New Testament are dependent upon this basic On ''<=

other hand, precisely this isolation of the idea o the image of God cre-

ates dimeuluL for us, because thereby space is left for the

opinions. An extensive commentary on the tc.xt from C.cnesis Mould be

out of place here. Tlierefore, I shall stimmarirc l.rieny wliat seems most

important to me."

,. .. , „ ,l„„,i,^MnlUcll.lilrcrcnccllC^^^^lW•lon>nl/'”»''••

Tic Inter "a|>pcar5
,,js „,ni. to nprrn tlit f.ct tint th.l nutrt

alKtractions. -Tlic .mhor of t-

^
„( |,i, UhI.Iv .pix-trtorr.
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In the older creation story, God creates man out of the dust of

the earth; he then breathes the breath of life into the form thus created.

Thereby the man becomes a living soul; that is, a living, animated man.

This does not mean that he receives a soul. Of dichotomy or trichot-

omy the Old Testament knows nothing. Even the “living soul,” fur-

ther, must die. The younger story of creation tells of the creation of

man in a way which does not stand in contradiction to the one named

above, but which places something else in the foreground. “Then God
said, ‘Let us make man in our image, after our likeness; and let them

have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air,

and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping

thing that creeps upon the earth.’ So God created man in his o^vn

image, in the image of God he created him; male and female created he

them. The general meaning of this text is unmistakable: it is the

likeness between Elohim and the human creatures. Image (sclsvt) ^^d
likeness (dennith) mean exactly the same thing: likeness, similar form.

The created thus resembles his creator. It is nevertheless important
that God is here designated by the name Elohim. It has justly been
pointed out that ^^beselm Elohim’^ may not be replaced by “besetm
Kfl/wefe.” The old problem of the plural (“Let us make men”) has not
yet been solved for us, since the Genesis text does not speak of a
similarity with Elohim creatures, as it says in Psalm 8:5: “Yet thou hast
roade_h.m httle less than God" (Elohim). Geation in the image of

^ thus, in any case, a creation in the similarity of
dninc bangs, m the .rage of beings from the divine realm. It is diffi-

WeL'fiJriT" “ narrative

testis e h"-
™ “"'ilarity to his creator (the

“v n andtaVlh 1 'h= God of

aIZZa ’
• c

"" 'he use of the word “Eloium"

tl 1 nen?""”'" Elohim receives a name,

5.g. 4., 2).
could be viewed (Dcut.

But tliis by no means detracts from thn ^
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appears among his people. The mention of the similarity of man to

God may be limited to the less actual form of Elohim. All of this does

not change the fact that man is made in the image of his creator, and

that this is not metaphorical language, an apt thought, but a yisib e

and tangible reality. We cannot interpret Genesis 1:26-27 without

Genesis 5:3. For there it says, after we have once more been reminded

of how God created man in the image of God, that this man, Adam,

became the father of a son “after his own image.” The expressions

used in this verse are exactly the same as those in our tejrt. bidtmt o

and kesah?w. The matter is here the human form. Adam’s son is hke

his father, just as Adam is like his creator.

A generation like ours, which has been brought up in the octtin

of psychophysical dualism, or at least parallelism, finds it di cu t t

get used to the fact that this was untoown to the Old estament.

Neither in the Old Testament nor in the New Testament is man a

soul which resides in a body, or a spirit which has tlie use o a y.

but a living person, a “living soul.” A biblical author never imagined

that similarity could be anything but what in fact it is, t at m

looks like God. The question. Is this meant spiritually or corporally,

has no meaning. If one wants to accommodate himself or a

to this correct use of language, the anstver must be. ot i spin

and corporally.* . ,

The consequences of the creation of man in the image o

formulated no less concretely: man rules over tie ot er c ‘

The right to do so does not derive from his greater strenph or abd

^
but from his special relationship with God. The fact of this re auomlup

differentiates him from the animals and has the c ect t la

may rule them. In the same spirit. Psalm 8:5 says. et t lo
.

him a little less than God, and dost crown him 8

Thou has given him dominion over the works o 1

1

)
la

f„llnc5s

rules over^the iinivetse, so man rules
! ^

thereof. He rules “by the grace of God. There! >

likeness of God has talwn on euu're'c fonm

bis world, and, ns it snysmGcncsw 1.28,
the scn'icc of

‘Man is here assigned his cultural task, not as contra

,
the

God, but as service of God. ns this has become possible

•The rcmirh of KfiMer. tint the A ion cfttiinly cn
rt-m, o, fro,,, thinhlng of tnitwjrJ fomi. h .11 too tom
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creature resembles the creator. Thus Psalm eight is a “cultural and faith-

ful echo of the theologoumenon of Genesis.”^^®

We might have reason here to speak with Paul dc Lagardc of the

most massive anthropomorphism. I shall not protest. Wc sliall later sec

whether this anthropomorphism is a bogey or a blessing. But if the

intention is to say that here God is very like man, then that is doubt-

less correct to the degree that in the most concrete sense man is like

God. God created man in such form that he would be like him. The

nature of man is a likeness of God; here we must spiritualize nothing,

nothing at all, since we are concerned with man, not with his “conscious-

ness” or his "immortality” or the like. Genesis 9 :

6

must be so understood

that reverence is not paid to man because of something that he is,

but only because God created him after his image. Whoever spills

human blood, his blood shall also be spilled by men, for God has made
man his image. The only passage in which the idea of the image of

God appears outside of Genesis is Sirach 17:3.

And now to the New Testament. In this regard, that is, anthro-
pologically viewed, there is no difference between the Old and the New
Testaments. The latter is just as “primitive” as the former. It is in no
\yay influenced by Greek anthropology, which presupposes the separa-
oon beween body and soul. For pneuma is not spirit in contrast to
body, but divine-holy in contrast to human-sinful life. The entire
Platomc differentiation between body and soul is unbiblical. Far from
being ashamed of the “primitiveness” of the idea of the image of God, we
must remtn again to the simpUcity and naivete of the biblical use of lan-
guage. We must not judge the Bible by Greek anthropology or by
modem epistemology; on the contrary, we must develop oim anthro-

epistemology from what revelation teaches us about our-

worn mit
of Genesis analyzed and

t^h iti c
the Lord and Father, and

I cotiXrAiT^rFoT

:

he is the j f
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tion, is bound up with the new creation of man. The^ idea itself still

remains the same, and here, too, it is concrete and realistic. Re eeme

man receives the same form as the image of Christ (Szmw/orp

tes eikmos tou huiou autoii)^ and Christ he may even call his rot er.

This is the more eloquent, since here no general expressions are c osen

for the divine, but God is named by the name under which e c ose

to reveal himself in this world: Christ. The God who actua y comes

into the human life is here no voice from the midst of t e ar ness,

but a form, as in Deuteronomy. He possesses a visible^ orm, t

the Son. And just as the significance of the first creation ay °

similarity to God, so in the second it lay in our simi arity to

God become flesh. ^ ^j:

This, of course, presupposes that Christ was himself the likeness

God. We shall be Uke Christ, who is like God. We
the image of God. In 11 Corinthians 4:4, Christ is called e,lon the

(image of God); in Colossians 1:15, the eikon (image) o

ible God, the first-born of all creatures. In Hebrews 1:3,
.

pressions are used, but with the same meaning, t at t e o

glory of God, and bears the very stamp of his nature ^
far the most important passage is the great hymn in i emo

Have this mind among yourselves, which you have in Cliris J

Who, though he was in the form of God,

Did not count equality with God

A thing to be grasped,

“rS . ..™.. “ •'

And being found in human form.**

This section is completely dominated by
f but

viorphe theou and vtorphe doulou. Christ has t ic on •

be pve it up and took on the form of a sen-ant. Thus

completely became man. Again the imap-o - o
.

mosJ closely with the mystery of the Incarnation. This consists

I

Ih Windisch points out ta^rcuiions .re potsiWe:
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the fact that Christ gives up his equality’ in order to be equal to

men. And when, at the end of the hymn, a name is given him which

shall be above all other names, that happens because he did not desure

it, not even equality with God, but wanted only to give. Com-

d with P"— = — *

tion

n, iiuc even equality witn \aoa, out wantea oniy to give,

pared with Genesis, everything here has changed. The second Crea-

tion has different presuppositions than the first. God docs not create

after his image, but discards his image. His revelation is his empty-

ing, his incarnation. In Genesis, God creates man after his image and

thereby achieves man. In Philippians, God gives up his own form

in order to seek out man under his own form, the form of a slave or

servant. Here is the heart of the Gospel.

But what has happened, that Paul spealcs so differently from the

redactor of Genesis? There is no answer in Holy Scripture, neither in

Genesis nor elsewhere.* But the Church has developed with great

assurance from the data of Scripture: the image of God in man is

obscured, lost. Beaveen Genesis 1 and Philippians 2 Ues the Fall.

On this point the entire Church is in agreement Something hap-
pened to the image of God, for something happened to creation. One
cannot say, with an easy conscience, either of Adam, the fallen man,
or of us, that we are images of God. One can only discover with
fear and trembling that God wanted to make us into his image. At
this pomt the Church begins. It can begin neither with creation nor
with the image of God. I must begin with redemption and the figure
of the servant, and from that point must find my way back to Crea-
non and the image of God.

^ ^

natW T'" '=7 dearly where this

Tf ’f"n a w “d unambiguously

rn^anV;lT::fnur
already .4

•
very human. We found them

of God wrdarl noV ^^out the image

God as undistorted as possibt^ wUI
sized the shadows and privation m, h

Western Church empha-

ntanifested an aporia which has never Iftth; f“Vd
• The thesis of the datkeninc of im r
be developed directly out of Genem

od through the Fall certainly cannot
and definite: the hiiago dei b an Testament is clear

changed an>thing about it..”*” Thus humanitj’, and no Fall
inus onl} the Church can speak of a Fall.
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which will never let it rest, because it is determined by the dichotomy

of man himself. There is a turn of phrase which says that one can-

not have one’s cake and cat it, too. In regard to the image of Go ,

the point is that in some manner this must be possible.

The fact that such a great portion of the argument which was

conducted over the image of God had to remain fruitless was, i

am not mistaken, conditioned by two factors. First,
^

this ar^ment,

which burst into flames over something concrete, a living rea ty, an

image, was conducted with abstract concepts; a mystical datum was

treated in a theoretical manner. Possibly this difficulty wou ave

been overcome if a much worse mistake had not been ma ^ ^ ^

logical one; a beginning was made not with Christology, ut wit

anthropology. This is seen in the fact that Irenaeus, Origen,
^

of Nyssa, and others, like John Damascene later, differentiate

tween image and likeness, between eikon and homotosts, imago an

stmiliuido. . P
That this differentiation cannot be supported by t e text o

esis is not so important. Many a good point has been advance w

wrongly interpreted text. But the differentiation itself is one o

most unfruitful attempts at a natural theology. Omitting t e -

tions which occur, the heart of the matter is that the imago

eludes the universal human characteristics: human
^ j

freedom. These characteristics, in spite of the Fall, ^ , •

Adam, nevertheless, possessed in addition the simi itii o »
’

moral equaUty with God, communion with him, and im
^

These gifts were lost, and only through redemption can man atta

ft., .u oftg.. g.« » 6. « »
“j,s."man after his own image, but not equal to h

, thniUtudo in

contradicts Genesis. But even Irenaeus explains that e

the beginning was not perfect and never became so.
y

^

tnan became subject to death, and thus the °'Vth of th^

similitudo was prevented; man lost his ^ eternal
eternal Ufe. oly Christ brought back with the eternal

life and communion with God.’“
is divided into

Thus in all these considerations the image of

two parts: a man consists of a
therefore a
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theoii. They attempt to begin with man, and they consider it natural

that he was created. Then they wish to ascend to perfect, prefcctcd

man. They overlook the fact that wc cannot believe in a creation out-

side of Christ, that we cannot understand ourselves outside of Christ.

They build a house with two stories. At the fire of the Fall, the lower

remained whole. The upper was destroyed, but Christ rebuilt it.

Thus the further extension of the image of God is present. If 've

can differentiate between imago and shnilitudo, then the scholastic dif-

ferentiation into dona naturae and dona gratiae, between what man has

as a creature in any case and what was given him in addition {super-

additmn) but was immediately lost, lies near to hand. If one assumes

that the human condition suffered when the justitia originaUs was lost,

one s life still becomes the opposite of a living image. The condition con-
sists of a foundation of humanity, which remained rather undisturbed,
beside what is added by grace. And because oiu- condition today seems to

agree with this dichotomy, one supposes it can also be found in Adam,
who actually consisted of ctvo men. The one fell, and the other still goes
upright to this day, even if more or less shaken by what happened. This
says too much in two respects: grace is irretrievably surrendered and
seen as supernatural; nature” is held too safe and incontrovertible, and
It is forgotten that the Christian faith actually has no room for nature,
ut only for Creauon. and that this creation as a whole is fallen.^®*

n Mher words, the Church has comprehended superbly that be-
ween Genesis and Philippians the Fall of Man must be procldmed, but

P'^«l>™don 'vith the doctrine of man

Ml'^Th
of the image of God as for the

b jnl T a
teaUties, which cannot

miracle r psychology, nature, or

Ctatch of airth- Tn rightLply to accuse the

weefthe m n the%elationship be-

conLtZvl to maintain the

never be^able to do an^hing *^00

'“

different means, we shaU poliblyaStfe ^
but not tvithout falling into nety^error.^ P

" of the ancient Church

in Holy Scripture thf concrete f!
^7 ‘7" “ocident that we find

' and the Incarnation, but none forfhITm”' ft'™®'"
the continuation of Genesis I for thp

^
f
image. Genesis 3 is not

the image of God. NorW ^*,7!
1"° “"t there of

wi.hChrisrastheimageofGor^tl7^r;X7^:;S
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darkness, that darkness which does not remove tlie continuity, but makes

of it an object of faith which can be grasped neither by a theory nor

by mythical, concrete modes of expression. It is the darkness in which

we live, and of which we tlierefore cannot speak, either in images or in

concepts.

Before we continue with concepts, we shall turn to that branch

of the Church which has always ranked the image far above the con-

cept; the Church of the East. Here, in the ieons, lives the doctrine of

the image of God.' -= Of course, it can be objected that the connec-

tion is too strongly realized, the burden of sin weighs too lightly, the

danger of an apotheosis of man is near, a theology which leads to the

sacrament of the icon is so negligent of any anthropology that it has

become complete theology, therefore running into the danger of en

ing, not in a heaven on earth, but in a dream world. ... All that

pletely true, and I am prepared to go the whole distance with the West,

in the footsteps of Anselm, Luther, and Calvin. But we must not forget

that perhaps nowhere else in the Church was the concrete rea ty o

the image of God so seriously taken as in the East. Here we are ap

patently very far distant from Genesis, for it is not God in S^n^a ,

the revealed God dwelling among us, Christ, whose form is like ours,

so that we can feel safe in taking our own form as an expression o is.

Or are we rather here on the right road, which lets us n o

back to Genesis? The doctrine of images of the East rests comp y

Upon Christology. If we want to discover the doemne o t e ^
,

God, we will in any case have to represent the divine. Then we

not be allowed to forget “that God, in his revelation to man, as

But let us return to Western dogma. There is not muc ^ ^ ^

said. The differentiation already described betiveen iviago

remains in force, although under other names such as wMgo
. of

and accidentalis. It is well known that Luther left ® °

natural man, and his Church, too, ascribes nothing goo

was contradicted, of course, by the synergists, who by mea

separation thought they could still expect something •

“gain there was an exweme result, such as the view

*onght the bmgo dei had been transformed by the Fa

Wanac. Thus one wavered benveen full loss of the n .

g
^

The biblicalidca of God has been much too strongly ^ ^

prophcB opposed images of Vahsveh. but by no means .m g

“n
6; Jet. 1:9; Amos 4:IJ; 9:1; Ezek. 1:2« f-)-
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formation; between total depravity of man and a little spark left within

lum.

It is no accident that the birth pangs of the Reformation went hand

in hand with iconomachy and iconoclasm. Always when theology ques-

tions the image of God, the images arc thought of, and vice versa. The

proper exegesis of Genesis 1 always goes together with that of the Sec-

ond Commandment. Thuswe find in Reformed theology again and again

the tendency to reduce man to nothing and to deny completely the pos-

sibility of God’s assuming form among men. An Occamistic trait, which

would like to destroy every connection between revelation and the

world, between anthropology and theology, between the knowledge

of God and knowledge of the world, can hardly be denied here. The
Reformation occasionally goes to the opposite extreme from that of

the Eastern Church, and threatens to lose all continuity and reduce
the significance of man to a simple “being there.”^®®

No less great is the danger of a dichotomy in Calvin. According to

him, Adam, as the image of God, participated in divine wisdom, right-

eousness, virtue, hoUness, and truth. But the Fall and man’s ingratitude
teve extinguished the image of God within him. “Thus the image of
God which he bore was extinguished; to the degree that he alienated
himself from God tluough sin, he alienated himself from the bond with

those goods which one can share in, in him alone.”225 Although
Calvin breaks radically with the differentiation between imago and
7m itu 0 (an a fortiori with the doctrine of the donum mperadditnm)

an thus views the whole man as the image of God, he dares suddenly
to say image is radically extinguished. On this path he is foUowed

f n ; to Creation in the

rinhil
’
" ““\"e''t«'"tness and holiness, so that man might

1 fe vyh
to creator and We him with all his heart and

t^d
'>’= *at after the Fall man

TnYthinn r “ “mpl«ely incapable of

^et rn^TL a
the Spirit of God, could

"^o^d” fTom h . i!
“a" of namre” as

distorted from being the bearer of the image of God Even if onemi« add tliat man has “retained smaU remnanl” (petites' theseonly just suffice to deprive him of any innocence; B yrnd h s ^Wndares to declare tte the image of God was not destroyed, dis-
torted: Therefore, although we admit that the image ^f God ^ not
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fully displaced and destroyed in him, yet it has been so disfigured that

only a gruesome distortion remains.”-®'-

What, then, is left of the image of God in man? Not much, just

enough to ascertain that he actually possesses nothing except godless-

ness and being worthy of damnation. But how is this related to our

nature as creatmres? Or has the Fall robbed us of even that? We find in

the entire theology of the image of God the same hesitation which we

already discovered in our phenomenological component, and which is

related to every manifestation of God in form and image, going hand

in hand with an inability to do without this image. The Eastern Church,

in spite of strong opposition, retains the form. The Reformation de-

stroys almost all forms so thoroughly that it often threatens to destroy

the bond between God and man. The expression “God in flesh” has no

meaning when nothing more remains of this “flesh”; then it shrinks back

and discerns “small remnants.” The “small remnants” are basically no

better than the imago in opposition to the sivtiiitttdo. In the second case,

man goes with lowered head; in the first, he crawls and raises up his

head out of the dust in order to see how badly off he is, yet “nonues

to crawl. If it is true, as Dr. Koopmans says, that the word flesh

in Reformed Protestantism has a less existential overtone than else-

where,®®* then this threatens the central Christian idea of revelation,

no less than the danger of an apotheosis. The incarnation of God pre-

™Pposes a man. And a man is only man because he was created^ter

the image of God. Thus Adam can sin; an animal does not sin. 1

can1 We be saved; everything else is not saved.

Here we can end this historical portion. After we have iscov

that Schleiermacher introduces the image of God openly, as a proo

^he inipossibility of ''^in-orrinn- in HoOTTiatics with biblical expressio ,

should prefer rn fn

uieiermacher mtroduces the image oi vjtiu i

Possibility of engaging in dogmatics with biblical egress
^

’

d prefer to forget that he transformed the tviago ei °

sciousness of God,” finding Ukeness insufficient, and bodily rese

too
anthropomorphic.*®* We should prefer to consider a

Kohler exhibited much more insight when he took the dorm

Animals and the “coporeality” as “essential to the rniago st.

“““MA-ric COMPOISBNT « "ow iu conclusion I tiy to fo^ute

0 points of view which are to lead us to the image o
Aninu so

consideration of the dogma of the creation, I am by no m °
^

attempt to make a correction. Such an attempt would “t /
m;a , V - Domna is gi'cn

retain

lo maKe a correcuuii. i
.

.

pid and arrogant, but also completely fruitless.

°Sniatics remains a very uncertain affair. If
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it, we do so not in order to arrive at a more correct scientific knowledge.

Scientific knowledge can be of value to us. But it is our goal to confe^

our creation and our creator with our entire being. This confession is

only possible actually. Therefore, we must always begin from the begin-

ning again.

Here, as everywhere, the beginning lies in Christ. The Creation is

neither a pious opinion nor a plausible hypothesis, nor an obvious point

of departure. It is a matter of faith. And faith begins solely with Christ,

the Mediator of Creation. Thus we understand the image of God in man

on the basis of the image of man in Christ. Only through the knowledge

of Christ can we attain the knowledge of man. We can only point to

ourselves and say “Behold the man,” when we have first said, “Ecce

/)07?io.” In The Epistle to the RosttanSy Barth says that the image of the

Son is the image of his death (Phil. 3:10). Through Christ, God enters

the human world in the form of a slave, in the form of the crucified, in

the form of Wm who was a worm and no man. Here lies our w’hole

dogmatic question with both its equally necessary poles: God has an

image in this world and of this world. He became flesh, and of the dust

of the earth he created himself a form, a figure. The image is and re-

mains an image, it is visible and tangible, it is not a spirit, not an idea; it

does not participate in what we call “spirit,” but no more in whatwe are

accustomed to call “body”; it is a man. Ecce hoitto,* At the other pole

^ servant. It is no apotheosis of man, no acme of his capa-
bilities, no highest ideal, and certainly no divine spark or nucleus, which
will soon unfold in its entire fuUness. It is the bent and tortured figure of
the Man of Sorrows, not a great man in the series of the “immortals,”
but scarcely even a man, and just for that reason the son of man and Son
of God.

Let us now esk ourselves what significance attaches to the creation
after the image of God. If we view it in connection with Pilate’s judg-
ment seat and Christ s cross, we must answer: as much as everything, as
httle as nothing. We must say both at once. Let us first see what our
proposition does not say.

Creation after the image of God does not mean equality with God.

mlThe ™ -e are so according
to neither our actual not our essential existence.We are created after the

‘iWis i

'
u P^bubly assume that

there scarce!} such a great difference betiveen the Yahwist and the
• Ncw'man: “Also throuch the fact of tl,*. ,

as an assantial component of is as capabia ofVa?cSo?S'’L“yrit
'
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Priestly Code in Genesis; that in tlic one, God created man after His

image, and in the other, causes Itim to be led astray by the words, \ ou

shall be as God.” The thought of being equal to God does not occur in

the Holy Scriptures a single time in relation to man. Man is not as God,

and many of the “virtues” which were ascribed to him by the Church at

once fall away, as his supposed immortality falls away. The Greek idea

has here pushed aside the idea of Israel. Man is a mortal, a living soul,

which, since it lives, can also die. Equally miscarried is that doctrine o

the divine spark, the scintilla, which so often inspired mysticism, an

which believes in a divine principle, a germ in man. We find nothing o

that in the Bible. We find only a similarity, but never God in man. We

find only God in the man Christ. As soon as we speak of a divine spar ',

we have lost all Christology, which dissolves into anthropology. rist

then becomes a spark which burst into flame. The entire contr

between creator and creature vanishes.
t i,' 5 It

And what does the principle of the tvtago dei say in p ace o t s

says to us primarily that man is the lord of creation. In most ™ ’

we have all too often taken this truth as a truth of culture, u •

truth of faith, and points to the close connection benveen ait an

tore. The place of man in creation, his self-differenriaQon
^

,

dominion over, the animals is not a triumph of culture, nor a ca

(as we are often inclined to think today); it is, rather, a resu

oreadon of man after the image of God, “to have dominion ove

of the sea,” etc. The dominion of man, who subjects the

'O'f and bends it according to his vdll, is no grounds for presump

“Nothing more powerful than man,” as the ancient poet s.np.^b^^

nothing greater in self-denigration and ™
^

dominion, technology, tries to suggest. It lies within o p

to be understood as his assignment. The cultura ““’S"
animals, is

conquer the seas and plow the fields, to clear trees
entrusted

“ command of God. Man is placed in the world by Go
,

^

an assignment. The fact that he fell into sin "'“kes^
enormously difficult, makes it unfulfilhable, yet by no

the assignment.
. n^A cavs to us

the second place, the principle of the image of Go sa^_

'Itat man has a possibility in respect to God. be undcr-
Possibility of faith, as is given to man in the reality •

only as lent to man by God, and lent e.xclusivcl> for his

ta
self-evident, insofar as all gifts of the creator arc, a

jerstand it

'tty. 1 understand Barth’s concern. “As soon as wc trj to
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[the possibility] as somehow inherent in man, the other principle of

human incapacity would have to be put in force again.Wc do not under-

stand it as a possibility inherent in man.” Nothing, notliing at all, belongs

to me, but all is given by God.Whatwe as creatures are and receive does

not become our property which we can use as we like; therefore we

speak of the creation of man, not his appearance or his development.

But then we must take perfectly seriously the “similarity to God’s form

which Barth ascribes to the created man. Othenvise, says Barth, we

could not view man as the subject of faith, faith as his deed and expen-

ence. “Perception of the word of God could not take place if, in this

word and this perception, there was not something in common between

speaking God and listening man, an analogy, a similarity amid all the

dissimilarity occasioned by the difference beween man and God.”®^"

In other words, if man is not similar to G od, does not have the viorphe

theott, the one expression of the revelation vanishes. I ignore the ques-

tion whether the formulation of the revelation as “hearing the word,’

peculiar to Dialectic Theology, is the correct one. I shall also leave

undiscussed the fact that in the following passages Barth uses the

abominable expression “point of contact.” He replaces it immediately

by “image of God,” and we shall have to admit that Emil Brunner is

right to hold, contrary to Barth, that this image does not mean the

humanity and personality which remain to man, 1 am inclined to find

him right when he discards the “exception of a residuum” and declares

openly that the image of God is destroyed. It makes no sense to help

one s self out after the old manner with dichotomies along the lines of

the
^

remaimng” and the “lost” image, or the “lost” image and its

“residua.” An image has no "residuum”; it is or it is not. What is inher-
ent in nun as a human being and what is not are anthropology’s work
of decision, nontheolopcal anthropology, be it understood. Its results

show a certain parallelism with theological anthropology. But we must
never identify them. Theological anthropology never proceeds from
man as a human being, but from the man of faith. The man as human
being has inherent possibilities and other powers, but he does not have
the image of God. If he is ever to receive it again, it needs nothing less
than a new creation. And this, too, qua talis, can never refer only to
poraons. God creates us completely afresh, not half or three-quarters.
Fallen man has no connection with God. If he had, he would not be
fallen, he would only have stumbled.^^ The image of God for fallen
man can mean only the image of Christ, the morphe doulou, that is.
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the death of the “natural” man, the resurrection of reconciled, redeem ,

re-created man.
, , . _

• v-

Only in this connection, furthermore, does theo ogy tave

to speak of “nature.” Nature in the theological sense can neve

given, simple existence which has come of itsel ,
m a wor ’

ml”; from all these concepts philosophical f
theology, “nature” means only fallen creation. Namra

as he developed, but as he fell, or even less,

^
he -g>tt m by

his situation. He was robbed of his nature throug

of God—to express it with a paradox,
f not certain

I have gone a good part of the way wit

whether Barth will go the rest of the way
.^veight. What was

“similarity to the form of God” must be gi

given us at creation and then vanished is re
^ symbol

creation, that is, the image of God. It >s “
-naloev, but an image,

after the manner of idealism," not a D°™>
i: „ .^varn us expressly

Not only phenomenology, but also bi “ Scholasticism under-

of a distortion of image to a syn*° ’
-P

concern is the form, the

Stood this realism better than did idea ^
. jj^gtter and spirit, for

stamp, the figure of God. Thus the
nowhere written that

the concern is living reality, human r
similarity to God,

Adam in the state of innocence ha
nature, body and soul,

with God’s form, man receives his P
nature together with this

external and internal. Sin causes him to
^vithout God,

similarity. What is left we call na

animals, and plants.
. jjoordmans, who in his sermon on

Therefore, I cannot agree wit
^nly paganism, and will tolerate

the Creation as the giving
j ^ni, afraid that with this critical

creation only as a critical
princip

^
j-„»andinK of the image as sjmbol is given

• A fine example of the id-Ustic kerning of life, the m^V
by Paul Hofmann. God, h'

’
Jf 'fess-correef to say tvith the “‘hie,

of saying “I." And then: “h “h^ib ' ,hat man created God h“

man after his image, than with he““ ^ according to the symbol of God

For I-saying freedom,
continnall} ^ .freedom and of life to wemt to ^ate

in which
” b interpreted. It « h' mi. eontrest. vept nlata“' V
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not
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revchdon he’ has form. ho hh onm double

possible for him. and It IS
t“.^;,,re„,re, hh possession of form, ts plainl.t not self

double, insofar as In*

evident, but is an event.
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principle we shall sooner end up with idealism than W'ith the realism

of the Bible. Quite assuredly the Creation is separation, but only because

it is a forming, a giving of shape, and vice versa. It would also be

difficult to imagine what we should do with the word “image if the

Creation were only separation. The only thing left is to destroy it.

The language of dialectics here blocks the path of the language of faith.

The “point of contact” here reveals its true philosophical form. If we

pursue this direction further, we shall ultimately find ourselves no

longer in the dialectic of faith, but in the anrinomian thought of theo-

retical reason, “A true idea of revelation knows neither a linear contact

of God’s actions with the cognitions of human reason and capabilities,

nor a paradoxical, absolute opposition of God and world, time and

eternity, which ultimately issues from reason.”®^® In my opinion, we
should do better to ignore in the future all argument over man capax

or non capax infiniti The revelation of Jesus Christ is not concerned

with infinite man in contrast to finite man, but with the living, holy God
in contrast to the sinner. It is not concerned with points of contact be-

tween two antinomies, that philosophy may search for, but with creation

and new creation. It is not concerned with a tangent line, with a mathe-
matical point, in which God and the world meet without extension, but
with the form of God in creation and new creation.

I have not forgotten that Barth spoke of the possibility which ^vas

given man with the image of God, as a possibility of faith. The form
which God gives with creation, wWch he restores at the new creation,
IS not a directly attainable, not a “natural” form. It is only concrete
for faith, but not any the less concrete. Faith knows another reality
than the empirical, but the reaUty of faith is not that of theory or of ma-
thesis. It IS by no means an idea; it is living reaUty. For faith is not an
absttaction, but obedience. It is the duty which is laid upon us as bearers
of themap of God. The dominion over the world comes to us from the
King on the Cross, and is only exerted in the morphe doulou.

In this simple pedience Ues what a secularized Christianity is wontora Its ™lmral task,” and concerning which it asks with alternating

TV mm ’’'’T
“ it must or may be able to fuIfiU

s^ii™ , u of f«th, and it

om^dve r V **«= to™ of God’s creation and adapt

mmrn s T t,""V and the reality of art, whose

thTSi L V Po^^fW'ity and the reality of
the Christian life in the broadest sense of the word! It is the setting of
faith in worship and liturgy, in the order of state and society, inVe
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entire “service” which God demands of us, by desiring to become

“of like form with the image of his Son.
indicate

This possibility and really we can s-acramenta^ whemb^^^^^^^^^

that it concerns neither an immediately acccssi c, P

reality, nor an abstract or idea. The concern is

symbol or the imagination. Tavo warnings arc car

' that of mysticism, thoroughgoing mysticism,

'J “coming away
emptiness, in the complete lack of images,

of God in the

from the image,” while it stumbles o
ot. But it is not

world. We hear its warning, and we hear P
^ot the voice

the voice which speaks to us out of Ho y F
warning stands

which spoke from the Cross: It is
_

^
^
voice from the midst of the

in the Second Commandment. It is
n,jke no image.”

darkness, the voice which has no
^bey it. We know that

This avarning ave hear, and ave shou i e^^
expansion, as sub-

this commandment stands in the avay o o
becoming human.'*’

jugation of the avorld, indeed in the avay ev

We knoav that obedience costs us our
’ but the creation of

Lord. We knoav that natural human me ;n,jge

images. We knoav the danger that t
.^vas given to us. It is the

we have formed as the image of °
-We also knoav that it is

primal, and actually the only, sm: i
. that no image may be

avritten that ave shall make no "mag
- jjfe of faith consists

given to us. And we knoav furt er
image. As the Russian

solely of reverent «cognition “t

^ ^ oroavn of human

icon painter does not make a
features of his Lord in the

beauty, but, rather, discovers m in another con-

material avhich takes form under
1^ ^gafetances. as shells in avhich man

nection of these forbidden imag .^vhich must be the

is happy to shut himself up,

idea of every art (see pp.l8«-^43t darkness avhich lies betaveen

Here ave come once “ga
creation and the new creation.

Genesis and Philippian. 3^ o„gg called them, that prevent us

those “dark streaks,”
, from our sinful existence and from

from viewing the craaoon ^,,3, p.gggncs us from

our existence sanctified creation to the Incarnation. We

draaving a eondnuoos ' ^^^^ng can be said about this. We cannot

find the reality of the
] _3ji3tcij. in cosmology or anthropology, but

locate the dark nothing, avhich must not cut across these dark

ave can think nothing,
do u°
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streaks. In Genesis, nothing is told us of the loss of the image of God.

The whole biblical narrative from Genesis to Philippians nevertheless

treats the history of this loss. If the image of God appears again, it has

“neither form nor glory,” but has emptied itself into the form of the

man of sorrows.

Between the death of Christ on the cross and his Resurrection also

lies the darkness. There, too, we humans cannot see with perspective,

but that does not change the fact that everything which is God’s has

form. The new creation which begins with the Incarnation attains the

Resurrection and is completed in the dividing, judging, but also build-

ing, forming work of the Creator Spiritus. In faith, man is “in the form

of God,” says Barth. He agrees with Thomas when the latter says: “But

if the Christian faith instructs man about God, there arises in man a

reflection of the divine wisdom.” But he adds that this is no analo^a

e?itis, but an analogia There is indeed no likeness external to

faith. What does not come of faith is sin, is outside of God. There seems

nevertheless to be no reason to set belief and being in opposition. Faith

is not directed at an abstraction, but at that which is. It is not a mode of

viewing which does not touch the nature of that which is, but it is a

discovery of that which is after its true nature, as it is before God.
Therefore we do not believe that we are immortal, but that God

has the power to rouse us from death, to renew our mortal flesh, to
create us anew. The possibility which lies in the image of God does
not mean a kind of capability, a talent which distinguishes man, but the
possibility that God, who formed him of the dust of the earth, will give
m a new form out of the same dust by causing his resurrection. “For

If we have been united with him in a death like his, we shall certainly
be umted with him in a resurrection Uke his” (Rom. 6: S)

Therefore we hold fast to the image of God. Man, as he is created,
resembles God. Later we must cross aU this out, because the image is

fs'X? '"°de of human existence
n that which resembles God. It seems to me that this is also Calvin’s
thought when he says very crassly that man “of himself is nothing more

The ™ P“* of “‘“o degenerated

naL?? "0 means lay i! him by

1.^. Ktelh,.... Tme. if.

mean “belong by right.”
second, “belong" does i
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Through faith wc hold fast to the image of God. We

mand it, wc cannot hold it. Wc can only share in it w cn a

^

the image of God among us, in God in the image o

Christ, who emptied himself and took on °
Themes-

Tiasaface,--orLmemberoftheConfesslonalChurchsmd: ^
sage that the word of God assumed earthly form m Jesus ernnpe^

to give this form his undivided attention.W ^
sage of the incarnation of the Word someAing form-
can never again want to conceive ot Ciir y

jj

less.”
“
‘Christianity’ is the Christ,” says

.^vithout

the form of the incognito, it is sacramental,

outward glory, it is always hidden form.

Humbly I .*ee, Venty

Who thy glory hidest ncath these sn

Jesus, whom now veiled, 1 by ^ ,'^rd, deny,

What my soul doth thirst for, do not, L

That thy face unveUed, I at last >
’

With the blissful vision blest, my God.

1 pnr For ‘‘sacrament is

Here we touch upon which that '"'1*1^’

notUng more than image, than
jj, more detail wo e

tepresented is made present. To g” *"
.jj, saying that the image o

out of place here. We content . . himself of his majesty; he is

God among us is the Son, who has e P
, ..^hom we may not *^0“^

•

the servant, the crucified, the
»,noyens

patrjres” are etter a e

Therefore in art, as Maritain Xfies.”-»
Therefore glory in

to present his form than are the
^mniliation. Ecce

hortto.

itsChristianmeaningisfoundonlymh^od, is “renewed ».^owl dge

The new man, die new We
^fter the image of its creator (<>1; creator SP'"™^-

attention in tLlogy to the HO ySP
God’s Sp^t f-tes Aem anms

God’s Spirit, aU tW n -eTo^
every day. He creates 1", and recognize Gods creative form,

mental reality of
,tcfeonmon.

•Koopmans rightly sa>^ \ tnorc.*“ But that is no reason to

•ioctrine of the Holy
nostion. On the contrary-, it is the Holy

Ag« had almost been b^mment !"«•

bring the Holy Spirit and «a”^,,„n>ental t"'”!

Spirit which creates the n »
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by making us be of like form to the image of the Son. The Holy Spirit

gives us the continuity which we can neither sec nor experience. In his

creative work, the image of God from Genesis is identical with that

from Philippians. He, the giver of life {vivificans)^ is one with the

Father, Creator of heaven and earth {jactorevt coeli ct terrae)^ and with

the Son, through whom all things were made {per qucin oninia facta

We finally refer to the work of this spirit against those who are

not able to see the doctrine of the image of God as anything more than

a degraded anthropomorphism. From Xenophanes to Feuerbach and

Paul de Lagarde, it has been asserted again and again that man made

God after his image. It is remarkable that together with the very

praiseworthy attempt to obey the Second Commandment and not

create images autonomously, there is hidden behind this accusation

again and again the denial of a living God. It is precisely among those

who see in anthropomorphism a weakness or madness that the danger

is clearly shown of the image becoming generalized, abstracted. In spite

of the intention of serving God in spirit and in truth, one falls into

the temptation of replacing God with the divine or with the universe.

Whoever knows the sacramental reality of faith, created by the Holy
Spirit, to him the accusation of anthropomorphism does not matter.

He knows that he may present himself to God in human form because
God himself assumed this form, as the word became flesh. Indeed, he
will continue to long for the moment when the veil is torn away and
the form of the king in majesty arises from the form of the servant. If

there is a dogma which is eschatological from beginning to end, it is

that of the image of God, which at the start we are no longer able to
see, and at the end not yet, and which we all recognize behind the
veil m the sign of bread and wine. But this does not detract from the
rea ity of the image of God. The Sacrament, the presence of the Lord
m our midst, is m any eschatology another reality within ours, grace
within nature. Here is the “strange mystery” of which Pascal spoke:

He remained hidden behind the veil of nature, which hid him
iroxn us up to the incarnation; and when it was necessary for himm appear, he hid himself more deeply yet, by wrapping himselfm humanity. He was much more easily recognizable when he was
still invisible than when he made himself visible. And finally, when
he wanted to fulfill the promise given his apostles, to remain with
men until his final exaltauon, then he decided, in the strangest and
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dartet of all mysteries, namely in the forms of the Euch

have his abode.’^'*

This visibly invisible reality, this sacramental^h^
^vithin us. It is one

ion of the Spirit, is the image of God in our m

vho dies, who is emptied, but it is the re cc
image of God

he mirror of his nature. Thus the octnn
philosopher,

altimately leads us to faith in God, not m t c
being), but in

not in an ens simplex et infimtiem (simp e
Umself to the world

the living Lord, the Father who movK, w o g the

inhis only beloved Son, and set up his image among

crucified.
, the word.” It 'vould

That is also the anssver to the hhe word and

gladly have opposed svord and image to conmst to

sacrament. Does not the image
^t of images, to

the simple, impoverished word? s "o
human

, „

pointed, a protest of the word agams
„ the same time says w •

answer must be that whoever says maag.
it defines, it forms, **.8

The word is nothing else than the imag^ peeking m h

color, it presents. But if it is taken m anmh

“theology of the word” a means o dang
.

world and concrete reality °f
the direction of re-

taking the revelation itself. One ^ The Word is the vmrd

seeking the nonsensual, but "“t t y/e do "“t s^

become flesh, flesh of our flesh, “f o^J^n, of the form of the Man of

the crucified Word, but of the c the fonn of
^

Sorrows. The form newly creawd the form of resur

form of death and humiliation,
rheological

tected life and of glory.
„{ God humiliated

The doctrine of
'

logy-
'*-0 f°""

ti„ lies a judgment, but at

aesthetics or aesthencal th ^ tthy of worship, ) ° ^ f

..ar,.bi.™«y«

! - t ^ “p
attain, but which is given

US as b

the beautiful.



4 THE THEOLOGY OF

THE ARTS

If in this manner we seek the path from art to theology and from theol-

ogy to art, we find a theology which we can comprehend in the follow-

ing schema:

A—Dance—
the movement
of God I God the Father

B—Drama—
the play of GodJ

C-Word-
the praise of

God
D—Image—

the image of I God the Son
God

E—Building—
the house of

God

F-Miwic- T God the Holy
Spirit of God J Spirit

We begin at the center:

Rhythm 'i

Movement and
couniermovemenij

Speaking

Forming

New creation,

dwelling

Demolishing

Redemption

Eschatology

D: THE IMAGE Christian theology does not begin tvith God.
ut with Chnst; not with cteaoon, but with redemption. Only sortcriol-
ogy has entmnce to theology. Thus, atthis point begins also the theology

The “"'"u
“

't

' "’“S'- ^^Presented himself

der" f
" “ Of the reptesentadona'

ofULTAl,
" “ Ohristology is missing in no porriot

of dogmatics. All an is representational an. So-called pictorial an h

328
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SO, nevertheless, in a very special sense. It is

the fomt, by the shape. The further vve go from ‘he

moreitisblurred and disappearing: i" “‘V' hecom.^ mmic tnto gy,

it becomes mysticism. The f’orm,

tween two eschata: creation and spirit. A ^ -c .

in which God represented himself, the form of the

Form is the central principle in both art and thedogy Th^ .t was

already in primitive culture. “It seems that
“ f

”
'.ense,

beginning of wisdom, and since that can a so e sai
, .

of the fear of God, the study of the fine arts and ^ n m t

earliest historical relationships would perhaps contnbute somethi g

to bringing these two expressions into harmony.
cchool which

Thi! ako occurred to the philosophy of the» ;=hool, wh

understood beauty as the reflection of the true (Plato),

(Augustine), and of form (Thomas)

In the image, the movement of Go g love

The image is not immobUe; rather, it is pern

^
irresistible

of God, whieh set all things in motion y ^

movement, came to a halt on
continue this move-

and a place of salvation, a figure
f formlessness,

ment autonomously, then we are carne g y rnysdcism:

the bhssful denial of time and placew ®
jj,e gon to the

nameless and infinite. Then we pass
Spirit proceeds from

realm of the Spirit without AWi.. move-

the Son. If we try to explore
of the Father. We remem-

ment, we arrive at the
does not exist as image, that

her then that there can be no And we
creation and recognized in the “creations” of

remember that we thought
that is. he formed. He created

art the form of the
^,1 things through his love, which took

man after his image; he c
^ “djgtor of creation,

on form in Christ, the arenety
p approach also God’s creation.

We approach the creation
o^^^

^ ^ portion and form

from redemption. This mea Q^d began in the crucified and

of that great work the creation immediately, as we

resurrected Christ. We n
^ tvork of the merciful hands

know nature. What is gi' c”
^ newly creating love. In this

of God we know on y t

^^j^^jjaving eye as a piece of blind nature,

world, which appeals
rood’s Idncdom; and wc can partake of it.

Uves and fights God’s world, G
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That kingdom is not of this world; it cannot be established. It is sacra-

mental, a spiritual world in and behind the external world. And art, too,

in which the form of creation can be recognized, bears this sacramental

character.

C: THE WORD If we return toward the creation and the realm

of the Father, we arrive first at the word. As we have seen, the word
is also image. That connects it with redemption. It is simultaneously

sound, which calls for the image, which unites it \vith creation. We
therefore speak of the inspiration which is an echo of divine inspira-

tion.^®*^ The word which comes from God returns to him also in the

form of praise. It directs itself also to human understanding. In theology
this is the place of the sermon, which expounds the ineffable mystery
of the love of God to men in comprehensible words. In verbal art (of

course also in the other arts, but here centrally) lies, above all, the

relationship of the artist to his—here we could blaspheme and say
public,”^ which is almost as vile a curse as if a preacher spoke of

his public. ’ The latter has a congregation. But what does the artist

have? In German, one can speak of a Bach or Mozart congregation
(Bach Oder Mozartgeiue'tnde)^ but everyone feels that this does not
c ear a path; it merely crosses a boundary. The organic position which
art occupies m society is here once more put in question, and we can
make no decision in this regard until we have found the position of artm relaoonshp to God. Nothing is more fatal for art than a separation
between public and people. The Russian, Konstantin Aksakov, says much
that IS true: '

rh.T!’' Tj v'
thoughts and feelings from another shore;

SOP h
the spring of the fatherland. The public

on ^td''" ^ forbidden food

no and
the people is already

I nub c Th" P“P>=-- *e people forgives

fSssssss
of th^^av'o^iC

P™P'= ‘-f ” Such tvas the significant

grcgatlon again the artufr “T" Pte^eher has found his con-

and culture arc solved.
questions in regard to Church
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B: THE DRAMA Wc go further back
s'^rst the

arrive in the realm of the Father, at the
movement of man

movement of God, which we find mixed ui
present them-

inthe drama. Time and place, which we
history of the world

selves as the playing areas of God and man.
^^jgj.j„ovement of the

is the play of God and man, movement an
dramas created

protagonist and his opposite upon the cart y reflection of that

by writers and brought to life by actors are

great drama.

• .r the Eround of creation the

A: the DANCE Finally we arrive
{retd,

mobilized by a

movement of God. Man dances because
he follows this

moving power. In the most ancient, an

divine movement. , ,

m is clearly
mamfested m

£•• bv.lding The jittion of the

T. ApA soace, a delim , masses. It
E: BviLDiNG The of the

® building. It is a bounded space, a great ^
Its model is the city of God. Art

^^^.pipg place. But form

transforms great pieces of "^ture m become an

lacking. Therefore, it can lose its ho " appears most Y

Of course, this danger threatens a

for music, the last art

F= MUSIC This same dang««--„,.es.itoccup^^^^^^^^^^^

've have treated. Music does not ^^|,jevclopi^
^

and shape dissolves in it. In its to .
-j-hat belongs

^reate^s to vanish; endless
of arts. ^Ve

infimty.aa f s^y this by ^ hatology
fj.

„m,fof denial. We
to Its nature. It represents “

,
jcally

only m
human beings can “^/arts, but "'“'^oevcr, then it breaks

found this element in ah
all form

.jj.. then it becomes
denial becomes simple 00^“ but a's°

Ptewisc denies every form,

"otonly the chains of w wh'ch
^ ,,^5 j, musical

iBore and more like the Jus
^ speaking of God, lias

aven the mysticism B'^‘"hJlog)%u'?'’' '„<icnt,tl.cnc«r}-thcology
uomponent, so also every in

Likewise, one is no

amysticalcomponcnt.lt spcakmS.^
,|,cology and music

becomes impossible, “V.,iy nius'"' nncction svitli the ground

onger able to hear pet
^,,.clatioi>-

'b'

iosc their character o

*’f movement, and bcco
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This need not be. Even the Hallelujah is a step from the compre-

hensible word to the incomprehensible, infinite melody. But at the

same time it is the confession of the martyr:

Cecelia’s dress is red, and at every blow the blood flow's stronger.

Hear, louder at each blow, this voice, victorious over death,

Until at last, completely freed from the child who can no longer

hold it back,

The joyous Hallelujah rises up in the inejttinguishable sapphire.*®^

INDEPENDENCE AND INTERDEPENDENCE Our time is full

of yearning for the lost unity of life. Everywhere efforts are being

made to replace the tangent planes with concentric circles. We have had

our fill of limited “realms,” and justly so. But this yearning must not

tempt us to try to revive the primitive, nor even to erase the boundaries;

least of all should we anticipate all that only exists in the eschatological

sense, that is, through the grace of God. “Among primitive peoples, art

and morality, as well as science, melt together with a confused and

complex activity which one can call religious, but which in reality

already contains the germ, the principle, of all the higher activities.”’®

But we cannot restore this artificially. We can only recognize bound-
aries and points of access. The unity is a matter of faith. Art is not a

province of life, still less, in the sense of the nineteenth century, a sub-

^vision. Art participates in all of life, and all of life participates in it.

Just as the whole of life, it has its origin elsewhere. This origin is hidden
from our gaze. Therefore we need again and again the independence
of art as a defense against the imperialism of scientific or dogmatic
thought. The life stream of art does not flow into a fruitless and artificial

seclusion; Thus art strives to return to an undivided total life, seeking
a new, a conscious, an articulated interdependence in which it, Uke all

other realms of life, can simultaneously preserve and surrender its own
nature.”“«We must constantly be aware that this striving is only a direc-
tion of Ufe, not a goal attained. The goal attained is only conceivable in
the beyond.

The recognition of the creation of God in the creation of the arts
IS analogous to the Platonic recognition in the reverse sense: it is a
rccopimon in hope, not in fact. A complete unity of religion and art
wou d be neither conceivable nor desirable, for both would have to be
absolute. We have repeatedly stood at this boundary. Absolute reHgion
IS mysticism; it is without shape and without sound. Absolute art can
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neither be seen nor heard. True art is eschatological

^
longer tonal art,” the invisible image, the wor a mg

solving dance, the building which is lost in the stretc

Religion

God. If in spite of this we continue to sp
t nnint at which

influences by which holiness and beauty can
. striving, a

religion and art meet in our world, we mean a direcnon, smv. „

recognition, which ultimately must destroy itsc

Thtc nnint of intersection of religion

POINT OF INTERSECTION This p the wholly

and art we shall find where art turns to
already seen

other is. For that was our definition o t e
^ beautiful; the

that the holy by its very nature
fwhich, of course, does

beautiful must instead betake itself to t e
holy),

not mean that beauty gives up its ng ts m
^

nature, already

But it is also true that the hfy.^J ^^^h.hes any other “mean-

beats the beautiful within itself.^ u^anty passes over into

ing.” It only remains to find the places where beauty p

holiness.
, ^ an our eyes for the beauty

Thus we must tune our ears ana s h
^

^hich

which confronts us with an a so u %vhich is the

appears in absolute majesty. We absoluteness of inaudi-

Last Word, to the note which reminds us of the

hiUty; we must keep a lookout for tn movement

image and likeness of him w om building which

which is conveyed by the rhyt
search within ourselves, to see

is the house of God. But we
-vhich is thus revealed to us as the

whether we experience
,

when beauty not only attracts

wholly other. This we shall on X ^ but also disturbs us m a

us, but also repels us; not oidy
,,nth the friendly coun-

way we never knew before.
Lord; we seek the Comforter lyho

tenance of God and the heavy-laden, but also the terrible

calls to us when we are weary
j .^yith you?’

one who repels us from himse
avith the avords of Rudolf Otto,

At this point of inta5a<==“°"j^d„3tion and awe, which we approach

that beauty avhich is hw reverence.

with glad hope, but jcclf, of course, brings edification and

The aesthetic form ot « of something difler-

broadening, making us org
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ent, sometWng higher. But orvly rcUgion seeks the ^
wholly other. Therefore only reUgious art is one ^
ultimate sense of life to flow out into the play of nchly related forms

of phantasy.”^ The artist makes the depth of things resound:

Es haben abet die Dichter scbon

Vnd die Erbauer der koniglichten Paldste

Etwas geahnt voin Ordnen der D/ng^,

Der ungeheuren dinnpfen Krafte

Vielfachen Mund^ wnbangen von Gebehnnis,

Liessen sie in Chorgesangen erschallen, wiesen ihnt

Geniessene 'Raunie an, tnit Wucht zu lasten,

Empor zu drangen, Meere abzuhaiten,

Selbst urgewahig v}ie die alien Meere.

But already the poets

And the builders of the royal palaces

Suspected something of the order of things,

The enormous, dull forces’

Multiple mouth, surrounded by mystery.

They caused to resound with choral song, assigned it

Measured space, to press with weight,

To push toward heaven, to hold back seas.

Powerful itself as the ancient seas.

But tWs order is not the fully real, the total order:

Was aber Valaste und die Gedichte;

Tramnhaftes Abbild des Wirklichen!

Das Wirkliche jangt kein Geviebe cm;
Den GANZEN Reigen anzufiihren,

Den •wirklichen, begreift ihr dieses Ami?

For what are palaces, and what are poems;
A dreamed reflection of what is real.

No net can enclose what is real:

To lead the round dance,

The real dance, are you ready for this task?^*^

HARMONY AS THE CREATION OF GOD Upon the holy gtound
wc found harmony. We ascertained that it was achieved by men. Art
is nature and culture, and in both holiness is revealed. But it is also aud
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n/ifl Whoever believes this

even primarily creature, the creation •

it as a

cannot view art as a birth from the prima a
. something else,

conquest of man. Of course, it is this, but by nature it is something

The holy avill of God also stands
holiness means

ThisLliefalsosbowsusthereversc^^^^ , eighty

distance. Between the holy God a
^ parallel to the

chasm. The “creation” of the artist is
y completely over-

creation of God. It “Soever
whelmed by the light of the life of

therefore serve
beauty.

serves God. But whoever serves Go ““
.jJ.^yords and sounds. The

God can destroy for his servant a
.-nnot exist before the face

deepest, even the ultimate religious a
^ longing for a

of God. In its highest forms of
tvWch would be no

different image, a different song, or
feels an indescribable

longer “art.” Whoever heare or uses ma y

longing for the Word which •*"'**
f-nnts his image in man. Mari-

erefJe confront each o‘her as God of God: “His

tain expresses this clearly and which he loves, whik ou

and only his love calls forth the _ .^yUeh we love.’’^" Thus Go s

love is called forth by the beauty of
feon, God s love,

love is also wholly other than that ° „ a work of art, is only

even beauty. Our love, even i
*

. , .

love returned. . -jer that we should have misgivings.

Nevertheless, this is not ’
.j.^ is incarnation. And there is

There is creation. There is
di^ance.t

proximity. . . faith he who created the eaven an

According to the Christian fa't^
^ascended to earth:

the earth as a rule is the same

Behold. "“t^es^Xve't's aU.

Whose lordship
rules

. in's sutemenr holds true, that “no form

And if even here
be, conceals beauty in the same way

of art, however creator within her,- yet we may

that the Virgin
concealed^,„„ in art, in word and m

believe that God giv« share in his work of new creation. Pc -

sound. Through “nd culture in its heathen holiness, the t ork

pendicular through
namru „f „f u h ch

of God's creation is
erect „,n.ram von toWt,

serves him. Wc may oh S
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sed perfeck''' (grace does not abolish nature, but perfects it) as follows:

grace does not abolish nature, but creates it anew.

Therefore there is no “religious” art. Here Maritain warns us again:

“If you want to make Christian art, be Christians, and seek to make a

beautiful work, in which your entire heart lies; do not try to make it

Christian.” For genuine art is Christian: “Everywhere where art

—

whether Egyptian, Greek, or Chinese—has attained a certain level and

a certain degree of purity, it is in expectation already Christian, because

all spiritual radiance is the promise and image of the divine weighing out

of the Gospel.”^^“

There is an old Flemish verse about the bells’ journey:

Upon Maunday Thursday,

The bells all go to Rome,
Over hedges and treetops

On Easter Eve tiicy come home.

Thus the soul of the artist, during the period of Christ’s Passion,

undertakes a quiet pilgrimage to the holy place of God. Perhaps it

hardly knows this. The builders of the great cathedrals did not think

of “holiness”; they hardly thought of beauty, but, above all, of doing

good work. “They believed, and, as they were, so they did. Their work
revealed the truth of God, but without intention, and precisely because
they did it without intention.”^®®

God s holiness would destroy all art were it not at the same time
for his grace, which deigns to reveal itself in beauty. Before the face
of God, art is nothing and less than nothing {ut palea, like straw, said
Thomas Aquinas). But this is the great paradox of faith, that before
the face of God and from God’s hand art receives simultaneously its

life and its glory.

A METAPHYSICS OF ART? Is what has been said sufficient to
arnve at a metaphysics of art? I hardly think so. We shall remain
phenomcnologUts. We do not want to forget that we have spoken only
of experiences and phenomena. We shall let it rest at that Logically
viewed, we can call everything of the essence of art which we have
related to the essence of religion “mete analogy.” Thereby it becomes
nsete for metaphysics. Rudolf Otto warns justifiably of premature
conclusions which, for example, might be drawn from the analogy of the
mmically and the religiously irrational; the one can be a “schema” of the
Other, whereby they by no means coincide.*
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Though death at once our life’s small candle snuff.

What matter? Highest bliss was given us to see.

Shelley, too, who in his glorious lines in the “Hymn to Intellectual

Beauty” fights against the forms of the old belief and can find no ot cr

forms for Ws worship:

No voice from some sublimer world hath ever

To sage or poet these responses given—

Therefore the names of Daemon, Ghost, and Heaven,

Remain the records of their vain endeavour,

Frail spells—whose uttered charm might not avail to sever.

From all we hear and all we see,

Doubt, chance, and mutability.

Thy light alone-like mist o’er mountains driven.

Or music by the night wind sent.

Thro’ strings of some still instrument,

Or moonlight on a midnight stream,

Gives grace and truth to life’s unquiet dream.

I vowed that I would dedicate my powers

To thee and thine—have 1 not kept the vow?

With beating heart and streaming eyes, even now
I call the phantoms of a thousand hours

Each from his voiceless grave; they have in visioned bowers

Of studious zeal or love’s delight

Outwatched with me the envious night—

They know that never joy illumed my brow
Unlinked with hope that thou wouldst free

This world from its dark slavery,

That thou O awful loveline^,

Wouldst give whate’er these words cannot express.

The day becomes more solemn and serene

When noon is past—there is a harmony
In autumn, and a lustre in its sky,

Which thro’ the summer is not heard or seen.

As if it could not be, as if k had not been!
Thus let thy power, which like the truth

Of nature on ray passive youth
Descended, to my onward life supply

Its calm—to one who worships thee.

And every form conttuning thee.
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himself gave himself to this human world, himself assumed form and

moved as man among men. The Incarnation means our redemption, also

in the sense that the world and our works in It need not be without

meaning, but can be bearers of a divine revelation.

Thus, as phenomenologists, as men of the science of art and religion,

we find points of access and boundaries. Thus, as religious men, we ex-

perience again and again the miracle of the blending of religion and art.

As theologians, who can neither separate artifically the revelation in

Christ and that apparently different one given us as revelation, nor desire

to lose ourselves in the generality of an idea of God, we find the unity of

art and religion where alone we know unity; in the doctrine of the

Incarnation. As believers, we find the possibility of complete beauty

in him in whom we find everything, in the divine figure, in the son of

Mary, in the Son of God, who is the most beautiful. And, with the old

folk song, we say:

All the beauty

Of heaven and earth

Is contained in Thee alone.
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